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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aerospace Medicine and
Biology can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by
means of the page numbers given at each entry, e.g.. p0255 N76-27815. To assist
the user in binding Supplements SP-7011(151 (through SP-7011 (162). a title page




A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AND BIOLOGY
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7011 (151)
through SP-7011 (162)], published by NASA
during 1976.
Scientific and Technical Information Office JANUARY 1977
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C.
This Index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
Springfield, Virginia 22161 for $9.00 domestic; $18.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(151) through
NASA SP-701 1(162) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA
SP-701 1. by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal
for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative
efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). and the National
Aeronaut ics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N76-10000 series)
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A76-10000 series)
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, and a corporate source
index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e.. not a valid






2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same






In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow
further his quest for particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than
one class of document. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon
biological systems, particularly
human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and
solar radiations on human
body at high altitudes.
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject
term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in the index. Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for




HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary
(organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.. LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY. (Source citation entry)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.. LAS CRUCES. (Source index entry)
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may
be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears
on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the
selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will
be found in the first column. For example:
Page 255 will be found in Supplement 159.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and




Subject Index . . . . A-1
Personal Author Index B-.1
Corporate Source Index C-'l
SUBJECT INDEX
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY / a continuing bibliography
1976 Cumulative Index
JANUARY 1977
Typical Subject Index Listing
SUBJECT HEADING |TITLE EXTENSION!
CLEAIIIG I
,— Spacecraft utensil/hand cleansing fixture for
space shuttles
[NASA-CB-147U25] p0114 876-17825
The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens. The NASA or AIAA accession number
is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section of this supplement. If applicable, a report number is also included as an
aid in identifying the document.
ABILITIES
Strategies of adaptive ability measurement
[AD-A004270;) p0076 N76-1U796
Guidebook for developing criterion-referenced tests
[AD-»Oin987l p0113 1176-17816
ABIOGBBBSIS
The dependence of the content and concentration of
products of enzymatic oxidation on the size of
coacervate droplets abiogenesis
p0002 A76-10809
Life and chirality beyond the earth
p0031 A76-15644
The problem of the existence of life in the solar
system outside of the earth. I
p0061 A76-17007
Evolutionism and the origins of life
p0151 A76-28006
Problems of the origin of life
p0179 A76-30097
Looking forward to the present abiogenesis
theory illuminated by lunar amino acids
p0179 A76-30234
Effect of enzymatic synthesis of polyadenylic acid
on a coacervate system
p0182 A76-30175
Cyanogenic compounds in nature and their possible
significance concerning the origin of life
p0236 A76-36216
Closed system Fischer-Tropsch synthesis over
•eteoritic iron, iron ore and nickel-iron alloy
deuterium-carbon monoxide reaction catalysis
p0268 A76-39397
Cyanogen induced phosphorylation of D-fructose
prebiotic modeling
p0272 A76-00129
Do the origin of molecular "handedness1 in living
systens —• paleoiagnetic effects in prebiotic
enantiomer synthesis
p0272 A76-40130
Crystallization and solid-state reaction as a
route to asymmetric synthesis from achiral
starting materials
p0272 A76-40131
Prebiotic peptide-formation in the solid state. II




Prebiotic peptide-foraation in the solid state.
Ill - Condensation reactions of glycine in solid
state mixtures containing inorganic polyphosphates
p0272 A76-40133
The prebiotic synthesis of deoxythymidine
oligonucleotides. II - Comparison of condensing
agents
p0272 A76-4013U
Compartmentalization of amino acids in surfactant
aggregates - Partitioning between vater and
aqueous micellar sodium dodecanoate and between
hexane and dodecylammonium propionate trapped
water in hexane
p0272 A76-<(0135
Formation of nucleoside 5'-polyphosphates from
nucleotides and trimetaphosphate
p0273 A76-40136
On the possible role of organic melanoidin
polymers as matrices for prebiotic activity
p0273 A76-H0137
Aminoacyl transfer from an adenylate anhydride to
polyribonucleotides
p0273 A76-40138
Reactions of aminomalononitrile with electrophiles
simulating prebiotic conditions
p0273 A76-40139
Evolution of the concepts of the origin of life,
1924-1974
p0325 A76-46716
Evolutionary oscillation in prebiology - Igneous
activity and the origins of life
p0325 A76-46717
Are the oldest 'fossils', fossils
p0325 A76-46716
The evolutionary significance of phase-separated
microsystems
p0325 A76-46720
Chemical evolution and the origin of life *
Bibliography supplement 1974
p0326 A76-I16722
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
1: Space as a habitat
[NASA-SP-37I4-VOL-1] p0246 N76-26799
Theoretical and experimental prerequisites of
exobiology
p0246 1176-26806












Comparison of theoretical and experimental
absorption of radio freguency power
[AD-A022890] p0333 H76-32836
ABSOBPTIOH SPECTBOSCOPY






NT HIGB GRAVITY ENVIRONHENTS
NT IBPACT ACCELERATION
A study of moving base simulation motion cues
utilizing washout technique
p0202 A76-32235
Catapult dynamics in an environment of high
acceleration high G ejection seat design
p0295 A76-42636
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
2, book 1: Ecological and physiological bases
A-1
4CCBLBB4TIOI PEOTECTIOH SUBJECT IHDEX
of space biology and medicine
[H4S4-SP-371-VOL-2-BK-1J p0247 H76-26809





The physiology of high G protection .
p0260 876-27861





Heart pathology associated with exposure to high
sustained »Gz
pOOOS 476-11706
Rays of farther perfecting methods of vestibalar
selection emulative effects of Coriolis and
cen'tripetal accelerations
p0007 476-11918
Change'in absorption and secretion functions of
small intestine under the influence of rocking
p0009 A76-12303
Transfer functions for arterial oxygen saturation
during +Gz stress
p0028 476-13576
vestibular-ocnlar accommodation reflex in «an
p0028 476-13577
Effects of Mechanical vibration on rat plasma
calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and xanthine
oxidase
p0029 476-13582
Heart biochemical responses in miniature swine
subjected to +Gz acceleration
p0029 476-13585
Investigation of normalization of responses of the
circulatory system disturbed by accelerations
p0061 476-17010
prolonged visual loss and bradycardia following
deceleration from +6 Gz acceleration - 4 case
report
p0121 476-25270
Lower body negative pressure - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0170 476-28901
Preliminary investigation of notion, visual and
S7seat effects in the advanced simulator for
undergraduate pilot training /ASOPT/
p0178 476-29198
Gas exchange in nan during combined +G/Z/
acceleration and exercise
p0180 476-30368
Bradycardia induced by negative acceleration
p0210 476-33377
Oltrastrnctnral effects of *Gz stress on swine
cardiac muscle
p0210 476-33381
The effects of centrifugation on the morphology of
the lateral vestibnlar nucleus in the rat - 4
light and electron microscopic study
p0211 476-33173
Physiologic and anti-G suit performance data from
TF-16 flight tests
p0212 476-37075
Plasma vasopressin and renin activity in women
exposed to bed rest and +G/z/ acceleration
p0267 476-38803
Cardiac pathology associated with high sustained
+G/z/. I - Snbendocardial hemorrhage
p0269 476-39578
Cardiac pathology associated with high sustained
»G/z/. II - stress cardionyopathy
p0269 476-39579
Changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high »G/z/ stress
p0269 476-39580
Cardiovascular function during sustained +G/z/
stress
p0269 476-39581
Response of the hydrodynamically interacting
semicircular canals to an adequate stimulus
p0271 476-10628
Systolic time intervals during +Gz acceleration
• . . p0277 476-10887
Body size and chronic acceleration.
P0298 476-13151
Dynamic properties of the human head for
helmets and restraints
p0316 476-11761
The involvement of noradrenergic nerves in the
cardiovascular reflex responses to lower body
negative pressure in the anaesthetised rabbit
p0317 476-41815
Changes in the peripheral and intracranial blood
circulation during prolonged low-magnitude
radial accelerations
p0317 476-15086
On guantizing ride comfort and allowable
accelerations
[4144 P4PEE 76-873] p0318 476-15516
Assessment of tolerance limits in subjects tested
on human centrifuge
P0327 476-17333
The effect of sudden acceleration on certain
organ-specific enzymatic reactions
p0328 476-17331
X-ray investigation in aviation and space medicine
CH4S4-TT-F-801] pOOII H76-10705
Equivalence of the effect on receptors of the
semicircular canals from turning of the head in
a rotating system to some stop stimulus
p0039 H76-12656
The effect of adrenergic beta-receptor blockade on
the metabolic response to centrifugation stress
motion sickness drugs and adrenal metabolism
[4D-4013126] p0056 H76-13757
Study of heart synchronous whole body acceleration
for circulatory assist
[PB-243807/5] p0074 876-11784
Influence of various acceleration environments on
the ability to activate controls for emergency
devices
[4D-4011515] p0081 H76-15787
In-flight linear acceleration as a mean of
vestibular crew evaluation and habitnation
motion sickness in flying personnel
p0137 S76-19795
ACCBLBRATIOS TOLEHAICE
Acceleration tolerance of man as limiting factor
in manned aeronautics
[DGIB PAPEB 75-027] p0061 476-18292
Standardization and interpretation of spinal
injury criteria and human impact acceleration
tolerance
p0213 476-34112
Bead injury tolerance for face, skull and brain
p0213 476-31113
Spinal injury in the crash environment
p0211 476-34118
An objective determination of /*/G-sub z
acceleration tolerance
[IAF PAPER 76-031] p0320 476-16031
Assessment of tolerance limits in subjects tested
on human centrifuge
p0327 476-47333
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 9,
no. 4, 1975 closed ecological systems,
hypokinesia, acceleration tolerance, radiation
protection
tJPRS-65988] p0037 H76-12636
Determination of the mechanical parameters of the
cupnlo-endolymphatic systen from its anatomic
characteristics
p0037 H76-12639
Effectiveness of a helium oxygen gas mixture
during transverse accelerations
p0038 H76-12617
Tolerance of bats to prolonged longitudinal
gravitational overloads
p0039 H76-12654
Effect of vibration, acceleration and acute
irradiation in a dose of 250 R on the
localization and activity of some liver enzymes
in sexually mature rabbits
p0039 H76-12655
Principles of biodynanics. Volume 2:
Experimental procedures in gravitational biology
[4D-A012099] pOOlO H76-12663
An experimentally validated dynamic model of the
spine '
[AD-A012181] p0055 H76-13717
Influence of various acceleration environments on
the ability to activate controls for emergency
devices
[AD-A014545] p0081 H76-15787
Evaluation of physiological inputs to high G
performance models
4-2
SUBJECT IIDBX ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
[AD-A014813} p0115 N76-17830
ACCEPTABILITY





NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Opthalmological examination of laser workers and
investigation of laser accidents
p0019 H76-11315
Recommendations for criticality accident dosimetry




Ejection-seat related vertebral lesions -
Hechanism, diagnosis, consequences and neans of
prevention. II
p0035 A76-15755
Advanced restraint systems for Any aircraft
p0214 A76-34153














Norepinephrine turnover in heart and spleen of 7-,
22-, and 34 C-accliBated hamsters
p0151 A76-27990












Effect of fluorocarbons on acetylcholinesterase
activity and some counter measures
p0063 A76-17896
Effect of the lifetime of the
acetylcholine-choline receptor complex on the
equilibrium potential of end plate membrane
p0144 A76-26100
Protective effect of some pyridinium compounds
against the inhibition of structure bound
acetylcholinesterase by Soman in vitro
[BHVG-FBST-75-16] p0251 N76-26854
Analysis of the preferential release of newly
synthesized ACh by cortical slices from rat
brain with the aid of two different labelled
precursors carbon-11 and deuterium
tHBL-1975-14] p0307 N76-31882
ACETILSALICILIC ACID
Aspirin therapy in angina pectoris - Effects on
Platelet aggregation, exercise tolerance, and
electrocardiographic manifestations of ischemia
p0236 A76-36171
ACID BASE BQDILIBBIOH
Changes in pulmonary volumes with relocation to


















Production and characterization of enzymes
stabilized as humic acid analogues
p0099 N76-16729
ACOUSTIC IHPEDAICE
Examination of normal and pathologic middle ears




Orthogonal electrocardiogram, apex cardiogram, and
atrial sound in normotensive and hypertensive
50-year-old men • - .
p0268 A76-38930
Brainstem auditory evoked responses in nan. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[NASA-CR-146391] p0106 H76-16787




Audiogran and exposure to infrasonic variations, in
air pressure
p0148 A76-27617
Study of cartilaginous conduction - Its diagnostic





Low-frequency acoustic characteristics of
biological tissues
P0012 A76-12561
ACODSTIC RADIATION . . ,
0 SODND RAVES
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
Investigation of the cochlear and evoked
potentials of guinea pigs subjected to. the

















Effect of a sequence of activating pulses on the
contractile properties of muscle
p0011 A76-12556
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
ACTIVATION ENERGY
High-pressure temperature-jump kinetic studies of




Relationship of the magnetoencephalogram to the
electroencephalogram - Normal wake and sleep
activity
P0119 A76-24150
On the physiological activity of the nuclear
apparatus of the.vascular epithelial cells of.
the human brain at various ages
p0120 A76-24232
Hethod of estimating motor activity during sleep
p0128 A76-25625
The prospects for life on Bars - A pre-Viking
assessment
P0216 A76-34786
Functional changes of hypothalamic nenrosecretory
centers after hyperbaric oxygenation
P0237 A76-36643
Cellular viability, metabolism and growth kinetics
during hyperthermia in the physiological range.
[AD-A011482] p0015 N76-10715
Conservation of energetic balance as a basis of
adaption process
A-3
•CTIVItl CTCLES (BIOLOGY) SOBJECT IMDBI
[NASA-TT-F-16686] p0070 876-14750
A mathematical theory of growth processes and
•echanical behavior of biological materials
p0331 N76-32822
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
Effect of low-frequency electrical stimulation of
the caudate nucleus on the cortical electrical
activity and the wakefulness-sleep cycle
p0149 A76-27920
Reflection of the characteristics of an awake
man 's cerebral bioelectric activity in sleep EEG
p0300 A76-44541
Human performance physiological rhythms, and
circadian tine relations
p0074 H76-11785
Hew data on circadian biorhythmicity of












Adaptation reactions of workers in ergonomic field
studies of information processing work potentials
p01«7 A76-27094
Hineral metabolic adaptation to simulated
hypogravics
p0205 A76-32421
Change in the protein composition of rat brain and
liver chromatin during functional reconstruction
of cells - The effect of adaptation to hypoxia
p0299 A76-43841
Humoral-hormonal mechanisms of adaptation of the
hnnan organisn to athletic activity
p0301 A76-44542
Conservation of energetic balance as a basis of
adaption process
[NASA-TT-F-16686] p0070 N76-14750
Adaptation to prolonged bedrest in man: A
compendium of research bibliographies on
clinical medicine and human pathology
[NASA-TH-X-3307] p(>158 N76-20807
ADAPTIVE COITBOL
Detection of a change in plant dynamics in a
nan-machine system
p0002 A76-11064
Control of legged locomotion robots
p0170 A76-28861
New progress in robotics real time artificial
intelligence research projects
p0323 A76-46457
Adaptive training of manual control: Performance
measurement intervals and task characteristics








Release of adenosine by hypoxic canine lung tissue
and its possible role in pulmonary circulation
p0061 A76-17120
Effect of enzymatic synthesis of polyadenylic acid
on a coacervate system
p0182 A76-30475
ADEHOSINE TBIPHOSPHATE
Release of adenosine by hypoxic canine lung tissue
and its possible role in pulmonary circulation
p0061 A76-17120
Hodels of energy metabolism of intact animals -
Data tabulations, representation of basal
metabolic activities and endocrine effects upon
metabolisn
p0117 A76-22412
The purple membrane of salt-loving bacteria
rhodopsin powered photosynthesis
p0209 A76-33323
Prebiotic peptide-formation in the solid state. II




Beaction of the ATPase activity of the action of





Effect of enzymatic synthesis of polyadenylic acid
on a coacervate system
p0182 A76-30475
ADHESION




Prediction of body density in young and
middle-aged men
p0125 A76-25456
Principle of measuring the air-free body volume
with the aid of a pressure-difference diving probe
• p01U7 A76-27095
Metabolic adaptations in brown adipose tissue of
the hamster in extreme ambient temperatures
p0273 A76-40199
Functional and anatomical characteristics of the
nerve-brown adipose interaction in the rat
p0316 A76-44844







Corticosteroids and ACTH are not reguired for
compensatory adrenal growth
p0083 A76-19095
Circadian rhythm of the activity of the system
hypothalamus-hypophysis-adrenal cortex
p0150 A76-27946
Role of thyroid and adrenal medulla hormones in
thermoregulation reactions
p0237 A76-36640
Functional state of adrenal cortex of rats after
cooling in the hermetically sealed chamber and
during adaptation to cooling
p0237 A76-36641




Increased rate of response of the
pituitary-adrenal system in rats adapted to
chronic stress
p0003 A76-11138
Biochemical aspects of acclimatization of man to
high altitude stress
p0010 A76-12475
Effects of altering monoamine metabolism on the
adrenocortical response to hypoxia
p0029 A76-13583
Effects of exercise on excretion rates of urinary
free cortisol
p0095 A76-21611
The effect of 2-deoxy-D-glucose and D-glucose on
the efferent discharge rate of sympathetic nerves
p0096 A76-21788
Role of the hypothalamns-hypophysis region and the
sympathoadrenal system in the organism responses
in extremal /stress/ situations
p0243 A76-37344
Circadian pituitary adrenal rhythms
p0293 A76-42399
The effect of adrenergic beta-receptor blockade on
the metabolic response to centrifugation stress





Electrophysiology and pharmacology of cardiac
arrhythmias. IX - Cardiac electrophysiologic
effects of beta adrenergic receptor stimulation
and blockage. Part B
p0003 A76-11450
Glucagon and plasma catecholamines during
beta-receptor blockade in exercising man
p0267 A76-38801
A-4
SUBJECT IIDBX &BBOSPACB BBDICIBE
Henrochemical characteristics of specific




Corticosteroids and ACTS are not required foe
compensatory adrenal growth
p0083 176-19095
The effect of ACTB-analogues on motor behavior and




On the geometry of the avian wing (studies on the
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Intracardial bubbles during decompression to
altitude in relation to decompression sickness
in man
p0092 A76-21401
Besonance ultrasonic measurements of microscopic
gas bubbles in living tissue
p0270 A76-39588
Decompression-induced decrease in nitrogen
elimination rate in awake dogs
p0317 A76-45101
Characteristics of ultrasonic scattered signals







Bealth effects of sulfur dioxide and snlfnric acid
aerosols
p0143 A76-25913




Biomedical applications engineering tasks
[RASA-CB-147584] p0187 H76-22873
AEBOSPACE BIVIBOHBBBTS
Beasnrement of the radiation dose absorbed in
outer space from the solar flare on August 4, 1972
p0119 A76-24170
Vestibnlac problems in space flight
p0174 A76-29283





Besearch on habituation to novel visual-vestibular
environments with particular reference to space
flight :'
[RASA-CR-146280] p0132 H76-187B3
Increased concentration of Pseadomonas aernginosa
and Staphylococcns sp. in small animals exposed
to aerospace environments
[BASA-Cfi-147570] p0188 H76-22879
Preliminary results of an experiment with mammals
on the "Kosios-782" biological satellite
CHASA-TT-P-15492] p0245 H76-26787
Biological effects of extreme environmental
conditions considering limits of biosphere
p0246 B76-26805
Physiology of the sensory sphere under spaceflight
conditions
p0248 H76-26824
Biologic guidelines for future space research
p0249 R76-2682B
Electrophoresis experiment for space
[HASA-CB-149925) p0258 H76-27837
Living and working in space
[HASA-TT-r-17075] p0262 H76-27879
AEBOSPACB BEDICIIB
Coronary artery disease and preventive cardiology
in aviation medicine
p0007 A76-11720
Some particulars on the training of aviation
physicians
p0007 A76-11917
Hemodynamic indicators in air personnel of varying
ages
p0007 A76-11920
Botion sickness questionnaire and field
independence scores as-predictors of success in
naval aviation training
p0029 A76-13579
Ejection-seat related vertebral lesions -
Hechanism, diagnosis, conseguences and means of
prevention. II
p0035 A76-15755
Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics
p0035 A76-15756
Computerized analysis of electrocardiograms as a
possibility of cardiological screening in the
armed forces
p0035 A76-15757
Effects of supersonic flight on the human organism
Experiences of an air force medical officer
p0035 A76-15758
Comparative examinations concerning the fatty
change in the liver cells of pilots
p0059 A76-16776
Variation of the bioelectrical activity of the
heart in transport aviation flying personnel
after low-altitude flights
p0059 A76-16780
Bedico-technical provisions for the interaction of
man with military technology
p0062 A76-17673
Byperbilirnbinemia in air crews
p0063 A76-17675
Acceleration tolerance of man as limiting factor
in manned aeronautics
[DGLH PAPER 75-027] p0064 A76-18292,
Physiological and psychological stress limits for
astronautics Observations during the Skylab
I-III missions
[DGLB PAPEB 75-028] p0064 A76-18293
Aircrew medical standards and their application in
the Boyal Australian Air Force
p0086 A76-19711




investigations in aviation Russian book
p0128 A76-25567
Ihe role of the laboratory in tracking down
tropical diseases - Its interest in the
surveillance of flight personnel
p0148 A76-27618
Betabolic and endocrine studies - Ihe second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28911
Crew health status and monitoring summary - Ihe
second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28913
Bedical legacy of Skylab as of Bay 9, 1974 - The
manned Skylab missions
p0172 A76-28914
Applications of space-electrophoresis in medicine
for cellular separations in molecular biology .
p0184 A76-31478
Aerospace Bedical Association, Annual Scientific
fleeting, 47th, Bal Harbour, Fla., Bay 10-13,
1976, Preprints
p0201 A76-32166
Ban in space Russian book on space medicine
conference
p0231 A76-35744
Second expedition of the orbital station Salynt-4
- Some results and problems of medical studies
p0231 A76-35764
BKG-stndies concerning an early recognition of the




AEBOSPACB SYSTEHS SOBJECT IBDEI
The behavior of the retina vessels under hypoxy
conditions
p0240 476-36880
A study on examination procedures for preventing
tramatic and nontranmatic osteoarthropathies
related to flying activities
p0266 476-38701
Raking use of the laboratory in aerospace medicine
p0266 A76-38703
Verification of hemostasis disorders in air force
personnel
p0267 A76-38705
Changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated vith high +G/z/ stress
p0269 A76-39580
Application of hyperbaric oxygen therapy in a case
of .prolonged cerebral hypoxia .following rapid
decompression
p0270 A76-39585
Psychotherapy and retnrn to flying duties
p0270 176-39587
Jet lag isn't just a state of mind prolonged
flight effects on circadian dysrhythmia
p0272 A76-40127
Control and modeling of physiological processes
• Russian book
p0274 A76-40627
Bypoxia - Acceptable limits and its prevention
p0295 A76-42632
On the problem of training aviational physicians
p0317 476-115085
Space motion sickness •edications - Interference
vith biomedical parameters
[IAF PAPER 76-036] p0320 A76-46035
Some aspects of chronobiology and their
significance in aviation medicine
p0328 176-47338




Space Biology and Aerospace Hedicine, volume 9,
no. 4, 1975 closed ecological systems,
hypokinesia, acceleration tolerance, radiation
protection
CJPBS-65988] p0037 N76-12636
Effect of hypokinesia on the vestibnlar function
under modified microclimate conditions
p0038 R76-12648
Change in work performance in the high mountains
(psychophysiological investigation)
p0039 H76-12657












Pulmonary function testing in military personnel:
A preliminary study
[AD-A018067] p0163 N76-21883
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic coordinates of space
motion sickness, part 1
[NASA-CB-147554] p0189 H76-22888
Medical microbiological analysis of Apollo-Soyuz
test project crevmembers
[BASA-TH-X-58180] p0219 H76-24878
Report of 14-day bedrest simulation of Skylab
[HASA-CB-147758] p0224 S76-25761
A scientific dialog betxeen the leading space powers
[NASA-TT-F-15463] p0228 H76-25794
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
1: Space as a habitat
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-1] p0246 H76-26799
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
2, book 1: Ecological and physiological bases
of space biology and medicine
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-2-BK-1] p0247 B76-26809
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
2, book 2: Ecological and physiological bases
of space biology and medicine
[UASA-SP-374-70L-2-BK-2] p0248 H76-26819
Combined effect of flight factors
p0248 H76-26826
Hethods of investigation in space biology and
medicine, transmission of biomedical data
p0248 H76-26827
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Voluie
3: Space medicine and biotechnology
[HASA-SP-374-VOL-3] p0249 H76-26829
Basic data for planning life-support systems
; ' p0249 H76-26830
Clothing and personal hygiene
p0249 B76-26833
Protection against radiation (biological,
pharmacological, chemical, physical)
p0250 B76-26840
Hedical care of spacecrews, (Hedical care,
eguipment, and prophylaxis)
p0250 B76-26841
Selection of astronauts and cosmonauts
p0250 H76-26844
Training of cosmonauts and astronauts ''
p0250 B76-26845
An appraisal of future space biomedical research
p0250 B76-26846
Life sciences payloads analyses and technical
program planning studies project planning of
space missions of space shuttles in aerospace
medicine and space biology
[HASA-CH-147799] . . p0255 B76-27812
The role of the clinical laboratory in aerospace
medicine
[AGABD-CP-180] p0255 H76-27819
The laboratory role in early detection of disease
p0256 B76-27820
Laboratory employment in aerospace medicine
p0256 B76-27821
Epidemiological studies of subclinical diabetes
mellitus
p0256 B76-27823
Application of flight stress simulation techniques
for the medical evaluation of aircrew personnel
p0256 B76-27826
Studies on stress in aviation personnel, analysis
and presentation of data derived from a battery
of measurements
p0257 B76-27828
Experience with electroencephalography in
applicants for flying training 1971 and 1972
p0257 B76-27830
Control of hemostatic disorders in Air Force
personnel
p0257 H76-27833
Fourth Advanced Operational Aviation Hedicine Course
[AGAHD-R-642] p0259 B76-27846
Eye protection and protective devices
p0259 B76-27852
Han, the biosphere, and space aerospace
medicine for space missions of Apollo Soyuz
[BASA-TT-F-15495] p0262 B76-27878
The effect of common therapeutic drugs on vision
[AD-A020346] p0332 B76-32833
AKHOSPACE STSTESS
The man-rating associated with the AFFDL LAHABS
system Air Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory




Responses of reticnlar and ventral anterior
thalamic neurons of the visual cortex to '•
afferent stimuli of different modalities in cats
p0096 A76-22226
A fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral ves'tibular
nucleus of the rat
p0118 A76-23426
The innervation of the vestibular labyrinth
p0173 A76-29278
Hypothalamic and thalamic blood flow during
somatic afferent stimulation in dogs
p0274 176-40200
Investigation of cerebrospinal reflexes - A review
of the concept of bnlbar vasomotor center
p0275 A76-40632
Compensatory adrenal growth - A nenrally mediated
reflex • ' •
p0301 A76-44575
1-6
SUBJECT IIDEI AIB TBAFFIC COBTBOLLBBS (PEBSOHHEL)
Respiratory frequency control daring hypercapnia
in vagotomized, anesthetized cats
p0327 A76-47248
AFTERIMAGES
Perceived visual lotion as effective stimulus to
pursuit eye movement system
p0028 A76-13400
Plasticity of orientation specific chronatic
aftereffects in visual perception
P0145 A76-26770
Bod-cone independence in dark adaptation
p0155 A76-28769
Bye movements during afterimage tracking under
sinusoidal and randoi vestibnlar stimulation
p0313 A76-44729




Effects of age on responses to isoietric exercise
- Isoietric handgrip in noninvasive screening
for cardiovascular disease
p0003 A76-11449
Coronary artery disease and preventive cardiology
in aviation ledicine
p0007 A76-11720
Heiodynamic indicators in air personnel of varying
ages
p0007 476-11920
Effect of human psychoemotional stress and
physical activity on the age-related changes in
the lechanical properties of arterial vails
p0012 A76-12562
Differences between the deformation and strength
characteristics of large blood vessels depending
on their localization, load direction and age of
the human subject
p0012 A76-12563
Rorphological and functional aspects of studying
soie lechanical properties of the huian aorta
p0012 A76-12564
On the physiological activity of the nuclear
apparatus of the vascular epithelial cells of
the huian brain at various ages
p0120 A76-24232
Prediction of body density in young and
•iddle-aged len
p0125 A76-25456
Transit tile analysis of the forced expiratory
spirograi in grovth
p0125 A76-25459
Age differences in the spatial vectors and
vectorcardiograi utilizing various orthogonal
electrocardiographic lead systems
p0232 A76-35907
The relationship between the electrographic
components of trace processes and the capacity
of the short-duration leiory of children and
adults
p0327 A76-46984




The filtragoneter: A new device for measuring
platelet aggregation in venous blood of ian
p0082 N76-15793
AGIBG (BIOLOGI)
Effects of increased pressures of oxygen and air
on short-ten leiory in lice
p0123 A76-25263
Analysis of hnian body coiposition data as related
to height and age
CAD-A018350] p0220 H76-24883
The contribution of skin biopsy to the detection









Toxicology of the air in closed spaces
p0247 876-26811
AIB BA6 BESTBAIBT DEVICES
An inflatable crewian restraint system for
helicopters
p0214 A76-34155




Air regenerating and conditioning
p0249 N76-26832
AIB DEFEHSE
Ground observer ability to detect and estiiate the
range of jet aircraft flying over hilly terrain
[AD-A020657] p0286 H76-29914
AIB POLLOTIOH
Health effects of sulfur dioxide and sulfuric acid
aerosols
p0143 A76-25913
Effects of chronic, continuous exposure to
simulated urban air pollution on laboratory
aniials with cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases
p0143 A76-25997
Puloonary changes induced by aibient levels of
ozone, a lorphological study
[AD-A011873] p0047 H76-12717
Evaluation of laterials for manned vessels to
assure habitable atiospheres
[AD-A014410] p0082 H76-15794
A study of the effect of light on the eiission of
terpenes fron certain woody plants
[NASA-CB-148142] p0223 N76-25759
AIB POBIFICATIOI
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
C02 and moisture without special heat exchanger
eguipnent for spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[NASA-CASE-HSC-14770-1] p0254 N76-26868
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
C02 and moisture without special heat exchanger
egnipment spacecraft cabin ataospheres
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14771-1] p0254 H76-26869




Hicroorganisms in the stratosphere
p0031 A76-14045
AIB SEA ICE IHTERACTIOIS






Air traffic and the problem of importation of
diseases froi the tropics
p0073 S76-14773




The aan-conputer interface problei in teriinal
autoiation
p0033 A76-15050
Investigation of work load in ATC services - An
experiment by using RAPCON radar simulator
p0067 A76-18665
'The huian factor and the autoiation of ATC systeis
p0121 A76-24279
Development of a perforiance criterion for enronte
air traffic control personnel research through
air traffic control simulation: Experiment 1:
Parallel form
[FAA-BD-75-186] p0253 H76-26863
Physiological, subjective, and performance
correlates of reported boredom and lonotony
while performing a simulated radar control task
[AD-A025426/8] p0286 B76-29911
AIB TBAFFIC COSTBOLLEBS (PEBSOBHBL)
Stress in the case of air traffic control
personnel /taking into consideration future
systems/
[DGLB PAPEB 75-026] p0064 A76-18291
Stress in air traffic controllers - Effects of
ABTS-III Automated Badar Terminal Systems
p0321 A76-46302
Attitudes on en route air traffic control training
and work: A comparison of recruits initially
trained at the FAA academy and recruits
initially trained at assigned centers
[AD-A013343/9] p0056 H76-13759
A-7
AIB TRABSPOBTATIOB SUBJECT IIDEI
Defining research needs to insure continued job
•otivation of air traffic controllers in future
air traffic control systems
[AD-A014719] p0108 B76-16797
Stress in air traffic controllers: Comparison of
two air route traffic control centers on
different shift rotation patterns
[AD-A020679/7] p0197 B76-23839
AIB TBASSPOHTATIOB
Study of the microbiological environment within
long- and medium-range Canadian Forces aircraft
p0210 A76-33376
Aeromedical Implications of Recent Experience vith
Communicable Disease
[AGABD-CP-169] p0071 N76-14758
Transportation of passengers with contagious
diseases on airliners
p0071 H76-14760
Transportation by air of a Lassa fever patient in
1974
p0071 B76-14763
Lassa fever: To air evacuate or not
p0071 B76-14764
An epidemic of chiknngnnya in the Philippine
Islands: Possible role of aircraft dissemination
p0072 B76-14766
Application of ride quality technology to predict
ride satisfaction for commnter-type aircraft
p0102 H76-16757
Development of ride comfort criteria for mass
transit systems
tNASA-CB-147962] p0223 H76-2U903
Air passenger comfort. A stndy about comfort in
general and for air passengers in particular
model for aircraft designers
[FOK-K-66A] p0263 N76-27882
IIB IATBB IHTERACTIOBS
BT AIB SEA ICE IBTEBACTIOBS
AIBBOBHE EQDIPHBIT
Evaluating a CBT nap predictor for airborne use
p0117 A76-22608
Economical oxygen-delivery system for aircraft
p0172 A76-28921
Training plan for the preliminary test and




Study of the microbiological environment within
long- and medium-range Canadian Forces aircraft
p0210 A76-33376
AIBCBAFT iCCIDBBI IBVESTI6ATIOB
Medical and psychiatric aspects of accident
investigation aviation pathology
pOOOS A76-11707
Analysis of human factors in aircraft accidents
pOOOS A76-11709
Cervicocranium and the aviator's protective helmet
hangman-noose-type fractures
pOOOS 476-11710
Error and artefact in post mortem toxicological
analysis aviation autopsy material
contamination
p0006 A76-11715
Impaired pilot performance - Drugs or alcohol
aircraft accident medical investigation
p0006 A76-11716
Application of radioimmunoassay techniques in
support of toxicologic investigations of
aircraft accidents
pOOOS A76-11719
Comparative examinations concerning the fatty
change in the liver cells of pilots
p0059 A76-16776
Hethod for determining pilot stress through
analysis of voice communication
p0211 A76-33385
Survey of the state of the act of human biodynamic
response to impact acceleration
p0212 A76-34139
Standardization and interpretation of spinal
injury criteria and human impact acceleration
tolerance
p0213 A76-34142
flaking use of the laboratory in aerospace medicine
p0266 A76-38703
AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBIS
Alcohol and other drugs in aircraft accidents
p0006 A76-11713
Alcohol associated vith fatal light aircraft
accidents. United Kingdom - 1964-1973
p0006 A76-11714
Cardiac injuries in aircraft occupants resulting
from aircraft accidents
p0029 A76-13588
Effect of physical activity of airline flight
attendants on their time of useful consciousness
in a rapid decompression
p0092 A76-21402
Cross-validation stndy of the personality aspects
of involvement in pilot-error accidents
p009« A76-21413
The DCIB 3-D aircraft-occupant three
dimensional computer model of automotive
restraint systems
p0214 A76-34150
The design-induced part of the human error problem
in aviation
p0297 A76-42906
Fractures of the spine in helicopter accidents
(examination of 25 cases)
[BAE-LIB-TBABS-1848] p0013 B76-10703








An investigation of aircraft voice communication
systems as sources of insidious long-term





Aircraft cockpit vision: Hath model
[BASA-CB-141406] pOOBO 076-15778
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit, computer




Study on team performance of controlling TS-11
aircraft
p0066 A76-18662
A pilot model with visual and motion cues
p0177 A76-29483
Future trends and plans in motion and force
simulation development in the Air Force
p0178 A76-29493
An airplane performance control system - A flight
experiment banking angle and vertical speed
control
p0209 A76-33371
A study of handling quality assessment in manual
control system
p0271 476-39850
On optimality in human control tasks
[ICAS PAPER 76-54] p0329 A76-47398
A new method of interfacing pilot to aircraft
using myoelectric signal processing
[AD-A0124S3] p0051 N76-12744
A study of the effect of peripheral vision motion
cues on roll axis tracking flight simulators





Future flight deck design
p0033 A76-15410




Results of the visual detection simulation
experiment for the evaluation of Aircraft Pilot
Earning Instruments (APKI)
[AD-A017023/3] p0080 H76-15780
Ground observer ability to detect and estimate the





SUBJECT IHDEI AI8CBAFT PILOTS
Review and analysis of color coding research for
visual displays in aircraft
p0083 176-19173
seat aounted oxygen regulator systems
P0296 A76-42643
Bare base equipment description
[AD-A012242] p0051 N76-12746




Niqht vision systems for Army aviation
p0032 A76-14582
Criteria for the collocation of instruments in the
cockpit
p0120 A76-24241
Human force capabilities for operating aircraft




Heart rate monitoring of pilots during
steep-gradient approaches
p0030 A76-13590
Difference thresholds for judgments of sink rate
during the flare
p0178 A76-29489
Monitored approach as initial stage in training of
pilots for Category II landing
p0317 A76-44924
Integration of visual and notion cues for
simulator reguirements and ride quality
investigation computerized simulation of
aircraft landing, visual perception of aircraft
pilots
[NASA-CB-145978] p0075 N76-14790
Candidate T-37 pilot performance measures for five
contact maneuvers
rAD-A014331] p0082 H76-15791
Lou visibility landing pilot modeling experiment
and data, phase 2
[AD-A016764] p0132 S76-18784
The effect of delay in the presentation of visual
information on pilot performance
[AD~A021418] p0286 H76-29913
AIBCBAFI HAIBTENANCE
Fully procedaralized job performance aids:
Guidance for performing behavioral analyses of
tasks education to improve human performance
in aircraft maintenance
fAD-A015059] p0113 H76-17815
Design option decision tree, a method for
systematic analysis of design problems and
integration of human factors data
[ AD-A0164181 p0165 N76-21898
Evaluation of the EC II programmable maintenance




Crew test and nap-of-the-earth flying low
altitude helicopter flight
p0006 A76-11712
Training transfer of a formation flight trainer
to aircraft formation flying
pOOOS A76-12165
A study of progress in flying performance revealed
from daily check sheets in a Primary Flight
Training course. I - An analysis of instructors'
ratings
p0067 A76-18663
Retention of selected physiological indicators in
pilots in the course of agricultural flights
p0153 A76-28530
Air combat maneuvering training in a simulator
p0177 A76-29486
Aviator performance during day and night terrain
flight
p0205 A76-322S2
System performance and student evaluat'-n in a
complex computer based procedural tra^ .. -g program
[AD-A013067] p005. H76-13761
Passenger comfort response times as a function of
aircraft motion
[BASA-CB-145981] p0075 N76-14791
Bide quality of terminal-area flight maneuvers
pOlOU H76-16771
Dndergraduate pilot training task maneuver time
study
[AD-A017844] p0166 N76-21908
On simulation and evaluation of aircraft handling
qualities along with pilot training
[NAl-TH-49] p0336 N76-33844
AIBCBAFI HOISE
NT JET AIRCRAFT HOISE
HI SONIC BOOBS
Effects of aircraft noise on the mental work of
pupils
p0083 A76-18950
An assessment on certain causal models used in
surveys on aircraft noise annoyance
p0092 A76-21251
Speech intelligibility under acoustic conditions
of pilot performance .
p0153 A76-28532
A review and preliminary evaluation of
methodological factors in performance
assessments of time-varying aircraft noise effects
[NASA-CB-1 "15925] p0075 N76-14788
Review of subjective measures of human response to
aircraft noise
[NASA-TH-X-72807] pOOSO N76-15779
Special analysis of community annoyance with
aircraft noise reported by residents in the
vicinity of JFK Airport, 1972
[NASA-CB-132678] p0106 N76-16788
Effects of long duration noise exposure on hearing
and health proceedings on stress
(physiology) of flight crews exposed to aircraft
noise
[ AGARD-CP-171 ] p0109 N76-17786
Physiological responses due to noise in
inhabitants around Munich airport aircraft
noise effects on human body
p0111 N76-17799
Beview of studies investigating human response to
commercial aircraft noise
[AD-A022356/0] p0198 N76-23844
Aircraft noise in residential areas: Heasuremen'-
and analysis human reactions near airports
p0219 N76-24245
Notes on noise index numbers (talcing into account
the results of the Munich Aircraft Noise









Aviation cardiology in Canada
p0003 A76-11468
Operational aspects of pilot incapacitatiou in a
multicrew airliner
p0004 A76-11469
Identification of ischemic heart disease pilot
fitness qualification
pOOOt A76-11171





Valvular heart disease pilot qualification
pOOOU A76-11U7I1
Comparative examinations concerning the fatty
change in the liver cells of pilots
T0059 A76-16776
Study on team performance of controlling TS-11
aircraft
p0066 A76-18662
Simulated flying performance after marihuana
intoxication
p0093 A76-21U04
Alpha index and personality traits of pilots
p0093 A76-21106
Cross-validation study of the personality aspects
of involvement in pilot-error accidents
p0094 A76-21413
Preemployment and periodic physical examination of
airline pilots at the Hayo Clinic, 1939-1974
p0094 A76-21414






ECG monitoring,of heart failure and pilot
load/overload by the Tesla Seat Pad
/ p0172 A76-28919
Early signs of coronary arteriosclerosis in pilots
/ p02«3 A76-37300
Behavior of/some respiratory paraaeters in student
pilots - ,A comparative study on two distinct
groups examined ten years apart
/ p0266 A76-38702
Prevention of heart disease in healthy pilots
p0297 A76-12847
Backache in, helicopter pilots. Analysis,
etiology, treatment and prevention
[BAE-LIB-TRANS-1857] pOO«5 N76-12700
Aircrew capabilities and limitations
, p0069 N76-1U020
To see or not to see: Visual acuity of pilots
involved/in midair collisions
[ AD-AO)6277/6] p007l| N76-1G778
Integration of visual and notion cues for
simulator requirements and ride quality
investigation computerized siaulation of
aircraft landing, visual perception of aircraft
.pilots
/ C H A S A - C R - 1 U 5 9 7 8 ] p0075 N76-14790
/Results of the visual detection simulation
/ experiment for the evaluation of Aircraft Pilot
/ Warn ing Instruments (APWI)
[AD-A017023/3] pOOBO N76-15780
/ Trainable crew behavior in the flight simulator
for pilot incapacitation
/ p0113 H76-17813
/ Accident experience of civilian pilots with static
physical defects evaluation of flight fitness
p0137 N76-19791
Comparison of visual performance of monocular and
binocular aviators during VF3 helicopter flight
p0137 H76-19793
Helicopter flight performance with the AH/PVS-5,
night vision goggles used by aircraft pilots
p0137 N76-19794
Application of flight stress simulation techniques
for the medical evaluation of aircrew personnel
p0256 N76-27826
Studies on stress in aviation personnel, analysis
and presentation of data derive.d from a battery
of measurements
p0257 N76-27828
Behavior of some respiratory parameters in
candidate pilots. A comparative study between
two different groups examined at ten years
interval
p0257 H76-27831
Control of hemostatic disorders in Air Force
personnel
p0257 H76-27833
Investigation of pilot self-briefing techniques.
Volume 1: Methodology, results, and
recommendations
[ AD-A02«6<t5/4] p0285 N76-29907
Secondary task for full flight simulation
incorporating tasks that commonly cause pilot
error: Time estimation
rNASA-TM-X-7 iH53] p0336 N76-33816
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
Cardiac injuries in aircraft occupants resulting
from aircraft accidents
p0029 A76-13588
The man-rating associated with the AFFDL LANABS
system Air Force Flight Dynamic laboratory
Large Amplitude Hultimode Aerospace Research
Simulator
p0178 A76-29492
The crew and new systems aviation safety in
terms of human performance under stress
[AD-A018253] p0222 N76-24896
N A S A aviation safety reporting system
[NASA-TH-X-31115] p0336 N76-33815
AIBCRAFI STABILITY
Development of ride comfort criteria for mass
transit systems
rBASA-C8-1t7962] p0223 H76-2H903
A I R C R A F T SOBVIViBILITI











Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0123 A76-25259
Physiological index as an aid in developing
airline pilot scheduling patterns
p0123 A76-25261
Physiological index - An aid in developing airline
pilot scheduling patterns
p0327 A76-16855
Importation, diagnosis and treatment of smallpox,
cholera and leprosy
p0071 H76-11762
International quarantine for control of
mosquito-borne diseases on Guam
p0072 N76-11765
The attenuated live smallpox vaccine, strain BVA




The threat of tropical diseases and parasitoses
(some epidemiological and clinical aspects)
p0073 H76-1U772
AIBPOBT LIGHTS




Passenger comfort during terminal-area flight
maneuvers
[NASA-CR-1U6077] pOOSO N76-15781
Special analysis of community annoyance with
aircraft noise reported by residents in the
vicinity of JFK Airport, 1972
[NASA-C8-1 32678] p0106 N76-16788
Beview of studies investigating human response to
commercial aircraft noise
[AD-A022356/0] p0198 N76-2381U
Aircraft noise in residential areas: Heasnrement
and analysis human reactions near airports
p0219 N76-24215
Notes on noise index numbers (taking into account
the results of the Munich Aircraft Noise




Helmets and head protection in CF ejections











Effects of alcohol and marijuana on dynamic visual
acuity. I - Threshold measurements
p0066 A76-18623
Effects of graded doses of alcohol on
speed-accuracy tradeoff in choice reaction time
p0096 A76-21746
The influence of alcohol on some vestibnlar tests
p0258 N76-27835
ALDOSTEBONE
Suppression of plasma renin and plasma aldosterone
during water immersion in normal man
p0096 A76-21787
Plasma renin, angiotensin II, and plasma and
urinary aldosterone in running exercise
p0277 A76-40886
ALGAE
NT BLUE GBEEN ALGAE
NT CHLORELLA
Hicrofossils in Conophyton from the Soviet Dnion
and their bearing on Precambrian biostratigraphy
p0236 A76-36232
Technical equipment and physicochemical parameters




SUBJECT IBDBX ALTITUDE SICKNESS
in ecological study of certain bluegreen algae in
four Seattle-area lakes
p0069 N76-14745
The excretion of glycolate by Chlorogonium
elongatnm Dangeard
rNBC/CNB-TT-1831] p0069 H76-1II7I18







Concept of algorithnic control for one class of
large systens locomotion machines
p0063 A76-17892
Algorithmic elements for the computerized analysis
of three-dimensional scenes robot television
system
p0065 A76-18466
Algorithm for analyses of saccadic eye movements
using a digital computer
p0211 A76-33384
Comparison of different algorithms for P-onset and
P-offset recognition in ECS programs
p023» A76-35917
Constructing the motions of manipulating systems
[HASA-TT-F-16859] p0108 N76-16804
System development of the Screwworm Eradication
Data System (SEDS) algorithm
[NASA-CB-147552] p0187 H76-22876
Real time adaptive modeling of the human











































Effects of hypocapnia and hypocapnic alkalosis on
cardiovascular function
p0125 A76-25460
Alkaline shift in lumbar and intracranial CSF in
man after 5 days at high altitude
p0277 A76-40890
1LKANES
Compartmentalization of amino acids in surfactant
aggregates - Partitioning between vater and
agneons micellar sodium dodecanoate and between




Monitored approach as initial stage in training of





Health Physics Division progress in research








Perceived velocity and altitude judgments during
rotary wing aircraft flight
[AD-A016870] p0164 N76-21888
ALTITUDE ACCLIHATIZATIOB
DNA synthesis in the lymphoid organs of rats
during adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0002 A76-10808
The condition of the vascular net and the
hemoencephalic barrier in the brain cortex of
rats in the course of training for hypoxia
P0009 176-12216
Variations in psychomotor efficiency during
prolonged stay at high altitude
p0009 A76-12244
Biochemical aspects of acclimatization of man to
high altitude stress
p0010 A76-12475
Effects of hypoxia, heat, and humidity on physical
performance
p0095 A76-21616
Ethnic variations in psychological performance
under altitude stress
p0123 A76-25262
Changes in pulmonary volumes Kith relocation to
1,600 n following acute translocation to 4,300 m
p0123 A76-25264
Protein, iron, and copper changes in the serum of
swimmers before and after altitude training
p014P '-'6-27093
Effect of active acclimation to Pamir HigL .d_, on
endurance and physical loads
p0182 A76-3049/
Effect of altitude adaptation on human tolerance
to some disturbing factors acute hypoxia,
physical and orthostatic loads
p0184 A76-31361
Limiting factors to oxygen transport on Bount
Everest
p0205 A76-32502
Belative role of environmental and genetic factors
in respiratory adaptation to high altitude
p0209 A76-3.7958
Physiological and psychological preparation of
pilots for function in the presence of high
altitude cabin depressnrization
p0216 A76-35175
Characteristics of nitrogen metabolism in the
organism of animals of high and low resistance
to hypoxia
p0237 A76-36644
Alkaline shift in lumbar and intracranial CSF in
man after 5 days at high altitude
p0277 A76-10890
02 transport in the alpaca /Lama pacos/ at sea
level and at 3,300 m
p0294 A76-42518
General regularities in the adaptation of man to
high-altitude climate
p0300 A76-44540
Hechanical activity of the papillary muscles in
the heart of a rat under high-altitude conditions
p0301 A76-44715
Effects of simulated altitude on O2 transport in
dogs
p0327 A76-47247
Bechanism of adaptation of the organism to








ALTITUDE SIBDLATIOg SDBJECT IBDBZ
Amelioration of the symptoms of acute mountain
sickness by staging and acetazolamide
p0211 A76-33382
Depressed myocardial function in the goat at high
altitude
P0317 476-115102
A squirrel nonkey behavioral model for human acute
countain sickness
CflD-A019177] p0220 H76-2«887




Body composition of (ice following exposure to
U300 and 6100 seters
pOOOS A76-1170a
Effect of altitude exposure on platelets
pOOOS A76-12098
Thermal responses of unclothed men exposed to both
cold temperatures and high altitudes
p0028 A76-13551
Besatological alterations and response to acute
hypobaric stress
p0060 A76-16899
Heat and simulated high altitude - Effects on
biochemical indices of stress and performance
p0211 A76-33387
Hypoxia and auditory thresholds
p0242 A76-37072




HT HIGH ALTITDDE TESTS




Interaction between marihuana and altitude on a
complex behavioral task in baboons
p0093 A76-211103
Effect of altitude adaptation on hnian tolerance
to some disturbing factors acute hypoxia,
physical and orthostatic loads
P018U A76-31361
Amelioration of the syaptons of acute nountain
sickness by staging and acetazolamide
p0211 A76-33382






NT SINTERED ALDHIHDH FODDER






Toxicity of solid rocket aotor exhaust - Effects
of HCl, HF, and alumina on rodents
P0181 A76-30397
ALVEOLAE AIR
Effects of 100* oxygen on cell division in lung
alveoli of sguirrel monkeys
p0028 A76-13578
Convsctive and diffusive gas mixing in human lungs
- Experiments and model analysis
p0126 A76-25IJ63
Pulmonary 02 diffusing capacity at exercise by a
modified rebr'eathing method
p01«7 A76-27097
Local regulatiou of collateral ventilation by
oxygen and catbon dioxide
P0207 A76-32510
Limiting role of stratification in alveolar
exchange of ojygen
p0207 A76-32623
Bole of diffusion in intrapulmonary mixing o"f gases
P0275 A76-10635
Effect of pressure and composition of gaseous
me3ium on P02 and pCO2 gradients between mixed
alveolar air and arterial blood
p0276 A76-40636
Role of the alveolar ventilation/perfnsion line in
a periodically ventilated lung model
p0276 A76-110637
ALVEOLI
Histopathological pulmonary changes occurring in
rats with prolonged exposure to 100 per cent
oxygen at one atmosphere. I
p0067 476-1866*






Investigation on the hydrodynamic properties of
DSA in formaiide-vater mixtures with various
ionic strengths
CHBL-1975-20J p0308 B76-31886
Badiosensitization of mammalian cells by diamide





Effects of altering monoamine aetabolism on the
adrenocortical response to hypoxia
p0029 A76-13583
Physiology of emotion Russian book
p0268 A76-39207











Flight-induced changes in human amino acid excretion
p0085 A76-19701
Alino acids in modern and fossil woods
p0086 A76-19816
changes of free amino acids in plasma of healthy
subjects induced by physical exercise
p01«7 A76-27096
Amino acids of the Hogoya and Hokoia carbonaceous
chondrites
p0215 A76-30950
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Biogenic ice nuclei. II - Bacterial sources
p0291 476-12162
BIOGEOCBBHISTRI







HT IBPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGT)
Frequency analyzer for BEG signals
p0003 A76-11200
Apparatus for the combined study of the functions
of the auditory and visual analyzers
p0007 A76-11921
4-25
BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY SUBJECT IIDEX
Measurement of regional oyocardial blood flow in
ftan Description and critique of the method using
xenon-133 and a scintillation camera
pOOOS A76-12163
Multichannel rheograph vith linear conversion
characteristic and demodulation of pulsed blood
filling at minimum probe current
p0010 176-12305
The displacement cardiograph - A noninvasive
technique for recording ayocardial wall motion
p0062 A76-17125
A bio-feedback technique by use of the heart rate
tachometer device
p0067 A76-18666
Cardiac imaging using a phased array ultrasound
system. I - System design
pOOB7 A76-20069
Cardiac imaging using a phased array ultrasound
system. II - Clinical technique and application
p0087 A76-20070
Cardiovascular diagnosis with real time ultrasound
imaging
p0090 A76-20752
Beal-time Doppler imaging for ananbignoas
measurement of blood volaae flow
p0091 A76-20755
In inexpensive blood pressure-heart rate computer
for laboratory or teaching use
p0095 A76-21617
Determination of regional pulmonary mechanics
using a scintillation camera
p0123 A76-25260
Electronic stethoscope with frequency shaping and
infrasonic recording capabilities
p0124 A76-25271
Oxygen electrode syringe as an instrument for
determining oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curves
p0127 A76-25472
Hethod of estimating eotor activity during sleep
p0128 A76-2562S
On the procedure of noninvasive evaluation of
blood flow rate
p0144 A76-26311
An easily applied and removed dry annular suction
electrode
p0173 476-29182
An automated system for assessing metabolic and
respiratory function during exercise
pOIBO A76-30372
Electromechanical stimulator for presenting moving
cutaneous stimuli
p0207 A76-32511
Fluid-filled blood pressure measurement systems
p0207 A76-32512
Determination of the intensity in a focused
ultrasonic beam by an electrodynamic and
capacitance method as applied to automatic
visualization of the structure of the eye
p0231 A76-35893
Couputers in clinical electrocardiology - Is
vectorcardiography becoming obsolete
p0232 A76-35908
An animal exposure test system for large scale
fire tests
p0212 A76-37297
Heasnring the magnetic fields of the human heart,
brain, muscles, and lungs
p0271 A76-39710
Development of an in-flight physiological data
acquisition system
p0296 A76-42644
(lev horizons for study of the cardiopnlmonary and
circulatory systems image reconstruction
techniques
p0297 A76-U2971
Rays of recording line of sight
p0314 A76-44736
Eye movements - On-line measurement, analysis, and
control
p0314 A76-44737
An objective determination of /+/G-sub z
acceleration tolerance
tlAP PAPBB 76-034] p0320 A76-U6034
Bioinstrumentation
p0044 H76-12692
Applications of aerospace technology in biology
and medicine
[HASA-CB-144919] p0053 H76-13736
Development of a high-resolution automatic digital
(urine/electrolytes) flow volume and rate
measurement system of miniature size
[HASA-CB-144646] p0077 H76-14807
A tactile paging system for deaf-blind people,
phase 1 human factors engineering of
bioinstrnmentation
[HASA-CE-137816] p0133 876-18792
Bethods of investigation in space biology and
medicine, transmission of biomedical data
p0248 H76-26827
A logic-controlled occlnsive cuff system
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14836-1] p0258 H76-27839














HI BELATIVB BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVEHESS (BBE)
Experimental models for the evaluation of
microwave biological effects
p0007 A76-11844
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology
p0063 A76-17898
Search for correlation between geomagnetic
disturbances and mortality
p0091 A76-20772
. Analysis of models for the study of the
interaction between electromagnetic fields and
biological tissues in order to evaluate exposure
risks
p0172 A76-29033
Apparatus and methodology for fire gas
characterization by means of animal exposure
p0181 A76-30395
The biological effects of high-energy radiation
p0265 A76-38347
Hicrodosimetry and the effects of small doses of
radiation
p0265 A76-38348
Biological evaluation of the toxicity of gases
produced under fire conditions by synthetic
materials. I - Methods and preliminary
experiments concerning the reaction of animals
to simple mixtures of air and carbondioxide or
carbonmonoxide
p0266 A76-38619
Electromagnetic compatibility /EHC/ as a
determining factor in biological effects caused
by electric and magnetic fields
p0277 A76-40757
Avoidance of radiation hazards from microwave
antennas
p0276 A76-41124
Biogenic ice nuclei. I - Terrestrial and marine
sources
p0293 A76-42461
Eeliobiological associations and the effect of
solar half-circulation
p0294 A76-42500
Induced electromagnetic field and absorbed power
density inside a human torso
p0326 A76-46790
The influence of vibration on the human PBA
stimulated lymphocytes in vitro
p0328 A76-47335
Pathophysiologic aspects of exposure to microwave
p0020 H76-11694
Biophysics - energy absorption and distribution
p0021 H76-11696
Biological effects of ultrasound on human beings
p0021 H76-11700
Engineering considerations and measurements
electromagnetic field measurement in environment
and tissues after radiation exposure
p0021 H76-11701




SUBJECT IRDBX BIOBEDIC1L DATA
Biostack: A study of the biological effects on
HZE galactic cosmic radiation
p0043 H76-12684
The Apollo 16 microbial response to space
environment experiment
p0043 H76-12686
The effect of mechanical vibrations on Ban
Banned reentry vehicles
p0052 N76-12980
Biological measurements in rodents exposed
continuously throughout their adult life to
pulsed electroiagnetic radiation
(AD-A013250] p0052 H76-13728
Investigations of the inhibitory effects of
tocopherol (vitanin E) on free radical




The role of depressed metabolism in increased
radio-resistance
CHASA-CB-146512] p0157 H76-20798
The developaent of the vestibular apparatus under
conditions of weightlessness
[HASA-TT-F-16987] p0158 H76-20808
Surprises of space biology
[NASA-TT-F-16985] p0162 H76-21871
Effects of ionizing radiation on lan
[AAEC/IP-1] p0163 N76-21879
nitrous oxide and tremor
[AD-A017748] p0163 H76-21884
Biological effects of high voltage electric
fields: State-of-the-art review and prograi plan
[PB-2474511/2] p0190 H76-22898
Biological effects of high voltage electric
fields: Bibliography and survey of ongoing
work, 1975
[PB-247455/9] p01 90 H76-22899
Biostack 3 experiment HA-107
p0193 H76-23088
Effects of electromagnetic fields belov 30 HHz on
animal biology
[OCBL-51880] p0198 H76-23842
Principles of gravitational biology
p0247 H76-26813
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
' 2, book 2: Ecological and physiological bases
of space biology and medicine
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-2-BK-2] p0248 H76-26819
Badio-freguency and microwave energies, magnetic
and electric fields
p0248 H76-26820




Coabined effect of flight factors
p0248 N76-26826
Biologic guidelines for future space research
p0249 H76-26828
Biodegradation of rocket propellant waste,
ammonium perchlorate
[HASA-CE-148323] p0255 H76-27816
Effects of sulfur oxides on the lung: An analytic
base. Part 2: Appendix biological effects
and toxicology
[PB-249685/9] p0259 H76-27845
Carbon dioxide effects under conditions of raised
environmental pressure
• [AD-A020472] p0305 H76-30801
ELF electromagnetic field effects on life forms,
bibliography
CAD-A023094] p0309 H76-31893
A review of biological effects and potential risks
associated with ultraviolet radiation as used in
dentistry
[PB-254273/6 ] p0335 N76-33842
BIOLOGICAL EVOLDTIOH
HT ABIOGEHESIS
Influence of ancient solar-proton events on the
evolution of life
p0086 A76-19815
Amino acids in modern and fossil woods
p0086 A76-19816
Hew data on the circadian rhythmicity of
• vakefnlness and sleep in vertebrates
p0120 A76-24216
Hicrobial cryptobiosis and recycling - A
conservation mechanism in evolution
p0121 A76-24260
Problems of the origin of life
p0179 A76-30097
Sporulation and ultrastrncture in a late
Proterozoic cyanophyte - Some implications for
taxonomy and plant phylogeny
p0185 A76-316149
Compositional nonrandomness - A quantitatively
conserved evolutionary invariant of protein
amino acid sequences
p0272 A76-40128
Seguence characterization of 5S ribosomal BNA from
eight gram positive procaryotes
p0291 A76-42055








Development of a chemiluminescent and
bioluminescent system for the detection of
bacteria in wastewater effluent
[HASA-CB-114750] p0195 N76-23824




Solar energy utilization in photosynthesis
p0265 A76-38316
Experimental investigation of the physical






Biomedical cost of low-level flight in a hot
environment
pOOOS A76-11703
Cardiomyopathy - The frequently forgotten mimic:
Clinical and open-chest oyocardial biopsy studies
pOOOS A76-11705
Medical and psychiatric aspects of accident
investigation aviation pathology
pOOOS A76-11707
Methodological aspects of estimating group norms
of arterial pressure
p0066 A76-18554
Investigation of the information content of
symptoms and systems approach in the evaluation
of indices for medical diagnosis
p0067 A76-18716.
Preemployment and periodic physical examination of
airline pilots at the Mayo Clinic, 1939-1974
p0094 A76-21414
System for automating laboratory experiments in
medical-biological studies
p0122 A76-24919
Crew health status and monitoring summary - The
second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28913
Medical legacy of Skylab as of May 9, 1974 - The
manned Skylab missions
p0172 A76-28914
Application of digital filtering and data
compression to biomedical signal processing and
telemetry
p0271 A76-39727
Digital archiving of biomedical recordings for
off-line computer analysis
p0276 A76-40713
Shuttle era waste management and biowaste monitoring
CIAF PAPEB 76-046] p0320 A76-46038
.Acquisition of quantitative physiological data and
computerized image reconstruction using a single
scan TV system
p0330 A76-47741
Computer applications in the biological sciences
[AD-A012589] p0040 876-12664
Biomedical results of Apollo
[HASA-SP-368] p0041 H76-12668






Badiation protection and instrumentation
p0041 H76-12671
Flight cre« health stabilization program
p0041 H76-12674
Endocrine, electrolyte, and fluid volume changes




Hematoloqy and immunology studies
p0042 H76-12678






Biomedical applications team tasks
[HASA-Cfi-147407J p0079 H76-15772
Compilation of Navy sponsored ELF bioaedical and
ecological research reports, volume 1
[AD-A015068] p0079 H76-15775
Compilation of Navy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 2
[AD-A015069] p0079 876-15776
Hethods of investigation in space biology and
medicine, transmission of biomedical data
p0248 H76-26827
Foundations of space biology and medicine, volume
3: Space medicine and biotechnology
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-3] p0249 N76-26829
Aviator performance: Biomedical, physiological,
and psychological assessment of pilots during
extended helicopter flight
p0256 H76-27827
Spacelab and its utilization for biomedical
experiments zero gravity and radiation effects
p0259 H76-27842
Interdisciplinary approaches in science:
Bioelectrochemistry and biorheology as new
developments in physiology
[AD-AO13781] p0332 N76-32834
Toxicology and metabolism of nickel compounds
















Governing lav of statistical biomechanics
p0011 A76-12554
Coaputation of some hemodynamic indices daring
functional tests with the use of a
general-purpose minicomputer
p0067 A76-18713
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
p0211 A76-33448
Comparison between conventional ECGs
simultaneously recorded trad those reconstructed
from Frank lead system
p0232 A76-35906
Stereometric body volume measurement
CHASArCB-147399] p0100 N76-16745
Biomedical applications engineering tasks
[NASA-CB-147584] p0187 B76-22873
Bioengineering study of basic physical
measurements related to susceptibility to
cervical hyperextension-hyperflexion injury
tPB-247763/6], p0190 N76-22900
Training of cosmonauts and astronauts
p0250 N76-26845





Electrical modeling of the blood circulation system
p0012 A76-12565
Hatching of biological and engineering elements
and systems
p0030 A76-13911
Investigation of the propagation of a stimulus in
a neuron network modeling the cortex
p0030 A76-13912
Hathematical models for representing certain types
of mechanical motion models of neuron
structures in visual system
p0030 476-13915
Simulation of synchronous and asynchronous
potentials of the brain. I
p0031 A76-13917
Opticotelevision model for the receptive fields of
the visual analyzer
p0031 A76-13918
Ose of television systems for space-time
filtration of images. I
p0031 476-13919
The processing of acoustic signals in organic
systems
p0062 A76-17481
Construction, simulation, clinical application and
sensitivity analyses of a human left ventricular
control system model
p0096 A76-21776
Simulation of human operator activity vith
allowance for the characteristics of his
operational memory
p0119 A76-24105
Hinimization of encoded synchronous and
asynchronous biopotentials of the brain. II
p0119 A76-24106
The.relevance of the so-called tremor for the
control of voluntary movement
p0169 A76-2884S





Control of legged locomotion robots
p0170 A76-28861
Hechanisms of information processing in sensory
systems Russian book
p0175 A76-29426
signal transformation by the semicircular canals
of the vestibular apparatus
p0176 476-29428
Hodeling the structural-functional organization of
muscle and its receptor apparatus
p0176 A76-29433
Oscillation phenomena in the Bodgkin-Hnxley
equations model of nerve conduction in squid
axon
p0179 A76-29732
Human head and neck dynamic response - Analytical
models and experimental data
p0213 A76-34144
Simulating and modeling the human head's response
to impact
p0213 A76-34145
Calspan three-dimensional crash victim simulation
program
p0214 A76-34149
The UCIH 3-D aircraft-occupant three
dimensional computer model of automotive
restraint systems
p0214 A76-34150





Hechanism of the visual perception of motion
p0028 A76-13S46
On the biomechanics of the vascular wall
p0185 A76-31552
Control and modeling of physiological processes
Bhssian book
p0274 A76-40627
Besults of physical modeling of the system of
semicircular canals in man - Functioning of the
vestibular apparatus during oscillations of the
head
p0275 A76-40629




SUBJECT IHDKI BLOOD CIECDLiTIOI
Experimental investigation of the physical
characteristics of the initial stage of
photosynthesis
p0276 A76-40639
A cooperative model for the first stage of
photosynthesis
p0276 476-1061(0





BIOBEGEBBB1TIVB LIFE SDPPOBI SISTEHS
0 CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
BIOSATELLITES
The physiological eiperiBent aboard the
biosatellite KosBos-605
p0062 A76-17518
In space - of nice and aen long term exposure
physiological studies
p0121 A76-24750
Space flight effects on the skeletal luscles of rats
p0269 A76-39576
Space flight effects on skeletal bones of rats -
Light and electron aicroscopic exaaination
p0269 A76-39581
Space flight effects on the heaopoietic function
of bone Barrow of the rat
p0269 A76-39583
Surprises of space biology
[NASA-TT-F-16985] p0162 H76-21871
Horphological investigation of the organs and
tissues of aniials after flight aboard the
"Kosaos-782" satellite
[NASA-TT-F-15494] p0245 N76-26790








Participation of aicroorganisas oxidizing gaseous
hydrocarbons in the biospheric carbon cycle
p0028 A76-13545
Hicroorganisas in the stratosphere
p0031 A76-14045
Evolutionisa and the origins of life
p0151 A76-28006
Cyanogenic coapounds in nature and their possible
significance concerning the origin of life
p0236 A76-36216
Biological effects of extreme environmental
conditions considering limits of biosphere
p0246 N76-26805
BIOSYNTHESIS
The relationship of vitamin A to protein synthesis
in aniaals under noraal conditions and under the
influence of ionizing radiation
p0120 A76-24198
Effects of ingestion of a carbohydrate-fat meal on
the levels and synthesis of 5-hydroxyindoles in
various regions of the rat central nervous systea
p0185 A76-31650
Activation of RNA biosynthesis in the liver and
spleen of irradiated rats
p0216 A76-34699
Cyanogenic coapounds in nature and their possible
significance concerning the origin of life
p0236 A76-36216
Syapathetic neural control of indoleaaine
aetabolisa in the rat pineal gland
p0293 A76-42398




A shover spray facility for accurate control and
rapid changes of skin teaperatnre
p0181 A76-30373
Foundations of space biology and aedicine. Voluae
3: Space aedicine and biotechnology
[HASA-SP-374-VOL-3] p0249 B76-26829
BIOTBLEHETBY
Coapnterized analysis of electrocardiograms as a
possibility of cardiological screening in the
armed forces
pOOSS A76-15757
A aultichannel EEC telenetry system utilizing a
PCH snbcarrier
p0180 A76-30238
Application of digital filtering and data
coapression to bioaedical signal processing and
teleaetry
p0271 A76-39727
A 15-electrode totally iaplanted time-multiplex
telemetry unit for integrated EEC activity
picture
p0329 A76-47476
Portable apparatus for the teleaetric registry of
some physiological functions during neuropsychic
stress
p0039 U76-12650
Hedical subject aonitoring systeas
aultichannel aonitoring systeas
[HASA-CASE-HSC-14180-1 ] p0070 N76-14757
Short range miniaturized bioteleaetry systea
[HASA-CR-144640] p0073 N76-14774
Feasibility study for design of a biocybernetic
coaannication systea
[AD-A017405] p0160 H76-20822





On the geoaetry of the avian ving (studies on the
biophysics and physiology of avian flight 2)
chords (geoaetry)
[NASA-TT-F-16901] p0135 B76-19778
Calculation of muscular power in flapping flight
of birds froa kineaatic and aorphological data




Prolonged visual loss and bradycardia following










Individual features of reactions to blood letting




Heuroauscular blocking properties of lincoaycin






HT BHITE BLOOD CELLS
Effect of body teaperatnre on biocheaical changes
in the blood during cold adaptation
p0182 A76-30499
Deteraination by iapedance of the voluae of gas
bubbles in the blood resulting from a decrease
in atmospheric pressure
p0216 A76-34700
Blood viscosity in aan following decoapression -
Correlations with heaatocrit and venous gas eaboli
p0289 A76-41507
Blood lipid responses to decoapression sickness
[AD-A013313] P0055 N76-13749
Effect of increased atmospheric electricity on the
blood electrolites of airplane crew
p0138 H76-19796
Toxicity of coaponents of plastic having contact
with blood
[PB-251742/3] p0285 B76-29901










BLOOD COAGULATIOH SUBJECT IIDEX
HT PERIPHERAL CIRCDLATIOH
NT POLHOHARY CIRCDLiTIOH
Prostaglandin control of renal ciccolation in the
ananesthetized dog and baboon
p0001 A76-10098
Electrical modeling of the blood circulation systei
p0012 A76-12565
Effects of hypocapnia and hypocapnic alkalosis on
cardiovascular function
p0125 A76-25460
Central circulation daring exercise after
venesection and reinfusion of red blood cells
p0126 A76-25465
Physical effort and the metabolic and hormonal
effects of training
p01U7 A76-27616
Circulatory effects of prolonged bypozia before
and daring antihistamine
pOISO A76-30370
Optical systems for the study of the hemodynamics
in living capillaries
p0183 A76-31168
Design of an experimental apparatus for the study
of capillary hemodynamics
p0183 A76-31170
Effect of temperature on the tonas of blood vessels
p0215 A76-34229
Some statistical patterns in the control of
vascular thermoregulatory responses
p0216 A76-34716
Soae indices of the respiratory function of the
blood in glycolytic processes in tissues of
heterothermal and homoiothermal rodents under
acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 A76-36646
Shunting of mixed venous blood into the arterial
bed at early stages of ontogenesis under
conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 A76-36648
Simultaneous measurement of cardiac output and its
distribution with microspheres in the rat
p0278 A76-41143
Relationships of femoral venous /It*/, /H*/, P sub
O2, osmolality, and /orthophosphate/ with heart
rate, ventilation, and leg blood flov daring
bicycle exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0291 A76-42057
Energetics of isometric exercise in Ban
p0297 A76-I12799
Central and peripheral catecholamine mechanisms in
circulatory control
p032U A76-46470
Effect of contained action of vibration and luabar
syapathectomy on changes in peripheral vascular
bed of rat hindpavs
p0328 A76-47336




The effect of vitanin E on platelet aggregation
p0145 A76-26667
Effects of exercise-induced stress on platelet
aggregation
p0274 A76-40575
The filtragoneter: A new device for neasuring
platelet aggregation in venous blood of nan
p0082 H76-15793
Identification of proteins interacting at blood or
plasma/biomaterial interfaces: Relation to
platelet and white'cell adhesion, and to clotting
[PB-251768/8] p0305 H76-30800
BLOOD PLOB
Pathological-anatomical studies involving vascular
stenoses
p0007 A76-11874
Heasurement of regional myocardial blood flow in
•an Description and critigue of the method using
xenon-133 and a scintillation camera
pOOOS A76-12163
Multichannel rheograph with linear conversion
characteristic and denodulation of pulsed blood
filling at minimum probe current
p0010 A76-12305
Hathematical modeling of cerebral blood
circulation and gas exchange Russian book
p0033 A76-14999
Release of adenosine by hypoxic canine lung tissue
and its possible role in pulionary circulation
p0061 A76-17120
Evaluation of skin blood flow and heat loss during
thermoregulatory response by leans of a
•atheiatical aodel
p0085 A76-19667
Comparison of an impedance device to a
displacement plethysmograph for study of finger
blood flow
p0085 A76-19704
Bate of change of ventricular power - An indicator
of ventricular performance during ejection
p0090 A76-20350
Real-time Doppler imaging for unambiguous
measurement of blood volume flow
p0091 A76-20755
Effects of drugs on the negative /backflow/
component of velocity patterns in the dog aorta
hemodynamic responses to vasoactive agents
p0094 A76-21606
Total and regional cerebral blood flow during
moderate and severe exercise in miniature swine
p0095 A76-21614
Effects of hypoxia on distribution of cardiac
output and organ blood flow in the rabbit -
Regional vascular response to hypoxia
p0096 A76-21836
Effect of external impact on entrance region fluid
flow blood flow in arteries
p0117 A76-22596
Blood flow rate in the capillaries of the brain
cortex /from microcinematographic data/
p0120 A76-24225
Enzyme activities in hepatic venous blood under
strenuous physical exercise
p0121 A76-24245
A clinical catheter for continuous blood gas
measurement by mass spectronetry
p0127 A76-25473
On the procedure of noninvasive evaluation of
blood flow rate
p0144 A76-26311
work-induced potassium changes in skeletal muscle
and effluent venous blood assessed by liguid
ion-exchanger microelectrodes
p0145 A76-26686
Blood flow and relative tissue PO2 of brain and
muscle - Effect of various gas mixtures
p0151 A76-27995
Study of the branchings of a vascular bed
glass tube blood vessel model
p0155 A76-28766
Effect of infra-aortic balloon counterpulsation on
the motion and perfnsion of acutely ischemic
myocardium - An experimental echocardiographic
study
p0173 A76-29199
Physical properties of blood and their influence
on blood-flow measurement
p0205 A76-32288
The impact of nuclear medicine on the diagnosis
and management of cardiovascular disease
p0208 A76-32666
Radiopharmaceuticals for studying heart disease
p0208 A76-32667
Changes in hemody^amic indices under conditions of
hemodilntion induced by transfusion of blood
substitute geossen after acute hemorrhage
p0237 A76-36639
Resonance ultrasonic measurements of microscopic
gas bubbles in living tissue
p0270 A76-39588
Bypothalamic and thalamic blood flow during
somatic afferent stimulation in dogs
p0274 A76-40200
Investigation of the mechanical parameters of fine
blood vessels
p0275 A76-40634
Observations on autoregulation in skeletal muscle
- The effects of arterial hypoxia
p0278 A76-41142
On-line computation of cardiac output with the
thermodilution method, using a digital
minicomputer
p0319 A76-45842
An objective determination of /+/G-sub z
acceleration tolerance
[ IAF PAPER 76-034] p0320 A76-46030
Effect of sequential anti-G suit inflation on
pulmonary capillary blood flow in.man
A-30
SUBJECT IHDEI BLOOD PBESSD8B
p0321 A76-46304
Characteristics of ultrasonic scattered signals
froB emboli in blood
P0323 A76-46317
Noninvasive assessment of mitral insufficiency by
transcutaneous Doppler ultrasound
p0327 476-Q6813
Benal hemodynamics and renal 02 uptake daring
hypoxia in the anesthetized rabbit
p0329 A76-47739
Initial slope index of total cerebral blood flov
•easured by hydrogen clearance: A pragmatic
evaluation
[AD-A012864] p0054 H76-13739
Antoregulation in the microvessels of skeletal
muscle
p0070 H76-14752
Advanced recording and preprocessing of
physiological signals data processing





Transnural quantitative measurement of blood flow
[PB-246822/1] p0159 H76-20811
Dltrasonic Doppler measurement of renal artery
blood flow
fHASA-CH-1118131] p0219 H76-24879
Poiarographic measurement of local cerebral blood
flow in the conscious and anesthetized primate
[AD-A018665] p0221 N76-24892
A logic-controlled occlusive cuff system
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14836-1;) p0258 H76-27839




Analysis of gases and pH of blood at altitude
inflight equipment calibration techniques
pOOOS A76-11718
Effects of mechanical vibration on rat plasma
calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and xanthine
oxidase
p0029 A76-13582
Effect of exercise and thermal stress on plasma
volume
.' ' p0059 A76-16898
Hyperbilirubinenia in air crevs
p0063 A76-17675
On the spontaneous frequency of the structural
chromosome aberrations /anomalies/ in
lymphocytes from human blood
p0083 A76-19016
Erythropoietic properties of the plasma in
hypodynamia
pOOBS 176-19698
The gastrin antibody /IgG/ in the blood of healthy
humans and animals
p0090 A76-20458
Suppression of plasma renin and plasma aldosterone
during water immersion in normal man
p0096 A76-21787
Oxygen electrode syringe as an instrument for
determining oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curves
p0127 A76-25472
Protein, iron, and copper changes in the serum of
swimmers before and after altitude training
p0146 A76-27093
Changes of free amino acids in plasma of healthy
subjects induced by physical exercise
p01«7 A76-27096
Changes in glucose, insulin, and growth hormone
levels associated with bedrest
p02U1 A76-37062
Glucagon and plasma catecholamines during
beta-receptor blockade in exercising man
pp267 A76-38t)U1
Plasma vasopressin and renin activity in women
exposed to bed rest and +G/z/ acceleration
p0267 476-38803
Space flight effects on the hemopoietic function
of bone marrow of the rat
p0269 A76-39583
Plasma renin, angiotensin II, and plasma and
urinary aldosterone in running exercise
p0277 A76-40886
Changes in blood enzyme activity and hematology of
rats with decompression sickness
p0321 A76-46306
Effect of physical fitness on vanillylmandelic
acid excretion daring immersion
p0326 A76-46810
Some metabolic and ionic responses during
experimental inmobilization influence on
basal metabolic rate
p0327 A76-47331
The effect of sudden acceleration on certain
organ-specific enzymatic reactions
p0328 A76-47334
Blood lactate during intermittent and continuous
exercises
p0040 H76-12666
The effect of exercise and thermal stress on
plasma volume
[AD-A015132] P9111 H76-17802
Erythropoietic properties of plasma in'hypodynamia
[HASA-TT-F-17019] p0197.H76-23836
BLOOD PRESSURE
HI DIASIOLIC PBESSOBE 'I
NT HTPEBTEBSIOH
NT SYSTOLIC PRESSOBE
Interaction between pressor and depressor
mechanisms in the self-regulation of arterial
pressure
p0009 A76-12217
Effects of decreasing arterial blood pressure on
cerebral blood flow in the baboon - Influence of
the sympathetic nervous system
p0027 A76-12957
Bethodological aspects of estimating group norms
of arterial pressure
p0066 A76-1855U
Effect of intramyocardial pressure on the phasic
flow in the intraventricnlar septal artery
p0094 A76-21603
Arterial pressure contour analysis for estimating
human vascular properties
p0095 476-21612
An inexpensive blood pressure-heart rate computer
for laboratory or teaching use
p0095 A76-21617
A sguare-pnlse flow method for measuring
characteristics of the arterial bed
p0127 A76-25470
Vascular responses to short-term systemic hypoxia,
hypercapnia, and asphyxia in the cat
p0151 A76-27991
Lower body negative pressure - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28901
Effect of carotid sinus nerve stimulation pattern
on cardiorespiratory responses
p0186 476-31924
Fluid-filled blood pressure measurement systems
p0207 A76-32512
Analytical methods for quantitative evaluation of
the radiocardiagram
p0212 A76-33546
Sinus arrhythmia and heart rate in hypertonic
disease
p0235 A76-35925
The relation of left atrial electrical activity
and pressure in myocardial infarction •
p0235 A76-35926
A study of comparative blood pressure measures in
predicting risk of coronary heart disease
p0235 A76-36155
Effect" of angiotensin on hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction in isolated dog lung
p0277 A76-40889
Henrogenic influences on blood pressure and
vascular tone from peripheral receptors during
muscular contraction
p0324 A76-46467
The physiology of orthostatic regulation
p0324 A76-46468
Belationships between training condition and
orthostatic tolerance
p0324 A76-46472
Effect*of physical fitness on vanillylmandelic
acid excretion during immersion
p0326 476-46810
Inflight patient monitoring/blood pressure
measurement device
[AD-A011608] p0015 H76-10713
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure measuring systems
A-31
BLOOD PDHPS SUBJECT IBDEI
CBASA-CB-144555] pOOUU H76-12696
EnqiDeering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure measuring systems, appendix 2
[BASA-CB-144557] p0044 H76-12697
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure measuring systems, appendix 3
[NASA-CB-144558] pOOIS 876-12698
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure neasuring systems, appendix 1
[NASA-CB-1 il«556] p0045 876-12699
A catheter system for measuring blood vessel cross




Pulse pressure and pulse rate as indices of
cardiac output
[AD-A020460] p0332 H76-32830
Blood pressure measurement in a high noise
environment, select bibliography of books,
journal articles and documents, 1963 - 1975
[AD-A021203] p0332 H76-32832
BLOOD PDBPS
Elementary theory of synchronous arterio-arterial
blood pumps
p013t H76-19119






The condition of the vascular net and the
hemoencephalic barrier in the brain cortex of
rats in the course of training for hypoxia
p0009 A76-12216
Changes in peripheral vessels tone during acute
hypoxia
p0009 A76-12301
Hodel of vascular tonus blood vessel mechanics
p0011 A76-12553
Differences between the deformation and strength
characteristics of large blood vessels depending
on their localization, load direction and age of
the human subject
p0012 A76-12563
Study of the branchings of a vascular bed
glass tube blood vessel nodel
p0155 A76-28766
Effect of temperature on the tonns of blood vessels
p0215 A76-34229
Some statistical patterns in the control of
vascular theraoregulatory responses
p0216 A76-34716
A catheter system for measuring blood vessel cross
sectional area and blood pressure
p0053 H76-13732
An ultrasonic system for measurement of vessel
cross section
p0070 876-14756
An experimental investigation of steady and
pulsatile flow through partial occlusions in a
rigid tube for studying problem of subtotal
vascular stenosis occurring with arteriosclerosis
p0246 876-26794
Investigations of the blood vessels elastic
expansion, heart output, and heart rhythm, based
on the measurement of variations in the thoracic
electric impedance
p0257 876-27831
The contribution of skin biopsy to the detection




Effect of exercise and thermal stress on plasma
volume
p0059 A76-16898
Problems in echocardiographic volume
determinations Echocardiographic-angiographic
correlations in the presence or absence of
asynergy
p0064 A76-183BO
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure volume
relationships with experimental acute global
ischemia
p0121 A76-24775
Transthoracic admittance plethysmograph for
measuring cardiac output
P0127 A76-25474
Hematology and immunology studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28907
Changes in hemodynamic indices under conditions of
hemodilntion induced by transfusion of blood
substitute geossen after acute hemorrhage
p0237 A76-36639
Bole of cardiovascular receptors in the control of








Maximum carbon isotope fractionation in
photosynthesis by blue-green algae and a green
alga
p0096 A76-22247
Sporulation and ultrastrnctnre in a late
Proterozoic cyanophyte - Some implications for
taxonomy and plant phylogeny
p0185 A76-31649
Kinetics of oxygen release from single-cell algae
p0276 A76-40641








Body composition of mice following exposure to
4300 and 6100 meters
pOOOS A76-11704
Prediction of body density in young and
middle-aged men
p0125 A76-25456
Simplified body-composition analysis using
deuterium dilution and deuteron
photodisintegration
p0289 A76-41513
Body size and chronic acceleration
p0298 A76-43451
Total body nitrogen analysis neutron
activation analysis
[BASA-CB-144653] p0079 876-15773
Analysis of human body composition data as related
to height and age
[AD-A018350] p0220 876-24883
Control mechanisms of circadian rhythms in body
composition: Implications for manned spaceflight










NT WHITE BLOOD CELLS
Huscle water and electrolytes following varied
levels of dehydration in man
p0089 A76-20322
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment - Body
fluid adjustments
p0207 A76-32509
later exchange in rats exposed to cold, hypoxia,
and both combined
p0241 A76-37065
Simplified body-composition analysis using
deuterium dilution and denteron
photodisintegration
p0289 A76-41513
Body fluid distribution in acute hypercapnia
(body measurement (biology) using radioactive
isotopes)
[AD-A019922] p0252 876-26857
Bethod of detecting and counting bacteria
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] p0283 876-29891
BODY KI8BBATICS
Three-dimensional profiles of movements of human
body joint centers anthropometric data for
aircraft cockpit design
A-32
SUBJECT INDEX BOOT TOLOHB (BIOLOGI)
p0204 A76-322146
Homents at joints daring human walking and the
problem of maintaining equilibria!
p0275 A76-40630
Satiation of huian locomotion and related studies
[PB-24579V3] p0139 B76-19801I
Maximum forces exerted by sen in the zone of
movement of the arms and legs
CBLL-RAE-LIB-TRANS-1839-(5207)] p0198 H76-23847
A system for the description and classification of
movement behaviour
[PB-251 337/2] p0306 H76-30806
BOOT HBASOHEHEHT (BIOLOGI)
SI AHTHBOPOHETBI
Anthropometric sizing program for oral-nasal
oxygen masks based on 1967 U.S. Air Force survey
data
p0029 A76-13586
A new method for the simultaneous measurement of
the moment of inertia, the damping coefficient
and the location of the centre of mass of a body
segment in situ biomechanics of human motion
p0034 A76-15694
Vertical mode human body vibration transmissibility
p0089 A76-20123
Determination of the spatial compass of the upper
extremities
p0154 A76-28554
Biostereometric analysis of body form - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28912
A first look at the application of signal
extraction techniques to the analysis of body
surface potential maps
P0183 A76-30850
Behavior of some respiratory parameters in student
pilots - A comparative study on two distinct
groups examined ten years apart
p0266 A76-38702
Body fluid distribution in acute hypercapnia






Anthropometric data for design
p0154 A76-28553
Body size and chronic acceleration
p0298 A76-43451
BOOT TEHPEBATOHE
Thermal responses of unclothed men exposed to both
cold temperatures and high altitudes
p0028 A76-13551
The waveform of diurnal rhythm body
temperature and heart rate chronograms
p0060 A76-16910
Changes in thermal regulation during physical
loads of various intensity
p0061 A76-16913
Thyroid hormone-induced changes in body
temperature and metabolism during exercise in dogs
pOOSU A76-19589
Beat metabolism in man under various degrees of
body overheating
p008l» A76-19664
Mechanisms of thermogenic action of noradrenalin
in cold adaptation
pOOBIt A76-19665
Effect of noradrenalin on the central control of
thermoregulation associated with temperature
adaptation
p0084 A76-19666
Biothermal simulation of scuba divers
p0092 A76-21148
studies of bio-heat transfer in mammals
p0118 A76-23572
Thermoregnlatory responses of restrained versus
unrestrained rabbits
p0120 A76-24200
Critical remarks on the theory of 'set-point' in
thermoregulation
p0122 A76-24923
Beat stroke - A review
p0129 A76-25267
Beat storage regulation in exercise during thermal
transients
p0126 A76-25466
Adaptive modifications in the thermoregulatory
system of long-distance runners
p0126 A76-25467
Beat content of the body as a principal parameter
of thermoregulation
p0150 A76-27923





Temperature signalization and its processing in an
organism
p0175 A76-29427
Effect of body temperature on biochemical changes
in the blood during cold adaptation
p0182 A76-30499
Effects of changing levels of glucocorticosteroids
on heat exposure in rabbit
p0183 A76-30703
Thermal homeostasis in rats after
intrahypothalamic injections of 6-hydroxydopamine
p0186 A76-31923
Effect of neck versus chest cooling on responses
to work in heat
p0206 A76-32503
Autonomic thermoregulation in sguirrel monkey when
behavioral regulation is limited
p0206 A76-32505
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Energy exchange, body temperature, and sweating
p0206 A76-32507
The numerical thermal simulation of the human body
when undergoing exercise or nonionizing
electromagnetic irradiation
[ASBE PAPER 76-HT-KK] p0212 A76-33530
Oxygen deficit and repayment in snbmaximal exercise
p0240 A76-36962
Effects of electrical stimulation in the lower
brainstem on temperature regulation in the
unanaesthetized guinea-pig
p0278 A76-41201
Responses of nidbrain raphe neurons to local
temperature
p0278 A76-41202
Behavioral fever in newborn rabbits
p0298 A76-43766
Jackrabbit ears - Surface temperatures and
vascular responses
p0329 A76-47549
Circadian rhythms of rat internal temperatures and
thermal ambiance
p0329 A76-4773B
Comparison of shivering in man exposed to cold in
water and in air
p0329 A76-47740
Heat stress in indigenous cattle solar
radiation effects on east African zebu cattle
(Bos indicus)
p0019 H76-11647
Physiological adjustments to environmental factors
[AD-A012061] pOO«l8 H76-12722
Restructuring of the human temperature rhythm
after inversion of the rhythm of life in isolation
p0099 K76-16732
Lectures of animal heat: On the effects of heat
and on fever
[HASA-TT-F-16925] p0135 R76-19781
Body temperature fluctuation and hypothalamic
temperature sensibility
[HASA-TT-P-16978] p0158 H76-20806
Predicting the rectal temperature response to heat
stress
[AD-A016451] p0163 H76-21885
Hassive transfusions and thermoregulation
[HASA-TT-F-17008] p0188 1176-22886
A computer program to predict energy cost, rectal
temperature, and heart rate response to work,
clothing, and environment
[ AD-A020112J p0226 H76-25778
Hiniatnre ingestible telemeter devices to measure
deep-body temperature




Principle of measuring the air-free body volume
with the aid of a pressure-difference diving probe
p0147 A76-27095
A-33
BOOT (EIGHT SDBJECT IHDBI
analysis of changes in leg volume paraneters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to loner bod;
negative pressure daring 59 days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 3
tHASA-CB-144515] p0014 H76-10707
Stereometric body volume measurement
fHASA-CB-147399] p0100 H76-16745
BODI iEIGHT
Body composition.of lice following exposure to
4300 and 6100 neters
pOOOS i76-1170it
Dynanic determination of. the mass properties of an
astronaut
C A I A A PAPEB 76-187] p0068 A76-18859
Principle of Measuring the air-free body volume
with the aid of a pressure-difference diving probe
p0147 476-27095
BOBIHG AIBCBAFT
Hr BOBIH6 707 AIBCBAFT





The economy of flight simulators for crev training
exemplified for a Boeing 707 simulator
p0113 H76-17814
BOBIHG 747 AIBCBAFT





Use of Sr-85 as an indicator of bone mineral
replacement in dogs after disuse demineralization
p0085 A76-19702




DKA synthesis in the lymphoid organs of rats
during adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0002 A76-10808
Horphogenesis of the early stages of the
restoration of hemopoiesis in the spleen of
irradiated sice following bone narrow transplant
p0120 A76-24199
Effect of oxygen-vitamin conplex on indices of
blood formation in an irradiated organism
p0238 A76-36653
Space flight effects on the hemopoietic function
of bone marrow of the rat
p0269 A76-39583
BORE HIBEBAL COBTEBT
Bone mineral changes - The second manned Skylab
mission
p0171 A76-28909
In vivo analysis of compact bone structure
p0070 H76-14754








The anisotropy of compact bone material subject to
impact loads
p0012 A76-12559
Space flight effects oK" skeletal bones of rats -
Light and electron microscopic examination
p0269 A76-39581
Hypergravity effects on normal and avulsed
developing avian radii
p0289 A76-11510
Accumulative effects of 2 weeks' exposure to a 2 - G ~
hypergravity state and estrogen treatment upon
intact and fractured radii of young female birds
p0289 A76-41511
In vivo analysis of compact bone structure
p0070 H76-14754
Development of a bone-fixation prosthetic attachment
with guick-disconnect coupling
p0135 H76-19192







Physiological, subjective, and performance
correlates of reported boredom and monotony








Prolonged visual loss and bradycardia following
deceleration from +6 Gz acceleration - A case
report
p012» A76-25270
Computer characterization of sinus rhythm
p0172 A76-29180
Bradycardia induced by negative acceleration
p0210 A76-33377








Computer-aided analysis of the probability
characteristics of the brain biopotentials in
healthy man
p0003 A76-11376
Changes in the oxygen tension and bioelectrical
activity of the animal brain in acute hypoxy
pOOOS A76-12211
Hicroelectrode study of the distribution of oxygen
tension in the brain
p0008 A76-12212
Simulation of synchronous and asynchronous
potentials of the brain. I
p0031 &76-13917
The role of dominant hemisphere in the regulation
of emotional states
pOOSO A76-16905
Differential adaptivity of the brain
individual typological characteristics
p0060 A76-16908
Artificial stable functional connections as a
means of forming long-term memory matrices in
man /Contribution to long-term memory theory/
p0061 A76-16912
Minimization of encoded synchronous and
asynchronous biopotentials of the brain. II
p0119 A76-24106
On the physiological activity of the nuclear
apparatus of the vascular epithelial cells of
the human brain at various ages
p0120 A76-24232
Changes in the very slow potentials of the human
brain in daytime sleep with rapid eye movements
p0122 A76-25169
Automatic recognition and analysis of synapses
in brain tissue
p0149 A76-27624
The functional role of slow potential rhythms and
order impulse flows in brain
p0150 A76-27948
Effect of corticosteroids on
hypothalanoreticnlolimbic structures of the brain
p0243 A76-37346
Responses of midbrain raphe neurons to local
temperature
p0278 A76-41202
Change in the protein composition of rat brain and
liver chroaatin during functional reconstruction
of cells - The effect of adaptation to hypoxia
p0299 A76-43841
Postradiation modification of drug action due to
changes in distribution
p0328 A76-47339
Modulation of evoked responses during behavioral
motor inhibition in the cat
[AD-A011457] p0016 H76-10727
Chlorpromazine, piracetam, and the metabolism of
brain phospholipids in the rat
[NASA-TT-F-16652] p0020 H76-11688
A-34
SDBJEC* INDBI C-1140 AIBCBAFT
Changes in acoustically induced cerebral
potentials when breathing oxygen at normal and
excess pressure
p0038 N76-12649
Initial slope index of total cerebral blood flow
Measured by hydrogen clearance: * pragmatic
evaluation
r»D-i012861] pOOSI N76-13739
Effect of rate of dosing with elemental mercury
vapor on brain uptake of mercury
[AD-A011826] pOOSS H76-13751
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. 1: Effects of stimulus delivery rate
fNASA-CR-146390] p0106 N76-16784




Hemodynamic indicators in air personnel of varying
ages
p0007 A76-11920
Change in brain blood circulation during mental
activity
p0009 A76-12302
Effects of decreasing arterial blood pressure on
cerebral blood flov in the baboon - Influence of
the sympathetic nervous system
p0027 A76-12957
Mathematical modeling of cerebral blood
circulation and gas exchange Russian book
p0033 A76-14999
Influence of the hypothalaaus and reticular
formation on the brain cortex daring cerebral
hypoxia
p0062 A76-17665
Concurrent changes in some rheoencephalographic
and oxihemographic indices under the influence
' of mental work in human operators at data
processing centers
p0066 A76-18555
Total and regional cerebral blood flow during
moderate and severe exercise in miniature svine
p0095 A76-21611
Blood flow rate in the capillaries of the brain
cortex /from nicrocinematographic data/
p0120 A76-24225
Distribution of carbon dioxide and oxygen tension
values in cerebral cortical neurons and
surrounding tissue
pOISO A76-27921
Blood flov and relative tissue F02 of brain and
muscle - Effect of various gas mixtures
p0151 A76-27995
Hypothalauic and thalanic blood flow during
somatic afferent stimulation in dogs
p0274 A76-40200
• The effect of circulatory hypoxia on the direct
responses of the cerebral cortex of a rabbit
p0317 A76-45372
BRAIN DAMAGE
Lymph flow during stimulation of vasomotor
structures in the hypothalamus and the medulla
oblongata
p0085 A76-19699
Nystagmus after unilateral lesion of the superior
colliculus in rabbits
p0182 A76-30496
Head injury tolerance for face, skull and brain
p0213 A76-34143
Vestibular effects on the sensorimotor cortex in
the cat after lesion of medial lemnisci
p0301 A76-aU716
BBAIH STEM
Effects of electrical stimulation in the lower
brainstem on temperature regulation in the
nnanaesthetized guinea-pig
p0278 A76-41201
Brainstem auditory evoked responses in man. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
fNASA-CR-146391] pOIOS H76-16787
BBEADBOABD HODELS
Shuttle bioresearch laboratory breadboard
simulations
[AAS PAPER 75-257] p0027 A76-12822
BBEATHIIG
The problem of multiply related regulation of
respiratory indices /pB, p02, pC02/ of the human
organism
p0122 A76-24922
Role of diffusion in intrapulmonary mixing of gases
p0275 A76-40635
Pattern of breathing during hypoxia or hypercapnia
of the awake or anesthetized cat
p029t A76-42519
Mathematical modeling of inhalation exposure
p0318 A76-45651
Frequency dependence of regional lung clearance of
Xe-133 in normal men \
p0327 A76-47246\
Respiratory freguency control during hypercapnia
in vagotomized, anesthetized cats
p0327 A76-47248
Application of cabin atmosphere monitors to rapid
screening of breath samples for the early




NT UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS
Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems
p0296 A76-42643
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system, volume 1 design analysis and
performance tests
CNASA-CR-141561 ] p0051 N76-12741
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system. Volume 2: Appendices design
analysis and performance tests
[NASA-CR-114562] p0051 N76-12742
The C-141 therapeutic oxygen manifold distribution
system performance tests of breathing
apparatus
[AD-AO15710] p0161 N76-20826






Effect of chromatic contrast on stimulus brightness '
p0146 A76-26771
Visual adaptation - Retinal transduction,
brightness and sensitivity
p0185 A76-31721
Brightness contrast in the Ehrenstein illusion
p0186 A76--31723
BRIGHTNESS DISCBIHINATIOI








Influence of bronchomotor tone on regional
ventilation distribution at residual volume
p0127 A76-25468
BOBBLES










Comments on fire toxicity
p0002 A76-10823




The effect of simulator fidelity on engine failure
training in the KC-135 aircraft
p0177 A76-29187
A proposed emergency passenger-oxygen system for
KC-135 aircraft: An evaluation
[AD-A023447] p0312 N76-31915
C-140 AIBCBAFT
Flight research experiments on ride quality
[NASA-CH-145984] p0075 N76-14792
A-35
C-141 ilECBiFT SUBJECT INDEX
C-1»1 AIBCRAFT
The C-1i»1 therapeutic oxygen manifold distribution
system performance tests of breathing
apparatus
[ AD-A015740] p0161 H76-20826
CABIH ATBOSPBEBBS
NT SPACECRAFT CABIH ATMOSPH2BES
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. I - Static characteristics
current-inventory DSAF equipment
p0210 A76-33378
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. II - Dynamic characteristics
test on breathing machines and human subjects
p0210 A76-33379
Physiological and psychological preparation of
pilots for function in the presence of high
altitude cabin depressnrization
p0216 A76-35175
Hypoxia - Acceptable limits and its prevention
p0295 A76-42632
Application of cabin atmosphere monitors to rapid
screening of breath samples for the early
detection of disease states
[NASA-CR-144548] p0022 N76-11713
Cabin pressnrisation and oxygen systems-reguirements
p0261 H76-27867
Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems in United
Kingdom aircraft
p0261 N76-27868







Hethods for the detection of disturbances in the
living body clinical medicine and human
pathology, urine tests for mercury (metal), lead
(metal) , and cadmium
fBLl-BTS-9632] p0196 N76-23828
CAI
0 COHPUTER ASSISTED IHSTBUCTIOH
CALCIFEROL
Interrelation of atmospheric ozone and
cholecalciferol /Vitamin D3/ production in man
P02I41 A76-37069
CALCIOH COHPOOHDS
Bone strength and in-flight mechanical stresses
[AD-A020S31] p0332 N76-32831
CALCIDH BETABOLISB




Analysis of gases and pH of blood at altitude
inflight eguipnent calibration techniques
p0006 A76-11718
Precise microwave power density calibration method
using the power egnation technignes
[PB-242883/7] p0056 N76-13754
CALOHIC BEQOIREHEHTS
The effects of caloric density of the food on
running endurance and general condition of rats
and hamsters restricted in food intake or fed ad
libitum
[ AD-A01U896] p0112 N76-17808
CALORIC STIHOLI
Responses of neural units of the frog's lateral
semicircular canal to caloric stimuli of varying
amplitude
pOOSU A76-19663






Digital computer simulation study of a real-time
collection, post-processing synthetic focusing
ultrasound cardiac camera
p0091 A76-20753
Hays of recording line of sight
p031« A76-44736
CASCEB
Effect of oxygen-vitamin complex on indices of
blood formation in an irradiated organism
p0238 A76-36653
Influence of Zsub 1210 cell growth of cells
sterilized by ionizing radiations
[HASA-TT-F-16538] p0020 H76-11689
A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation
applicator for use in the treatment of cervical
cancer
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12081-1] p0189 H76-22890




CAPE KENNEDY LADICB COBPLEI
Studies on the toxic elements and organic
degradation products in aquatic bodies and
sediments around Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
Banlover Canal and Hosguito Lagoon
[HASA-CR-116079] p0079 H76-15769
CAPILLARIES (AHATOBT)






Blood flow rate in the capillaries of the brain
cortex /from microcinematographic data/
p0120 A76-24225
Optical systems for the study of the hemodynamics
in living capillaries
p0183 A76-31168
Design of an experimental apparatus for the study
of capillary hemodynamics
p0183 A76-31170











Biochemical aspects of acclimatization of nan to
high altitude stress
pC010 A76-12475
Effects of ingestion of a carbohydrate-fat meal on
the levels and synthesis of 5-hydroxyindoles in
various regions of the rat central nervous system
p0185 A76-31650
Functional state of the pancreas under the joint
influence of hypoxy, hypercapnia, and cooling
p0238 A76-36649
Glucagon and plasma catecholamines during
beta-receptor blockade in exercising man
p0267 A76-38801
LDH isoenzymes of skeletal muscles of rats after
space flight and hypokinesia Lactate
DeHydrogenase
p0289 A76-U1512
Some metabolic and ionic responses during
experimental immobilization influence on
basal metabolic rate
p0327 A76-U7331


















Theoretical and experimental prerequisites of
exobiology
p0246 N76-26806






4 clinical catheter for continuous blood gas
measurement by mass spectrometry
p0127 A76-25473
Biological eyaloation of the toxicity of gases
produced under fire conditions by synthetic
Materials. I - Bethods and preliminary
experiments concerning the reaction of animals
to simple mixtures of air and carbondioxide or
carbonmonoxide
p0266 A76-38619
Kinetics of oxygen release from single-cell algae
p0276 A76-U0641
Comparison of methods to calculate cardiac output
using the CO2 rebreathing method
p0291 A76-4205B
& prototype carbon dioxide and humidity control
system for Shuttle mission extension capability
f l A P PAPEB 76-045] p0320 A76-46037
Influence of altered gaseous environments on lung
metabolism
[AD-A015914] pOI IO H76-19818
The germicidal effectiveness of ethylene
oxide/carbon dioxide as compared »ith steam
(bactericides)
[BASA-TT-F-17006] p0162 H76-21870
Bosch C02 reduction system development
[HASA-CB-144282] p0192 H76-22910
Catalysts for a cesium bicarbonate membrane carbon
dioxide scrubber
CAD-A016U71] p0192 H76-22916
On the influence of dissolved carbon dioxida on
biosynthetic processes[BLL-TPl-TBABS-0876- (9056.525) ] p0195 N76-23820
Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented
with CO2 at high altitude
[AD-A019119] p0226 876-25776
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
CO2 and moisture without special heat exchanger
egnipment for spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[NASA-CASE-HSC-14770-1] p025t H76-2686B
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
C02 and moisture vithont special heat exchanger
equipment spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14771-1] p0254 H76-26869
Carbon dioxide effects under conditions of raised
environmental pressure
CAD-A020472] p0305 1176-30801
Bole of carbon dioxide in inert gas narcosis
[AD-A020984] p0333 B76-32843
Electrochemical performance investigations on the
hydrogen depolarized C02 concentrator
[BASA-CB-147871] p0334 H76-32846
Beasurements and observations of the toxicological
hazard of fire in a metrorail interior mock-up
[PB-250768/9] p0335 H76-338U1
CABBOH DIOXIDE COHCEBTBATIOI
Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented
»ith C02 at high altitude • •
p0090 A76-20324
Economical oxygen-delivery system for aircraft
p0172 A76-28921
CABBOH DIOXIDE LASEBS
Corneal curvature changes due to exposure to a
carbon dioxide laser: A preliminary report
[AD-A020987] p0334 B76-32844
CABBOH DIOXIDE BBSOVAL
Zinc depolarized electrochemical C02 concentration
(HASA-CR-137731] p0078 H76-14808
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
advanced technology tasks
[SASA-CR-137732] p0078 H76-14809
Integration of the electrochemical depolorized C02
concentrator with the Bosch C02 reduction
subsystem
[BASA-CB-144248] ?019? H76-22907






Depression of ventilation during hypoxia in man
p0059 A76-16897
The problem of multiply related regulation of
respiratory indices /pH, P02, pCO2/ of the human
organism
p0122 A76-24922
Distribution of carbon dioxide and oxygen tension
values in cerebral cortical neurons and
surrounding tissue
p0150 476-27921
Heasnrement of Krogh's diffusion constant of CO2
in respiring muscle at various CO2 levels -
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hyperoxia
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cycle - Carbon isotope geochemistry and
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Hematological alterations and response to acute
hypobaric stress
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Biological evaluation of the toxicity of gases
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materials. I - Sethods and preliminary
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Criteria for a recommended standard. Occupational
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Tiie dependent changes in the functional
properties of the atrioventricular conduction
system in Ban
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Relation between echocardiographically determined
left atrial size and atrial fibrillation
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Intraatrial conduction disturbances -
Vectorcardiographic patterns
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Effect of infra-aortic balloon counterpnlsation on
the notion and perfusion of acutely ischemic
myocardium - An experimental echocardiographic
study
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The relation of left atrial electrical activity
and pressure in myocardial infarction
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Biventricular dynamics during gnantitated
anteroseptal infarction in the porcine heart
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Influence of potassiun ions and osnolality on the
resting membrane potential of rabbit ventricular
papillary muscle with estimation of the activity
and the activity coefficient of internal potassium
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Left ventricular function in tricuspid atresia -
Angiographic analysis in 2B patients
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Time dependent changes in the functional
properties of the atrioventricular conduction
system in man
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Left ventricular performance assessed by
radionuclide angiocardiography and
echocardiography in patients with previous
myocardial infarction
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The displacement cardiograph - A noninvasive
technique for recording myocardial wall motion
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Problems in echocardiographic volume
determinations Echocardiographic-angiographic
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Cardiovascular effects of long-term cigarette
smoking and nicotine administration
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Evaluation of vectorcardiographic criteria for the
diagnosis of myocardial infarction in the
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Rate of change of ventricular power - An indicator
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Hechanism of the inhibition of myocardial protein
. synthesis during «tygen deprivation
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Effect of intramyocardial pressure on the phasic
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Sudden interruption of leaflet opening by
ventricular contractions - A mechanism of aitral
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Comparative evaluation of pressure and time
factors in estimating left ventricular performance
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Construction, simulation, clinical application and
sensitivity analyses of a human left ventricular
control system model
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Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure volume
relationships with experimental acute global
ischemia
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Transthoracic admittance plethysmograph for
measuring cardiac output
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The ECG of constrictive pericarditis - Pattern
resembling right ventricular hypertrophy
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Digital boundary detection, volumetric and wall
motion analysis of left ventricular cine
angiograms
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Correlation between praecordial accelerocardiogram
and left ventricular pressure
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Duration of diastole versus cycle length as
correlates of left ventricular ejection time
p0149 A76-27774
Frequency-force relationships of mammalian
ventricular muscle in vivo and in vitro
p0151 A76-27992
Left ventricular performance in coronary artery
disease evaluated with systolic time intervals
and echocardiography
p0151 A76-28037
Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography -
Detection and quantitation of left to right shunts
p0151 A76-28039
Electrophysiologic effects of procainamide in
sabtherapentic to therapeutic doses on human
atrioventricular conduction system
p0151 A76-28010
Bole of echocardiography in patients with coronary
artery disease
p0152 A76-280U2
An optimization concept of systolic elas.tance
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Sinoventricular conduction in atrial standstill
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Anatomical configuration of the His bundle and
bundle branches in the human heart
p0201 A76-31940
The measurement of ventricular function and the
detection of wall motion abnormalities with high
temporal resolution ECG-gated scintigraphic
angiocardiography
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Computer- analysis of the Frank electrocardiogram
and vectorcardiogram in patients with segmental
areas of akinesia or dyskinesia on left
ventricular angiogram
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P-wave abnormalities in right and left ventricular
overload - Electrocardiographic and hemodynamic
correlations
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Studies on left anterior hemiblock - Correlations
between systolic time intervals and orthogonal VCG
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Determinants of ventricular septal motion -
Influence of relative right and left ventricular
size
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Functional changes of hypothalamic neurosecretory
centers after hyperbaric oxygenation
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In vitro contractility of the hypertrophied right
ventricle of rats with pulmonary hypertension
due to confinement in 'hypoxic cages'
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Orthogonal electrocardiogram, apex cardiogram, and
atrial sound in normotensive and hypertensive
50-year-old men
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Systolic time intervals during +Gz acceleration
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Cellular basis for the T wave of the
electrocardiogram
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Nyocardial interaction between the ventricles
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Serial measurements of left ventricular ejection
fraction by radionnclide angiography early and
late after myocardial infarction
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Coipatation of soBe hemodynamic indices daring
functional tests with the use of a
general-purpose minicomputer
p0067 A76-18713
Badioaetric identification technique for
evaluating dynanic parameters of the heart and
vascular systea
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Analytical methods for quantitative evaluation of
the radiocardiagram
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I-ray 3-D coded aperture imaging - Displaying the
heart
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Simultaneous measurement of cardiac output and its
distribution with microspheres in the rat
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Electrophysiology and pharmacology of cardiac
arrhythmias. II - Cardiac electrophysiologic
effects of beta adrenergic receptor stimulation
and blockage. Part B
p0003 176-11450
Aviation cardiology in Canada
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On experts and expertise - The effect of
variability in observer performance in
coronary pathology analysis
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Cardiomyopathy - The frequently forgotten mimic:
Clinical and open-chest ayocardial biopsy studies
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Coronary artery disease and preventive cardiology
in aviation medicine
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Beasureaent of cardiac output by electrical
impedance at rest and daring exercise
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The accuracy of cardiac function indices derived
fro« ultrasonic tile-position scans
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Failure of carbon monoxide to induce myocardial
infarction in cholesterol-fed cynoaolgus monkeys
/Hacaca fascicularis/
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The ECG of constrictive pericarditis - Pattern
resembling right ventricular hypertrophy
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Electrophysiologic effects of procainanide in
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atrioventricnlar conduction systea
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Intraatrial conduction disturbances -
Vectorcardiographic patterns
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Bole of echocardiography in patients with coronary
artery disease
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Kyocardial imaging in the noninvasive evaluation
of patients vith suspected ischeaic heart disease
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Deteraination of cardiac size following space
aissions of different durations - The second
Banned Skylab aission
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Exercise cardiac output following Skylab aissions
- The second Banned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28905
Coapnter characterization of sinus rhythm
p0172 A76-29180
Angular velocity of the QBS loop of the
vectorcardiograa in the normal heart
p0173 A76-29181
An easily applied and reaoved dry annular suction
electrode
p0173 A76-29182
Sinoventricnlar conduction in atrial standstill
p0173 A76-29183
The impact of nuclear medicine on the diagnosis
and- manageaent of cardiovascular disease
p0208 A76-32666
Computer aeasureaent and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
p0211 A76-33448
Hypoxia: Contributions during the years 1932-1972
Geraan book
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Changes in clinical cardiologic Beasureoents
associated with high *G/z/ stress
p0269 A76-39580
On the detection of the magnetic heart vector - An
application of the reciprocity theoreB
p0271 A76-40111
Importance of the nervous systea in the initiation
and treatment of cardiac arrhythmias;
Proceedings of the Symposium, University of
California, Davis, Calif., August 17-21, 1975
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Central nervous system control of cardiac rhythm
p0325 A76-46687
flyocardiua wall thickness transducer and Beasuring
method
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A bio-feedback technique by use of the heart rate
tachometer device
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Electroaagnetic interference of cardiac paceaakers
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Cardiac paceaakers in air transportation
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The biological significance of radio-frequency



















Effects of age on responses to isoaetric exercise
- Isoaetric handgrip in noninvasive screening
for cardiovascular disease
p0003 A76-11449
Changes in peripheral vessels tone during acute
hypoxia
p0009 A76-12301
Electrical modeling of the blood circulation system
p0012 A76-12565
Cardiac injuries in aircraft occupants resulting
from aircraft accidents
p0029 A76-13588
Cardiovascular effects of long-term cigarette
snoking and nicotine adainistration
p0065 A76-18382
Badiometric identification technique for
evaluating dynamic parameters of the heart and
vascular systea
p0067 A76-18714
Effect of a sudden change of tiae environment on
some circadian rhythms in Ban
pOOSS A76-19696
Cardiovascular diagnosis with real tiae ultrasound
imaging
p0090 A76-20752
Bole of arterial baroreceptors in mediating
cardiovascular response to exercise
p0091 A76-2105H
Arterial pressure contour analysis for estiaating
human vascular properties
p0095 176-21612
Effects of hypocapnia and hypocapnic alkalosis on
cardiovascular function
p0125 176-25460
Effects of chronic, continuous exposure to
sianlated urban air pollution on laboratory
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The effects of sonic booms on cardio-vascalar
parameters and the levels of parotid steroids in
nan
p0148 A76-27619
Quantitative radlonuclide angiocardiography -
Detection and qnantitation of left to right shunts
p0151 476-28039
Research on the load on the pilot's organise under
various jet aircraft flight conditions
p0153 A76-28529
Device for recognition of polytopic extrasystoles
for electrocardiogra* monitor control systems
p0179 A76-30174
Analysis of the cardiovascular system from the
viewpoint of automatic control theory
p0179 A76-30175
Accliaatization in a hot, humid environment -
Cardiovascular adjustments
p0206 A76-32508
Angiocardiography - Past and present
p0215 A76-3"»532
Cardie-respiratory correlates of an experimental
nodel of anticipation stress
p0238 A76-36651
BKG-studies concerning an early recognition of the
heart-circulation diseases and the condition of
the flying personnel
p0239 A76-36879
A general cardiovascular risk profile - The
Framingham Study
p0242 A76-37278
Cardiovascular function during sustained +G/z/
stress
p0269 A76-39584
I-ray 3-D coded aperture imaging - Displaying the
heart
p0271 A76-39757
Investigation of cerebrospinal reflexes - A reviev
of the concept of bnlbar vasomotor center
p0275 A76-40632
Investigation of causes of orthostatic instability
p0275 A76-40633
Simultaneous measurement of cardiac output and its
distribution with microspheres in the rat
p0278 A76-41143
Effects of treadmill exercise on the timing of the
heart and arterial sounds, and the slope of the
brachial arterial pulse wave
p0292 A76-42224
Prevention of heart disease in healthy pilots
p0297 A76-428U7
Hew horizons for study of the cardiopulmonary and
circulatory systems image reconstruction
technignes
p0297 A76-42971
The involvement of noradrenergic nerves in the
cardiovascular reflex responses to lover body
negative pressure in the anaesthetised rabbit
p0317 A76-44845
Henral control of the cardiovascular system and
orthostatic regulation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Basel, Switzerland,
April 21-26, 1975
p0323 A76-46463
Assessment of tolerance limits in subjects tested
on human centrifuge
p0327 A76-47333
Effects of breathing air with increased carbon
dioxide content on the human organism
p0328 A76-47337
Apollo flight crev cardiovascular evaluations
p0042 H76-12679
Testnik of the OSSR academy of medical sciences,
no. 8, 1975 a discussion of emotional
stress, the cardiovascular system, and neurology
[JPBS-65970] p0045 H76-12703
Emotional stress and cardiovascular disease
p0046 H76-12704
Information neuroses and cardiovascular pathology
p0046 N76-12706
Psychopharmacological aspects of emotional stress
p0046 H76-12707
The mechanism of selective lesions to the
cardiovascular system in psychoemotional stress
p0047 H76-12713
The use of adaptive modeling for the clinical
determination and evaluation of cardiovascular
system parameters
p0052 N76-13731
iork capacity and cardiovascular adjustments of
non-diving mammals in hyperbaric environment
[AD-A014007] p0074 B76-14783
study of heart synchronous whole body acceleration
for circulatory assist
[PB-243807/5] p0074 H76-14784
Evaluation of physiological inputs to high G
performance models
[AD-A014813] pOIIS H76-17830
The effects of a muscle endurance training program





The role of depressed metabolism in increased
radio-resistance
[HASA-CB-146512] p0157 H76-20798
The effects of prolonged acute hypozia on coronary
blood flow, myocardial metabolism and
cardiovascular dynamics
p0196 H76-23832
Effects of abrupt time.zone change on some
circadian rhythms in man
[HASA-TT-F-17117] p0282 B76-28813
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
(BASA-CASE-HPO-13643-1) p0284 B76-29896
Central neural mechanisms governing postural
cardiovascular mechanisms
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Effects of low levels of ozone and temperature







The significance of efferent regulation of carotid
labyrinth chemoreceptors in maintaining their
stability
p0120 A76-24217
Bole of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
hyperpnea of exercise in the cat
p0207 A76-32622
Heurophysiology of the carotid sinus receptors in
normal and hypertensive animals and man
p0323 A76-46465
The contribution of skin biopsy to the detection




Interaction of the chemoreflex and the pulmonary
inflation reflex in the regulation of coronary
circulation in conscious dogs
p0027 A76-12959
Central ventilatory responses to 02 and C02 at
three levels of carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
p0067 A76-18712




Study of cartilaginous conduction - Its diagnostic
interest in investigating perceptive deafness
p0148 A76-27621
Changes in the synovial membrane and in the





The incidence and clinical implications of
coronary artery spasm
p0031 A76-14071
Study on the biodynamic response to windblast
during ejection - Pathogenetic mechanism,
analyses and prevention of lesions due to wind
aerodynamic pressure
p0036 A76-15759
Complication rate of coronary arteriography - A
review of 5250 cases studied by a percutaneous
femoral technique
pOOSI A76-17124
Biochemistry and hematology of decompression
sickness - A case report
p0242 A76-37073
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Publications of the planetary biology progran for
1975: A special bibliography on NASA




Closed system Fischer-Tropsch synthesis over
meteoritic iron, iron ore and nickel-iron alloy
deuterium-carbon Bonozide reaction catalysis
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Catalysts for a cesium bicarbonate membrane carbon
dioxide scrabber
[AD-A016471 ] p0192 H76-22916
CATAPULTS
Catapult dynamics in an environment of high
acceleration high G ejection seat design
p0295 A76-U2636
CATARACTS
Evaluation of possible microwave-induced lens
changes in the United States iir Force
P0029 A76-13589
Identification of beta carbolines isolated from




Excretion of catecholanine in pilot trainees
P0035 A76-15753
Effect of temperature on the tonns of blood vessels
P0215 A76-34229
Bole of nenrohormonal system disturbances in the
change of immunological reactivity of an
organise in the presence of hypothalamic
syndromes and leans for its normalization
p0238 A76-36650
RetabolisB of catecholamines under physical load
in nan and aninals
p0213 A76-37345
Glucagon and plasma catecholamines during
beta-receptor blockade in exercising man
P0267 A76-38801
Tissue catecholaaine levels of the golden hamster
/Hesocricetus aaratas/ acclimated to 7, 22 and
3<t c
p0278 A76-II0947
Central and peripheral catecholamine mechanisms in
circulatory control
p0324 S76-116170
flechanisms of radio-protection by catecholamines
in the hamster /Hesocricetus anratns/
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Effects of two transatlantic flights in rapid
sequence upon the 24-hour rhythm in the urinary
excretion of 17 hydroxycorticosteroids and
cat echolamines
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Beflex and mechanical circulatory effects of
graded Valsalva maneuvers in normal man
p0127 A76-25471
A clinical catheter for continuous blood gas
measurement by mass spectrometry
P0127 A76-25473
Quantitative radionnclide angiocardiography -
Detection and qnantitation of left to right shunts
p0151 A76-28039
Fluid-filled blood pressure measurement systems
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A catheter system for measuring blood vessel cross
sectional area and blood pressure
p0053 N76-13732
CATHODE BAT TUBES
Evaluating a CBT nap predictor for airborne use
p0117 A76-22608
CAtlOSS
Bole of monovalent cations in the membrane
organization of moderately halophilic bacteria
plasmolysis in the Pseudomonas sp.
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CATS
Separation of useful signal from noise in the
neuronal impulse activity of the cochlear
nucleus of a cat
[AD-A014052] p0076 N76-11795
CATTLE
Heat stress in indigenous cattle solar




Preliminary results of an experiment on human
chronobiology and neurobiology in a subterranean
environment. 1: Life on a bicircadian rhythm
(P. Bnglender). 2: Life in continuous light
(J. Chabert). Longitudinal analysis and
computer correlation of neurologic,
psychological and physiologic data collected in











Effects of 100X oxygen on cell division in lung
alveoli of squirrel monkeys
p0028 A76-13578
The influence of vibration on the hunan PHA














The processing of a colored signal by various
types of ganglionic cells in the frog retina
p0009 A76-12215
Independence of 'ON' and 'OFF1 responses of
retinal ganglion cells
p0033 A76-15437
A fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral vestibular
nucleus of the rat
p0118 A76-23426
On the physiological activity of the nuclear
apparatus of the vascular epithelial cells of
the human brain at various ages
p0120 A76-24232
Intracellular ion concentration and electrical
activity in potassium-depleted mammalian solens
muscle fibers
p01«5 A76-26684
L-phase variants of Agromyces ramosus cell
wall defectives in soil
p0181 A76-3037D
Nuclear histone content in neurons and neuroglias
of certain parts of the hypothalamus during
cooling of animals
p0182 A76-30476
Functional state of adrenal cortex of rats after
cooling in the hermetically sealed chamber and
during adaptation to cooling
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Cellular basis for the T wave of the
electrocardiogram
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Gravitational dynamics of biosystems - Some
speculations
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Cellular viability, metabolism and growth kinetics
daring hyperthermia in the physiological range
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Cellular viability, metabolism and growth kinetics
daring hypertheroia in the physiological range
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Influence of Zsub 1210 cell growth of cells
sterilized by ionizing radiations
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chemical protection study
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Investigations of the inhibitory effects of
tocopherol (vitamin E) on free radical
deterioration of cellular membranes
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Physical cheiical state of water in living cells
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Early detection of disease program: Evaluation of
the cellular immune response
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Survival of cultured mammalian cells irradiated at
various depths in the LAHPF negative pion
therapy bean
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Study of the action of human KB cell ribonnclease
MO and Escherichia coli ribonuclease P
p0196 H76-23830
Reaction of the ATPase activity of the action of
densely and sparsely ionizing radiations
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Interactions of carcinogens with human cell DNA:
Danage and Repair
tCONF-7507115-1] p0284 B76-29900
Radiosensitization of mammalian cells .by diaaide
human kidney cells (T-cells)
tBBL-1976-1] p0308 H76-31889
CENTER OF GRAVITY
A new method for the simultaneous measurement of
the noaent of inertia, the damping coefficient
and the location of the centre of mass of a body
segment in situ bionechanics of human notion
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Dynamic determination of the Bass properties of an
astronaut











Change in the functional state of the central
nervous system a-nd the motor apparatus of
athletes under different conditions of activity
and rest
p0010 A76-12304
The organization of voluntary notion:
Neurophysiological mechanisms Russian book
p0032 A76-1I1998
Voluntary control of the number of discharges of a
single spinal alpha neuron sensorinotor
performance under sensory feedback in nan
p0061 A76-16911
5 fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral vestibular
nucleus of the rat
p0118 A76-23426
Testing the vestibular system - Value of the
caloric test
p017« A76-29285
Effects of ingestion of a carbohydrate-fat »eal on
the levels and synthesis of 5-hydroxyindoles in
various regions of the rat central nervous system
p0185 A76-31650
The effects of centrifngation on the norphology of
the lateral vestibular nucleus in the rat - A
light and electron microscopic study
p0211 A76-33473
Effects of low-intensity ultrasound on the central
nervous system of primates
P0242 A76-37070
Role of the hypothalamus-hypophysis region and the
sympathoadrenal system in the organism responses
in extremal /stress/ situations
p0213 A76-37314
Effect of corticosteroids on
hypothalamoreticulolimbic structures of the brain
p02<43 A76-37346
Electromagnetic field effects in nerve tissue
p0277 A76-40752
The skin galvanic response as an indicator of
changes in psychic state
p0300 A76-44539
Bye movement fixations and gating processes
p0316 A76-44748
Central nervous system control of cardiac rhythm
p0325 A76-46687
Endocrine and central nervous system effects of
microwave exposure
p0021 N76-11698
Effect of rate of dosing with elemental mercury
vapor on brain uptake of mercury
[AD-A011826] pOOSS H76-13751
Neural coding of high-fregaency tones
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Dynamic characteristics of human motor performance
in control systems computer techniques and
computerized simulation applied to the study of
the central nervous system
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CENTRAL NERVOOS SYSTEB DEPRESSANTS
Psychopharmacological aspects of emotional stress
p0046 H76-12707
CENTRAL BBBVOOS SYSTEB STIBDLANTS
Horphofunctional characterization of the
intramural nervous system of the heart daring
variations /stimulation and depression/ of the





Rotatory and vertical components of the eye
nystagmus induced by rotation in a horizontal
plane
p0009 A76-12214
Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
launchings. II
p0086 A76-19705
detention of perception and pilot's motor-visual
reaction time during *Gz accelerations
p0153 A76-28533
The effects of centrifugation on the morphology of
the lateral vestibular nucleus in the rat - A
light and electron microscopic study
p0211 A76-33173
Cardiac pathology associated with high sustained
»G/z/. II - Stress cardiomyopathy
p0269 A76-39579
Bypergravity effects on normal and avulsed
developing avian radii
p0289 A76-41510













The condition of the vascular net and the
hemoencephalic barrier in the brain cortex of
rats in the course of training for hypoxia
p0009 A76-12216
Effects of altering monoamine metabolism on the
adrenocortical response to hypoxia
p0029 A76-13583
Relations between the posterior lateral nucleus of
the thalamns and the cortex of the snprasylvian
convolution in the cat
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Investigation of the propagation of a stiiulus in
a neuron network modeling the cortex
p0030 476-13912
Inhibition of cortical evoked potentials and
. sensation by self-initiated movement in man
p0033 A76-15070
Protective effect of brain cortex gangliosides on
the temporary loss of hearing induced by
high-intensity noise in man
p0036 A76-15763
Artificial stable functional connections as a
Beans of forming long-ten memory matrices in
nan /Contribution to long-term memory theory/
p0061 A76-16912
Regulation of local tissue oxygen pressure in the
brain cortex of the cat
p0062 A76-17664
Influence of the hypothalamus and reticnlar
fornation on the brain cortex during cerebral
hypoxia
p0062 A76-17665
Emotional stress and brain linbic system
p0065 A76-18551
Specific features of cortical neurons in response
to skin thermostimulation
pOOSI A76-19661
Correlation of oscillatory electroretinogram
•potentials and evoked potential components in
the visual cortex
p0084 A76-19662
Responses of reticular and ventral anterior
thalamic neurons of the visual cortex to
afferent stimuli of different aodalities in cats
p0096 A76-22226
Transmission of excitation in the feline optic
system
p0096 A76-22227
Spectral matrix analysis of steady state visually
evoked cortical potentials
p0117 A76-22639
Brain wave components of the contingent negative
variation in humans
p0118 A76-23743
Interhemispheric interaction luring perception of
visual stimuli in man
p0119 A76-23842
Analysis of interhemispheric relationships in the
visual cortex of the cat on the basis of the lav
of contrast light perception
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Blood flow rate in the capillaries of the brain
. cortex /from microcinematographic data/
p0120 A76-21225
Development dynamics of response to light flash in
the occipital region of the cerebral cortex in
man as a function of the type of background
alpha activity
p0122 A76-25170
Effect of low-frequency electrical stimulation of
the caudate nucleus on the cortical electrical
activity and the wakefulness-sleep cycle
p0149 A76-27920
Distribution of carbon dioxide and oxygen tension
values in cerebral cortical neurons and
surrounding tissue
p0150 A76-27921-





Electrical reactions of the auditory region of the
cortex of the vermis cerebelli during aural
stimulation
p0176 A76-29429
Study of the spectral characteristics of complex
receptive fields of the visual cortex
p0176 A76-29130
The development of the visual cortex
p0183 A76-31071
An investigation of spatial frequency
characteristics of the complex receptive fields
in the visual cortex of the cat
p0239 A76-36809
The unresponsive regions of visual cortical
receptive fields
p0300 A76-44046
Vestibular effects on the sensoriuotor cortex in
the cat after lesion of medial lennisci
p0301 A76-44716
Extraretinal influences on the primate visual systen
p0315 A76-44740
The effect of circulatory hypoxia on the direct
responses of the cerebral cortex of a rabbit
p0317 A76-45372
Dynamics of the phase asymmetry of the fundamental
EE3 rhythm under conditions of short-term memory
of verbal information
p0330 A76-47900
Cerebral organization of hunan emotions using
the method of electrical stimulation
p0046 N76-12705
Dynamics of cortical and subcortical correlations
in formation of nociceptive stress
p0047 H76-12712
Protective effects in men of brain cortex
gangliosides on the hearing loss induced by high
levels of noise lipids of the cerebral
cortex affecting noise threshold
p0110 N76-17789
Analysis of the preferential release of newly
synthesized ACh by cortical slices from rat
brain with the aid of two different labelled
precursors carbon-11 and deuterium
[BBL-1975-1 4] p0307 N76-31882
Piracetam and acquisition behavior in rats:
Electrophysiological and biochemical effects
[BBL-1975-24] p0308 N76-31887
CBBEBBAL VASCDLAB iCCIDElTS
Search for correlation between geomagnetic
disturbances and mortality
p0091 A76-20772




Alkaline shift in lumbar and intracranial CSF in
man after 5 days at high altitude
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The influence of CSF calcium and magnesium on the
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A perceptual channel for information transfer over
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recent research extrasensory perception
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CBBBIC&L ANALYSIS SOBJECT IROEI
CHEBICAL ANALYSIS
Ml GAS ANALYSIS
HI NEOTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
NT OHINALYSIS
A versatile system foe biological and soil
chemical tests on a planetary landing craft. I -
Scientific objectives
[ A I A A PAPER 76-125] p0068 A76-18810
Application of cabin atnosphere monitors to rapid
screening of breath samples for the early
detection of disease states
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Physical characterization of phycobiliproteins
froa blaegreen algae
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1975 edition
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Current awareness service for toxic substances
(CATS) . emulative report no. 1, Part 1
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Bosch C02 reduction system development
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Evolution of the concepts of the origin of life,
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activity and the origins of life
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The evolutionary significance of phase-separated
microsystems
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nitrate respiration
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Prebiotic peptide-formation in the solid state.
Ill - Condensation reactions of glycine in solid
state mixtures containing inorganic polyphosphates
p0272 A76-U0133
The prebiotic synthesis of deoxythymidine
oligonucleotides. II - Comparison of condensing
agents
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Production and characterization of enzymes
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temperature (165 degrees F)
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Experiences with a new cold sterilization unit
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Development of a chemilnninescent and
bioluminescent system for the detection of
bacteria in wastewater effluent
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Central ventilator? responses to O2 and C02 at
three levels of carotid cheaoreceptor stimulation
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The significance of efferent regulation of carotid
labyrinth chemoreceptors in maintaining their
stability
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Nature of a choline receptor and the structure of
its active center Russian book
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Biochemical characteristics of choline receptor
p0113 A76-26096
Investigation of choline receptors by the method
of chemical modification
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Kinetics of the interaction of substances with
choline receptors
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Effect of the lifetime of the
acetylcholine-choline receptor complex on the
equilibriua potential of end plate membrane
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Bole of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
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Glucagon and plasma catecholamines during
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Treating the insomniac patient - General measures
A-44
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and psychological and pharmacological treatment
p0083 A76-19339
Electrophysiologic effects of procainamide in
subtherapeutic to therapeutic doses on human
atrioventricular conduction system
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Screening test for decompression sickness
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& mathematical theory of growth processes and
•echanical behavior of biological materials
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The effect of connon therapeutic drugs on vision
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Orientational anisotropy in infant vision
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» study of the primary processes of the
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under flash illumination
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Technical eguipment and physicochemical parameters
of culture of unicellular algae for ecologic
closed systems
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Effect of different concentrations of nitrate
nitrogen in media on the amino acid composition
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Studies of the semiconducting and photoelectric
properties of chlorophyll-a aggregates
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Nature of a choline receptor and the structure of
its active center Russian book
p01<(3 A76-26095
Biochemical characteristics of choline receptor
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Investigation of choline receptors by the method
of chemical modification
P0113 A76-26097
Study of correlations between the physiological
activity of the molecules of cholinomimetic
substances and their electronic structure
p01U<4 A76-26098
Kinetics of the interaction of substances with
choline receptors
p01U4 A76-26099
Effect of the lifetime of the
acetylcholine-choline receptor complex on the
equilibria! potential of end plate membrane
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Analysis of the preferential release of newly
synthesized ACh by cortical slices froi rat
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activity and some counter measures
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On the spontaneous frequency of the structural
chromosome aberrations /anomalies/ in
lymphocytes from human blood
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An automated system for chromosome analysis.
Volume 1: Goals, system design, and performance
[NASA-CR-148741] p0303 N76-30785
An automated system for chromosome analysis.
Volume 2: System construction, programming,
operation, and maintenance
[BASA-CR-148740] p0303 B76-30786
An automated system for chromosome analysis
[NASA-CR-1487551 p0305 N76-30798
CHBORIC CONDITIONS
Increased rate of response of the
pituitary-adrenal system in rats adapted to
chronic stress
pOOOS A76-11138
Effect of prolonged flights on the course of
















Circadian periodicity involving physiological and
psychological variables in the case of seven
blind subjects with and without timer —- German
book
p0032 A76-14649
Dynamics of nap sleep during a 10 hour period
p0033 A76-15325
Study of the circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and maximal ergometer work
p0035 A76-15695
Role of biological macrorhythms in the regulation
of sleep
p0060 A76-16909
The waveform of diurnal rhythm body
temperature and heart rate chronograms
p0060 A76-16910
Effect of a sudden change of time environment on
some circadian rhythms in man
pOOBS A76-19696
New data on the circadian rhythmicity of
wakefulness and sleep in vertebrates
p0120 A76-24216
Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0123 A76-25259
Physiological index as an aid in developing
airline pilot scheduling patterns
p0123 A76-25261
Circadian rhythm of the activity of the system
hypothalamus-hypophysis-adrenal cortex
p0150 476-27946
Biological balance of sodium and potassium - A





Sleep in the long-range aviation environment
p0201 476-32197
Effects of tile zone changes on performance and
physiology of airline personnel
p0270 476-39586
Jet lag isn't just a state of mind prolonged
flight effects on circadian dysrhythmia
p0272 476-10127
Nocturnal lowering of thresholds for sweating and
vasodilation
p0277 476-10885
The effect of low light intensity on the





Circadian pituitary adrenal rhythms
p0293 476-12399
The effect of memory load on the circadian
variation in performance efficiency under a
rapidly rotating shift system
p0298 »76-»3359
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
p0322 476-16312
Some aspects of chronobiology and their
significance in aviation medicine
p0328 476-17338
Circadian rhythms of rat internal temperatures and
thermal ambiance
p0329 476-17738
Circadian rhythm of leaf movement in Capsicum
a n n u u m observed during centrifugation
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Biorhythaological screening of cosmonauts
p0038 H76-12615
Desynchronization of circadian rhythm of exercise
pulse rate following transmeridian flights
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4nimal behaviour and circadian rhythms
[NRC/CNR-TT-1829] p0070 H76-11719
The rhythmic cycles in man
[4D-4013853] p0071 N76-11782
Restructur ing of the human temperature rhythm
after inversion of the rhythm of life in isolation
p0099 H76-16732
Study of circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and maximal ergometer work
[N4S4-TT-F-16997] p0188 N76-22885
Circadian rhythms in plants, insects and mammals
exposed to ELF magnetic and/or electric fields
and currents
[4D-4019958] p0223 N76-25760
4ir operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0227 H76-25787
New data on circadian biorhythaicity of
vakefulness and sleep in vertebrates
rS4S4-TT-F-16986] p0216 876-26793
Biological and physiological rhythms
p0218 N76-26823
Preliminary results of an experiment on human
chronobiology and neurobiology in a subterranean
environment. 1: Life on a bicircadian rhythm
(P. Englender). 2: Life in continuous light
(J. Chabert) . Longitudinal analysis and
computer correlation of neurologic,
psychological and physiologic data collected in
beyond-time cave_experiments from 1968-1969
[N4S4-TT-F-15199] p0258 N76-27838
Effects of abrupt time zone change on some
circadian rhythms in man
[NAS4-TT-F-17117] p0282 N76-28813
Control mechanisms of circadian rhythms in body






















Electrical modeling of the blood circulation system
p0012 476-12565
Study of the circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and maximal ergometer work
p0035 476-15695
Investigation of normalization of responses of the
circulatory system disturbed by accelerations
p0061 476-17010
Respiratory, circulatory, and ECG changes during
acute exposure to high altitude
p0297 476-12800
Study of circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and maximal ergometer work
[B4S4-TT-F-16997] p0188 N76-22885
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Pregnant stewardess - Should she fly
p0086 476-19712
The use of vestibular tests in civil aviation
medical examinations: Survey of practices and
proposals by aviation medical examiners
[AD-4015087/0] p0073 N76-11777
Vehicle for civil helicopter ride guality research
p0102 N76-16760
Accident experience of civilian pilots with static
physical defects evaluation of flight fitness
p0137 N76-19791





Quantitative classification of T-wave
abnormalities in the VCG Vectorcardiography
p0231 476-35919
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The bioengineer on the medical team - His role,
responsibilities, and career
p0027 476-13368
The incidence and clinical implications of
coronary artery spasm
p0031 476-11071
Complication rate of coronary arteriography - 4
review of 5250 cases studied by a percutaneous
femoral technigue
p0061 476-17121
Epidemiological, clinical and sleep laboratory
evaluations of insomnia
p0083 476-19338
Electrocardiographic manifestations of concealed
junctional ectopic impulses
p0087 476-20066
Vectorcardiographic criteria for the diagnosis of
anterior myocardial infarction
p0087 476-20067
Cardiac imaging using a phased array ultrasound
system. II - Clinical technique and application
p0087 476-20070
Construction, simulation, clinical application and
sensitivity analyses of a human left ventricular
control system model
p0096 476-21776
Heat stroke - 4 review
p0121 476-25267
4 clinical catheter for continuous blood gas
measurement by mass spectrometry
p0127 476-25173
Incidence and significance of left anterior





Vestibular ototoxicity streptomycin effects
p0175 A76-29287
Device for recognition of polytopic extrasystoles
for electrocardiogram monitor control systems
p0179 A76-30174
Analysis of the cardiovascular system from the
viewpoint of automatic control theory
p0179 A76-30175
Clinical correlates of coronary cineangiography in
young sales with myocardial infarction
p0184 A76-31513
Aerospace Bedical Association, Annual Scientific
Meeting, 47th, Bal Harbour, Fla., Bay 10-13,
1976, Preprints
p0201 A76-32166
Analytical methods for quantitative evaluation of
the radiocardiagram
p0212 A76-33546
Computers in clinical electrocardiology - Is
vectorcardiography becoming obsolete
p0232 A76-35908
Automated coaparison of serial electrocardiograis
p0232 A76-35909
Comparison of the perfocnance of a computer
compared to the effectivity of a physicians
analysis of infarction ECGs
p0234 A76-35920
Studies on left anterior hemiblock - Correlations
between systolic tine intervals and orthogonal VCG
p023S V76-35931
False positive diagnostic tests and coronary
angiographic findings in 105 presumably healthy
•ales
p029<t A76-42624
Hew horizons for study of the cardiopnlnonary and
circulatory systems image reconstruction
techniques
p0297 A76-42971
Limitations of the computer in
electrocardiographic interpretation
p0298 A76-43700
Echocardiographic assessnent of cardiac disease
p0327 A76-46812
Computer detection of premature ventricular
complexes - A modified approach
p0330 A76-47909
An evaluation of results of ergometric studies
[NASA-TT-F-16641] p0022 N76-11711
Clinical aspects of ere* health
pOOitl S76-12669




Clinical aspects of using labeled fibrinogen
p0047 H76-12716
The use of adaptive modeling for the clinical
determination and evaluation of cardiovascular
systen parameters
p0052 H76-13731
Diagnostic methods in tropical medicine
p0073 N76-14771
Adaptation to prolonged bedrest in nan: A
conpendiurn of research bibliographies on
clinical medicine and human pathology
[NASA-TH-X-3307] pO.158 N76-20807
Bedical applications of hybrid computer
controlled CBT display system
p0165 N76-21896
Applications of it-ray fluorescence analysis in
medicine
[IRI-133-75-08] p0190 N76-22897
Bethods for the detection of disturbances in the
living body clinical medicine and human
pathology, urine tests for nercnry (metal) , lead'
(>etal) , and cadmium
[BLL-BTS-9632] p0196 1176-23828
The role of the clinical laboratory in aerospace
medicine
[ASABD-CP-180] p0255 H76-27819
Radioimmunoassays: Hew laboratory methods in
clinic and research
p0256 876-27824
An automated system for chromosome analysis.
Volume 1: Goals, system design, and performance
[NASA-CB-148741] p0303 B76-30785
An automated system for chronosome analysis.




Experimental ecological systems including a human
Bnssian book on bioregenerative life support
systems
p0184 A76-31225
Problems of creating closed biological life
support systems
[IAF PAPER 76-040] p0321 A76-46127
Technical equipment and physicochemical parameters
of culture of unicellular algae for ecologic
closed systems
p0328 A76-473U1
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 9,
no. 4, 1975 closed ecological systems,
hypokinesia, acceleration tolerance, radiation
protection
[JPBS-65988] p0037 N76-12636
Model of an ecological system closed with respect
to gas exchange and with a periodically
operating autotrophic system. 1: stationary
state conditions for system atnosphere
p0037 H76-12638
Prelininary evaluation of the possibility of using



















Identification of proteins interacting at blood or
plasna/bionaterial interfaces: Relation to







Cochlear tuning properties - Concurrent basilar
membrane and single nerve fiber measurements
p0033 A76-15438
Investigation of the cochlear and evoked
potentials of guinea pigs subjected to the
action of N-shaped waves simulating the sonic boon
p0186 A76-31829
Localization of 3H-gamma-aminobutyric acid in the
cochlea. Light and electron microscopic
antoradiography
CSASA-TT-F-16661] p0020 N76-11687
Computer optimization of cochlear design parameters
[AD-A012988] p0054 N76-13743
Separation of useful signal from noise in the
neuronal impulse activity of the cochlear
nucleus of a cat
[AD-A014052] p0076 N76-14795




Speech intelligibility under acoustic conditions
of pilot performance
p0153 A76-28532
Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training
p0203 A76-32238
visual/motion simulation of CTOL flare and
touchdown comparing data obtained from two model
board display systems
[iliA PAPER 76-1709] p0216 &76-3S201
COCKPITS
Future flight deck design
p0033 A76-15410





Visnal accommodation variations daring
Trans-Atlantic cockpit duties
p0172 A76-28918
Three-dimensional profiles of movements of human
body joint centers anthropometric data for
aircraft cockpit design
p0204 A76-32216
Effect of pre-adapting spectral stimuli on visual
responses aircrew reactions to cockpit
display design
p0269 A76-39582
An inflight nonitor for aircraft cockpit/cabin
environments
p0296 A76-42641
Physiological effects of solar heat load in a
fighter cockpit
p0322 476-46310
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit: A
trigonometerical and plane geometrical approach
[AD-4017366] p0161 N76-20828
selected topics on tractor escape systems
rAD-4018073] p0167 N76-21911
The use of opague louvres and shields to reduce
reflections vithin the cockpit, computer
prograas for tvo approaches to the problen
[AD-4018468] p0223 N76-24905
Secondary task assessment of cognitive workload in
alternative cockpit configurations
CAMBL-TB-75-49] p0228 H76-25792




Linear and nonlinear opponent color coding
visual Basking experiment
p0066 A76-1862S
Review and analysis of color coding research for
visual displays in aircraft
p0083 A76-19173






Factors affecting the palmitoyl-coenzyme A
desatnrase of saccharomyces cerevisiae
p0096 A76-21792
COGBITITE PSYCHOLOGT
Effects of visual imagery on the accommodation
response
p0237 A76-36634
Combining evidence presented simultaneously to the
eye and the ear - A comparison of some
predictive models
p0265 A76-38440
Notion constancy dependent upon perceived distance
and the spatial frequency of the stimulus pattern
p0266 476-38441
Learning in the case of aversion-related signal
concepts under conditions of avoidance and
nonavoidance of the aversive situation
p0268 A76-39550
notion information in iconic memory
p0279 476-41321
Effect of information feedback upon intertrial
consistency of time judgment
p0279 A76-t1322
7ernier offset produced by rotary target motion
p0299 476-43875
Antagonism between visual channels for pattern and
movement
pOZI) A76-45774
The effect of writing and reading habits and of
handedness on the asymmetry of visual perception
p0326 476-46805
The theoretical and experimental analysis of
retroactive and ecphorical inhibition
P0326 A76-46807
Effects on the information processing >capacity
which are obtained by taking into account the
subjective organization
p0326 476-46808
Effects of breathing air with increased carbon
dioxide content on the human organise
p0328 476-47337
The analysis of the pilot's cognitive and decision
processes
[H4S4-CB-145739] p0024 H76-11722
Higher mental functioning in operational
environments
[4G4BD-CP-181] p0227 H76-25782
The correlational structure of traditional task
measures and engineering analogues of
performance in the cognitive domain
p0227 876-2578*
Secondary task assessment of cognitive workload in
alternative cockpit configurations
[4MBL-TB-75-49] p0228 N76-25792
The effects of two stressors on traditional and
engineering analogues of cognitive functioning








NT COHEBENT ELECTROMAGNETIC BADIATION
COLCHICIBE
Modification of the colchicine method for
determining the duration of the mitotic cycle in
higher plants during space flight
p0039 N76-12651
COLD ACCLIM4TIZ4TIOI
Mechanisms of thermogenic action of noradrenalin
in cold adaptation
p0084 A76-19665
Effect of noradrenalin on the central control of
thermoregulation associated with temperature
adaptation
p0084 A76-19666
The role of noradrenalin in the regulation of
muscular thermogenesis during cooling
p0085 A76-19697
Changes in cold-induced vasodilation during Arctic
exercises
p0127 A76-25475
Muscular heat production in warm-blooded animals
p0150 476-27947
Nons'hivering thermogenesis induced by repetitive
cooling of spinal cord in the rat
p0151 A76-27994
Effect of body temperature on biochemical changes
in the blood during cold adaptation
p0182 A76-J0499
Changes in the temperature of the hypothalamns
during muscular contractions before and after
cold adaptation
p0215 A76-34228
Bole of thyroid and adrenal oedulla hormones in
thermoregulation reactions
p0237 A76-36640
Functional state of adrenal cortex of rats after
cooling in the hermetically sealed chamber and
during adaptation to cooling
p0237 A76-36641
Rater exchange in rats exposed to cold, hypoxia,
and both combined
p0241 A76-37065
Metabolic adaptations in brown adipose tissue of
the hamster in extreme ambient temperatures
p0273 A76-40199
Tissue catecholamine levels of the golden hamster
/Hesocricetns auratos/ acclimated to 7, 22 and
34 C
p0278 A76-40947
Functional and anatomical characteristics of the
nerve-brown adipose interaction in the rat
p0316 A76-44844
Comparison of shivering in man exposed to cold in
water and in air
p0329 A76-47740
COLD TOLEHABCB
Thermal responses of unclothed men exposed to both
cold temperatures and high altitudes
p0028 A76-13551
Mathematical model of man's tolerance to cold
using morphological factors
p0322 A76-46309





Subcutaneous temperatures and physical responses
of sheep torso cooled iiith dry ice
[PB-247366/8] p0188 H76-22882




Prototype cold weather headvear
[AD-A012311] p0025 N76-11732
The design and fabrication of a prototype



















Effect of enzymatic synthesis of polyadenylic acid
on a coacervate system
p0182 A76-30U75
COLOB
Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of
color
[NASA-TN-D-7960] pOO«9 N76-12727
Visual performance under monochromatic





The processing of a colored signal by various
types of ganglionic cells in the frog retina
p0009 A76-12215
Linear and nonlinear opponent color coding
visual masking experiment
p0066 476-18625
Beviev and analysis of color coding research for
visual displays in aircraft
p0083 A76-19173
Pattern detection and the two-dimensional Fourier
transforn - Flickering checkerboards and
chromatic mechanisms
p0087 A76-19821
Quantitative studies in retinex theory - A
comparison between theoretical predictions and
observer responses to the 'Color Bondrian1
experiments
p01«5 A76-26769
Plasticity of orientation specific chromatic
aftereffects in visual perception
pOU5 A76-26770
Effect of chromatic contrast on stimulus brightness
P0116 A76-26771
Threshold elevation following adaptation to
coloured gratings
p0155 A76-28770
Effect of color on pilot performance and transfer
functions using a full-spectrum, calligraphic,
color display system
p0178 A76-29197
Color code size for searching displays of
different density
p0215 A76-31«2H
Detection of quantum flux modulation by single
photopigments in human observers
pp299 A76-1»0»0
The visual evoked response and color discrimination
p0319 A76-45895
Beport of the working party on standardization of
the international research group on colour
vision deficiencies
CIZF-1975-7] p001<! N76-10708
SEEKVAL project IA1: Effects of color and
brightness contrast on target acquisition
[AD-A011547] p0016 H76-1072*
Effects of colored lenses on visual performance
[AD-A011572] p0017 N76-10728
Color perception after intensive photostimulation
p0099 N76-1673U
The mechanism of animal color vision
[BEPT-186] p025S N76-27817










Air combat maneuvering training in a simulator
p0177 A76-29186
S E E K V 4 L Project III: Effects of target number and
clutter on dynamic target acquisition visual




Toxicity of decomposition products
p0002 A76-1082«
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology
p0002 A76-10825
Evaluation of the NASA animal exposure chamber as
a potential chamber for fire toxicity screening
tests
p0063 A76-17897
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology
p0063 A76-17898
Apparatus and methodology for fire gas
characterization by means of animal exposure
p0181 A76-30395
Belative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
foams and fabrics
p0181 A7S-30396
Toxicity of solid rocket motor exhaust - Effects
of HC1, HF, and alumina on rodents
p0181 A76-30397
Effect of species on relative toxicity of
pyrolysis products
p02«2 A76-37291
A study of the toxicology of pyrolysis gases from
synthetic polymers
p02t2 A76-37296
An aniaal exposure test system for large scale
fire tests
p02<12 A76-37297
Biological evaluation of the toxicity of gases
produced under fire conditions by synthetic
materials. I - Methods and preliminary
experiments concerning the reaction of animals
to simple mixtures of air and carbondioxide or
carbonmonoxide
p0266 A76-38619
Mathematical nodeling of inhalation exposure
p0318 A76-156S1
Belative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
cellular polymers
p0318 A76-4S654
Belative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
synthetic polymers
p0318 A76-45655
An investigation of potential inhalation toxicity
of smoke from rigid polyurethane foams ana
polyester fabrics containing Antiblaze 19 flame
retardant additive
p0318 A76-H5657
Animal exposure during burn tests
[SASA-CB-1 37802] p(M57 B76-20800




Experimental studies for determining human
discomfort response to vertical sinusoidal
vibration
CNASA-TN-D-801H ] pOO«9 N76-12728
University of Virginia acquisition of passenger
ride quality data aboard the Total In-Flight
Simulator (TIFS)
[NASA-CB-1U5957] p0075 N76-11787
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The 1975 Fide Quality symposium
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Hide quality criteria and the design process
standards for ride contort
p0102 H76-16756
Application of ride quality technology to predict
ride satisfaction for commuter-type aircraft
p0102 H76-16757
Nenaction factors which can affect ride quality
p0102 H76-16759
Vehicle for civil helicopter ride quality research
p0102 H76-16760
Computer analysis of railcar vibrations
p0103 H76-16761
Intercity rail-passenqer car ride quality test
program
p0103 N76-16762
The pitch-heave dynamics of transportation vehicles
p0103 H76-16763
in approach to high speed ship ride quality
simulation
p0103 B76-16764
Evaluation of ride quality measurement procedures
by subjective experiments using simulators
p0103 N76-16765
Demographic and psychological variables affecting
test subject evaluations of ride quality
p0103 H76-16767
Bunan comfort in relation to sinusoidal vibration
p0104 H76-16768
Effect of vibration in combined axes on subjective
evaluation of ride quality
p0101 B76-16769
Passenger ride quality response to an airborne
sioulator environnent
p0104 B76-16770
Ride quality of terminal-area flight maneuvers
p0104 876-16771
Passenger ride quality determined from commercial
airline flights
p0104 876-16772
Reaction of passengers to public service vehicle
ride
p010« N76-16773
1 review of ride comfort studies in the Dnited
Kingdom
p0104 N76-16774
Ride quality and international standard ISO 2631
(Guide for the evaluation of human exposure to
vhole-body vibration)
p0104 H76-16775
Analysis of proposed criteria for human response
to vibration
pOIOS H76-16776
The ISO standard: Guide for the evaluation of
human exposure to whole-body vibration
p0105 1176-16777
Automobile ride quality experiments correlated to
iso-weighted criteria
p0105 N76-16778
Vibration simulator studies for the development of
passenger ride comfort criteria
p0105 H76-16779
Simulator studies and psychophysical ride comfort
models
p0105 H76-16780
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot
performance study: Flight simulator results
CBASA-CR-143838;) p0161 H76-20825
Passenger ride quality within a noise and
vibration environment
(BASA-TB-X-72841] p0164 N76-21886
Air passenger comfort. A study about comfort in
general and for air passengers in particular
model for aircraft designers
CFOK-K-66A] p0263 H-76-27882
COHBAHD ADD COBTBOL
The effects of extended missions on the
performance of airborne command and control teams
[AD-A011549] p0017 H76-10729
A comparative analysis of leadership styles
existing in system program offices in different
phases of the weapon system acquisition life cycle
[AD-A016265] p0139 H76-19810
Brgonomic models of human performance: Source
materials for the analyst
[AD-A020086J p0227 N76-25781
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Observation methods for human dialogue










Psychological problems of interplanetary flight
[NASA-TT-F-16536] p0101 N76-16750
COHPBHSAIOBI TRACKIIG
Detection of a change in plant dynamics in a
man-machine system
p0002 A76-1106U
Sonic-boom-startle effects during simulated and
actual automobile-driving tests
p0212 A76-33566
The effect of a tracking task on speech
intelligibility in noise
[BAE-TB-75014] p0024 N76-11729
Information processing for several sensory
channels and effectors, part 1 manual
compensatory control task
p0192 N76-22915
The correlational structure of traditional task
measures and engineering analogues of
performance in the cognitive domain
p0227 N76-25784
The human as an adaptive controller
p0227 N76-25788




Psychological and physiological correlates of
stress: Performance on a cooperative task
[NASA-CR-147819] p0261 N76-27871
COBPLBI StSTEBS
A man and a collective as elements of a control
system
p0027 A76-13148
Matching of biological and engineering elements
and systems
p0030 A76-13911
Considerations in modeling the human supervisory
controller
P0169 A76-28843
SAINT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility Systems
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Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system, volume 1 design analysis and
performance tests
CNASA-CR-141561] p0051 N76-12711
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system. Volume 2: Appendices design
analysis and performance tests
[NASA-CR-111562] p0051 N76-12712
COHPBESSED GAS




Computers in clinical electrocardiology - Is
vectorcardiography becoming obsolete
p0232 A76-35908
Transfer of training following computer-based
instruction in basic oscilloscope procedures
[AD-A012637] pOOSO N76-12737
An evaluation of computer-managed instruction in
Navy technical training
[AD-A012638] pOOSO N76-1273B
System performance and student evaluation in a
complex computer based procedural training program
[AD-A013067] p0057 N76-13761
Impact of computer based instruction on attitudes
of students and instructors: A review
[AD-A014797] p0113 1176-17817
Design of a computer-controlled, radom-access
slide projector interface
[AD-A016726] p0132 N76-18785
AFHBL/FT capabilities in undergraduate pilot
training simulation research: Executive summary
[AD-A017168] p0160 N76-20819
Environmental data base development process for
the ASOPT CIG system
[AD-A017815] p0167 N76-21909
A study of computer-administered stradaptive
ability testing
[AD-A018758] p0198 N76-23815
Processes in acquiring knowledge
[AD-A020270] p0262 H76-27877
Bigher order adaptive training systems
[AD-A02359I4] p0311 H76-31906
CONFUTES DESIGN
An inexpensive blood pressure-heart rate computer
for laboratory or teaching use
p0095 A76-21617
COBPOTEB GBAPBICS
Visual space perception on a computer graphics
night visual attachment
p0177 476-29188
Difference thresholds for judgments of sink rate
during the flare
p0178 A76-29489
Effect of color on pilot performance and transfer
functions using a full-spectrum, calligraphic,
color display system
p0178 A76-29U97
Choosing the optimum structure for a system of
operative graphical interaction between man and
the computer
p0179 A76-30172
Interactive graphics in the analysis of nenronal
spike train data
p0276 A76-U0712
Acquisition of quantitative physiological data and
computerized image reconstruction using a single
scan TV system
p0330 A76-17741
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot





A model of human cognitive behavior in writing
code for computer programs, volume 1
[AD-A013582] p0076 H76-14800
COBPDTEB PBOGBABS
Sodular software for compiler-assisted ECG/VCG
interpretation
p0031 A76-151169
Estimation of variance components in the automated
analysis of vectorcardiograms
p0233 A76-35911
Diagnostic reliability of ECG processing by
multivariate analysis
p0231 A76-35916
Computer analysis of the Prank electrocardiogram
and vectorcardiogran in patients with segmental
areas of akinesia or dyskinesia on left
ventricular angiogram
p023U A76-35921
Limitations of the computer in
electrocardiographic interpretation
p0298 A76-U3700
Advanced crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures and performance program training plan
[NASA-CR-1UU526] p0016 N76-10721
Advanced crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures and performance program description
[NASA-CR-1U1517] p0018 N76-10731
Advanced crew procedures development techniques
[NASA-CR-114513] p0056 N76-13758
A computer program package for aquatic ecologists
[PB-211508/8] p0079 N76-15771
Computer-aided techniques for providing operator
performance measures
[AD-A011330] p0081 N76-15790
Shuttle environmental and thermal control/life
support system computer program, supplement 1
[NASA-CR-147U31] p0132 N76-18787
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit, computer
programs for two approaches to the problem
[AD-A018168] p0223 N76-21905
A computer program to predict energy cost, rectal
temperature, and heart rate response to work,
clothing, and environment
CAD-A020112] p0226 N76-25778
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Algorithmic elements for the computerized analysis
of three-dimensional scenes robot television
system
p0065 A76-18166
System for automating laboratory experiments in
medical-biological studies
p0122 A76-21919
New control system with an advanced man/machine
interface for Commonwealth Edison Company's
system security
p0169 A76-28814
Remote data processing in computer-aided design in
the regime of operative man-machine interaction
p0179 A76-30170
Choosing the optimum structure for a system of




Computer-aided analysis of the probability
characteristics of the brain biopotentials in
healthy man
p0003 A76-11376
The man-computer interface problem in terminal
automation
p0033 A76-15050
Computerized analysis of electrocardiograms as a
possibility of cardiological screening in the
armed forces
p0035 A76-15757
Automatic recognition and analysis of synapses
in brain tissue
p0119 A76-27621
The measurement of ventricular function and the
detection of wall motion abnormalities with high
temporal resolution ECG-gated scintigraphic
angiocardiography
p0208 A76-32669
Automated comparison of serial electrocardiograms
p0232 A76-35909
Further reflections on automated ECG interpretation
p0233 A76-35910
A-51
COHPDTEBIZED COHTBOL SUBJECT IIDEI
Accuracy and beat-to-beat variation in ECG
computer measurements
p0233 176-35912
Bodularity in VCG/ECG-processing systems
p0233 176-35913
Computer interpretation of electrocardiograms and
vectorcardiograms
p0233 476-35915
Coiputer analysis of normal and abnormal P loops
of the Frank vectorcardiogram
p023U 176-35918
Comparison of the performance of a computer
compared to the effectivity of a physicians
analysis of infarction ECGs
p0234 176-35920
Computer analysis of vectorcardiograms with
special reference to segments! polar vector in
myocardial infarction
p0235 i76-35929
Simple method for computer-aided analysis of
echocardiograms
p0242 176-37277
Digital archiving of biomedical recordings for
off-line computer analysis
p0276 176-40713
I photo-computer technique for design and analysis
of personal protective egnipment
p0297 A76-U26U5
New horizons for study of the cardiopnlmonary and
circulatory systems image reconstruction
techniques
p0297 A76-I12971
Remote real-time parallel acquisition and analysis
of noninvasive cardiac parameters using hybrid
COBpater system
p0327 A76-47233
Observation methods for human dialogue
[AD-A0132»2] p0057 1176-13767
PPP effectiveness study automatic procedures
recording and crew performance monitoring system
[NASA-CR-1U7720] p0223 N76-2190K
The PDP-15 electrocardiogram analysis system, a
further attempt at continuous real-time operations
CAD-A019809] p0225 N76-25767
Dynamic characteristics of human motor performance
in control systems computer'techniques and
computerized simulation applied to the study of
the central nervous system
[AD-A020662] p0259 N76-278U3
An evaluation of computerized tests as predictors
of job performance. 2: Differential validity
for global and job element criteria
[AD-A020867] p0262 H76-27875
Beal time adaptive modeling of the human






Bemote data processing in computer-aided design in
the regime of operative man-machine interaction
p0179 476-30170
Choosing the optimum structure for a system of
operative graphical interaction between man and
the computer
p0179 176-30172
Computer optimization of cochlear design parameters
[AD-A012988] p005t N76-13743
COHPDTEBIZED SIBOLMIOI
NT J H A L O G SIHOL1TION
NT DIGITAL SIHOLATION
Signal dispersion within a hippocanpal neural
network
p0117 176-22411
Bodels of energy metabolism of intact animals -
Data tabulations, representation of basal
metabolic activities and endocrine effects upon
metabolism
p0117 A76-22412
Simulation of human operator activity with
allowance for the characteristics of his
operational memory
p0119 A76-24105
Visual and Notion Simulation Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, April 26-28, 1976, Proceedings
p0176 176-291476
A systematic approach to visual system
requirements and developments
p0176 A76-29477
The effect of visual-motion time delays on pilot
performance in a pursuit tracking task
p0177 A76-29484
Comparison between a peripheral display and motion
information on human tracking about the roll axis
p0177 A76-29485
Air combat maneuvering training in a simulator
p0177 A76-29486
S1IKT model of a choice reaction time paradigm
Systems Analysis of Integrated Network of Tasks
p0203 A76-32242
SAIBT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility Systems
Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks
p0203 A76-32243
Development of a computer simulation model for
evaluating DAIS display concepts Digital
Avionics Information System
p0204 A76-322H4
Calspan three-dimensional crash victim simulation
program
p0214 A76-34149
The UCIN 3-D aircraft-occupant three
dimensional computer model of automotive
restraint systems
p0214 A76-3M150
PBOBETHEOS - A crash victim simulator
p021« A76-31151
Simulation of the respiratory control system
p0273 A76-40195
Simulation of a remotely piloted vehicle/drone
control facility using SAINT
p0291 A76-12086
The Air Force takes to the ground aircraft
training simulator technology
p0297 A76-42879
A computer implementation of constructive visual
imagery and perception
p0316 176-44747
Integration of visual and motion cues for
simulator reguirements and ride quality
investigation computerized simulation of
aircraft landing, visual perception of aircraft
pilots
[NASA-CR-115978] p0075 N76-14790
Program documentation for the phase 6 EiO crew
station simulation programs
[1D-I013848] p0078 N76-1U812
Condensation of water on dry salt crystals.
Description of the computer progran
[IBI-190-75-04] p0102 N76-16753
Computer analysis of railcar vibrations
p0103 N76-16761
Airborne electro-optical sensor simulation
C1D-1016725] p0113 N76-17818
Development of an improved computer model of the
human body and extremity dynamics
[1D-A014816] p0115 N76-17832
Guide to the HANHOD2SSB (man-machine model.




Dynamic characteristics of human motor performance
in control systems computer techniques and
computerized simulation applied to the study of
the central nervous system
[AD-A020662] p0259 N76-27843
A simulation study of stradaptive ability testing
[AD-A020961] p0262 H76-27876
Simulation of human body response to crash loads
p0331 S76-32362
Computer modeling of the body-head-helmet system,
volume 1
[AD-A023785] p0336 N76-33847
Computer modeling of the body-head-helmet system.
Volume 2: Finite element coordinates and








Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood




The tone-count audiometric computer
[AD-A022448] p0310 N76-31902
C08CBHTRATION (COHPOSITIOH)
HI CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
HI BOISTURE CXIHIEHT
COICEBTBATOBS
Zinc depolarized electrochemical C02 concentration
[NASA-CB-137731] p0078 S76-11I808
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
advanced technology tasks
.[NASA-CR-137732] p0078 N76-14809
Electrochemical performance investigations on the
hydrogen depolarized C02 concentrator
[NASA-CR-147871] p0334 N76-32846
CONDENSING
Condensation of water on dry salt crystals.
Description of the computer program
[IRI-190-75-04] p0102 H76-16753
COIDITIOIED BEFLEIES
The functional role of slow potential rhythms and
order impulse flows in brain
p0150 A76-27948
Effect of electromagnetic pulse on avoidance
behavior and electroencephalogram of a rhesas
monkey
p0242 A76-37071
Neurophysiological approach to the analysis of
behavior in a species Russian book
p0294 A76-42541
Conditioned reflex as a technique for studying





Antonomic thermoregulation in squirrel monkey when
behavioral regulation is limited
p0206 476-32505
(.earning in the case of aversion-related signal
concepts under conditions of avoidance and
nonavoidance of the aversive situation
p0268 176-39550
The effect of writing and reading habits and of
handedness on the asymmetry of visual perception
p0326 A76-46805
evaluation of the energy expended in a learning
situation (conditioning based on food
reinforcement) by goldfish (Carassius Auratus L.)
[NASA-TT-F-16650] p0019 N76-11685
The effects of practice and positional variables





Interaction between Marijuana and altitude on a






Computation of the electromagnetic fields and
induced temperatures within a model of the
microwave-irradiated human eye
p0002 A76-10997
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CONFERENCES
ill-Union Conference on Engineering and Medical
Biomechanics, 1st, Biga, Latvian SSB, October
1975, Reports
p0011 A76-12551
Visual and Notion Simulation Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, April 26-28, 1976, Proceedings
P0176 A76-29476
Aerospace Medical Association, Annual Scientific
Meeting, 47th, Bal Harbour, Fla., Bay 10-13,
1976, Preprints
p0201 A76-32166
Human factors in our expanding technology;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting,
Dallas, Tex., October 11-16, 1975.
p0201 A76-32226
Course on High Energy Radiation Dosimetry and
Protection, 1st, International School of
Badiation Damage and Protection, Erice, Italy,
October 1-10, 1975, Proceedings
p0265 476-38343
Survival and Flight Equipment Sssociation, Annual
Conference and Trade Exhibit, 13th, San 4ntonio,
Tex., September 21-26, 1975, Proceedings
p0295 476-42626
Eye movements and psychological processes;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Princeton, N.J.,
April 15-17, 1974
p0313 A76-44726
Neural control of the cardiovascular system and
orthostatic regulation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Basel, Switzerland,
April 24-26, 1975
p0323 A76-46463
Biomaterials. Proceedings of a symposium held in
conjunction with the 9th annual oeeting of the
Association for the Advancenent of Hedical
Instrumentation
[COM-75-10916/5] pOOSB N76-13773
The 1975 Bide Quality Symposium
[HASi-TB-X-32953 p0102 M76-1675U






Proceedings of the Undersea Hedical Society
Workshop (7th) on Medical Aspects of Small
Submersible Operations
[AD-A018474] p0221 N76-24890
Higher mental functioning in operational
environments
[AGABD-CP-181] p0227 H76-25782






Pathology of the peripheral vestibular system in
the human
p0175 A76-29289
Seal-time observation of cardiac movement and











NT PEBCEPTOAL TIBE COHSTANT
CONSTRAINTS
Aircrew capabilities and limitations
p0069 H76-14020
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Biomaterials. Proceedings of a symposium held in
conjunction with the 9th annual meeting of the
Association for the Advancement of Hedical
Instrumentation
[COB-75-1 0916/5] p0058 N76-13773







Space shuttle food system study: Food and
beverage package development, modification 8S
[NASA-CH-147431] p0114 N76-17823















The lunar quarantine program
pOO«3 H76-12688








Freguency-force relationships of mammalian





Design, fabrication, and test of a trace
contaminant control system. Appendixes A and B
[NASA-CB-1«7861] p0311 N76-31909
Control mechanisms of circadian rhythms in body
composition: Implications for manned spaceflight
[NASA-CB-151003] p0335 N76-33838
COBTBOL BOABDS
New control system with an advanced man/machine








Information processing for several sensory
channels and effectors, part 1 manual
compensatory control task
p0192 N76-22915
Design, fabrication and test of a trace
contaminant control system




Investigation of work load in ATC services - An
experiment by using RAPCON radar simulator
p0067 A76-18665
Simulation of the respiratory control system
p0273 A76-40195
COBTBOL STICKS
An investigation of single-axis manual control






A man and a collective as elements of a control
system
p0027 A76-13118
Concept of algorithmic control for one class of
large systems locomotion machines
p0063 A76-17892
Analysis of the cardiovascular system from the
viewpoint of automatic control theory
p0179 A76-30175
Elements of the theory of man-machine systems
Russian book
p0291 A76-II2021
Studies of human dynamic"space orientation using
techniques of control theory
[NASA-CR-meSSS] p016<l N76-21892
Guide to the MANHOD2SSB (man-machine model.
Version 2: Steady state, batch version) ,
computer program
[AD-AO17759] p0165 B76-21900
Toward a respirator control syste*
p0282 N76-28818
Buman factors engineering and technical progress
CNASA-TT-F-16931 ] p0306 N76-30811
COBTBOL VALVES

















The application of conductive cooling to human
operators
pOOOS A76-1216U
Effect of neck versus chest cooling on responses
to work in heat
p0206 A76-32503
Functional state of the pancreas under the Joint
influence of hypoxy, hypercapnia, and cooling
p0238 A76-36649
Design of a personal dry-ice cooling garment: Its
physiological and heat transfer aspects
p011» B76-17822
COOLIBG SYSTEMS
Jackrabbit ears - Surface temperatures and
vascular responses
p0329 A76-U7519
Metabolism and heat dissipation during Apollo EVA
periods
pOOU1 N76-12672
The performance of components in the Skylab
refrigeration system
p013U H76-19181
Development of a refrigeration system for lunar
surface and spacecraft applications
[NASA-CB-1147761 ] p0228 N76-25795
An ice-cooling garment for mine rescue teams
tPB-254487/2] p0336 B76-33850
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Copper-metabolism, particularly in relation to
Wilson's and Menkes1 diseases Cu-64 loading




Rays of further perfecting methods of vestibular
selection cumulative effects of Coriolis and
centripetal accelerations
p0007 A76-11918




Physical characteristics of the eye used in
eye-movement measurement
p0314 A76-1U731





Corneal curvature changes due to exposure to a





Identification of ischemic heart disease pilot
fitness qualification
pOOO» A76-11H71
Becommendations for subjects with ischemic heart
disease pilot standards
pOOOU A76-11172
Coronary artery disease and preventive cardiology
in aviation medicine
p0007 A76-11720
The incidence and clinical implications of
coronary artery spasm
p0031 A76-11071
Observer agreement in evaluating coronary angiograms
p0031 A76-11072
Complication rate of coronary arteriography - A





Opsloping S-T segments in exercise stress testing
- Six year follow-up study of 138 patients and
correlation with 218 angiograms
p0065 176-18381
Length of sain left coronary artery in relation to
atherosclerosis of its branches - 1 coronary
arteriographic study
p0118 476-2311(8
The localization of coronary artery stenoses by 12
lead ECG response to graded exercise test -
support for intercoronary steal
p0145 176-26668
Left ventricular performance in coronary artery
disease evaluated with systolic tiae intervals
and echocardiography
p0151 476-28037
Role of echocardiography in patients vith coronary
artery disease
p0152 476-28042
Clinical correlates of coronary cineangiography in
young Bales vith vyocardial infarction
p0184 176-31513
Byocardial perfnsioo imaging for the detection of
coronary heart disease
p0208 176-32668
Continuous 24-hour electrocardiogram in the
diagnosis and the prognosis of the so-called
'left heeiblock'
p0235 176-35930
The diagnostic value of exercise electrocardiograms
p0235 176-35932
Hypoxia: Contributions during the years 1932-1972
German book
p0240 176-36896
Effects of exercise-induced stress on platelet
aggregation
p0274 176-40575
Heural basis for the genesis and control of
arrhythmias associated vith myocardial infarction
p0325 176-46689
Common problems encountered in laboratory




Interaction of the chemoreflex and the pulmonary
inflation reflex in the regulation of coronary
circulation in conscious dogs
p0027 476-12959
Bate of change of ventricular power - In indicator
of ventricular performance daring ejection
p0090 176-20350
Effect of a reduction in arterial oxygen content
/carbon monoxide/ on coronary flow
p0093 176-21407
Effect of intramyocardial pressure on the phasic
flow in the intraventricnlar septal artery
p0094 176-21603
Sudden interruption of leaflet opening by
ventricular contractions - 1 mechanism of mitral
regnrgitation
p0094 176-21610
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure volume
relationships vith experimental acute global
ischemia
p0121 176-24775
Digital boundary detection, volumetric and vail
motion analysis of left ventricular cine
angiograms
p0149 176-27625
Duration of diastole versus cycle length as
correlates of left ventricular ejection time
p01«9 176-27774
Cross-sectional echocardiography in evaluating
patients vith discrete snbaortic stenosis
p0151 176-28038
Icclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Cardiovascular adjustments
p0206 176-32508
Analytical methods for quantitative evaluation of
the radiocardiagram
p0212 176-33546
Cardiovascular function during sustained *G/z/
stress
p0269 176-39584
The effects of prolonged acute hypozia on coronary














Effects of altering aonoanine metabolism on the
adrenocortical response to hypoxia
p0029 476-13583
Corticosteroids and 1CTH are not required for
compensatory adrenal growth
p0083 476-19095
Effects of changing levels of glucocorticosteroids
on heat exposure in rabbit
p0183 476-30703
Effect of corticosteroids on
hypothalamoreticnlolimbic structures of the brain
p0243 176-37346







HT PHIB1BY COSI1IC BUS
Optical effects vith exposure of the eyes to
cosmic rays
p0038 H76-12646
4polio light flash investigations
p0043 H76-12685
The Apollo 17 pocket mouse experiment (Biocore)
p0043 N76-12687
Biostack 3 experiment 114-107
p0193 N76-23088
Dosimetric implications of the exposure to the





Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volune .
1: Space as a habitat
[N4S1-SP-374-70L-1J p0246 N76-26799
COSHON10TS
Biorhythmological screening of cosmonauts
. p0038 N76-12645
Selection of astronauts and cosmonauts
p0250 N76-26844
Training of cosmonauts and astronauts
p0250 N76-26845
COSHOS SATELLITES
The physiological experiment aboard the
biosatellite Kosnos-605
p0062 176-17518
Surprises of space biology
[H4S4-TT-F-16985] p0162 N76-21871
Life support systems and research apparatus for
performing the Kosnos-782 satellite experiment
[H1SI-TT-F-15491] p0253 N76-26866




Trade study for water and vaste management
concepts. Task 7: Support special analysis
cost analysis of life snpport systems for vaste
utilization during space missions
[N4S1-CB-147432] p0114 N76-17824
4pollo/Skylab suit program management systems
study. Volume 2: Cost analysis
[N1S1-CB-147587] p0192 H76-22912
COST EFFECTIVENESS
The continuing case for simulator training
pOIIS 176-23252
COTTOI











Cervicocraninm and the aviator's protective helmet
hangman-noose-type fractures
pOOOS A76-11710
Cardiac injuries in aircraft occupants resulting
frou aircraft accidents
p0029 476-13588
Hultiple fractures of the spinal column after a
crash /with respect to a recent case »ith
exceptional radio-clinical aspects/
p0148 476-27622
Dynamics of a crash victim - 4 finite segment model
[4IA4 PAPER 75-795] p0184 476-31179
Survey of the state.of the art of human biodynamic
response to impact acceleration
p0212 476-34139
Injury criteria and human tolerance for the neck
p0212 A76-34141
Standardization and interpretation of spinal
injury criteria and human iapact acceleration
tolerance
p0213 A76-34142
Human head and neck dynamic response - Analytical
models and experimental data
p0213 476-34144
Sinnlating and modeling the human head's response
to impact
p0213 476-34145
Thoracic dynamics during blunt impact
p0213 476-34106
Intrusion of the sternum into the thoracic cavity
during frontal chest impact and injury potential
p0213 476-34147
Spinal injury in the crash environment
p0214 476-34148
Calspan three-dioensional crash victim simulation
program
p0214 476-34149
The UCIH 3-D aircraft-occupant three
diaensional computer model of automotive
restraint systems
p0214 476-34150
PBOHETBEOS - 4 crash victim simulator
p021U A76-34151
Advanced restraint systems for Army aircraft
p0214 476-34153
Baking use of the laboratory in aerospace medicine
p0266 476-38703
Fractures of the spine in helicopter accidents
(examination of 25 cases)
CB4E-LIB-TR4NS-1848] p0013 N76-10703
Vertebral fractures in pilots involved in
helicopter accidents
[B4E-LIB-TB4HS-1854] pOlOO H76-16744
Computer modeling of the body-head-helmet system,
volume 1
CAD-A023785] p0336 B76-33847
Coaputer modeling of the body-head-helmet system.
Volume 2: Finite element coordinates and









Dynamic tests of a yielding seat and seat belt
system for crash protection
[ABL/STBBC-358] p0024 N76-11725
Review of the operational efficacy of OS4F flight
helmets in crash and escape environments
•[AD-4014263] p0082 N76-15795
Simulation of human body response to crash loads .
p0331 1176-32362
CHER ST4TIOIS
skylab experiment B487 habitability/crew quarters
[NASA-TB-X-58163] p0024 H76-11727







Detection of quantum flux modulation by single
photopigments in human observers
p0299 A76-44040
CRITICAL BASS
Recommendations for criticality accident dosimetry
safety factors for accident investigation of
a critical mass
[CE4-R-4669] •- - p0251 N76-26851
CROP GBOBTB








Crystallization and solid-state reaction as a




Condensation of cater on dry salt crystals.
Description of the computer program
[IRI-190-75-04] p0102 N76-16753
CSB
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Microorganisms as producers of hydrogen
p0144 476-26659
Colonization of soil by Arthrobacter and
Psendomonas under varying conditions of water
and nutrient availability as studied by plate
counts and transmission electron microscopy
p0297 476-42962
Technical equipment and physicochemical parameters
of culture of unicellular algae for ecologic
closed systems
p0328 476-47341
4 multiple chamber humidity apparatus
[PB-247655/4] p0192 N76-22917








The prebiotic synthesis of deoxythymidine






A lino acid precursors in lunar fines - Limits to
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CYBERNETICS
Informational problems in flight ergonomy
p0090 A76-20615
Coordination between a digital computer and a
human operator
P0119 A76-2410
Simulation of human operator activity with
allowance for the characteristics of his
operational memory
p0119 476-24105
Binimization of encoded synchronous and
asynchronous biopotentials of the brain. II
p0119 476-24106
Analysis of the cardiovascular system fro* the
viewpoint of automatic control theory
p0179 476-30175
Engineering psychology Russian book
p0291 476-42011
A-56
SUBJECT IBDBI DATA BECOBDIBG
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A012967] p0058 N76-13771
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A013649] p0078 N76-14811
Feasibility study for design of a biocybernetic
communication system
[AD-A017405] p0160 H76-20822
Biocybernetic factors in hunan perception and memory
[NASA-CB-1U6557] p0160 H76-20823
CICLES







Cytocrome 553 of the alga Bumilleriopsis filiformis
[NBC/CNB-TT-1844] p0131 H76-18773
CYTOLOGY
Applications of space-electrophoresis in medicine
for cellular separations in molecular biology
p0184 A76-31II78
Cytochemical investigations of proteins and BHA in
spinal motonenrons and neurons of spinal ganglia
of the rat after space flight
p0269 A76-39577
Change in the protein composition of rat brain and
•liver chronatin during functional reconstruction
of cells - The effect of adaptation to hypozia
p0299 A76-43841























Scotopic and photopic dark adaptation of the b
vave in isolated rat retina
p0027 A76-13347
Critical duration for resolution of acuity targets
p0087 476-19822
Binocular interaction in the dark
p0146 A76-26772
Bod-cone independence in dark adaptation
p0155 A76-28769
Neutron diffraction studies of retinal rod outer
segment membranes
p0268 A76-39009
Saccades to flashes visual inflow from retina
to oculomotor pathways
p0315 A76-44742
Absolute sensitivity of rod bipolar cells in a
dark-adapted retina
p0317 A76-44992
Comparison of the light flash phenomena observed
in space and in laboratory experiments
£ p0320 A76-46020




Development of an in-flight physiological data
acquisition systei
p0296 A76-42644
Beiote real-time parallel acgnisition and analysis
of noninvasive cardiac parameters using hybrid
computer system
p0327 A76-47233
University of Virginia acquisition of passenger
ride quality data aboard the Total In-Flight
Simulator (TIPS)
[NASA-CB-145957] p0075 N76-14787
PPP effectiveness study automatic procedures
recording and crew performance nonitoring system
[HASA-CB-147720] p0223 N76-24904











Environmental data base development process for
the ASDPT CIG system
[AD-A0178U5] p0167 N76-21909
NASA aviation safety reporting system
[NASA-TH-X-3445] p0336 H76-33845
DATA BOSSES




Application of digital filtering and data




















Computerized analysis of electrocardiograms as a
possibility of cardiological screening in the
armed forces
p0035 A76-15757
Laboratory investigation of 'biorhythms'
information processing reaction time in humans
p0172 A76-28915
Hechanisms of information processing in sensory
systems Bussian book
p0175 A76-29426
Further reflections on automated ECG interpretation
p0233 A76-35910
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic coordinates of space









Advanced recording and preprocessing of
physiological signals data processing
equipment for flon measurement of blood flow by
ultrasonics
[NASA-CB-1 37795] p0132 H76-18788
DATA PROCESSORS





Digital archiving of biomedical recordings for
off-line computer analysis
p0276 A76-40713
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Bodalar software for coaputer-assisted ECG/VCG
interpretation
p0034 176-151)69
Diagnostic reliability of ECS processing by
nultivariate analysis
p0234 A76-35916
Eye aoveaent fixations and gating processes
p0316 A76-44748
DATA SBOOT8IHG
A Model of the hanan as a suboptiaal saoother




An autoaated system for assessing metabolic and
respiratory function dnring exercise
p0180 A76-30372
Advanced crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures and performance program training plan
[HASA-CB-144526] p0016 H76-10721
Advanced crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures and performance program description
[HASA-CB-144517] p0018 H76-10734
System development of the Screvvorm Eradication
Data System (SEDS) algorithn
[HASA-CB-147552] p0187 H76-22876
DATA TBABSHISSIOB
Remote data processing in computer-aided design in
the regiae of operative man-machine interaction
p0179 A76-30170
DATING
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DC 10 AXBCBAFT
Chemically generated supplemental oxygen systems






Ecology and thermal inactivation of Microbes in
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Prolonged visual loss and bradycardia following




The man-computer interface proble« in terninal
automation
p0033 A76-15050
A aodel of the human observer in failure detection
tasks
p0089 A76-20122
Speed-accuracy tradeoff functions in choice
reaction tine - Experimental designs and
coapntational procedures'
p0096 A76-217<(7
Redundancy and coopatibility in choice-reaction
situations with advance inforaation German
book .
p0124 A76-25453
Bethods and results of research on perceptual and
decision-aaking processes in pilots under
laboratory conditions
p0151 A76-28536
A aodel of the human as a suboptioal saoother
for design of display and aan-coaputer
interactive systems
p0180 A76-30343
Diagnostic variability of different ECG prograas
p0233 A76-35914
The analysis of the pilot's cognitive and decision
processes
[HASA-CB-145739] p0024 H76-11722
Design option decision tree, a aethod for
systematic analysis of design problems and
integration of human factors data
[AD-A016418] p0165 876-21898
Real time adaptive aodeling of the human
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Intracardial bubbles during decoapression to
altitude in relation to decompression sickness
in man
p0092 A76-21401
Effect of physical activity of airline flight
attendants on their tine of useful consciousness
in a rapid decompression
p0092 A76-21402
Associations between psychological factors and
pulmonary toxicity during intermittent oxygen
breathing at 2 ATA
p0094 476-21112
Determination by impedance of the volume of gas
bubbles in the blood resulting from a decrease
in atmospheric pressure
p0216 A76-34700
BiocheDistry and henatology of decoapression
sickness - A case report
p0212 A76-37073
Application of hyperbaric oxygen therapy in a case
of prolonged cerebral hypoxia following rapid
decoapression * •
p0270 A76-39585
Blood viscosity in Ban following decompression -
Correlations with heaatocrit and venous gas emboli
p0289 A76-41507
Hematologic changes in nan during decoapression -
Relations to overt decompression sickness and
bubble scores
p0290 A76-01517
Decompression-induced decrease in nitrogen
eliaination rate in awake dogs
p0317 A76-45101
Protection of airline flight attendants from
hypoxia following rapid decoapression
p0321 476-16305
Changes in blood enzyme activity and hematology of
rats with decompression sickness
p0321 A76-46306
lotravascular bubbles associated with intravenous
injections and altitude
p0322 A76-46311
Screening test for decompression sickness
p0323 A76-46315
Incidence of decompression sickness in Navy
low-pressure chambers
p0323 A76-46316
Characteristics of ultrasonic scattered signals
from eaboli in blood
p0323 A76-46317
The pathophysiology of decompression sickness: An
overview with emphasis on plasma and lipid changes
[AD-A011153] p0014 H76-10711
Blood lipid responses to decompression sickness
[AD-A013313J p0055 N76-13749
Changes in the induced potential in aan dnring
altitude decompression
p0100 H76-16737
Proceeding of the International Workshop on escape
and survival from submersibles
[AD-A014871] p0115 H76-17831









Reduction of the bacterial contamination by the



















Bnscle water and electrolytes following varied
levels of dehydration in man
p0089 A76-20322
The adipokinetic effect of hyperthermic stress in
can
p02<10 A76-36961




The effect of delay in the presentation of visual
information on pilot performance




Interruption of denitrogenation by air-breathing
[AD-A020019] p0225 N76-25773
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DENSITY HEASDBEBENT
8T X RAY DENSITY BEASOREBENT
The density of human rhodopsin in the rods
p0088 476-20079
DENTISTRY
A review of biological effects and potential risks




DNA synthesis in the lyiphoid organs of rats
during adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0002 A76-10808
Effect of ionizing electromagnetic radiation on
DNA in solution and on white blood cells
p0120 476-214206
Interactions of carcinogens with human cell DNA:
Damage and Bepair
[CONF-750745-1 ] p0284 N76-29900
Investigation on the hydrodynamic properties of
DNA in formamide-water mixtures with various
ionic strengths
[BBL-1975-20] p0308 B76-31886
Binding of radiation-induced phenylalanine
radicals to DNA: Influence on the biological
activity of the DNA and on its sensitivity to
the induction of breaks by gamma rays














Factors affecting the palmitoyl-coenzyme A





[NASA-CASE-BFS-2307U-1 ] p0058 N76-13770
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Translating information requirements into training
device fidelity requirements
p0202 A76-32229
Development of assembly robots manipulator am
design
p0212 A76-33570
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system, volume 1 design analysis and
performance tests
[NASA-CR-11*561] p0051 N76-12711
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system. Volume 2: Appendices design
analysis and performance tests
[NASA-CR-11114562] pOOSI N76-127<42
Portable oxygen subsystem design analysis and
performance tests
[NASA-CH-1U7128] p0108 N76-16802










RT ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION
Early detection of disease program: Evaluation of
the cellular immune response
[NASA-CH-1175911] p0187 N76-22877
DBTBBIOBATIOS




Closed system Fischer-Tropsch synthesis over
meteoritic iron, iron ore and nickel-iron alloy
deuterium-carbon monoxide reaction catalysis
p0268 A76-39397
Simplified body-composition analysis using
deuterium dilution and deuteron
pbotodisintegration
p0289 A76-U1513
The synthesis of specifically deuterated amino •





Evaluation of flight fitness in latent diabetes:
Effects and qualitative determination of oral
antidiabetic drugs
[DLH-IB-355-73/2] p0163 H76-21880
Epidemiological studies of snbclinical diabetes
mellitus
p0256 N76-27823
Control studies following a diabetes survey among
employees of a large chemical firm
[NASA-TT-P-17240] pOSJt N76-33836
DIAGNOSIS
Cs-131 myocardial scintigraphy - Application to
assessment of anterior myocardial infarction
p0001 A76-10650
Aviation cardiology in Canada
p0003 A76-11«68
On experts and expertise - The effect of
variability in observer performance in
coronary pathology analysis
pOOOl A76-11170
Observer agreement in evaluating coronary angiograms
p0031 A76-11072
Investigation of the information content of
symptoms and systems approach in the evaluation
of indices for medical diagnosis
p0067 A76-18716
A-59
DI1PHB1GB (1HATOBY) SUBJECT IHDBX
Electrocardiographic manifestations of concealed
janctional ectopic impulses
p0087 A76-20066
Vectorcardiographic criteria for the diagnosis of
anterior myocardial infarction
p0087 176-20067
Evaluation of Vectorcardiographic criteria for the
diagnosis of myocardial infarction in the
presence of left ventricular hypertrophy
p0087 176-20068
Cardiovascular diagnosis with real tile ultrasound
imaging
p0090 A76-20752
ERG signal analysis for automated heart
disease diagnostic detection
p0117 A76-23136
Study of cartilaginous conduction - Its diagnostic
interest in investigating perceptive deafness
p0148 A76-27621
Computer characterization of sinus rhythm
p0172 176-29180
angular velocity of the QBS loop of the
vectorcardiogram in the normal heart
p0173 476-29181
Diagnostic reliability of ECG processing by
inltivariate analysis
p0234 A76-35916
Continuous 24-hour electrocardiogram in the
diagnosis and the prognosis of the so-called
•left hemiblock*
p0235 176-35930
the diagnostic value of exercise electrocardiograms
p0235 A76-35932
False positive diagnostic tests and coronary
angiographic findings in 105 presumably healthy
•ales
p0294 176-42624
Limitations of the computer in
electrocardiographic interpretation
p0298 176-43700
Honinvasive myocardial imaging with potassinm-43
and rubidium-81 in patients vith left bundle
branch block
p0330 176-47908
Computer detection of premature ventricular
complexes - 1 modified approach
p0330 176-47909
Evaluation of early recognition of viral'
infections in man using specific gravity of
lymphocytes
[HASl-CB-144559] p0022 H76-11712
Diagnostic methods in tropical medicine
p0073 1176-14771
Examination of normal and pathologic middle ears
by acoustic time; domain reflectometry
CAD-A014818] p0112 H76-17804
Early detection of disease program: Evaluation of
the cellular immune response
CHASl-CB-147594] p0187 H76-22877
Early detection of disease program: Evaluation of
the cellular immune response
CHIS1-CB-147595] p0187 H76-22878
The laboratory role in early detection of disease
p0256 N76-27820
The role and limitations of radioimmnnoassay as a
laboratory diagnostic procedure
p0256 H76-27825
Application of flight stress simulation techniques
for the medical evaluation of aircrew personnel
p0256 H76-27826
Diagnostic application of microwave radiation
p0281 H76-28810
DI1PBB1GH (1H1TOBT)
Influence of diaphragmatic contraction on
ventilation distribution in horizontal man
p0127 176-25469
DI1STOEE
Duration of diastole versus cycle length as
correlates of left ventricular ejection time
p0149 176-27774
DI1STOLIC PHESSOEE
Comparative evaluation of pressure and time
factors in estimating left ventricular performance
p0095 176-21615
Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure volume
relationships with experimental acute global
ischemia
p0121 176-24775
P-wave abnormalities in right and left ventricular
overload - Electrocardiographic and hemodynamic
correlations
p0235 176-35924
Hyocardial interaction between the ventricles
p0317 176-45103
DIETS
Effect of dietary 'antioxidant' supplementation on




















Hater vapor diffusion membrane development
[HASA-CB-137804] p0115 H76-17827
DIFFDSIOH COEFFICIEIT
Heasnrement of Krogh's diffusion constant of CO2
in respiring muscle at various C02 levels -





Change in absorption and secretion functions of









Algorithmic., elements for the computerized analysis
of three-dimensional scenes robot television
system
p0065 176-18466




Application of digital filtering and data




The human factor and the automation of 1TC systems
p0121 176-24279
DIGITAL SIBOLATIOI
Digital computer simulation study of a real-time
collection, post-processing synthetic focusing
ultrasound cardiac camera
p0091 A76-20753
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three dimensions
p0211 A76-33448
The numerical thermal simulation of the human body
when undergoing exercise or nonionizing
electromagnetic irradiation
[1SHB P1PBB 76-HT-KK] p0212 176-33530
Simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant in a
crash environment
p0214 176-34152




HT DIGITAL BADAB SYSTEMS
Development of a computer simulation model for
evaluating DAIS display concepts Digital
Avionics Information System
p0204 A76-32244
iays of recording line of sight
p0314 176-44736
A-60
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Digital boundary detection, volumetric and nail
•otion analysis of left ventricular cine
angiograas
p0149 A76-27625
Algorithm for analyses of saccadic eye aoveaents
using a digital computer
p0211 A76-33384
On-line computation of cardiac output vith the
thenodilntion method, using a digital
minicomputer
p0319 A76-45842
Computer detection of premature ventricular
complexes - & nodified approach
p0330 A76-H7909
DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS
The capability of fluoroscopic systems to
determine differential Boentgen-ray absorption
pOOOU A76-11475
DIGITIZERS
D ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
Computer aeasnreaent and representation of the
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Early detection of disease prograa: Evaluation of
the cellular iaanne response
[NASA-CR-147595] p0187 N76-22878
Copper-aetabolisa, particularly in relation to
Hilson's and Nenkes* diseases Cn-64 loading













The displaceaent cardiograph - A noninvasive
technique for recording ayocardial wall aotion
p0062 A76-17125
Coaparison of an iapedance device to a





Head-coupled display visual design considerations
p0029 A76-13584
Future flight deck design
p0033 A76-15U10
Beview and analysis of color coding research for
visual displays in aircraft
p0083 A76-19173
Investigation of the operational structure of the
process of identifying graphical iaages
p0084 A76-19419
Inforaational probleas in flight erqonoay
p0090 A76-20615
Evaluating a CRT aap predictor for airborne use
pU117 A76-22608
The detection of structure in visual displays
p0149 A76-27825
Visual and Motion Siaulation Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, April 26-28, 1976, Proceedings
p0176 A76-29476
A systenatic approach to visual systea
reqnireaents and developaents
p0176 A76-29477
Motion perception and terrain visual cues in air
coabat siaulation
p0177 A76-29482
Coaparison between a peripheral display and action
information on human tracking about the roll axis
p0177 A76-29485
Visual space perception on a coaputer graphics
night visual attachment
p0177 A76-29488
Difference thresholds for judgments of sink rate
during the flare
p0178 A76-29489
Effect of color on pilot perforaance and transfer
functions using a full-spectrna, calligraphic,
color display systea
p0178 A76-29497
A aodel of the huaan as a suboptiaal saoother
for design of display and Ban-computer
interactive systems
p0180 A76-30343
Continuous versus intermittent display of
inforaation in aan-aachine.systeas
p0210 A76-33372
Color code size for searching displays of
different density
p0215 A76-3442Q
Estiaating the amount of eye movement data
required for panel design and instruaent placement
p0215 A76-34425
Theory of spatial-frequency filtering by the human
visual systea. I - Performance limited by
qnantua noise. II - Perforaance limited by video
noise
p0215 A76-3458S
Visual/aotion siaulation of CTOl flare and
touchdown comparing data obtained from two model
board display systems
[AIAA PAPER 76-1709] p0216 A76-35201
Effect of pre-adapting spectral stianli on visual
responses aircrew reactions to cockpit
display design
p0269 A76-39582
Visual elements in flight simulation
p0321 A76-46301
The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display:
A flight experiaent
[AD-A001808] p0017 N76-10730
Soae problems in the coupling of visibility
sianlation eqnipaent to flight sianlators
p0113 N76-17812
A-61
DISPLAY SISTEHS SUBJECT IHDEI
Design of a computer-controlled, radom-access
slide projector interface
[AD-A016726] p0132 H76-18785
Studies of human dynamic space orientation using
techniques of control theory
[NASA-CB-146858] p0164 H76-21892
Displays three dimensional analog visual
system for aiding pilot space perception
p0165 876-21894
nedical applications of hybrid computer
controlled CRT display system
p0165 H76-21896
Pilot perfomance and heart rate during in-flight
use of a compact instrument display
[AD-A021519/4] p0197 N76-23838
Design of an optical link for a side-mounted
helmet display using off-the-shelf lenses
[AD-A018332] p0223 N76-24906
Fourth Advanced Operational Aviation Bedicine Course
[AGARD-R-642 J p0259 N76-27846
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot









Effects of luminance and stimulus distance on





Study of volatile contaminants in reclaimed water
























Study of circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and maximal ergometer work
CNASA-TT-F-16997] p0188 N76-22885
DI7IN6 (OHDEBB4TEB)
Biothermal simulation of scuba divers
p0092 A76-21148
Henatologic changes in' man during decompression -
Relations to overt decompression sickness and
bubble scores ~"
p0290 A76-U1517
Decompression-induced decrease in nitrogen
elimination rate in awake dogs
p0317 A76-45101
Hunan engineering considerations in the evaluation
of diving egnipment
[AD-A011680] p0014 H76-10709
Proceedings of the Undersea nedical Society
Workshop (8th) on the Strategy for Future Diving
to Depths Greater than 1,000 feet
[AD-A011456] p0015 N76-10719
. Nitrogen elimination in man during decompression
and the effect of air or oxygen breathing on.
helium elimination during decompression
following helium dives
[AD-A012836] p0054 N76-13746
Development and tests of Beliox dives in excess of
100 a, part 1 redaction of decompression time
[DLB-FB-75-48-PT-1] pOOBO H76-15783
Ban-water-pressare. Volume 2: Publications in
underwater physiology, 1967 - 1974
[AD-A016593] p0113 H76-17810
Hodifications and testing of Bark 10 Bod 4 closed
circuit breathing apparatus
[AD-A017750] p0166 H76-21907
Proceedings of the Undersea Bedical Society
Workshop (7th) on Bedical Aspects of Small
Submersible Operations
[AD-A018474] p0221 N76-24890
Comparison of biochemical responses between single
and repeated exposures to air at 6.7 ATA
human reactions and stress (physiology) during
diving (underwater)
[AD-A020044] p0252 N76-26858
Visual evoked responses and EEGS for divers













Ultrasonic Doppler measurement of renal artery
blood flow
[NASA-CR-148131] p0219 H76-24879










Course on High Energy Badiation Dosimetry and
Protection, 1st, International School of
Radiation Damage and Protection, Erice, Italy,
October 1-10, 1975, Proceedings
p0265 A76-38343
Dosimetry during space missions
p0265 A76-38346
Bicrodosimetry and the effects of small doses of
radiation
p0265 A76-38348
Evaluation of lithium borate as a 7000-B dosimeter
[LA-5927-BS] p0013 N76-10699
Radiological protection: 3. Technical
recommendations for the use of
thermoluminescence for dosimetry in individual
monitoring for photons and electrons from
external sources radiation protection for
human beings
[EUR-5358E] p0162 N76-21878
Beasurement of man's exposure to external radiation
[CONF-750738-1] . p0190 H76-22896
Becommendations for criticality accident dosimetry
safety factors for accident investigation of
a critical mass
[CEA-R-4669] p0251 N76-26851
Health Physics Division progress in" research
and development of dosimeters
[OBNL-5046] p0258 N76-27840
Dosinetric implications of the exposure to the





















Simulation of a remotely piloted vehicle/drone
control facility using SAINT
p0291 A76-12086
DBOF SIZE
The dependence of the content and concentration of




Survivorship and gene frequencies of Drosophila
aelanogaster populations in abnormal oxygen
atmospheres
p0121 A76-25266
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Impaired pilot perfornance - Drugs or alcohol
aircraft accident medical investigation
p0006 A76-11716





Evaluation of flight fitness in latent diabetes:
Effects and qualitative determination of oral
antidiabetic drugs
[DLB-IB-355-73/21 p0163 S76-21880
Absorption, metabolism and excretion of hypnotic
drugs
p0261 N76-27869
Besidual effects of hypnotics
p0261 B76-27870
DRYING
NT D E H Y D R A T I O N
NT FBEEZE D R Y I N G
DO MM IBS
Impact testing of allied chemical inflataband with










The induced asynchrony effect - Its role in visual
Judgments of temporal order and its relation to
other dynamic perceptual phenoaena
p0095 A76-21745
Dynaiic behaviour of Ban in case of difficult
controlled eleaents and deterministic disturbances
p0169 A76-28816
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
perforaance. II - Dynamic characteristics
test on breathing machines and hunan subjects
p0210 A76-33379
Dynaiic characteristics of human motor perforaance
in control systens computer techniques and
computerized simulation applied to the study of
the central nervous system
[AD-A020662] p0259 N76-278U3
DYHASIC CONTROL
Detection of a change in plant dynamics in a
nan-machine system
p0002 A76-11064
Transport of pendulum type biped systems
p0033 A76-15229
Concept of algorithmic control for one class of
large systems locomotion machines
p0063 A76-17892
Designing of programmed movements and control of
robot manipulator taking into account its






Dynamics of biped walk. II
p0003 A76-11151
Theoretical study of some features of the dynamics
of the behavior of skeletal gnscle as a
one-dimensional viscoelastic medium
p0011 A76-12557
Influence of stochastic excitations on the human
body
p0128 A76-2S642
An optimization concept of systolic elastance
p0169 A76-288I»7
Dynamics of two-legged walking. II
p0205 A76-3247U
Spinal injury in the crash environment '
p021<» A76-34118
Calspan three-dimensional crash victim simulation
program
p021<» A76-31119
The DCIN 3-D aircraft-occupant three
dimensional computer model of automotive
restraint systems
p021« A76-3»150
PBOMETHEOS - A crash victim simulator
p021U A76-31151
Simulation of an aircraft seat and occupant in a
crash environment
p021« A76-31152
The pitch-heave dynamics of transportation vehicles
p0103 H76-16763
Nonlinear diffusion models and spatial
interactions in biological systems
p0281 N76-28806






Dynamic damper in the bioaechanical arm-vibrator
system
p0089 A76-20238
Development dynamics of response to light flash in
the occipital region of the cerebral cortex in
man as a function.of the type of background
alpha activity
p0122 A76-25170
Survey of the state of the art of human biodynamic
response to impact acceleration
p0212 A76-3U139
Thoracic dynamics during blunt impact
p0213 A76-31146
Dynamic properties of the human head for
helmets and restraints
p0316 A76-»<176i|
Effects of wideband auditory noise on manual
control performance and dynamic response
CAD-A018667] p0223 H76-21907






DIHABIC STBOCTUBAL ANALYSIS SUBJECT IIDEX
OINABIC STBBCTOBAL AHALYSIS
Numerical analysis of the dynamic behaviour foe
the human spine
p0299 A76-43881
Computer modeling of the body-head-helmet systen,
volume 1
[AD-A023785] p0336 N76-33847
Computer lodeling of the body-head-helmet system.
Volume 2: .Finite element coordinates and
computer program subroutines for a
body-head-helnet system








Evaluation of skin blood flow and heat loss daring
thermoregnlatory response by leans of a
mathematical nodel
pOOSS A76-19667
Acute changes in animal inner ears due to
simulated sonic booms
p0268 A76-38990




Bearing protectors for workers in energy plants
p027il A76-40345
Seal ear attenuation of personal ear protective
devices worn in industry
p0077 N76-ia803
The effects of ear protectors on some automatic
responses to aircraft and impulsive noise
stress (physiology)
p0110 N76-17794
Earplug rankings based on the
Protector-Attenuation Bating (P-AB)
[AD-A024756/9] p0283 N76-28821




Auditory and physiological effects of infrasound
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The effects of caloric density of the food on
running endurance and general condition of rats




Left ventricular performance assessed by
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echocardiography in patients vith previous
myocardial infarction
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left atrial size and atrial fibrillation
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The accuracy of cardiac function indices derived
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and echocardiography
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Cross-sectional echocardiography in evaluating
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Bole of echocardiography in patients vith coronary
artery disease
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Effect of infra-aortic balloon counterpnlsation on
the motion and perfusion of acutely ischemic
myocardium - An experimental echocardiographic
study
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Determinants of ventricular septal motion -
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simple method for computer-aided analysis of
echocardiograms
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The development of a portable cardiac ultrasonoscope
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Participation of microorganisms oxidizing gaseous
hydrocarbons in the biospheric carbon cycle
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An ecological study of certain bluegreen algae in
four Seattle-area lakes
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A computer program package for aquatic ecologists
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Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
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research summary
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Stochastic stability and instability of model
ecosystems
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Some particulars on the training of aviation
physicians
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Training plan foe the preliminary test and
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Fully procedaralized job performance aids:
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Vestibular-ocnlar accommodation reflex in man
p0028 A76-13577
Voluntary control of the number of discharges of a
single spinal alpha neuron sensorimotor
performance under sensory feedback in man
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The significance of efferent regulation of carotid
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stability
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Effect of hypoxia on the pressure developed by
inspiratory muscles during airway occlusion
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The differential sensitivity of skin resistance in
motor conflicts
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The relevance of the so-called tremor for the
control of voluntary movement
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The innervation of the vestibular labyrinth
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Physiology of the vestibular nuclei
p0171 476-29280
Nervous regulation of motor activity
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Implantable electrode for recording nerve signals
in awake animals
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An analysis of motor function and control in the
h u m a n nervous system
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Dynamic characteristics of human motor performance
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computerized simulation applied to the study of
the central nervous system
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Support of in-flight experiments
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EJECTION
Spinal injury after ejection
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EJECTION INJDEIBS
Beloets and head protection in CF ejections
1967-1973 helmet loss versus air speed and Q
force
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Ejection-seat related vertebral lesions -
Mechanism, diagnosis, consequences and means of
prevention. II
p0035 A76-15755
Study on the biodynamic response to windblast
during ejection - Pathogenetic mechanism,
analyses and prevention of lesions due to wind
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p0036 476-15759
A study on examination procedures for preventing
traumatic and nontraumatic osteoarthropathies
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The role of personal restraints in Navy ejecton
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Spinal injury after ejection
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Physiological limitations to high speed escape
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Catapult dynamics in an environment of high
acceleration high G ejection seat design
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Review of the operational efficacy of OSAF flight
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Selected topics on tractor escape systems
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Principles and problems of high speed ejection
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EJECTIOH TRAIHIIG
A study of parachute landing injuries and their
relationship to parachute performance and
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The deformation properties of contractile polymer
structures Artificial muscles
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Determination of the elastic and damping
properties of the human femoral bone during
bending
p0012 A76-12558
Rorphological and functional aspects of studying
some mechanical properties of the human aorta
p0012 A76-1256H
Investigations of the blood vessels elastic
expansion, heart output, and heart rhythm, based







































Induced electromagnetic field and absorbed power
density inside a human torso
p0326 A76-I16790
Biological effects of high voltage electric
fields: state-of-the-art review and prograa plan
[PB-247454/2] p0190 H76-22898
Biological effects of high voltage electric
fields: Bibliography and survey of ongoing
work. 1975
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Badio-frequency and microwave energies, magnetic
and electric fields
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Effects of electric fields on large animals* A
feasibility study
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Lymph flow during stimulation of vasomotor
structures in the hypothalamns and the medulla
oblongata
pOOSS A76-19699
Effect of Ion-frequency electrical stimulation of
the caudate nucleus on the cortical electrical
activity and the vakefnlness-sleen cycle
p0149 A76-27920
Conditions of nonfatigne in skeletal muscles
p0150 A76-27922
Effects of electrical stimulation of vagal nuclei
in anesthetized and unanesthetized cats
cardiac response
p018« A76-31363
Effects of electrical stimulation in the lower
brainstem on temperature regulation in the
unanaesthetized guinea-pig
p0278 A76-41201
Variation of animal-social interrelationships in
an animal group as an objective indicator of
electrostimulation-induced disorders in the
emotional-psychic sphere
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Cerebral organization of human emotions using
the method of electrical stimulation
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Dynamics of cortical and snbcortical correlations




Transthoracic admittance plethysmograph for
measuring cardiac output
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Investigations of the blood vessels elastic
expansion, heart output, and heart rhythm, based
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Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A012967] p0058 H76-13771
BLECTBO-OPTICS
Opticotelevision model for the receptive fields of
the visual analyzer
p0031 A76-13918
Design of an optical link for a side-mounted







Time dependent changes in the functional
properties of the atrioventricular conduction
system in nan
p0031 A76-14074
Hodular software for computer-assisted ECG/VCG
interpretation
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Computerized analysis of electrocardiograms as a
possibility of cardiological screening in the
armed forces
p0035 A76-15757
Body position, electrode level, and respiration
effects on the Frank lead electrocardiogram
p0061 A76-17123
The displacement cardiograph - A noninvasive
technique for recording myocardial wall motion
p0062 A76-17125
Electrocardiographic manifestations of concealed
jnnctional ectoplc impulses
p0087 A76-20066
Heasurement of cardiac output by electrical
iopedance at rest and during exercise
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EKG signal analysis for automated heart
disease diagnostic detection
p0117 A76-23136
Length of dain left coronary artery in relation to
atherosclerosis of its branches - A coronary
arteriographic study
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The ECG of constrictive pericarditis - Pattern
resembling right ventricular hypertrophy
p0145 A76-26666
The localization of coronary artery stenoses by 12
lead ECG response to graded exercise test -
Support for intercoronary steal
p0145 A76-26668
Correlation, between praecordial accelerocardiogram
and left ventricular pressure
p0149 A76-27773
Intraatrial conduction disturbances -
Tectorcardiographic patterns
p0152 A76-28041
ECG monitoring of heart failure and pilot
load/overload by the Tesla Seat Pad
p0172 A76-28919




in easily applied and removed dry annular suction
electrode
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Sinoventricular conduction in atrial standstill
p0173 A76-29183
Vigorous exercise in leisure tine, coronary
risk-factors, and resting electrocardiogram in
middle-aged Bale civil servants
P0179 A76-29828
Automatic aeasurement and correction of the Bean
cardiocycle period in ECG monitor analysis systens
P0179 A76-30173
Latent components in the electrocardiogram
P0183 A76-30818
A waveform analyzer applied to the human EEG
P0183 A76-30819
A first look at the application of signal
extraction techniques to the analysis of body
surface potential aaps
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Anatomical configuration of the His bundle and
bundle branches in the haman heart
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The measurement of ventricular function and the
detection of vail motion abnormalities with high




pathophysiological and diagnostical research;
Proceedings of the First International Congress,
Hiesbaden, Hest Germany, October 11-17, 1971
P0231 A76-35901
Action potential of the cardiac cell and the
electrocardiogram
p0232 A76-35902
Possibilities of electrocardiography in the future
P0232 A76-35903
Multiple dipole electrocardiography in ischaemic
heart disease
P0232 A76-35901
Comparison between conventional ECGs
simultaneously recorded and those reconstructed
from Frank lead system
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Age differences in the spatial vectors and
vectorcardiogram utilizing various orthogonal
electrocardiographic lead systems
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Computers in clinical electrocardiology - Is
vectorcardiography becoming obsolete
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Automated comparison of serial electrocardiograms
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Further reflections on automated ECG interpretation
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Accuracy and beat-to-beat variation in ECG
computer measurements
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Modularity in VCG/ECG-processing systems
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Diagnostic variability of different ECG programs
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Computer interpretation of electrocardiograms and
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p0233 A76-35915
Diagnostic reliability of ECG processing by
multivariate analysis
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Comparison of different algorithms for P-onset and
P-offset recognition in ECG programs
p0231 A76-35917
Comparison of the performance of a computer
compared to the effectivity of a physicians
analysis of infarction ECGs
p0231 A76-35920
Computer analysis of the Frank electrocardiogram
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areas of akinesia or dyskinesia on left
ventricular angiogram
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A new rhythm classification program applied to
routine electro- and vector-cardiograms
p0234 A76-35922
P-wave abnormalities in right and left ventricular
overload - Electrocardiographic and hemodynamic
correlations
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the relation of left atrial electrical activity
and pressure in myocardial infarction
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The spatial velocity electrocardiogram of bundle
branch block and myocardial infarction and its
diagnostic merit in general
p0235 A76-35927
Electrophysiological classification of myocardial
infarction and principles of analysis of the
electrical activity of the heart
p0235 A76-35928
Continuous 21-hour electrocardiogram in the
diagnosis and the prognosis of the so-called
•left hemiblock1
p0235 A76-35930
The diagnostic value of exercise electrocardiograms
p0235 A76-35932
Aspirin therapy in angina pectoris - Effects on
platelet aggregation, exercise tolerance, and
electrocardiographic manifestations of ischemia
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Effect of adrenalin and noradrenalin on heart
resistance to hypoxia
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Hethod for automatic recording of heart rhythm
with the use of standard electronic eguipment
p0238 A76-36651
EKG-studies concerning an early recognition of the
heart-circulation diseases and the condition of
the flying personnel
p0239 A76-36879
High altitude, indigenous origin, and continuous
cardiac monitoring
p0211 A76-37061
Early signs of coronary arteriosclerosis in pilots
p0213 A76-37300
Orthogonal electrocardiogram, apex cardiogram, and
atrial sound in normotensive and hypertensive
50-year-old men
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Cellular basis for the T wave of the
electrocardiogram
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Respiratory, circulatory, and ECG changes during
acute exposure to high altitude
p0297 A76-U2800
Limitations of the computer in ,
electrocardiographic interpretation
p0298 A76-13700
Importance of the nervous system in the initiation
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Proceedings of the Symposium, University of
California, Davis, Calif., August 17-21, 1975
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Electrocardiogram via a liguid media:
Instrumentation and signal processing
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Statistical analysis of cardiac rhythm by means of
higher-order moments
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The PDP-15 electrocardiogram analysis system, a
further attempt at continuous real-time operations
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Visual evoked responses and EEGS for divers




Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator
advanced technology tasks
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Integration of the electrochemical depolorized CO2
concentrator with the Bosch C02 reduction
subsystem
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Electrochemical oxygen concentrator as an oxygen
compressor
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Interdisciplinary approaches in science:
Bioelectrochemistry and biorheology as new
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developments in physiology
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An easily applied and reaoved dry annular suction
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A 15-electrode totally implanted time-multiplex
telemetry onit for integrated EEG activity
picture
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Snap-in compressible bioaedical electrode
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Zinc depolarized electrochemical C02 concentration
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ELECTBODTHABICS
Electrophysiological classification of ayocardial
infarction and principles of analysis of the





Fregaency analyzer for EEG signals
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Coaputer-aided analysis of the probability
characteristics of the brain biopotentials in
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Siaulation of synchronous and asynchronous
potentials of the brain. I
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The dependence of the electroencephalogram on the
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The role of dominant heaisphere in the regulation
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Spectral matrix analysis of steady state visually
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Effect of electromagnetic pulse on avoidance
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Heasuring the aagnetic fields of the human heart,
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The skin galvanic response as an indicator of
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The effect of listener confidence of reception,
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wave patterns during a test of auditory
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Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
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Muscle water and electrolytes following varied
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Potassium induced potential changes in rat
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Effect of electromagnetic pulse on avoidance
behavior and electroencephalogram of a rhesus
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muscles - The hypothesis that one component is a
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spectral sensitivity of human electroretinogram
and visual evoked potential
p0185 A76-31722
Effect of pre-adapting spectral stimuli on visual














Complication rate of coronary arteriography - A
review of 5250 cases studied by a percutaneous
femoral technique
p0061 A76-17121
Blood viscosity in man following decompression -
Correlations with hematocrit and venous gas emboli
p0289 A76-11507
Intravascnlar babbles associated with intravenous
injections and altitude
p0322 A76-46311
The pathophysiology of decompression sickness: An
overview with emphasis on plasma and lipid changes
[AD-A011153] p001<t N76-10711
EBBBIOLOGI
Hypoxia: Contributions during the years 1932-1972
German book
p0210 A76-36896
The development of the vestibular apparatus under
conditions of weightlessness
[NASA-TT-F-16987] p0158 H76-20808
Support of in-flight experiments
[HASA-CB-1H77U8] p0223 H76-25758
EBBBIOS
Killifish Hatching and Orientation experiment BA-161
p019<t H76-23093




Operational aspects of pilot incapacitation in a
multicrew airliner
pOOO« A76-11169
In an unforeseen circumstance astronaut
performance under emergency conditions
p0239 A76-3687U
In unexpected situations: Cosmonaut training
space flight stress and astronaut performance
during Apollo Soyuz Space Mission emergencies
[NASA-TT-F-17078] p0263 N76-27881
BHEBGENCI LIFE SOSTAIIIBG SISTEBS
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Conference and Trade Exhibit, 13th, San Antonio,
Tex., September 21-26, 1975, Proceedings
p0295 A76-«2626
The role of personal restraints in Navy ejecton
mishaps
p0295 A76-Q2631





Protection of crews of spacecraft and space stations
p0250 N76-268H3
A-70
SUBJECT IIDBI BNBRGT DISSIPATION
Fourth Advanced Operational Aviation Medicine Course
[&GABD-B-6H2 ] p0259 N76-278<46
The immersion victim
p02S9 N76-278U9
A proposed emergency passenger-oxygen system for









NT I BAT FLUORESCENCE
EHOTIOH4L FACTORS
Change in brain blood circulation during cental
activity
p0009 A76-12302
Effect of human psychoemotional stress and
physical activity on the age-related changes in
the mechanical properties of arterial vails
p0012 A76-12562
The dependence of the electroencephalogram on the
personality dimensions E and N sensu Eysenck and
on situations representing different levels of
activation
p0034 A76-15464
The role of dominant hemisphere in the regulation
of emotional states
pOOSO A76-16905
Eiotional stress and brain linbic system
p0065 A76-18551
Evalnation of the load on a pilot's organism
during agrotechnical flights, on the basis of
physiological studies
p0090 476-20616
Analysis of neural mechanises for emotional
changes of the heart's activity
p0128 A76-25623
The minute volume of blood circulation and mental
activity
p0128 A76-25621
Bethod for determining pilot stress through
analysis of voice conmunication
P0211 A76-33385
Variation of animal-social interrelationships in
an aninal group as an objective indicator of
electtostimulation-induced disorders in the
emotional-psychic sphere
p029<t A76-U2512
Correlation of characteristics or perceptive
activity in emotion-evoking situations of
different types and some personality traits
p029« A76-11251HI
The effect of sudden acceleration on certain
organ-specific enzymatic reactions
p0328 A76-U733*
Emotional reactivity and motivation in pilots
p0328 A76-U73IK)
Testnik of the DSSR academy of medical sciences,
no. 8, 1975 a discussion of emotional
stress, the cardiovascular system, and neurology
[JPBS-65970] pOOUS H76-12703
Emotional stress and cardiovascular disease
p0046 H76-1270U
Psychopharuacological aspects of emotional stress
pOO<46 B76-12707
Neurophysical mechanisms of arterial hypertension
in experimental emotional stress
pOOH6 H76-12709
The liable system of the brain, emotional stress
and its endocrine and vegetative manifestations
pOO»6 H76-12711
The mechanism of selective lesions to the
cardiovascular system in psychoemotional stress
pOO<t7 H76-12713
Emotional stress and sleep
pOOi(7 N76-12711
Dimensions of job satisfaction, initial




Physiology of emotion Russian book
p0268 A76-39207
Cerebral organization of human emotions using
the method of electrical stimulation
P00116 B76-12705
BBPHTSEBA














The effect of vibration and noise on the function












Prolactin, thyrotropin, and growth hormone release
during stress associated with parachute jumping
p0211 A76-33336




Bodels of energy metabolism of intact animals -
Data tabulations, representation of basal
metabolic activities and endocrine effects upon
metabolism
p0117 A76-22112
Role of the hypothalanus-hypophysis region and the
sympathoadrenal systen in the organism responses
in extremal /stress/ situations
p02»3 A76-373UI1
Endocrine and central nervous system effects of
microwave exposure
p0021 N76-11698
Endocrine, electrolyte, and fluid volume changes
associated with Apollo missions
pOO«2 N76-12676.
The liable system of the brain, emotional stress
and its endocrine and vegetative manifestations
pOOU6 B76-12711
ENDOCRINOLOGY
Corticosteroids and ACTH are not required for
compensatory adrenal growth
p0083 A76-19095
Hetabolic and endocrine studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28911
Effect of corticosteroids on
hypothalamoreticulolinbic structures of the brain
p02t3 A76-37316
Biological rhythms and endocrine function Book
p0293 A76-"2396
ENDOTOIINS
Propranolol and pyrogen effects on shivering and
nonshivering thermogenesis in rats
p0151 A76-27993




NT GAHDA RAY ABSORPTION
NT X BAY ABSORPTION
Determination of safe exposure levels: Energy
correlates of ocular danage
p0019 N76-11312
ENERSI CONSDBPTIOI
Possibility of reproducing the energy cost of




NT BIODASS ENERGY PBODUCTION
NT SOLAR ENEBGY CONVEBSION
ENERGY DISSIPATION
A method for the measurement of energy absorption
in the human hand using various types of hand
A-71
EHEBGT LOSSES SUBJECT IHDEI






Energy costs of specific custodial work tasks
p0070 H76-1U753




An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy





New control systea with an advanced man/machine
interface for Commonwealth Pdison Company's
systea security
p0169 A76-26814
Solar energy utilization in photosynthesis
p0265 A76-38316
EHEBGT TBAISPBB
HT LIREAB EHEBGT THiNSFEE (LET)
ENSUE FAILUBE
The effect of simulator fidelity on engine failure
training in the KC-135 aircraft
p0177 A76-29487
ENVIBOHBBHT EFFECTS
Effect of working environment conditions on the
X-ray pattern of paranasal sinuses in the
technical personnel of air force units
p0089 A76-20296
The development of the visual cortex
p0183 A76-31071
Aatonomic theme-regulation in squirrel monkey when
behavioral regulation is limited
p0206 A76-32505
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Energy exchange, body temperature, and sweating
p0206 A76-32507
Study of the microbiological environment within
long- and cediun-range Canadian Forces aircraft
p0210 A76-33376
Two kinds of adaptation in the constancy of visual
direction
p0237 A76-36633
Renal handling of citrate during heat-induced
hypocitricenia
p0273 A76-40198
Evolutionary oscillation in prebiology - Igneous




















A prototype carbon dioxide and humidity control
system for Shuttle mission extension capability
[IAP PAPEB 76-OU5] p0320 A76-U6037
Development of measures for preventing




Apollo command and service module and lunar module
environmental control systens
p009« N76-12694
A framework for the control of toxic substances (a
compilation of speeches)
rPB-243459/5] p0055 H76-13753
Shuttle environmental and thermal control/life
support system computer program, supplement 1
[ NASA-CB-107431] p0132 H76-18787
System development of the Screwworm Eradication




Nonregenerative life-support systems for flights
of short and moderate duration
p0249 H76-26837
BH7IBOHBBHTAL BBGIBEEBIBG
The effects of room size and group size on
individual vs group task performance
[AD-A018028] p0164 H76-21889
BKTIBOBBESTAL BOHITOBUG
space-earth forecasts environmental monitoring
and technological forecasting by U.S.S.B. space
program
[HASA-TT-F-16375] p0100 N76-16741





NT COLD BBATHBB TESTS
NT LOI TEHPERATUBB TESTS
NT UHDEBIATEB TESTS





NT HIGH ALTITUDE EN7IBONBENTS
NT HIGH GBA7ITT EN7IBONBENTS
NT ICE EH7IBONBENTS
NT JUPITEB ATBOSPHERE










The dependence of the content and concentration of
products of enzymatic oxidation on the size of
coacervate droplets abiogenesis
p0002 A76-10809
Effect of fluorocarbons on acetylcholinesterase
activity and some counter measures
p0063 A76-17896
Factors affecting the palmitoyl-coenzyme A
desaturase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p0096 A76-21792
Effect of oxygen on lipid composition and
triglyceride-lipase activity in lung tissue
p0118 A76-23442
Studies on human urinary arylamidases
p0118 A76-23799
Enzyme activities in hepatic venous blood under
strenuous physical exercise
p0121 A76-24245
On the substrate specificity of cathepsins B1 and
B2 including a new fluorogenic substrate for
cathepsin B1
p0121 A76-24723
Microorganisms as producers of hydrogen
p0144 A76-26659
Effect of enzymatic synthesis of polyadenylic acid
on a coacervate system
p0182 A76-30475
Heat and simulated high altitude - Effects on
biochemical indices of stress and performance
p0211 476-33387
Plasma vasopressin and renin activity in women
exposed to bed rest and +G/z/ acceleration
p0267 A76-38803
Plasma renin, angiotensin II, and plasma and
urinarr aldosterone in running exercise
p0277 A76-10886
Effect of angiotensin on hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction in isolated dog lung
p0277 »76-lt0889
Life and the outer planets. II - Enzyme activity




SUBJECT IHDBI ESCAPE SISTEBS
Changes in blood enzyme activity and hematology of
rats vitb decompression sickness
p0321 A76-U6306
The effect of sudden acceleration on certain
organ-specific enzymatic reactions
p0328 &76-17334
Beasnrements of Ijsosonal enzyme activities and
leucine incorporation rates in the brains of
young and old rats after applications of piracetan
fHASA-TT-F-16653] p0013 H76-1070H
Effect of vibration, acceleration and acnte
irradiation in a dose of 250 B on the
localization and activity of sone liver enzymes
in sexually nature rabbits
p0039 H76-12655
Production and characterization of enzymes
stabilized as hunic acid analogues
p0099 H76-16729
High-pressure temperature-jump kinetic studies of
enzyme model reactions considering
metalloenzyaes
p0109 M76-17781
R A H N utilization experience. Case study no. 6:
Industrial Sweetener Syrups
[PB-2<17250/1] p0167 B76-21912
The role of initiation factor-3 in the translation





On the possible role of organic melanoidin
polymers as natrices for prebiotic activity
p0273 A76-U0137
Bacterial nitrate rednctases. 8: Preliminary
study of the enzyme of Hicrococcus
halodenitrificans (nitrobacter)
[HASA-TT-F-16933] p0136 H76-19783
The determination of BBSS transfer limitations in
an immobilized enzyae plug flow reactor
[PB-2146 123/4] p0158 H76-2080U
The transient response of encapsulated enzymes
p0187 H76-22872
Enzyne alarm characterization studies
[AD-&018761] p0196 H76-23826
Enzymes in heterogeneous systems
p0281 H76-2880U
BHZYBOLOGI
Study of the action of human KB cell ribonuclease
HO and Escherichia coli ribonuclease P
P0196 H76-23830
BPIDEHIOLOGT
Epidemiological, clinical and sleep laboratory
evaluations of insomnia
P0083 A76-19338
Aeronedical Implications of Recent Experience nith
CoBBUnicable Disease
[AGARD-CP-169] p0071 H76-1U758
Epidemiologic risk factors of flush-recycle
toilets in aircraft
P0071 N76-14759
laportation, diagnosis and treatment of smallpox,
cholera and leprosy
P0071 H76-11762
in epidemic of chikungunya in the Philippine
Islands: Possible role of aircraft dissemination
p0072 H76-14766
Air traffic and the problem of importation of
diseases froa the tropics
p0073 H76-14773
Cancer following multiple fluoroscopies
[AECL-5243] p0251 H76-26849




HT N O B E P I N E P H B I N E
Effect of adrenalin and noradrenalin on heart
resistance to hypoxia
p0238 A76-366a7
Tissue catecholaaine levels of the golden hamster




On the physiological activity of the nuclear
apparatus of the vascular epithelial cells of
the human brain at various ages
p0120 A76-2U232
EPHL






Hunan engineering considerations in the evaluation
of diving equipment
[AD-A011680] pOOTt H76-10709
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shuttle/Spacelab. Volume 5: life Sciences
laboratory system regnirenents data book. Book
3: Prelimary eguipnent item specification catalog
[HASA-CR-11U121] p0079 H76-15768
Design criteria for firefighters' turnout coats
[COM-75-11133/0] p0161 K76-20827
Equipment for testing human space perception
p0165 H76-21897
Electrophoresis experiment, experiment BA-014
p019U N76-23095
BRGOSBTERS
Study of the circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaxinal and maxinal ergometer work
p0035 A76-15695
Subsidiary signals in ergatic systems
p0121 A76-2«396
An evaluation of results of ergometric studies
[HASA-TT-F-16611] p0022 H76-11711
The effects of a nuscle endurance training program




0 HDBAH FACTORS ENGINEERING
EBBOB AHALISIS




Automatic measurement and correction of the nean





Reaction of erythrocytes and granulocytes in the
peripheral blood of rate to hyperbaric
oxygenation during oxygen deficiency in the
organism
P0003 A76-11238
Erythropoietic properties of the plasna in
hypodynaiia
pOOSS A76-19698
Central circulation during exercise after
venesection and reinfusion of red blood cells
p0126 A76-25165
Hematology and immunology studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28907
Effect of physical loads on morphological and
biochemical blood indices
p0238 A76-36652
Red cell hemoglobin, hydrogen ion and electrolyte
concentrations during exercise in trained and
untrained subjects
p0326 A76-16809
Erythropoietic properties of plasna in hypodynania
[HASA-TT-F-17019] p01.97 N76-23836
Drug/receptor interactions: The example of the
cardiac glycoside receptor of the erythrocyte
membrane
[HASA-TT-F-17151] p0282 H76-2881U
Enhancing effect of radioresistant spleen cells on
the primary inmnne response against sheep BBC by
mouse spleen cells in vitro
[BBL-1975-19] p0308 H76-31885
Analysis and measurement of the effects of




Proceeding of the International workshop on escape
and survival from submersibles
[AD-A011871] p0115 H76-17831




Fourth Advanced Operational Aviation Medicine Course
[AGABD-R-642] p0259 H76-2781I6
Current and future escape systems
p0260 H76-27859
Belicopter escape and survivability
p0260 H76-27860
ESCHEBICHIA
Study of the action of human KB cell ribonuclease
NO and Escherichia coli ribonuclease P
p0196 H76-23830
Two techniques for eliminating luminol
interference material and flow system










Secondary task for full flight simulation




Accusalative effects of 2 »eeks' exposure to a 2-G
hypergravity state and estrogen treatment upon
intact and fractured radii of young female birds
p0289 A76-41511
ETHIL ALCOHOL
Alcohol and other drugs in aircraft accidents
p0006 A76-11713
Alcohol associated with fatal light aircraft
accidents. United Kingdom - 1964-1973
p0006 A76-11714
Inpaired pilot performance - Drugs or alcohol
aircraft accident medical investigation
p0006 A76-11716
Dynamic characteristics of alcohol-impaired human
controllers
p0169 A76-28844
Effect of ethyl alcohol on ionic calcium and
prolactin in nan
p(f289 A76-41508
Evaluation of two link GAT-1 trainer tasks by




The effect of alcohol ingestion on short term
memory and attention
[AD-A018311] p0220 H76-2U886
Influence of socially used drugs on vision and
vision performance
[ A D - A 0 2 2 0 2 U ] p0285 N76-29905
BTHYLEBE OXIDE
Experiences with a new cold sterilization unit
[NASA-TT-F-16972] p0135 N76-19779
A new cold sterilization unit
[NASA-TT-F-16919] p0135 H76-19780
The germicidal effectiveness of ethylene
oxide/carbon dioxide as compared with steam
(bactericides)
[NASA-TT-F-17006] p0162 H76-21870
Sterilization tests with ethylene oxide
[NASA-TT-F-17007] p0187 N76-22874
E U C L I D E A N GEOBETBI
HT CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
BOBOPE
Current research on natural membranes research







The design and fabrication of a prototype
inflatable heated casualty evacuation unit
[AD-AO19697] p0225 H76-25770
ETALUATIOI
Results of the visual detection simulation
experiment for the evaluation of Aircraft Pilot
Warning Instruments (APRI)
[AD-A017023/3] pOOSO H76-15780














Interhemispheric interaction during perception of
visual stimuli in man
p0119 A76-23842
Analysis of interhemispheric relationships in the
visual cortex of the cat on the basis of the law
of contrast light perception
p0119 A76-23843
Neural activity of the hippocampus in certain
types of behavior
p0119 A76-23844
Ihe effects of spatial frequency adaptation on
human evoked potentials
p0146 A76-26773
Investigation of the cochlear and evoked
potentials of guinea pigs subjected to the
action of N-shaped waves simulating the sonic boom
p0186 A76-31829
On hemispheric differences in evoked potentials to
speech stimuli
p0201 A76-32125
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. I - Effects of stimulus delivery
rate. II - Effects of signal intensity and
masking noise
p0208 A76-32873
The dimensionality of the human visual evoked
scalp potential
p0209 A76-32874
Evoked potentials and visual acuity
p0271 A76-39687
Size specificity and interocular suppression -
Monocular evoked potentials and reaction times
p0299 A76-44044
The visual evoked response and color discrimination
p0319 A76-45895
Modulation of evoked responses during behavioral
motor inhibition in the cat
[AD-A011457] p0016 H76-10727
Evoked cortical potentials and information
processing
[AD-A019199] p0227 H76-25780
The effect of ACTB-analogues on motor behavior and











Application of flight stress simulation techniques





Volume conditioned stimuli affecting salt and
water excretion
[AD-A012690] p0054 H76-13741
I The excretion of glycolate by Chlorogonium
elongatum Dangeard
;' [NBC/CHR-TT-1831] p0069 N76-14748
Development of a high-resolution automatic digital
(urine/electrolytes) flow volume and rate
measurement system of miniature size
[NASA-CB-144646] p0077 N76-14807
Influence of the noise on catecholamine excretion
for flight crews
p0110 N76-17795















Life and chirality beyond the earth
p0034 A76-15644
The problem of the ezistence of life in the solar
systen outside of the earth. I
p0061 A76-17007
Utilisation of Spacelab for life-science experiments
p0097 A76-22356
Unified Mars life detection system
p0127 A76-25495
Onified Bars detection system life detection
p0152 176-28180
Experimental ecological systems including a human
Bussian book on bioregenerative life support
systems
p0184 A76-31225
The search for life in the solar system
p0185 A76-31525
The prospects for life on Bars - A pre-Viking
assessment
p0216 A76-34786
Trends of the search for living microscopic
organisms beyond the earth
p0231 A76-35767
The search for life on Hars
p0239 A76-36751
Life and the outer planets. I - Performance of
terrestrial organisms in ammonia-rich systems
p0278 A76-40985
Life and the outer planets. II - Enzyme activity
in ammonia-water systems and other exotic media
at various temperatures
p0278 A76-40986
Utilization proposals related to the area of life
sciences - Status of preparatory planning
p0292 A76-12370
Possible nutrients and energy sources available to
contaminating terrestrial \ rganisms on Jupiter
p0298 A76-43458
The viking biological investigation - Preliminary
results
p0317 A76-45447
Evolution of the concepts of the origin of life,
1924-1971
p0325 A76-46716
The organic chemistry and biology of the
atmosphere of the planet Jupiter
p0329 A76-U75H8
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 9,
no. 1, 1975 closed ecological systems,
hypokinesia, acceleration tolerance, radiation
protection
[JPSS-65988] p0037 H76-12636
Mathematical model of an experimental ecological




Space biology and aerospace medicine, volume 9,
no. 5, 1975
[JPBS-66404] p0099 H76-16730
Surprises of space biology
(NASA-TT-F-16985] p0162 H76-21871
A scientific dialog between the leading space powers
[NASA-TT-F-15463] p0228 H76-25794
Exobiology and the origin of life
[BASA-CB-148177] p0229 H76-25800
Change in eguilibrium function and static
resistance in rats after a 20 day long flight in
the "Kosmos-782" satellite
fNASA-TT-F-15493] p0245 H76-267B8
Changes in the biochemical indicators of the blood
of rats following the flight of the "Kosmos-782"
biological satellite
[NASA-TT-F-15490] p0245 N76-26789
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
1: Space as a habitat
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-i;) p0216 H76-26799
Theoretical and experimental prerequisites of
exobiology
p0246 N76-26806
Search for and investigation of extraterrestrial
forms of life
p0246 N76-26807
Planetary quarantine: Principles, methods, and
problems
p0246 N76-26808
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
2, book 1: Ecological and physiological bases
of space biology and medicine
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-2-BK-1] p0247 N76-26809
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
2, book 2: Ecological and physiological bases
of space biology and medicine
[NASA-SP-374-VOL-2-BK-2] p0248 H76-26819
Methods of investigation in space biology and
medicine, transmission of biomedical data
p0248 N76-26827
Biologic guidelines for future space research
p0219 N76-26828
Foundations of space biology and medicine. Volume
3: Space medicine and biotechnology
[HASA-SP-374-VOL-3] p0249 N76-26829
Basic data for planning life-support systems
p0249 1176-26830
Clothing and personal hygiene
p0249 H76-26833
An appraisal of future space biomedical research
p0250 N76-26846
Life sciences payloads analyses and technical
program planning studies project planning of
space missions of space shuttles in aerospace
medicine and space biology
[NASA-CR-147799] p0255 N76-27812
Problems of space biology. Volume 28:







Speed-accuracy tradeoff functions in choice
reaction time - Experimental designs and
computational procedures
p009' '76-21747
System for automating laboratory experime in
medical-biological studies
p0122 A76-24i,




Electrophoresis experiment for space
[NASA-CR-149925] p0258 N76-27837
EIPIBATIOH
Beflex and mechanical circulatory effects of
graded Valsalva maneuvers in normal man
p0127 A76-25471
EXPIBED AIB
Single-breath oxygen tests for individual lungs in
awake man
p0125 A76-25457
Human lung mechanics during water immersion
p0125 A76-25458
An automated system for assessing metabolic and






Mechanism of lung damage in explosive decompression
p0211 A76-33383
EIPOSDRE
Thermal responses of unclothed men exposed to both
cold temperatures and high altitudes
p0028 A76-13551
Determination of safe exposure levels: Energy






U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
EXTRAPOLATION




BXTBASBHSOBY PEBCEPTIOH SUBJECT IHDEZ
EXTBASEHSOBT PEBCEPTIO1
A pecceptaal channel for information transfer over
kilometer distances Historical perspective and
recent research extrasensory perception
p0122 A76-25078
BXTBASOLAB PLAIETS
Habitable planets - Habitable worlds









Life and chirality beyond the earth
p0034 A76-15614
High pH, ammonia toxicity, and the search for life
on the Jovian planets
p0034 A76-15650
The problem of the existence of life in the solar
system outside of the earth. I
p0061 A76-17007
A versatile system for biological and soil
chemical tests on a planetary landing craft. I -
Scientific objectives
fAIAA PAPEB 76-125] p0068 A76-18810
Dnified Hats life detection systea
P0127 A76-25495
The search for life in the solar system
p0185 A76-31525
The prospects for life on Hars - A pre-Vlking
assessment
p0216 A76-34786
Trends of the search for living nicroscopic
organisns beyond the earth
p0231 A76-35767
The search for life on Hars
p0239 A76-3675.1
The Viking mission search for life on Bars
p02«0 A76-36933
Habitable planets - Habitable worlds
extraterrestrial life and civilizations
p024» A76-38097
Life and the outer planets. II - Enzyme activity
in ammonia-water systems and other exotic media
at various temperatures
p0278 A76-40986
Microbiology on Bars Viking Lander life
detection experiments
p0298 A76-12975
The viking biological investigation - Preliminary
results
p0317 A76-U54II7
Exobiology and the origin of life
rHASA-CR-118177] p0229 N76-25800
Publications of the planetary biology program for
1975: A special bibliography on HASA













EV space suit gloves (passive)
[NASA-CR-1<t i t527] p0017 H76-10732
netabolism and heat dissipation during Apollo EVA
periods
pOOt! N76-12672
Fusible heat sink for EVA thermal control
[NASA-CR-137769] p0115 N76-17826
EVA space suit Evaporative Cooling/Heating Glove
System (ECBGS)
rNASA-CB-1t7527] p016U N76-21891






Study to determine Extravehicular Bobility Unit
(EBD) advanced technology requirements. Volume
1: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-137810] p0222 B76-24901
Study to determine Extravehicular nobility Unit
(EBO) advanced technology reqairements. Volume
2: Technical analysis
[KASA-CR-1378111 ] p0223 B76-24902
EXTREMELY LOW FRBQ0EICIES
Bavy sponsored ELF biological and ecological
research summary
[AD-A015299] p0111 N76-17800
Effects of extremely low frequency electromagnetic
fields on Physarum polycephalum
[AD-A021457] p028U N76-29893
EXTREMELY LOI RADIO FREQUENCIES
Compilation of Navy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 1
[AD-A015068] p0079 N76-15775
Compilation of Ravy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 2
[AD-A015069] p0079 N76-15776
EYE (ABATOHT)
NT C O R N E A
BT FOVEA
BT NYSTAGMUS
NT OCULOMOTOR N E R V E S
BT PDPILS
HT BETIKA
Computation of the electromagnetic fields and
induced temperatures within a model of the
microwave-irradiated human eye
p0002 A76-10997
Evaluation of possible microwave-induced lens
changes in the Dnited States Air Force
p0029 A76-13589
Identification of beta carbolines isolated from
flnorescent human lens proteins
p0092 A76-21318
The hazards of the radiation of semiconductor
laser diodes for the human eye
p0201 A76-32223
Determination of the intensity in a focused
ultrasonic beam by an electrodynamic and
capacitance method as applied to automatic
visualization of the structure of the eye
p0231 A76-35893
Gradient detection and contrast transfer by the
human eye"
p0299 A76-U4042
Determination of safe exposure levels: Energy
correlates of ocular damage
p0019 B76-11312
Electromagnetic radiation effects on the eye
p0021 N76-11697
Optical effects with exposure of the eyes to
cosmic rays
p0038 N76-126U6
Apollo light flash investigations
pOO«3 N76-12685
Hydrostatic pressures within the eye
[NASA-TT-F-16697] p0053 B76-13734
The amounts of moisture emitted from the eyes and
perlorbital areas human factors engineering
of goggles
[AD-A014923] p0112 N76-17807
The measurement of threshold temperatures in the







Size specificity and interocular suppression -




Opthalmological examination of laser workers and







BT SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
A-76
SUBJECT IHDBX FEEDBACK
Rotatory and vertical components of the eye
nystagnus induced by rotation in a horizontal
plane
p0009 A76-12214
Perceived visual motion as effective stimulus to
pursuit eye movement system
p0028 A76-13UOO
Differential responding to the beta movement after
waking fron BED and nonBEH sleep apparent
notion optical illusions
p0091 A76-20859
The spatial-temporal characteristics of vision
when an observer is solving a search problem
pOIUH A76-26U10
The effect of micromovements of the eye and
exposure duration on contrast sensitivity
p01U6 476-26774
Nystagmus after unilateral lesion of the superior
collicnlus in rabbits
p0182 A76-30496
Evidence for the presence of eye movement
potentials during paradoxical sleep in cats
p0212 176-33971*
Estimating the amount of eye movement data
required for panel design and instrument placement
p0215 A76-34125
Eye movements and psychological processes;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Princeton, H.J.,
April 15-17, 197<1
p0313 A76-U4726
The vestibular system for eye movement control
p0313 A76-<!«727
The physiology of pursuit eye movements
p0313 A76-IIU72B
Eye movements during afterimage tracking under
sinusoidal and random vestibular stimulation
p0313 A76-IU729
The role of eye movements in maintenance of vision
p031«t A76-IIH732
Physical characteristics of the eye used in
eye-movement measurement
p0314 A76-IH1731
The Purkinje-image method of recording eye position
p0311 A76-<|i(735
Hays of recording line of sight
p0311 A76-4<t736
Eye movements - On-line measurement, analysis, and
control
p0314 A76-4U737
Eye movements, efference, and visual perception
p0315 A76-4<4739
Extraretinal influences on the primate visual system
p0315 A76-44710
The nature and role of extraretinal eye-position
information in visual localization
p0315 A76-HH74U
Pursuit eye movements and visual localization
p0316 A76-447U5
Eye movement fixations and gating processes
p0316 A76-<1«718
Nystagmus, turning sensations, and illusory
movement in motion sickness susceptibility
p0321 A76-U6303
Studies of orientational and postural mechanisms
in a model neural system
tAD-A012027] p0023 N76-11719
Sensory and motor components of eye fixation
movement during exposure to angular accelerations
p0099 N76-16736
Visual dynamics when interrupting a control task
to search for a peripheral target
[AD-A016838] p0133 H76-18794
BIB PROTECTION
Research on the application of semiconducting
films for eye protection from IB lasers by
optical filters
CAD-A012701] p0051 H76-127I17
Eye protection and protective devices
p0259 N76-27852
F-16 UBCBAFT




Stability and limb dislodgement.force measurements





Design, fabrication and test of a trace
contaminant control system
[HASA-CH-1U7860] p0311 N76-31908
Design, fabrication, and test of a trace







Intellectual and perceptual mental factors
p0036 A76-15761
Investigation of the information content of
symptoms and systems approach in the evaluation





The man-rating associated with the AFFDL LAHAfiS
system Air Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory
















A nev method to determine frequency







A comparison of maximum oxygen uptake
determination by bicycle ergometry at various
pedaling frequencies and by treadmill running at
various speeds
p0291 A76-42056
Possibility of reproducing the energy cost of
different operations in manual control of a
spacecraft
p0040 N76-12659
Hetabolic energy expenditure and terrain




The effects of caloric density of the food on
running endurance and general condition of rats




Thyroid hormone-induced changes in body
temperature and metabolism during exercise in dogs
pOOSt A76-19589
Factors affecting the palmitoyl-coenzyme A
desaturase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p0096 A76-21792
Oxygen influence on phospholipids and their fatty
acid composition in lung tissue hyperoxic
effects
p0118 A76-231H3
The adipokinetic effect of hyperthermic stress in
p02UO A76-36961
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Problems of creating closed biological lix'e
support systems




FEEDBACK CIHCDITS SUBJECT IBDEI
Effect of intonation feedback upon intertrial
consistency of tine judgment
p0279 A76-1H322
FEEDBACK CIBCDITS




Considerations in modeling the human supervisory
controller
p0169 A76-288a3
Dynamic behaviour of nan in case of difficult





A study of handling quality assessment in lanual
control system
p0271 A76-39850
Self-regulation as an aid to human effectiveness
and biocybernetics technology and behavior
[AD-A021105] p0262 N76-27873
An analysis of the closed-loop perfornance and
tracking stability of a direct side force




D S E H S O R Y FEEDBACK
FBBALES
Plasma vasopressin and renin activity in women
exposed to bed rest and +G/z/ acceleration
p0267 A76-38803
Future space exploration: An equal opportunity
enployer? selection of women for spacecrews
[P-5192] p0022 S76-11706
Anthropometry of airline stewardesses
[AD-A012965/0] p0053 H76-13733




Determination of the elastic and damping
properties of the human femoral bone during
bending
p0012 A76-12558
Study of the propagation of vibrations along the








Behavioral fever in newborn rabbits
p0298 A76-U3766




0 FAST FODHIEE TRANSFORBATIONS
FIBEB OPTICS






Relation between echocardiographically determined
left atrial size and atrial fibrillation
p0088 A76-20071
Paroxysmal and chronic atrial fibrillation in
airman certification
p0091 A76-21U15
Neural basis for the genesis and control of
arrhythmias associated with myocardial infarction
p0325 A76-16689
FIBBIN
Screening test for decompression sickness
p0323 A76-46315
FIBBINOGEN
Fibrinolytic and hemostatic changes during and
after maximal exercise in males
p012« 476-251)51
Screening test for decompression sickness
p0323 A76-U6315




Notion perception and terrain visual cues in air
combat simulation
p0177 A76-29482
Air combat maneuvering training in a simulator
p0177 A76-29H86
Physiological effects of solar heat load in a
fighter cockpit
p0322 A76-U6310






Rater hyacinths for upgrading sewage lagoons to
meet advanced wastewater treatment standards,
part 1
[NASA-Tfl-X-72729] p0013 B76-10697
Ose of reverse osmosis and ultrafiltration for
removing microorganisms from water
[AD-A008331 ] . p0162 N76-21872
FIHITE ELBSEHT BBTBOD
Dynamics of a crash victim - A finite segment model
[AIAA PAPER 75-795] p0181 A76-31179
Simulating and modeling the human head's response
to impact
p0213 A76-31HI15
Intrusion of the sternum into the thoracic cavity
during frontal chest impact and injury potential
p0213 A76-311U7
PROBETHEUS - A crash victim simulator
p0211 A76-31151




Apparatus and methodology for fire gas
characterization by means of animal exposure
p0181 A76-30395
fleasnrements and observations of the toxicological
hazard of fire in a metrorail interior mock-up
[PB-250768/9] p0335 N76-33841
FIBE BITINGOISHEBS
A review of the toxicology of halogenated fire
extinguishing agents
[AD-A011538] p0023 N76-11715








Comments on fire toxicity
p0002 A76-10823
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system, volume 1 design analysis and
performance tests
[NASA-CR-114561] pOOSt N76-12711
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system. Volume 2: Appendices design
analysis and performance tests
[HASA-CH-1UH562] p0051 N76-12742
Visor system materials for alnminized firemen's
hoods. Report 2: Evaluation of gold coated
plastic substrates
[AD-A015310] p0115 N76-17829
Design criteria for firefighters' turnout coats
[COB-75-11«33/0] p0161 N76-20827




Toxicity of decomposition products
p0002 A76-1082U
FIBES
Evaluation of the NASA animal exposure chamber as
a potential chamber for fire toxicity screening
tests
p0063 A76-17897
Visor system materials for aluainized firemen's
hoods. Report no. 1: Problem identification
[AD-A011U20] p0025 N76-11731
A-78
SUBJECT IHOBX PLIGHT CREWS





Starvation and refeeding of carp (Cyprinas Carpio L)
[NASA-TT-F-166H9] p0013 N76-10696
Evaluation of the energy expended in a learning
situation (conditioning based on food
reinforcement) by goldfish (Carassins iuratas L.)
[NASA-TT-F-16650] p0019 H76-11685
Fasting and renoarishnent of carp (Cyprinas Carpio
L.). 3
[NASA-TT-F-16651] p0019 N76-11686
Killifish Hatching and Orientation experiment HA-161
p019"» N76-23093








Relative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
foams and fabrics
p0181 A76-30396
The effect of changes in the OSF/HASA toxicity
screening test method on data from some cellular
polyners
p0318 A76-45653
An investigation of potential inhalation toxicity
of smoke from rigid polyarethane foams and








Luminance-duration relation in reaction tine to
spectral stimuli
p0186 A76-3172U




A study of the primary processes of the






Pattern detection and the tiro-dimensional Fourier




D CRITICAL FLICKER FOSIOH
FLIGHT
Calculation of muscular power in flapping flight
of birds from kinematic and morphological data




Analysis of gases and pH of blood at altitude
inflight equipment calibration techniques
p0006 A76-11718
PLIGHT CLOTHIRG
Identification of an apprehension effect on
physiological indices of thermal strain
flight protective clothing evaluation
p0321 A76-46307
Clothing and personal hygiene
p02*9 N76-26833





Static propensity of Air Force utility garments
and the H-3B modified jacket
[AD-A020957] p0334 N76-32847
FLIGHT COHDITIOHS
Research on the load on the pilot's organism under
various jet aircraft flight conditions
p0153 A76-28529
FLIGHT COBTBOL
SAINT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility Systems
Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks
p0203 A76-32243
Ground-referenced visual orientation in flight
control tasks: Judgements of size and distance
optical illusion in flight simulators
[AD-A012869] pOOM9 N76-12732
Candidate T-37 pilot performance measures for five
contact maneuvers
[AD-A014331 ] p0082 N76-15791
FLIGHT CBEffS
ST SPACECBEHS
Operational aspects of pilot incapacitation in a
mnlticrev airliner
p0004 A76-11169
Crew rest and nap-of-the-earth flying low
altitude helicopter flight
p0006 A76-11712
Hyperbilirubinemia in air crevs
p0063 A76-17675
Flight-induced changes in hnnan amino acid excretion
pOOBS A76-19701
Aircrew medical standards and their application in
the Royal Australian Air Force
p0086 A76-19711
Pregnant stewardess - Should she fly
p0086 A76-19712
Effect of prolonged flights on the course of
chronic sacrolumbar radiculitis in flying
personnel
p0089 676-20295
Effect of physical activity of airline flight
attendants on their time of useful consciousness
in a rapid decompression
p0092 A76-21402
Evaluating the ability of aircrew personnel to
hear speech in their operational environments
p0093 A76-21403
Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0123 A76-25259
Vestibular habituation in flightcrew
p0124 A76-25268
The role of the laboratory in tracking down
tropical diseases - Its interest in the
surveillance of flight personnel
p0148 A76-27618
The problem of vibration in aviation related
to aircrew physiological responses
p015« A76-28538
The psychophysiological preparation of air crews
p0178 A76-29622
Sleep in the long-range aviation environment
p0201 A76-32197
Behavioral data in the design of aircrew training
devices
p0203 A76-32239
SATT revisited - A critical post-examination of
the systems approach to training for B-1 crews
p0203 A76-32241
Psychological problems of interplanetary flight
Russian book
p0208 A76-32813
EKG-studies concerning an early recognition of the
heart-circulation diseases and the condition of
the flying personnel
p0239 A76-36879
Operational stress and higher psychic functions -
Observations on flight crews and parachutists in
various phases of a parachute jump mission
p0267 A76-38701
verification of hemostasis disorders in air force
personnel
p0267 A76-38705
Psychotherapy and return to flying duties
p0270 A76-39587
Protection of airline flight attendants from
hypoxia following rapid decompression
p0321 A76-U6305
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
p0322 A76-46312
Physiological index - An aid in developing airline
pilot scheduling patterns
p0327 A76-16855
Ocular hypertension and chronic open-angle
glaucoma in OSAF pilots and navigators
A-79
FLIGHT FATIGUE SDBJECI IHDEI
CAD-A010588]
Biomedical results of Apollo
tHASA-SP-368]






Radiation protection and instrumentation
pOO«1 N76-12671
Metabolism and heat dissipation daring Apollo EVA
periods
p0041 B76-12672
Flight crew health stabilization program
pOOit! H76-12674
Endocrine, electrolyte, and fluid volume changes




Hematology and immunology studies
p0042 H76-12678






Aircrew capabilities and limitations
p0069 H76-14020
Food poisoning observed with airplane crew and
passengers depending on airplane operations
p0071 H76-14761
Incidence of infectious tropical diseases
diagnosed on flying personnel
p0072 N76-14770
Beviev of the operational efficacy of OSAF flight
helmets in crash and escape environnents
[AD-A01U263] p0082 N76-15795
Effects of long duration noise exposure on hearing
and health proceedings on stress
(Physiology) of flight crews exposed to aircraft
noise
[ AGARD-CP-171] p0109 H76-17786
The incidence of temporary and permanent hearing
loss among aircrews exposed to long-du^ration
noise in maritime patrol aircraft -— '(noise
hazards of reconnaissance aircraft)
rDCIEM-75-RP-1073J p0110 876-17792
Psycho-physical performance of Air Force
technicians after long duration noise exposure
(noise hazards to flight crews)
p0110 N76-17793
Influence of the noise on catecholamine excretion
for flight crews
p<M10 H76-17795
Trainable crew behavior in the flight simulator
for pilot incapacitation
p0113 H76-17813
The economy of flight simulators for crew training
exenplified for a Boeing 707 siaulator
p0113 H76-17814
The use of in-flight evaluation for the assessment
of aircrew fitness
[AGARD-CP-182] p0136 H76-19789
Effect of increased atmospheric electricity on the
blood electrolites of airplane crew
p0138 N76-19796
Evaluation of flight fitness in latent diabetes:
Effects and gualitative determination of oral
antidiabetic drugs —
[DLR-IB-355-73/2] p0163 H76-21880
M i n i m u m flight crew of transport aircraft.
Methods for measuring workload of flight crews
C.DLB-IB-355-74/3] p0164 K76-21887
The crew and new systems aviation safety in
terms of huaan performance under stress
rAD-&018253] p0222 876-24896
Definition and measurement of perceptual and
mental workload in aircrews and operators of Air
Force weapon systems, a status report
p0227 N76-25783
Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0227 N76-25787
A conceptual model for operational stress
p0228 N76-25791
Common problems encountered in laboratory
screening of DSAF flight crews for latent
coronary artery disease
p0256 N76-27822
framing systems in aircraft considerations for
military operations
p0260 H76-27854
Thermal problems in military air operations
p0260 B76-27863
Biomedical aspects of aircraft escape and survival
under combat conditions
[AD-A021921 ] p0303 H76-30790
Biochemical changes in naval aircrewmen caused by
stress in flight performance
[AD-A020277] p0332 H76-32829
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
p0334 H76-33127
PLIGHT FATIGUE
Crew rest and nap-of-the-earth flying low
altitude helicopter flight
p0006 A76-11712
Jet lag isn't just a state of mind prolonged
flight effects on circadian dysrhythmia
p0272 A76-40127
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
p0322 A76-46312




Aviation cardiology in Canada
p0003 A76-11.468
Identification of ischemic heart disease pilot
fitness qualification »
pOOOit A76-11471









Hemodynanic indicators in air personnel of varying
ages
p0007 A76-11920
The psychophysiological behavior of pilot trainees
during their first flight missions and piloting
fitness
p0035 A76-15751
Visual acuity in astigmatic subjects and fitness
for ait force service
p0035 &76-15752
A test method for the rapid and early detection of
the aost common psychological syndromes among
aviation personnel, directly and indirectly
associated with air navigation
p0035 A76-15754
The role of physical preparation in the flight
training process
p0062 A76-17674
Aircrew medical standards and their application in
the Royal Australian Air Force
p0086 A76-19711
Pregnant stewardess - Should she fly
p0086 A76-19712
The psychophysiological preparation of air crews
p0178 A76-29622
EKG-studies concerning an early recognition of the
heart-circulation diseases and the condition of
the flying personnel
p0239 A76-36879
The behavior of the retina vessels under hypoxy
conditions
p0210 A76-36880
Early signs of coronary arteriosclerosis in pilots
p02«3 A76-37300
Psychotherapy and return to flying duties
p0270 A76-39587
Prevention of heart disease in healthy pilots
p0297 A76-42847
The use of in-flight evaluation for the assessment
of aircrew fitness
[AGABD-CP-1B23 p0136 876-19789
OS Army medical in-flight evaluations, 1965-1975
of flight fitness of flying personnel
p0136 H76-19790
Accident experience of civilian pilots with static
physical defects evaluation of flight fitness
p0137 H76-19791
A-80
SUBJECT IHDBI FLIGHT SIHDLATOBS
Evaluation of flight fitness in latent diabetes:




Operational aspects of pilot incapacitation in a
multicrew airliner
p0004 A76-11469




Informational problems in flight ergonomy
p0090 A76-20615




Evaluating a CRT map predictor for airborne use
p0117 A76-22608
Passenger comfort during terminal-area flight
maneuvers
[HASA-CR-146077] pOOSO H76-15781
Object visibility patterns in low level flight
[AD-A016886] p0114 H76-17820
FLIGHT -SAFETY
Radiation safety ib space flights: Radiobiological
aspects Russian book
pOOOl A76-10303
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Conference and Trade Exhibit, 13th, San Antonio,
Tex., September 21-26, 1975, Proceedings
p0295 176-1*2626
The design-induced part of the Hunan error problem
in aviation
p0297 A76-42906
Some aspects of the problem of increasing space
flight safety psychoenotional astronaut
evaluation and training
[IAF PAPER A-76-02] p0321 A76-46153
Realistic flight simulation conference
proceedings
[DLR-BITT-75-18] p0113 H76-17811




Psychological aspects of aeronautical flight
simulation
p0030 A76-13799
Visual and Notion simulation Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, April 26-28, 1976, Proceedings
p0176 A76-29476
A systematic approach to visual system
requirements and developments
p0176 A76-29477
(lotion perception and terrain visual cues in air
combat simulation
p0177 A76-29482
Future trends and plans in motion and force
simulation development in the Air Force
p0178 A76-29493
Physiological and psychological preparation of
pilots for function in the presence of high
altitude cabin depressurization
p0216 A76-35175
Visual/motion simulation or CTOL flare and
touchdown comparing data obtained from two model
board display systems
[ A I A A PAPEH 76-1709] p0216 A76-35201
A Z-axis recumbent rotating device for use in
parabolic flight
p0290 A76-41519
Visual elements in flight simulation
p0321 A76-46301
Simulation development, validation and pilot
learning
p0069 H76-10038
Results of the visual detection simulation
experiment for the evaluation of Aircraft Pilot
Warning Instruments (APHI)
TAD-A017023/3] pOOSO U76-15780
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot
performance study: Flight simulator results
[HASA-CR-143838] p0161 H76-20825
All digital simulation for manned flight in
turbulence
[AD-A018126] p0166 1176-21902
Training research program and plans: Advanced
simulation in undergraduate pilot training
[AD-A016486] p0191 N76-22906
The effects of two stressors on traditional and
engineering analogues of cognitive functioning
considering hypoxia and sleep deprivation in
pilot performance evaluation
p0228 876-25793
Application of flight stress simulation techniques
for the medical evaluation of aircrew personnel
p0256 876-27826
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: Computer image generation
[AD-A022251] p0306 H76-30807
Higher order adaptive training systems
(AD-A023594] p0311 K76-31906
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: visual display development
[AD-A022962] p0311 K76-31907
On simulation and evaluation of aircraft handling
qualities along with pilot training
[NAL-TN-49] p0336 H76-33844
Secondary task for full flight simulation





Training transfer of a formation flight trainer
to aircraft formation flying
p O O O S &76-12165
Psychological aspects of aeronautical flight
simulation
p0030 A76-13799
Evaluating a CRT nap predictor for airborne use
p0117 A76-22608
The man-rating associated with the AFFDt L A N A R S
system Air Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory
Large Amplitude Hultiaode Aerospace Research
Simulator
p0178 A76-29492
Thresholds to roll motion in a fl ight simulator
p0178 A76-29495
Preliminary investigation of taotion, visual and
G-seat effects in the advanced simulator for
undergraduate pilot training /&SOPT/
P0178 A76-29498
Ground-referenced visual orientation in flight
control tasks: Judgements of size and distance
optical illusion in flight simulators
[AD-A012869] p0049 U76-12732
University of Virginia acquisition of passenger
ride quality data aboard the Total In-Flight
Simulator (TIFS)
[RASA-CB-145957] p0075 N76-14787
Passenger ride quality response to an airborne
simulator environment
p0104 H76-16770
Simulator studies and psychophysical ride comfort
models
pOIOS 1176-16780
Pilot performance in a helicopter simulator
[AD-A017441] pOIOS 1176-16798
Realistic flight simulation conference
proceedings
[DLR-BITT-75-18] P?1?3 H76-17811
Some problems in the coupling of visibility
simulation equipment to flight simulators
p0113 N76-17812
Trainable crew behavior in the flight simulator
for pilot incapacitation
p0113 N76-17813
The economy of flight simulators for crew training
exemplified for a Boeing 707 simulator
p0113 H76-17814
AFBRL/FT capabilities in undergraduate pilot
training simulation research: Executive summary
[AD-A017168] p0160 1176-20819
Environmental data base development process for
the ASDPT CIG system
[AD-&01781I5] p0167 H76-21909
A study of the effect of peripheral vision motion
cues on roll axis tracking flight simulators
for evaluating pilot performance in controlling
aircraft
[AD-A019852] p0229 H76-25798
Integration of visual and motion cues for




FLIGHT STBESS SUBJECT IBDBI
PLIGHT STBBSS
Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
P0227 H76-25787
Emotional stress and flying efficiency
p0228 H76-25790
I conceptual nodal for operational stress
p0228 H76-25791
FLIGHT STEESS (BIOLOGY)
ST SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
Bioaedical cost of Ion-level flight in a hot
environment
pOOOS A76-11703
Hedical and psychiatric aspects of accident
investigation aviation pathology
pOOOS A76-11707
Soae particulars on the training of aviation
physicians
p0007 A76-11917
Heart rate aonitoring of pilots daring
steep-gradient approaches
p0030 476-13590
Ercretion of catecholanine in pilot trainees
p0035 A76-15753
Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics
p0035 A76-15756
Effects of supersonic flight on the huMan organise
Experiences of an air force medical officer
p0035 A76-15758
Variation of the bioelectrical activity of the
heart in transport aviation flying personnel
after Ion-altitude flights
p0059 A76-16780
Medico-technical provisions for the interaction of
nan with military technology
p0062 A76-17673
Acceleration tolerance of man as Uniting factor
in Banned aeronautics
[ D G L E PAPEB 75-027] p0064 A76-18292
Effec t of a sudden change of time environment on
some circadian rhythms in man
pOOBS A76-19696
Flight-induced changes in human anino acid excretion
p0085 A76-19701
Effect of prolonged flights on the course of
chronic sacrolumbar radiculitis in flying
personnel
pOO.89 A76-20295
Evaluation of the load on a pilot's organism
during agrotechnical flights, on the basis of
physiological studies
p0090 176-20616
Change in the reactivity of the vestibular
analyzer under conditions of hypoxia
p0147 A76-27599
Research on the load on the pilot's organism under
various jet aircraft flight conditions
p0153 A76-28529
Retention of selected physiological indicators in
pilots in the course of agricultural flights
p0153 A76-28530
Research on psychological stress experienced by
pilots while carrying out agricultural flight
missions
p0153 A76-28531
The problen of vibration in aviation related
to aircrew physiological responses
p015U A76-28538
Selected problens in the identification of the
effect of vibrations on the human organisn
p0151 A76-28539
ECG monitoring of heart failure and pilot
load/overload by the-fesla Seat Pad
p0172 A76-28919
The psychophysiological preparation of air crews
p0178 A76-29622
Hethod for determining pilot stress through
analysis of voice communication
p0211 A76-33385
Baking use of the laboratory in aerospace medicine
p0266 A76-38703
tlotes on flight-related psychosyndromes, in
particular phobic syndromes
p0267 A76-38707
Jet lag isn't just a state of mind prolonged
flight effects on circadian dysrhyth&ia
p0272 176-40127
Physiological effects of solar heat load in a
fighter cockpit
p0322 A76-46310
Desynchronization of circadian rhythm of exercise
pulse rate following transmeridian flights
[DLB-FB-74-39] p0053 N76-13738
Specialized physiological studies in support of
manned space flight
[HASA-CB-147498] p0136 B76-19786
Studies on stress in aviation personnel, analysis
and presentation of data derived from a battery
of measurements
p0257 H76-27828
Survey on medical requirements and examination
procedures for the prevention of traumatic and
non-traumatic osteoarthropathies due to flying
activities
p0257 H76-27832
Helmet mounted sights and displays
p0260 H76-27853
FLIGHT TESTS
Physiologic and anti-G suit performance data from
IF-16 flight tests
p0212 A76-37075
Flight research experiments on ride guality
[NASA-CB-1 45984] p0075 U76-14792
Design, development, and fabrication of a
prototype ice pack heat sink subsystem. Flight
experiment physical phenomena experiment chest
[HASA-CB-137768] p0108 H76-16803




Desynchronization of circadian rhythm of exercise
pulse rate following transmeridian flights
[DLB-FB-74-39] p0053 H76-13738
Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0227 H76-25787
FLIGHT TRAIBIHG
ST SPACE FLIGHT TBAIBIHG
Training transfer of a formation flight trainer
to aircraft formation flying
pOOOB A76-12165
Motion sickness questionnaire and field
independence scores as predictors of success in
naval aviation training
p0029 A76-13579
The role of physical preparation in the flight
training process
p0062 A76-17674
A study of'progress in flying performance revealed
from daily check sheets in a Primary Flight
Training course. I - An analysis of instructors'
ratings
p0067 A76-18663
Heasures of attention as predictors of flight
performance
p0128 476-25645
Simulator cockpit motion and the transfer of
initial flight training
p0203 A76-32238
The Air Force takes to the ground aircraft
training simulator technology
p0297 A76-42879
Practice and incentive effects on learner
performance: Aircraft instrument comprehension
task
[AD-A011616] p0016 H76-10726
System performance and student evaluation in a
complex computer based procedural training program
[AD-A013067] p0057 H76-13761
Hultivariate extrapocation of training performance
[AD-A014172] p0081 H76-15789
Computer-aided techniques for providing operator
performance measures
[AD-A014330] p0081 H76-15790
The economy of flight simulators for crew training
exemplified for a Boeing 707 simulator
p0113 H76-1781U
OSAF evaluation of an automated adaptive flight
training system
[AD-A018612] p0222 B76-24899
Experience with electroencephalography in
applicants for flying training 1971 and 1972
p0257 B76-27830
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: Computer image generation
[AD-A022251] p0306 H76-30807
Higher order adaptive training systems
[AD-A023594] p0311 H76-31906
A-82
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Measurement of regional myocardial blood flow in
nan Description and critique of the method using
xenon-133 and a scintillation caiiera
pOOOS A76-12163
Design of an experimental apparatus for the study
of capillary hemodynamics
P0183 A76-31170
An ultrasonic system for Measurement of vessel
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p0090 476-20350
Digital computer simulation study of a real-time
collection, post-processing synthetic focusing
ultrasound cardiac camera
p0091 476-20753
Bole of arterial baroreceptors in mediating
cardiovascular response to exercise
p0091 476-21054
The accuracy of cardiac function indices derived
froB ultrasonic tine-position scans
p0094 476-21604
Construction, simulation, clinical application and
sensitivity analyses of a human left ventricular
control system model
p0096 476-21776
specific changes in the energetics of myocardial
contraction under the influence of thyroxin
pO.120 476-24207
Evaluation of physical working capacity
p0122 476-25172
Electronic stethoscope with frequency' shaping and
infrasonic recording capabilities
p0124 476-25271
Transthoracic adaittance plethysaograph for• •
aeasuring cardiac output
p0127 476-25474
4nalysis of neural aechanisBs for eaotional
changes of the heart's activity
p0128 476-25623
Duration of diastole versus cycle length as
correlates of left ventricular ejection time
p0149 476-27774
Cross-sectional echocardiography in evaluating
patients with discrete snbaortic stenosis
p0151 476-28038
Electrophysiologic effects of procainanide in
subtherapentic to therapeutic doses on huaan
atrioventricular conduction system
p0151 476-28040
Exercise cardiac output following skylab missions
- The second Banned Skylab nission
p0171 476-28905
ECG Bonitoring of heart failure and pilot
load/overload by the Tesla Seat Pad
- p0172 476-28919
Jugular velocity of the QBS loop of the
vectorcardiograB in the normal heart
p0173 476-29181
Device for recognition of polytopic extrasystoles
for electrocardiogram aonitor control systems
p0179 476-30174
Analysis of the cardiovascular system from the
viewpoint of automatic control theory
p0179 476-30175
4natoaical configuration of the His bundle and
handle branches in the human heart
p0201 476-31940
Roninvasive stress testing - Hethodology for
elimination of the phonocardiogram
p0201 476-31941
The measurenent of ventricular function and the
detection of wall lotion abnormalities with high
teaporal resolution ECG-gated scintigraphic
angiocardiography
p0208 476-32669
Computer measurement and representation of the
heart in two and three diaensions
4-90
SUBJECT IHDEI HBAHT BATE
p0211 A76-33448
Analytical methods for quantitative evaluation of
the radiocardiagram
p0212 &76-335U6
Angiocardiography - Past and present
p0215 A76-31532
Action potential of the cardiac cell and the
electrocardiogram
p0232 A76-35902
Studies on left anterior hemiblock - Correlations
between systolic time intervals and orthogonal VCG
p0235 A76-3S931
Determinants
 of ventricular septal motion -
Influence of relative right and left ventricular
size
p0236 A76-36156
A comparative analysis of four protocols for
maximal treadmill stress testing
p0236 A76-36172
Effect of adrenalin and noradrenalin on heart
resistance to hypoxia
p0238 A76-36647
In vitro contractility of the hypertrophied right
ventricle of rats with pulmonary hypertension
due to confinement in 'hypoxic cages'
p0240 A76-36897
High altitude, indigenous origin, and continuous
cardiac monitoring
p0241 A76-3706U
Cardiovascular function during sustained +G/z/
stress
p0269 476-395811
Simultaneous measurement of cardiac output and its
distribution with microspheres in the rat
p0278 A76-41143
Conparison of methods to calculate cardiac 'output
using the C02 rebreathing method
p0291 A76-42058
Mechanical activity of the papillary muscles in
the heart of a rat under high-altitude conditions
p0301 A76-44715
Depressed myocardial function in the goat at high
altitude
p0317 A76-45102
On-line computation of cardiac output with the
thermodilution method, using a digital
minicomputer
p0319 A76-458U2
Neural control of the cardiovascular system and
orthostatic regulation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Basel, Switzerland,
April 21-26, 1975
p0323 A76-46463
. The physiology of orthostatic regulation
p0324 A76-46468
Effects of simulated altitude on 02 transport in
dogs
p0327 A76-47247




Analysis and measurement of the effects of




Heasurement of cardiac output by electrical
impedance at rest and during exercise
p0089 A76-20323
Real-time Doppler imaging for unambiguous
measurement of blood volume flow
p0091 A76-20755
The minute volume of blood circulation and mental
activity
p0128 A76-2562U
Hyocardial interaction between the ventricles
p0317 A76-45103
Estimation of cardiac output by an H2O rebreathing
method in adults and children
p0317 A76-45104
Volume conditioned stimuli affecting salt and
water excretion
[AD-A01269Q] pOOSI H76-13711








Changes in the single-breath nitrogen washout
carve on exposure to 17,600 ft
pOOOS A76-12099
Heart rate monitoring of pilots during
steep-gradient approaches
p0030 A76-13590
Changes of palse rate caused by sonic booms during
sleep
p0035 A76-15696
Bematological alterations and response to acute
hypobaric stress
pOOeO A76-16899
The waveform of diurnal rhythm body
temperature and heart rate chronograms
p0060 A76-16910
Investigation of work load in ATC services - An
experiment by using RAPCON radar simulator
p0067 A76-18665
A bio-feedback technique by use of the heart rate
tachometer device
p0067 A76-18666
Ose of pilot heart rate measurement in flight
evaluation
p0086 A76-1971U
Comparative evaluation of pressure and time
factors in estimating left ventricular performance
p0095 A76-21615
Effects of hypoxia, heat, and humidity on physical
performance
p0095 A76-21616
An inexpensive blood pressure-heart rate computer
for laboratory or teaching use
p0095 A76-21617
Effects of hypoxia on distribution of cardiac
output and organ blood flow in the rabbit -
Regional vascular response to hypoxia
p0096 A76-21836
Detection of cyclic sleep phenomena using
instantaneous heart rate
p0118 A76-23500
Frequency-force relationships of mammalian
ventricular muscle in vivo and in vitro
p0151 A76-27992
Left ventricular performance in coronary artery
disease evaluated with systolic time intervals
and echocardiography
p0151 A76-28037
Lower body negative pressure - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28901
Pre- and postflight systolic time intervals during
LBNP - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28903
Exercise cardiac output following Skylab missions
- The second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28905
Computer characterization of .sinus rhythm
p0172 A76-29180
Sinoventricular conduction in atrial standstill
p0173 A76-29183
Automatic measurement and correction of the mean
cardiocycle period in ECG monitor analysis systems
p0179 A76-30173
Changes in the cardiac rhythm and
sleep-wakefolness cycle following isoproterenol
administration in white rats
p0182 A76-30498
Effects of electrical stimulation of vagal nuclei
in anesthetized and nnanesthetized cats
cardiac response
p0184 A76-31363
Antonomic origin of heart rate fluctuations at the
onset of muscular exercise
p0206 A76-32504
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Cardiovascular adjustments
p0206 A76-32508
Accuracy and beat-to-beat variation in ECG
computer measurements
p0233 A76-35912
Quantitative classification of T-wave
abnormalities in the 7CG Vectorcardiography
p023« A76-35919
A new rhythm classification program applied to
routine electro- and vector-cardiograms
p0234 A76-35922
A-91
HEiET VALVES SUBJECT IIDEI
Sinus arrhythnia and heart rate ID hypertpnic
disease
p0235 A76-35925
Stractors of hemodynamic shifts daring hyporic
hypoxia in dogs with experimental arterial
hypertension
p0237 176-36615
Method for automatic recording of heart rhythm
with the use of standard electronic equipment
p0238 476-36651)
Systolic tile intervals daring *Gz acceleration
p0277 176-40687
Relationships of femoral venous /K+/, /H*/, p sub
O2, osiolality, and /orthophosphate/ with heart
rate, ventilation, and leg blood flow daring
bicycle exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0291 476-42057
Effects of treadmill exercise on the tilling of the
heart and arterial sounds, and the slope of the
brachial arterial poise wave
P0292 476-42224
Reflexes from receptors in the heart
p0323 176-46464
Importance of the nervous system in the initiation
and treatment of cardiac arrhythmias;
Proceedings of the Symposium, University of
California, Davis, Calif., iugnst 17-21, 1975
p0324 176-46686
Central nervous system control of cardiac rhythm
p0325 A76-46687
Automatic neural control of cardiac rhythm - The
role of autonomic imbalance in the genesis of
cardiac dysrhythaia
P0325 A76-46688
Effect of training on the resting heart rate of rats
p0326 476-46811
Effects regaining after withdrawal of long-term
beta-receptor blockade - Reduced heart rate and
altered haemodynanic response to acute
propranolol administration
p0330 476-47774
Sleep-wakefulness determinations from heart rate
data
CAD-4012275] p0023 B76-11716
Desynchronization of circadian rhythm of exercise
pulse rate following transmeridian flights
[DtB-FB-74-39] p0053 H76-13738
Stress, temperature, heart rate, and hibernating
factors in hamsters pathophysiological
conditions resulting from exposure-to zero gravity
[NASA-CB-146665] p0158 H76-20802
Cardiac pacemakers in air transportation
[DLB-IB-004-72/4] p0163 R76-21881
Pilot performance and heart rate during in-flight
use of a compact instrument display
[4D-4021519/4] p0197 H76-23838
Perceived exertion of absolute work daring a
military physical training program
(40-4019118] p0226 B76-25777
& computer prograi to predict energy cost, rectal
temperature, and heart rate response to work,
clothing, and environment
CAD-4020112] p0226 H76-25778
Investigations of the blood vessels elastic
expansion, heart output, and heart rhythm, based
on the measurement of variations in the thoracic
electric impedance
p0257 B76-27834




Valvular heart disease pilot qualification
p0004 476-11474
Sudden interruption of leaflet opening by
ventricular contractions - 4 mechanism of Bitral
regurgitation
p0094 176-21610




Effect of isolated head heating and cooling on
sweating in man
p0029 176-13580
Effect of exercise and thermal stress on plasma
volute
p0059 476-16898
Acclimation processes by daily exercise stints at
temperate conditions followed by short heat
exposures
p0085 176-19703
Effects of hypoxia, heat, and humidity on physical
performance
p0095 476-21616
Adaptive modifications in the therioreqnlatory
system of long-distance runners
p0126 176-25467
4ccliaatization in a hot, humid environnent -
Energy exchange, body temperature, and sweating
p0206 176-32507
Acclimatization in a hot, huaid environment -
Cardiovascular adjustments
p0206 176-32508
Iccliaatization in a hot, huaid environment - Body
fluid adjustments
p0207 176-32509
Potassium losses in sweat under heat stress
p0210 176-33380
Betabolic adaptations in brown adipose tissue of
the hamster in extreme ambient temperatures
p0273 176-40199
Tissue catecholanine levels of the golden hamster
/Hesocricetus anratns/ acclimated to 7, 22 and
34 C
p0278 176-40947
















Effect of neck versus chest cooling on responses
to work in heat
p0206 476-32503













Design, development, and fabrication of a
prototype ice pack heat sink subsystem. Flight
experiment physical phenomena experiment chest
[B4S4-CB-137768] p0108 B76-16803
Fusible heat sink for EV4 thermal control
[B1S1-CB-137769] p0115 B76-17826
BEIT STOB1GE




Heat stroke - 1 review
p0124 176-25267
BEIT TOLEBABCE
Heat metabolism in man under various degrees of
body overheating
p0084 476-19664
Effects of changing levels of glncocorticosteroids
on heat exposure in rabbit
p0183 476-30703
Heat and simulated high altitude - Effects on
biochemical indices of stress and performance
p0211 476-33387
Identification of an apprehension effect on
physiological indices of thermal strain
flight protective clothing evaluation
p0321 476-46307
Respiratory resistance and the endurance of men




Heat stress in indigenous cattle solar
radiation effects on east African zebu cattle
(Bos indicus)
p0019 H76-116U7
Physiological adjustments to environmental factors
[AD-A012061] pOO«8 H76-12722
Increasing the heat tolerance of the human body by
nuscle conditioning
p0100 H76-16738
Predicting the rectal temperature response to heat
stress
[ A D - A 0 1 6 < 4 5 1 ] p0163 H76-21885
Role of physical condition in heat
acclimatization, decay, and reinduction
[AD-A019588] p0226 H76-2577S
dental and perceptual performance in heat
[PB-251U39/6] p0287 1176-29915
HEAT TRABSFBE
HT COHD0CTIVE BEAT TRANSFER
studies of bio-heat transfer in mammals
p0118 A76-23572
Heat and mass transfer in the human respiratory
tract at hyperbaric pressures
[AD-A021116] p0333 N76-32812
BEAT TBAISBISSIOH
HT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
NT HEAT TRANSFER
BEATING
NT RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING




The pitch-heave dynamics of transportation vehicles
p0103 H76-16763
HEAVY COSBIC BAT PEIHABIES




Analysis of human body composition data as related





Test of a model of visual spatial discrimination
and its application to helicopter control
[AD-A018080] p0163 B76-21882




Advanced restraint systems for Army aircraft
p021U A76-31153
An inflatable crewman restraint system for
helicopters
p021t A76-34155




Helicopter flight performance with the AN/PVS-5,





Fractures of the spine in helicopter accidents
(examination of 25 cases)
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1848] p0013 H76-10703
Vertebral fractures in pilots involved in
helicopter accidents
[BAE-LIB-TSANS-185MJ p0100 876-16711
Vehicle for civil helicopter ride quality research
p0102 B76-16760
Pilot performance in a helicopter simulator
[ AD-A0174141] p0108 H76-16798
Comparison of visual performance of monocular and
binocular aviators during VFR helicopter flight
p0137 H76-19793
Aviator performance: Biomedical, physiological,
and psychological assessment of pilots during
extended helicopter flight
p0256 N76-27B27
Helicopter escape and survivability
p0260 H76-27860
HELI08
Effectiveness of a helium oxygen gas mixture
during transverse accelerations
p0038 H76-12617
The effect of hyperbaric oxygen and helium on
virus replication and host pathology
[AD-A018891] p0219 B76-21877
HBLIUB-OIYGEH ATMOSPHERES
Oxygen exchange in the body accompanying
replacement of atmospheric nitrogen by helium
p0099 H76-16731
BELBETS
Cervicocranium and the aviator's protective helmet
hangman-noose-type fractures
pOOOS A76-11710
Helmets and head protection in CF ejections
1967-1973 helmet loss versus air speed and Q
force
pOOOS A76-11711
Head-coupled display visual design considerations
p0029 A76-13581
Visor system materials for aluminized firemen's
hoods. Report no. 1: Problem identification
[AD-A011120] p0025 N76-11731
Binocular rivalry in helmet-mounted display
applications
[AD-A013838] p0078 N76-11I810
Review of the operational efficacy of USAF flight
helmets in crash and escape environments
[AD-A011263] p0082 N76-15795
Effect of proposed B-1 protective smoke hood on
visual psychomotor performance
[AD-A015733] p013« N76-18795
Rind tunnel tests of a USAF flight helmet and loss
preventer
[AD-A015731] p0134 N76-18796
Design of an optical link for a side-mounted
helmet display using off-the-shelf lenses
[AD-A018332] p0223 N76-2U906
Mechanics of head protection <
p0259 H76-27850
Helmet mounted sights and displays
p0260 N76-27853
A human factors engineering compatibility
assessment of the DH-132 Helmet, Combat Vehicle
Crew«an (CVC)
[AD-A020150] p0334 H76-328U5
Computer modeling of the body-head-helmet system,
volume 1
[AD-A023785] p0336 N76-33817
Computer modeling of the body-head-helmet system.
Volume 2: Finite element coordinates and




Blood viscosity in man following decompression -
Correlations with hematocrit and venous gas emboli
p0289 A76-41507
HBHATOLOGT
Hematological alterations and response to acute
hypobaric stress
p0060 A76-16899
Fibrinolytic and hemostatic changes during and
after maximal exercise in males
p0124 A76-25U5U
Hematology and immunology studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28907
Biochemistry and hematology of decompression
sickness - A case report
p02«2 A76-37073
Hematologic changes in man during decompression -
Relations to overt decompression sickness and
bubble scores
p0290 A76-U1517
Changes in blood enzyme activity and hematology of
rats with decompression sickness
p0321 176-116306
Hematology and immunology studies
pOO»2 N76-12678
Scanning electron microscopy of the lymphocyte
transformation in vitro by the phytohemagglntinin
[HASA-TT-F-16694] p0045 H76-12702
Changes in the biochemical indicators of the blood










Erytbropoietic properties of the plasma in
hypodynamia
p0085 176-19698
Borphogenesis of the early stages of the
. restoration of hemopoiesis in the spleen of
irradiated lice following bone lartov transplant
p0120 176-24199
BBHATOPOIETIC SISTEH
Effect of oxygen-vitamin complex on indices of
blood formation in an irradiated organism
p0238 176-36653
Space flight effects on the hemopoietic fauction
of bone marrow of the rat
p0269 176-39583
BEHODYHAHIC BBSPOHSES
Effects of age on responses to isometric exercise
- Isometric handgrip in noninvasive screening
for cardiovascular disease
p0003 176-11449
Biventricular dynamics daring gaantitated
anteroseptal infarction in the porcine heart
pOOOS A76-12162
Measurement of regional myocardial blood flow in
•an Description and critigue of the method using
xenon-133 and a scintillation camera
pOOOB 176-12163
Investigation of normalization of responses of the
circulatory system disturbed by accelerations
p0061 476-17010
Cardiovascular effects of long-term cigarette
smoking and nicotine administration
p0065 476-18382
Computation of some hemodynanic indices daring
functional tests with the use of a
general-purpose minicomputer
p0067 176-18713
Radiometric identification technique for
evaluating dynamic parameters of the heart and
vascular system
p0067 176-18714
Lymph flow daring stimulation of vasomotor
structures in the hypothalamus and the medulla
oblongata
p0085 176-19699
Heasarement of cardiac output by electrical
impedance at rest and during exercise
p0089 176-20323
Circulatory response to acute hypobaric hypoxia in
conscious dogs
p0093 176-21105
effects of drugs on the negative /backflow/
component of velocity patterns in the dog aorta
henodynamic responses to vasoactive agents
p0094 176-21606
Effects of hypoxia on distribution of cardiac
output and organ blood flow in the rabbit -
Regional vascular response to hypoxia
p0096 176-21836
Effects of water immersion to the neck on
pulmonary circulation and tissue volume in man
p0125 176-25455
Effects of hypocapnia and hypocapnic alkalosis on
cardiovascular function
p0125 176-25460
Central circulation daring exercise after
venesection and re&ofusion of red blood cells
p0126 176-25465
1 square-pulse flow method for measuring
characteristics of the arterial bed
p0127 176-25470
Reflex and mechanical circulatory effects of
graded Valsalva maneuvers in normal man
p0127 176-25471
The effect of vitamin E on platelet aggregation
p0145 176-26667
Exercise cardiac oatput following Skylab missions
- The second Banned Skylab mission
p0171 176-28905
• .Circulatory effects of prolonged hypoxia before
and daring antihistamine
p0180 176-30370
Changes in hemodynamic indices ander conditions of
hemodilntion induced by transfusion of blood
substitute geossen after acute hemorrhage
p0237 176-36639
Structure of hemodynamic shifts during hypoxic
hypoxia in dogs with experimental arterial
hypertension
p0237 176-36645
Biochemistry and hematology of decompression
sickness - 1 case report
p0242 176-37073
Verification of henostasis disorders in air force
personnel
p0267 176-38705
Systolic time intervals daring +Gz acceleration
p0277 176-40887
Simultaneous measurement of cardiac output and its
distribution with microspheres in the rat
p0278 176-41143
Energetics of isometric exercise in man
p0297 176-42799
Respiratory, circulatory, and ECG changes daring
acute exposure to high altitude
p0297 176-42800
Hechanisms of temperature regulation in
heat-acclimated hamsters
p0317 176-45100
Hyocardial interaction between the ventricles
p0317 176-45103
Effect of seguential anti-G suit inflation on
pulmonary capillary blood flow in man
p0321 176-46304
Role of cardiovascular receptors in the control of
1DH release Inti-Diuretic Hormone
p0323 176-46466
Alterations on orthostatic tolerance after
myocardial infarction and in congestive heart
failure
p0324 176-46471
Renal hemodynamics and renal 02 uptake daring
hypoxia in the anesthetized rabbit
p0329 176-47739
Effects remaining after withdrawal of long-term
beta-receptor blockade - Reduced heart rate and
altered haemodynamic response to acute
propranolol administration
p0330 176-47774
Some hemodynamic indices at high altitude at rest
and after intense physical exercise
[H1S1-TT-F-16639] p0022 H76-11710
Erythropoietic properties of plasma in hypodynamia
[HAS1-TT-P-17019] p0197 B76-23836
BEHODTI1BTCS
Pathological-anatomical studies involving vascular
stenoses
p0007 176-11874
Hemodynamic indicators in air personnel of varying
ages
p0007 176-11920
Changes in peripheral vessels tone during acute
hypoxia
p0009 176-12301
Multichannel rheograph with linear conversion
characteristic and demodulation of pulsed blood
filling at minimum probe current
p0010 176-12305
Mathematical modeling of cerebral blood
circulation and gas exchange Russian book
p0033 176-14999
Total and regional cerebral blood flow during
moderate and severe exercise in miniature swine
p0095 176-21614
Effect of infra-aortic balloon counterpalsation on
the motion and perfusion of acutely ischemic
myocardium - In experimental echocardiographic
study
p0173 176-29199
Optical systems for the study of the hemodynamics
in living capillaries
p0183 176-31168
Design of an experimental apparatus for the study
of capillary hemodynamics
p0183 176-31170
Physioal properties of blood and their influence
on blood-flow measurement
p0205 176-32288
P-wave abnormalities in right and left ventricular
overload - Electrocardiographic and hemodynamic
correlations
p0235 176-35924
An objective determination of /*/G-sub z
acceleration tolerance
[IIP P1PEB 76-034] p0320 176-46034
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Polarographic measurement of local cerebral blood





The effect of low intensity ailliaetric radiation
on the ganaa resonance of the hemoglobin spectra*
p0120 476-24197
effect of physical loads on morphological and
biochenical blood indices
p0238 A76-36652
Red cell heaoglobin, hydrogen ion and electrolyte
concentrations daring exercise in'trained and
untrained subjects
p0326 A76-46809




Changes in hemodynaaic indices under conditions of
heaodilntion induced by transfusion of blood
substitute geossen after acute hemorrhage
p0237 476-36639
Cardiac pathology associated with high sustained





Fibrinolytic and hemostatic changes during and
after maximal exercise in Bales
p0124 476-251511
Verification of hemostasis disorders in air force
personnel
p0267 476-38705
















Enzymes in heterogeneous systens
p0281 N76-28804
BBOBISTIC METHODS




Stress, temperature, heart rate, and hibernating
factors in hamsters pathophysiological
conditions resulting fro* exposure to zero gravity
[NASA-CR-146665] p0158 H76-20802
HIEB4BCBIES
Hierarchical level and leadership style: On the
resolution of a contradiction
[AD-AO13353] p0057 B76-13766
BIGB ALTITUDE
Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented
with CO2 at high altitude
[4D-A019119] p0226 H76-25776
HIGH ALTITODE BBEATHIIG
Sustained venoconstriction in lan supplemented
with C02 at high altitude
p0090 A76-20324
Intracardial bubbles during decompression to
altitude in relation to decompression sickness
in man
p0092 A76-21401
Circulatory response to acute hypobaric hypoxia in
conscious dogs
p0093 476-21105
Limiting factors to oxygen transport on Hount
Everest
p0205 A76-32502
Belative role of environmental and genetic factors
in respiratory adaptation to high altitude
p0209 A76-32958
Interface characteristics of oxygen regulators
p0295 476-42629
Hypoxia - Acceptable limits and its prevention
p0295 476-42632
Seat counted oxygen regulator systems
p0296 A76-42643
Respiratory, circulatory, and ECG changes during
acute exposure to high altitude
p0297 A76-42800
Hechanical activity of the papillary muscles in
the heart of a rat under high-altitude conditions
p0301 A76-44715
HIGH ALTITUDE EBVIBOHBEITS
Effect of altitude exposure on platelets
pOOOS 476-12098
Changes in the single-breath nitrogen washout
curve on exposure to 17,600 ft
pOOOS 476-12099
Biochemical aspects of acclimatization of man to
high altitude stress
p0010 476-12475
Effect of active acclimation to Pamir Highlands on
endurance and physical loads
p0182 476-30497
High altitude, indigenous origin, and continuous
cardiac monitoring
p0241 476-37064
Depressed myocardial function in the goat at high
altitude
p0317 A76-45102
Intravascular bubbles associated vith intravenous
injections and altitude
p0322 A76-46311
Some hetodynamic indices at high altitude at rest





HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS ' .
Variations in psychoaotor efficiency during'
prolonged stay at high altitude
p0009 A76-12244




Course on High Energy Radiation Dosimetry and
Protection, 1st, International School of
Radiation Damage and Protection, Erice, Italy,
October 1-10, 1975, Proceedings
p0265 476-38343
The biological effects of high-energy radiation
p0265 476-38347
HIGH FBEQUBHCIES
Determination of power absorption in man exposed
to high freguency electromagnetic fields by
thermographic measurements on scale models
p0292 476-42314
Neural coding of high-frequency tones
[NAS4-TH-I-3374] p0158 N76-20801
HIGH GRAVITY (4CCBLBBATIOH)
0 HIGH GR4VITT ENVIBONSENTS
HIGH GRAVITY EBVIBOBBESTS
Changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high +G/Z/ stress
p0269 476-39580
Hypergravity effects on normal and avnlsed
developing avian radii
p0289 476-41510
Accumulative effects of 2 weeks' exposure to a 2-G
hypergravity state and estrogen treatment upon
intact and fractured radii of young female birds
p0289 A76-41511
Catapult dynamics in an environment of high
acceleration high G ejection seat design
p0295 A76-42636
The physiology of high G protection
p0260 N76-27861
HIGH PBESSUBE
Effects of very high pressure on organic and
biological systems
p0037 N76-12635
Biochemical indices of stress
[AD.-A012490] p0054 H76.-13742
The influence of increased nitrogen tensions on




HIGH PEESSDBE OXYGEN SUBJECT IN DEI
Boric capacity and cardiovascular adjustments of
non-diving mammals in hyperbaric environment
[AD-A014007] p0074 H76-14783
The veatibular apparatus under water and in
compressed gas environments: Abstracts of
translated studies
[AD-A015626] p0139 H76-19805
The effect of hyperbaric oxygen and helium on
virus replication and host pathology
[AD-40188911] p0219 N76-24877




Electrochemical oxygen concentrator as an oxygen
compressor
tNASA-CB-137689] p0051 N76-12740
Effects of long tern hyperbaric oxygen exposure on
lung tissue: An nltrastrnctnral evaluation
p030« H76-30794
HIGH SPEED






D BAPID IBANSIT SYSIEflS
HIGB VOLTAGES
Biological effects of high voltage electric
fields: state-of-the-art review and program plan
[PB-247454/2] p0190 N76-22898
Biological effects of high voltage electric










Signal dispersion within a hippocampal neural
network
p0117 A76-22411
Beural activity of the hippocampus in certain
types of behavior
p0119 A76-23844
Effect of low-frequency electrical stimulation of
the caudate nucleus on the cortical electrical
activity and the wakefulness-sleep cycle
p0149 A76-27920
Effects of mevinphos /Phosdrin/ on unit discharge
patterns in avian hippocampus




Anatomical configuration of the His bundle and
bundle branches in the human heart
p0201 A76-31940
HISIABIIBS




Histopathological pulmonary changes occurring in
rats with prolonged exposure to- 100 per cent
oxygen at one atmosphere* I
p0067 A76-18664






Biological balance of sodium and potassium - A
control system with oscillating correcting
variable
p0154 A76-28621
Thermal homeostasis in rats after
intrahypothalamic injections of 6-hydroxydopamine
p0186 A76-31923
Humoral-hormonal mechanisms of adaptation of the
human organism to athletic activity
p0301 A76-44542
HOHEOTHEBaS
Studies of bio-heat transfer in manmals
p0118 A76-23572
Hnscular heat production in warm-blooded animals
p0150 A76-27947
HOBHOSE BETABOLISBS
Thyroid hormone-induced changes in body
temperature and metabolism during exercise in dogs
p0084 A76-19589
Mechanisms of thermogenic action of noradrenalin
in cold adaptation
p0084 A76-19665
Effect of noradrenalin on the central control of
thermoregnlation associated with temperature
adaptation
p0084 A76-19666
The gastrin antibody /IgG/ in the blood of healthy
humans and animals
p0090 A76-204S8
Physical effort and the metabolic and hormonal
effects of training
p0147 A76-27616
Hetabolic and endocrine studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28911
Effects of changing levels of glucocorticosteroids
on heat exposure in rabbit
p0183 A76-30703
Prolactin, thyrotropin, and growth hormone release
during stress associated with parachute jumping
p0211 A76-33386
Bole of thyroid and adrenal medulla hormones in
thermoregnlation reactions
p0237 A76-36640
Functional state of adrenal cortex of rats after
cooling in the hermetically sealed chamber and
during adaptation to cooling
p0237 A76-36641
Changes in glucose, insulin, and growth hormone
levels associated with bedrest
p02«1 A76-37062
Physiology of emotion Bussian book
p0268 A76-39207
Hetabolic and hormonal mechanisms of mineral
metabolic adaptation to induced hypokinetics in
rats
p0289 A76-41514
Biological rhythms and endocrine function Book
p0293 A76-42396
Sympathetic neural control of indoleamine
metabolism in the rat pineal gland
p0293 A76-42398
Humoral-hormonal mechanisms of adaptation of the
human organism to athletic activity
p0301 A76-44542
Metabolic effects of prolonged restriction of











Emotional stress and brain limbic system
p0065 A76-18551
Effect of ethyl alcohol on ionic calcium and
prolactin in man
p0289 A76-41508
Beflexes from receptors in the heart
p0323 A76-46464
Bole of cardiovascular receptors in the control of
ADH release Anti-Diuretic Hormone
p0323 A76-46466
The limbic system of the brain, emotional stress
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Intellectual and perceptual mental factors
p0036 A76-15761
Psychophysiological investigation of group
interaction
p0060 476-16906
Dynamic behaviour of man in case of difficult
controlled elements and deterministic disturbances
p0169 A76-288U6
Behavioral data in the design of aircrew training
devices
p0203 A76-32239
Behavioral taxonomy of undergraduate pilot
training tasks and skills
p0203 A76-32240
Motivational problems in candidate pilots
p0267 476-38706
notes on flight-related psychosyndromes, in
particular phobic syndromes
p0267 A76-38707
Physiology of emotion Russian book
p0268 A76-39207
Beurophysiological approach to the analysis of
behavior in a species Russian book
p0294 A76-425IH
Conditioned reflex as a technique for studying
complex forms of motivation in man
p0294 A76-42543
Correlation of characteristics or perceptive
activity in emotion-evoking situations of
different types and some personality traits
p0294 i76-»254U
Short-term and long term memory - Validity of
division and organization in time
p0300 A76-KU538
The skin galvanic response as an indicator of
changes in psychic state
p0300 A76-H4539
The effect of writing and reading habits and of
handedness on the asymmetry of visual perception
p0326 A76-46805
The theoretical and experimental analysis of
retroactive and ecphorical inhibition
p0326 A76-U6807
Effects on the information processing capacity
which are obtained by taking into account the
subjective organization
p0326 A76-46808
Attitudes on en route air traffic control training
and work: A comparison of recruits initially
trained at the PAA academy and recruits
initially trained at assigned centers
[AD-A013343/9] p0056 H76-13759
Hierarchical level and leadership style: On the
resolution of a contradiction
[AD-A013353] p0057 H76-13766
Biological correlates of cognitive, sensory and
motor abilities
[AD-A013616] p0076 H76-14797
A model of human cognitive behavior in writing




Biocybernetic factors in human perception and memory
[NASA-CB-146557] p0160 N76-20823




An evaluation of results of ergoaetric studies
rBASA-TT-P-166iH] p0022 1176-11711
Physiologic responses to water immersion in man:
A compendium of research
[SASA-TB-X-3308] p0132 H76-18781
The organization of voluntary movement:
Heuropbysiological mechanisms in human
beings and higher animals
CHASA-TT-F-16871] p0162 H76-21875
Badiological protection: 3. Technical
recommendations for the use of
thermolnminescence for dosimetry in individual
monitoring for photons and electrons from
external sources radiation protection for
human beings
[EOR-5358E] p0162 N76-21878
Nitrons oxide and tremor
t*D-A0177i»8] p0163 S76-218B4
Effects of alteration of spatial frequency content
of complex scenes on human visual scan patterns
imaging techniques using optical data
processing
[AD-A01985U] p0225 H76-25768
Preliminary results of an experiment on human
chronobiology and neurobiology in a subterranean
environment. 1: Life on a bicircadian rhythm
(P. Englender). 2: Life in continuous light
(J. Chabert). Longitudinal analysis and
computer correlation of neurologic,
psychological and physiologic data collected in
beyond-time cave experiments from 1968-1969
[KASA-TT-F-15499] p0258 H76-27838
HOIIAH BOOT
Responses to load disturbances in human shoulder
muscles - The hypothesis that one component is a
pulse test information signal
pOOCM A76-10480
Study of the propagation of vibrations along the
human hip bone
p0012 A76-12560
Vertical mode human body vibration transmissibility
p0089 A76-20123
Influence of stochastic excitations on the human
body
p0128 A76-25642
Modeling of certain thermophysical processes in
the human body
p014il A76-26231
The problem of vibration in aviation related
to aircrew physiological responses
p0154 A76-28538
Selected problems in the identification of the





Simplified body-composition analysis using
deuterium dilution and deuteron
photodisintegration
p0289 A76-UJ513
Comparison of the subjective intensity of
sinusoidal, aultifreguency, and random
whole-body vibration
p0290 A76-U1516
Induced electromagnetic field and absorbed power
density inside a human torso
p0326 A76-16790
Application of cabin atmosphere monitors to rapid
screening of breath samples for the early
detection of disease states
[HASA-CH-141(5118] p0022 H76-11713
A simulation of the human shoulder recoil from
rocket launchers
[AD-A012174] p0023 N76-11718
Method for computing the thickness of tissue in
determining deep doses in a phantom-dummy
p0039 H76-12653
Computer optimization of cochlear design parameters
[AD-A012988] pOOSU H76-13743
The rhythmic cycles in man
[AD-A013853] p0074 H76-14782
In Vivo measurement of human body composition
during continuous bed rest
[HASA-CB-146223] p0101 H76-16748
Automated analysis of biological rhythms in the
human electroencephalogram
p0109 N76-17784
Physiological effects of noise human reactions
of human body
p0111 H76-17797
Physiological responses due to noise in
inhabitants around Munich airport aircraft
noise effects on human body
p0111 H76-17799
Nitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man.-
Plying Personnel Research Committee
CAD-A015133] p0111 H76-17801
Development of an improved computer model of the
human body and extremity dynamics
[AD-A014816] p0115 H76-17832
Zero liquid carryover whole-body shower vortex
liquid/gas separator
[HASA-CH-147500] p0133 H76-18790
Low-speed aerodynamic forces and moments acting on
the human body
[AD-A015801 ] p0139 H76-19808
A mathematical model of the human spine and its
application to the cervical spine
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p0197 N76-23833
Analysis of human body composition data as related
to height and age
[AD-A0183SO] p0220 H76-2U883
Anditable program of compliance with ALAP
[OHI-SA-15] p0224 H76-25764
An analysis of lotor function and control in the
human nervous system
[AD-A020098] p0225 H76-25772
Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented
with C02 at high altitude
[AD-A019119] . p0226 H76-25776
Weightlessness
p0207 H76-26817
Betabolism of Sr-90 and of other elements in man,
July 1, 1974 - June 30, 1975
' . [COO-1231-101] p0251 H76-26852
Dynamic characteristics of human motor performance
in control systems computer techniques and
computerized simulation applied to the study of
the central nervous system
[AD-A020662] p0259 H76-27843
Research on construction of a statistical model
for predicting impact acceleration injury
tiD-1021669] p0285 876-29901
Simulation of human body response to crash loads
P0331 H76-32362
Beat and mass transfer in the human respiratory
tract at hyperbaric pressures
[AD-A021146] p0333 H76-32842
HOHAB CBIIBIFOGBS
Gas exchange in man during combined *G/z/
acceleration and exercise
p0180 476-30368
Bradycardia induced by negative acceleration
p0210 A76-33377
HOHAS BRGIIBBBIIG
0 BOBAH FACTOBS ENGINEERING
HOHAR FACTOBS BIGIBBBBISG
The application of conductive cooling to human
operators
pOOOS A76-12164
Buman aspects of observation outside the space cabin
in-flight astronaut visual operative capacity
pOOiO A76-12481
Future flight deck design
pO033 A76-15410
Medico-technical provisions for the. interaction of
man with military technology
p0062 A76-17673
Engineering anthropometry methods Book
p0063 A76-18075
Informational problems in flight ergonomy
p0090 A76-20615
Criteria for the collocation of instrunents in the
cockpit
p0120 A76-24241
The human factor and the automation of ATC systems
p0121 A76-24279
Hethods of engineering-psychological
investigations in aviation Bnssian book
p0128 A76-25567
Adaptation reactions of workers in ergonoaic field
studies of information processing work potentials
p0147 A76-27094
A new pilot head up display - Bedical and
physiological considerations
p0148 A76-27623
Some topics in aviation ergonomy
p0152 A76-28527
Psychological aspects of the* human role in an
aircraft in the liyht of the development of
aviation
p0152 A76-28528
Determination of the degree of required human
• motor activity when operating in a sitting
position
p0154 A76-28537
Anthropometric data for design
p0154 A76-28553
Determination of the spatial compass of the upper
extremities
p015ii A76-28554
Considerations in modeling the human supervisory
controller '
p0169 A76-28843
Effect of color on pilot performance and transfer
functions using a full-spectrum, calligraphic,
color display system •
p0178 A76-29497
Systems approach in the study of
man-machine-environment systems
p0179 A76-30171
Human factor and hardware design considerations
for passenger protection in high speed crashes
p0180 A76-30261
Human factors in our expanding technology;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Beeting,
Dallas, Tex., October 14-16. 1975
p0201 A76-32226
Training devices - Physical versus psychological
simulation departures from fidelity with
real world
p0201 A76-32227
The function description inventory as a human
factors tool in evaluating system effectiveness
in operational environments for weapon systems
p0203 A76-32237
Criterion referenced measures of technical
proficiency in maintenance activities
p0204 A76-32245
Three-dimensional profiles of movements of human
body joint centers anthropometric data for
aircraft cockpit design
p0204 A76-32246
Estimating the amount of eye movement data
required for panel design and instrument placement
p0215 A76-34425
Spacelab environmental control/life support
system-design safety
p0231 A76-35897
Effect of pre-adapting spectral stimuli on visual
responses aircrew reactions to cockpit
display design
p0269 176-39582
A study of handling quality assessment in manual
control system
p0271 A76-39850
Engineering psychology Bussian book
p0291 A76-42011
Elements of the theory of man-machine systems
Bnssian book
p0291 476-42021
Organization of work - Psychophysioloqical
problems of monitoring and control Bussian
book
p0291 A76-42044
An advanced capability microphone for oxygen
breathing mask
p0295 A76-42630
Air bag protection for the co-pilot/gunner in the
Cobra
p0295 A76-42633
An inflight monitor for aircraft cockpit/cabin
environments
p0296 A76-42641
A photo-computer technique for design and-analysis
of personal protective equipment
p0297 A76-42645
The design-induced part of the human error problem
in aviation
p0297 A76-42906
Human engineering considerations in the evaluation
of diving equipment
[AD-A011680] ' p0014 876-10709
The transition of experienced pilots to a
frequency-separated aircraft attitude display:
A flight experiment
[AD-A001808] ,p0017 H76-10730
Designing for muscular strength of various
populations
[AD-A011537] pOOIS 1176-10737
A simulation of the human shoulder recoil from
rocket launchers
[AD-A012174] p0023 H76-11718
The analysis of the pilot's cognitive and decision
processes
[HASA-CB-145739] p0024 H76-11722
Human factors in general aviation
p0037 B76-11999
Flight research experiments on ride quality
[HASA-CB-145984] p0075 S76-14792
Beal ear attenuation of personal ear protective
devices worn in industry
p0077 H76-14803
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Passenger comfort daring terminal-area flight
Maneuvers
[HASA-CR-146077] pOOSO N76-15781
Influence of various acceleration environments on
the ability to activate controls for emergency
devices
[AD-A014545] p0081 N76-15787
The amounts of moisture emitted fro* the eyes and
periorbital areas human factors engineering
of goggles
[AD-A014923] p0112 H76-17807
Visual performance under monochromatic
illumination and scotopic vision conditions
tAD-A016790] p0132 N76-18786
A tactile paging system for deaf-blind people,
phase 1 human factors engineering of
bioinstrumentation
[NASA-CR-137816] p0133 H76-18792
Concept design and alternate arrangements of
orbiter aid-deck habitability features
[HASA-CR-147495] p0140 N76-19815
Quantification and prediction of human
performance: Sequential task performance
reliability and time
[AD-A017333] p0160 H76-20818
Design option decision tree, a method for
systematic analysis of design problems and
integration of human factors data
[AD-A016418] p0165 N76-21898
RANHOD 1975, human internal models and
scene-perception models
[AD-A017762] p0166 1176-21904
Research on the recognition and analysis of
complex and dynamic imagery
CAD-A018074] p0166 H76-21906
Psychophysical relationships characterizing human
response to whole-body sinusoidal vertical
vibration
(NASA-TN-D-8188] p0221 H76-24894
DSAF evaluation of an automated adaptive flight
training system
[AD-A018612] p0222 N76-24899
Development of ride comfort criteria for mass
transit systems
[HASA-CR-147962] p0223 H76-24903
Thernal comfort factors, concepts and definitions
for human clothing
[AD-A019589] p0226 N76-25779
Ergonomic models of human performance: Source
materials for the analyst
[AD-A020086] p0227 H76-25781
Higher mental functioning in operational
environments
[AGARD-CP-181] p0227 H76-25782





tsetabolic energy expenditure and terrain




Fourth Advanced Operational Aviation Hedicine Course
[ AGARD-B-642 ] p0259 N76-27816
Hechanics of head protection
p0259 H76-27850
Dimensions of performance assessment and skill
development
[AD-A021100] p0262 N76-278711
Living and working in space
[HASA-TT-P-17075] p0262 H76-27879
Air passenger comfort. A study about comfort in
general and for air passengers in particular
model for aircraft designers
[FOK-K-66A]
 P0263 H76-27882
Evaluation of self-contained anthropomorphic dummy
data acguisition system
[P8-250722/6] p0283 H76-28824
Prediction of passenger ride guality in a
mnltifactor environment
[NASA-TH-X-73945] p0305 H76-30804
A system for the description and classification of
movement behaviour
[PB-251337/2] p0306 H76-30806
Human factors engineering and technical progress
[HASA-TT-P-16931] p0306 H76-30811
A human factors engineering compatibility




Results from the EPL monkey-pod flight experiments
conducted aboard the NASA/Ames CV-990, Hay 1976
[HASA-CR-1 48737] p0303 H76-30789
BOHAH PATHOLOGI
Comments on fire toxicity
pOOO? A76-10823
A bibliography of published information on
combustion toxicology
p0002 A76-10825
Cardiomyopathy - The frequently forgotten mimic:
Clinical and open-chest myocardial biopsy studies
pOOOS A76-11705
Error and artefact in post mortem toxicological
analysis aviation autopsy material
contamination
p0006 A76-11715
Application of radioimmunoassay techniques in
support of toxicologic investigations of
aircraft accidents
p0006 A76-11719
Coronary artery disease and preventive cardiology
in aviation medicine
p0007 A76-11720
Pathological-anatomical studies involving vascular
stenoses
p0007 A76-11874
Cardiac injuries in aircraft occupants resulting
from aircraft accidents
p0029 A76-13588
Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics
p0035 A76-15756
Effects of supersonic flight on the human organism
Experiences of an air force medical officer
p0035 A76-15758
Comparative examinations concerning the fatty
change in the liver cells of pilots
p0059 A76-16776
Artificial stable functional connections as a
means of forming long-term memory matrices in
man /Contribution to long-term memory theory/
p0061 A76-16912
On estimation of external respiration function
efficiency under extensive affections of lung
tissue and hypoxia in people
p0066 A76-18553
Determination of regional pulmonary mechanics
using a scintillation camera
p0123 A76-25260
Heat stroke - A review
p0124 A76-25267
Pathology of the peripheral vestibular system in
the human
p0175 A76-29289
Baking use of the laboratory in aerospace medicine
p0266 A76-38703
Verification of hemostasis disorders in air force
personnel
p0267 A76-38705
Changes in clinical cardiologic measurements
associated with high +G/z/ stress
p0269 A76-39580
Psychical disturbances in cases of burns caused by
electric current
p0274 A76-40344
General regularities in the adaptation of man to
high-altitude climate
p0300 A76-U4540
X-ray investigation in aviation and space medicine
[NASA-TT-P-804] p0014 H76-10765
The pathophysiology of decompression sickness: An
overview with emphasis on plasma and lipid changes
JAD-A011153] p0014 S76-10711
Evaluation of early recognition of viral
infections in man using specific gravity of
lymphocytes
[HASA-CR-144559] p0022 B76-11712
Chronic toxicity of JP-4 jet fuel
[AD-A011860] p0048 H76-12721
Tissue oxygen tension and the intracellnlar
oxidation-reduction state
[AD-A012735] p0054 H76-13744
Hedical applications of hybrid computer
controlled CRT display system
p0165 H76-21896
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Copper-metabolism, particularly in relation to
Wilson's and Henkes1 diseases Cu-6<t loading
tests for Cu metabolism carves in norsal
controls and patients
[IRI-133-75-12] p0188 H76-22881
Bethods for the detection of disturbances in the
living body clinical medicine and human
pathology, urine tests for mercury (metal) , lead
(•etal), and cadmiua
[BLL-BTS-9632] p0196 H76-23828




Perception and extrapolation of velocity and
acceleration
pOOOl A76-10719
Two-point flnorophotoaeter for the hanan ocular
fnndus
p0003 176-11119
Bioaedical cost of low-level flight in a hot
environment
pOOOS A76-11703
Analysis of hunan factors in aircraft accidents
pOOOS A76-11709
Backward recognition Basking huian
psychoacoast ics
p0010 A76-12337
Intermodal transfer in temporal discriaination
of visual and acoustic stiauli duration
pOOlO A76-12447
Hechanisa of the visual perception of motion
p0028 A76-13546
Processing of information about location in brief
visual displays
p0032 A76-14499
Psychophysical efficiency of specialist personnel
in military aviation following prolonged
exposure to high-intensity noise
p0036 A76-1S760
Locus of short-ten visual storage
p0059 A76-15994
A reappraisal of artificial signals as an aid to a
visual nonitoring task
p0059 A76-16423
Limits concerning sensorial information processing
in Ban
[DGLB PAPEB 75-025] p0064 A76-18290
A study of progress in flying performance revealed
from daily check sheets in a Primary Flight
Training course. I - An analysis of instructors'
ratings
p0067 A76-18663
Interheaispheric interaction during perception of
visual stiauli in man
p0119 A76-23842
Evaluation of physical working capacity
p0122 A76-25172
Ethnic variations in psychological performance
under altitude stress
p0123 A76-25262
Comparison of seven performance measures in a
time-delayed manipulation task with Bancho
arm using minicomputer-based data taker
p0146 476-26815
Dynamic characteristics of alcohol-impaired human
controllers
p0169 A76-28844
Laboratory investigation of biorhythms1
information processing reaction time in humans
p0172 A76-28915
Review of the effects of infrasound on man
p0172 A76-28916
Comparison between a peripheral display and motion
information on human tracking about the roll axis
p0177 A76-29485
Determinants of performance improvement in
training under time-sharing conditions
p0202 A76-32236
Criterion referenced measures of technical
proficiency in maintenance activities
p0204 A76-32245
Effect of neck versus chest cooling on responses
to work in heat
p0206 A76-32503
Autonoaic origin of heart rate fluctuations at the
onset of muscular exercise
p0206 A76-32504
The perceptual basis of londness ratio judgments
p0207 A76-32635
The stability of the sigma sleep spindle
p0209 A76-32875
Signal complexity, response complexity, and signal
specification in vigilance for auditory
monitoring task
p0209 A76-33370
Beat and simulated high altitude - Effects on
biochemical indices of stress and performance
p0211 A76-33387
Sonic-booa-startle effects during siaulated and
actual automobile-driving tests
p0212 A76-33566
Human and nonhuaan operators in aanual control
systems
p0241 A76-37067
Anxiety and performance - A study concerning the
prediction of predictability
p0268 A76-395U9
Structure and properties of a single channel in
the human visual system
p0270 A76-39683
Effect of information feedback upon intertrial
consistency of time judgment
p0279 A76-41322
Effect of background constraint on visual search
times
p0298 A76-43358
Gradient detection and contrast transfer by the
human eye
p0299 A76-44042
An experimental study of geometric properties of
the visual space
p0299 A76-44043
Pursuit eye aoveaents and visual localization
p0316 A76-44745
Stimulus density limits the useful field of view
p0316 A76-44746
Imagery, affective arousal and memory consolidation
p0319 A76-45773
Seven design methods for psychophysiological
variables
p0326 A76-46806
Proceedings of the Undersea Hedical Society
Workshop (8th) on the Strategy for Future Diving
to Depths Greater than 1,000 feet
[AD-AOI1456] p0015 H76-10719
SEEK7AL project IA1: Effects of color and
brightness contrast on target acquisition
[AD-A011547] p0016 H76-10724
Practice and incentive effects on learner
performance: Aircraft instrument comprehension
task
[AD-A011616] p0016 1176-10726
Effects of colored lenses on visual performance
[AD-A011572] p0017 H76-10728
The effects of extended missions on the
performance of airborne coaaand and control teams
[AD-A011549] p0017 N76-10729
Human force capabilities for operating aircraft
controls at 1, 3, and 5 GZ
[AD-A011545] p0018 H76-10739
Laboratory assessment of the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggle for infrared reconnaissance
[AD-A011053] p0018 N76-10740
Vision from a moving car (no.1)
[HASi-TT-F-16638] p0022 N76-11709
The effect of time sharing on the performance of
information processing tasks: A feedback
control analysis
[AD-A012023] p0024 876-11724
SiBultaneous processing of bisensory information
sensory perception and human performance man
machine systems
[AD-A012149] p0049 H76-12729
Selection of individuals for specific duties
associated with night vision proficiency
[AD-A012588] p0049 N76-12730
Interaction aaong letters in a visual display
[AD-A012435] pOOSO H76-12734
Sustained performance and recovery during
continuous operations
[AD-A012908] pOOSO H76-12735
Transfer of training following computer-based
instruction in basic oscilloscope procedures
[AD-A012637] pOOSO N76-12737
The effects of similarity and dissimilarity on
group performance
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[AD-A013468] p0058 876-13768
A comparison of predictions of graduate student
performance: Is it all worth the bother?
CAD-A013487J P0058 876-13769
Aircrew capabilities and limitations
p0069 R76-1U020
Energy costs of specific custodial work tasks
p0070 1176-14753
Beconnaissance and visual contrast human
perception of visual signals
[HPI-23] p0073 N76-1I4776
Huaan perfoeHanee physiological rhythms, and
circadian tile relations
pOOTt 876-14785
A review and preliminary evaluation of
methodological factors in performance
assessments of tine-varying aircraft noise effects
[S&SA-CE-145925] p0075 876-14788
Program documentation for the phase 6 EWO crew
station simulation programs
[AD-A013848] p0078 876-14812
Hnltivariate extrapocation of training performance
[AD-A014172] p0081 H76-15789
Coopater-aided techniques for providing operator
performance measures
[AD-A014330] p0081 N76-15790
Defining research needs to insure continued job
motivation of air traffic controllers in future
air traffic control systems
[AD-A014719] P0108 876-16797
Psycho-physical performance of iir Force
technicians after long duration noise exposure
(noise hazards to flight crews)
p0110 876-17793
Fully proceduralized job performance aids:
Guidance for performing behavioral analyses of
tasks education to improve human performance
in aircraft maintenance
[AD-A015059] p0113 1176-17815
Guidebook for developing criterion-referenced tests
[AD-A014987] p0113 H76-17816
Evaluation of glare reduction techniques
[PB-245624/2] p0114 H76-17821
visual dynamics when interrupting a control task
to search for a peripheral target
[AD-A016838] p0133 876-18794
A comparative analysis of organizational climate
existing in system program offices in different
phases of the weapon system acguisition process
[AD-A016261] p0140 N76-19811
Quantitative modelling of the time-multiplexing
characteristics of human controllers
[PB-246339/6] p0140 H76-19812
Objective techniques for psychological assessment,
phase 2 techniques for measuring human
performance during space flight stress
[BASA-CB-147512] p0160 N76-20817
Quantification and prediction of human
perforaance: Seguential task performance
reliability and time
[AD-A017333] p0160 H76-20818
An analysis of age and performance among
communications personnel
[AD-A017536] pOISO H76-20820
Human performance of biorhythms
[AD-A017537] p0160 876-20821
Toward a methodology for man-machine function
allocation in the automation of surveillance
systems. Volume 1: Summary
[AD-A017103] p0161 H76-20830
The effects of room size and group size on
individual vs group task performance
[AD-A018028] p0164 876-21889
Studies of human dynamic space orientation using
techniques of control theory
[HASA-CB-146858] p0164 876-21892
Manual control of high order systems by human
operators
p0165 876-21893
Sensory perception role of human vestibular
system in dynamic space perception and manual
vehicle control
p0165 H76-21895
Studies on human performance in the sea, volume 1
considering hyperbarism
[PB-247920/2] p0190 876-22901
Impact testing of allied chemical inflataband with
dummies and human volunteers, volume 1
[PB-246119/2] p0193 876-22918
The effects of dextroamphetamine on physiological
responses and complex performance during sleep
loss
C4D-A021520/2] p0198 H76-23841
The effects of a 12-hoar shift in the wake-sleep
cycle on psysiological and biochemical responses
and on multiple task performance
fSASA-TH-I-74115] p0219 876-24880
PPP effectiveness study automatic procedures
recording and crew performance monitoring system
[BASA-CB-147720] p0223 H76-24904
Effects of wideband auditory noise on manual
control performance and dynamic response
[AD-A018667] p0223 876-24907
The correlational structure of traditional task
measures and engineering analogues of
performance in the cognitive domain
p0227 H76-25784
A study of behaviour during a trial of vigilance
in non-piloting personnel
p0227 N76-25785
Some practical considerations for performance
testing in exotic environments
p0227 876-25786
The human as an adaptive controller
p0227 876-25788
Assessment of perceptual and mental performance in
civil aviation personnel
p0228 1176-25789
Secondary task assessment of cognitive workload in
alternative cockpit configurations
[ABBL-TH-75-49] p0228 H76-25792
Visual target acguisition and search performance
p0253 876-26862
Progress in evaluation of human observer visual
detection performance using the BOC curve approach
[COBF-750750-1] p0253 876-26864
The field artillery fire direction center as a
laboratory and field stress-performance. Node!
1: Position paper. 2: Progress towards an
experimental model
p0257 876-27829
Thermal problems in military air operations
p0260 H76-27863
Dimensions of performance assessment and skill
development
[AD-A021100] p0262 876-27874
An evaluation of computerized tests as predictors
of job performance. 2: Differential validity
for global and job element criteria
[AD-A020867] p0262 876-27875
Physiological, subjective, and performance
correlates of reported boredom and monotony
while performing a simulated radar control task
[AD-A025426/8] p0286 876-29911
Rental and perceptual performance in heat
[PB-251439/6] p0287 876-29915
BOHA8 BEACTIOBS
On the relation between time and space in the
visual discrimination of velocity
p0001 A76-10718
Visual reaction times during prolonged angular
acceleration parallel the subjective perception
of rotation
p0002 A76-10720
On experts and expertise - The effect of
variability in observer performance in
coronary pathology analysis
p0004 A76-11470
Alcohol and other drugs in aircraft accidents
p0006 A76-11713
Effect of elastic loading on ventilatory response
to hypoxia in conscious man
pOOOB A76-12097
Effect of altitude exposure on platelets
pOOOS A76-12098
Biochemical aspects of acclimatization of man to
high altitude stress
p0010 A76-12475
Anthropometric sizing program for oral-nasal
oxygen masks based on 1967 U.S. Air Force survey
data
p0029 A76-13586
Bedical-biological investigations carried out on
board the Salyut 4 orbital stations
p0087 A76-19826
An assessment on certain causal models used in
surveys on aircraft noise annoyance
p0092 A76-21251
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HDB1H BESOOBCES SUBJECT IIDEX
Suppression of plasia renin and plasma aldosterone
during water immersion in normal man
p0096 176-21787
Bednndancy and compatibility in choice-reaction
situations vith advance information German
book
p0121 476-25153
(leaning, memory structure, and cental processes
p0128 176-2561*
The spatial-temporal characteristics of vision
when an observer is solving a search problem
p0144 176-26410
The effects of sonic boons on cardio-vascnlar
parameters and the levels of parotid steroids in
•an
p0148 176-27619
Inhibitory binocular interaction in hnnan vision
and a possible mechanism subserving stereoscopic
fusion
p015<4 176-28745
Stimulus alternation and the Pnrkinje shift
spectral sensitivity of hnian electroretinogram
and visual evoked potential
p0185 176-31722
Adaptation alters perceived direction of action
psychophysical vision ezperinents
p0186 176-31725
The dimensionality of the human visual evoked
scalp potential
p0209 176-328711
Survey of the state of the art of human biodynamic
response • to impact acceleration
p0212 176-34139
Some studies on the capabilities and limitations
of humans to judge freguency of vibration
applied to Dhole body
p0216 176-34817
Response of the human eye to spatially sinusoidal
gratings at various exposure durations
p0319 176-45897
Beport of the working party on standardization of
the international research group on colour
vision deficiencies
[IZF-1975-7] p0014 N76-10708
Cerebral organization of human emotions using
the method of electrical stimulation
p0046 H76-12705
General characteristics and significance of stress
reactions
p0047 N76-12715
Influence of socially used drugs on vision and
vision performance
[ID-I012909] pOOIB N76-12721
Experimental studies for deternining human
discomfort response to vertical sinusoidal
vibration
[H1SI-TN-D-8041] p0049 H76-12728
Objective testing of marijuana-induced vision
changes human reactions
[1D-4012831] p0054 N76-13745
Passenger comfort response times as a function of
aircraft motion
[N1SI-CR-145981] p0075 N76-14791
Beview of subjective measures of human response to
aircraft noise
[N1S1-TB-X-72807] pOOSO N76-15779
Technigues for obtaining subjective response to
vertical vibration
p0103 H76-16766
Human comfort in relation to sinusoidal vibration
p0104 H76-16768
Passenger ride guality response to an airborne
simulator environment
p0104 H76-16770
fieaction of passengers to public service vehicle
ride
p0104 H76-16773
Bide guality and international standard ISO 2631
(Guide for the evaluation of human exposure to
whole-body vibration)
p0104 H76-16775
Inalysis of proposed criteria for human response
to vibration
p0105 N76-16776
The ISO standard: Guide for the evaluation of
human exposure to whole-body vibration
p0105 N76-16777
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. 1: Effects of stimulus delivery rate
[H1S1-CB-146390] p0106 S76-16784
Electrophysiological measurement of human auditory
function
[NlSl-CB-146387] p0106 .876-16785
Brainstem auditory evoked responses in man. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[N1S1-CB-146391] p0106 N76-16787
The effects of practice and positional variables
in the acquisition of a physically complex
psychomotor skill
[1D-1015282] p0108 H76-16800
Effects of noise exposure human tolerances and
human reactions to noise pollution
p0111 N76-17796
Physiological effects of noise human reactions
of human body
p0111 H76-17797
Standardizing the dynamics of man
[1D-1014919] p0112 H76-17809
Impact of computer based instruction on attitudes
of students and instructors: 1 review
[1D-1014797] p0113 H76-17817
Evaluation of physiological inputs to high G
performance models
[1D-1014813] p0115 (T76-17830
Hethods for studying effects of environmental
stresses on the respiratory system of man
[1D-1015889] p0138 H76-19802
1 model for prediction of ride guality in a
multifactor environment
[S1S1-TH-X-72842] p0191 H76-22904
lircraft noise in residential areas: Beasnrement
and analysis human reactions near airports
p0219 N76-24245
Notes on noise index numbers (taking into account
the results of the Munich lircraft Noise
Investigation carried out by the German Besearch
Issociation)
p0219 H76-24246
The effect of alcohol ingestion on short term
memory and attention
[1D-1018311] p0220 N76-21886
Psychophysical relationships characterizing human
response to whole-body sinusoidal vertical
vibration
[N1S1-TN-D-8188] p0221 H76-24894
Evoked cortical potentials and information
processing
[1D-1019199] p0227 N76-25780
Notion sickness susceptibility: Vestibular and
nonvestibular characteristics
p0216 N76-26795
Comparison of biochemical responses between single
and repeated exposures to air at 6.7 1T1
human reactions and stress (physiology) during
diving (underwater)
[1D-1020044] p0252 B76-26858
The influence of alcohol on some vestibnlar tests
p0258 N76-27835
Influence of socially used drugs on vision and
vision performance
[ID-1022024] p0285 N76-29905
Problems of space biology. Volume 28:
Experimental ecological systems including man
[NIS1-TT-F-16993] p0307 N76-30812
HDH1I BESODBCES
Group types and interventions effects in
organizational development
[1D-1004638] p0076 N76-14794
Development, application, and evaluation of a
procedure for guantification of technological
change impact on human resources
[lD-1014332] pOOSO H76-15784




1 study of the subjective equivalence of noise and
whole-body vibration
p0030 176-13603
Study on the biodynamic response to windblast
during ejection - Pathogenetic mechanism,
analyses and prevention of lesions due to wind
aerodynamic pressure
p0036 176-15759
Physiological and psychological stress limits for
astronautics Observations during the Skylab
I-III missions
[ D G L B P1PEB 75-028] p0064 176-18293
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SUBJECT IKDEI HTDBOFLDOS1C iCID
Noise ana sleep - A literature review and a
proposed criterion for assessing effect
p0061 476-18378
Adaptive modifications in the thermoregulatory
system of long-distance ranners
p0126 476-25467
Effect of active acclimation to Pamir Highlands on
endurance and physical loads
p0182 476-30497
Effect of altitude adaptation on human tolerance
to some disturbing factors acute hypoxia,
physical and orthostatic loads
p0184 476-31361
Injury criteria and human tolerance for the neck
p0212 476-311*1
Standardization and interpretation of spinal
injury criteria and human impact acceleration
tolerance
p0213 476-3*1*2
On quantizing ride contort and alienable
accelerations
C4I44. P4PEH 76-873] p0318 476-45516
Hathematical model of Ban's tolerance to cold
using morphological factors
p0322 476-1)6309
Long-duration exposure to intermittent noises
p0322 476-U6313
Alterations on orthostatic tolerance after
myocardial infarction and in congestive heart
failure
p0324 476-16471
Individual differences in human annoyance response
to noise
[H4S4-CB-141921] p007S N76-14793
Special analysis of community annoyance with
aircraft noise reported by residents in the
vicinity of JFK Airport, 1972
[NASA.-CB-132678] p0106 M76-16788
ITS in nan fro* a 21-hour exposure to an octave
band of noise centered at 4 kHz noise
thresholds, human tolerances to sound vaves
[4HBL-TR-75-3] p0109 N76-17788
Studies of asyiiptotic TTS noise threshold -
human tolerances to noise hazards (industrial
safety)
p0110 N76-17790
Asymptotic behavior of temporary threshold shift
during exposure to long duration noises -.— for
flying personnel
p0110 H76-17791
Effects of noise exposure human tolerances and
human reactions to noise pollution
p0111 H76-17796
Bechanism of adaptation of the organisn to
high-altitude hypoxia and the problem of
prophylaxis
CiD-4015887] p0138 N76-19803
4 comprehensive analysis of head and neck dynamics
arising from impact and inertia forces
p0196 H76-23827
Review of studies investigating human response to
commercial aircraft noise
[AD-4022356/0] p0198 N76-23844
Temperature regulation training in a cooling
environment[4D-i019591] p0225 R76-25769






Long-wavelength analysis of electromagnetic power
absorption by prolate spherodial and ellipsoidal
models of man
p0282 N76-28812
Measurements of the temperature profiles in the
forearm skin of a nude resting subject exposed





Evaluation of technology for spacecraft
water-waste processing systems
[IAF' P4PEB 76-043'] p0320 476-46036
Shuttle era waste management 'and biovaste monitoring
[I4F P4PEB 76-046] p0320 476-46038
H-071 critical data analysis
[N4S4-CB-1 45692] p0020 H76-11692
Waste management system
pOOII N76-12691





Hodular biowaste monitoring system
[N4SA-CB-1 47483] p0133 876-18789
Hodular biowaste monitoring system conceptual design
[N4S4-CR-1 47867] p0306 N76-30810
HDHIDITI
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Energy exchange, body teaperatnre, and sweating
p0206 476-32507
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Cardiovascular adjustments
p0206 476-32508
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment - Body
fluid adjustments
p0207 476-32509
4 prototype carbon dioxide and humidity control
system for Shuttle oission extension capability
[I4F P4PER 76-045] p0320 476-46037
4 multiple chamber huaidity apparatus
[PB-247655/4] p0192 N76-22917
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
C02 and moisture without special heat exchanger
egnipment for spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[N4S4-C4SE-HSC-14770-1] p0254 N76-26868
Regenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
CO2 and moisture without special heat exchanger
equipment spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[NAS4-C4SE-BSC-14771-1] p0254 N76-26869
BIBBIO CIBCOITS
Status report on electronic identification
[L4-OR-75-2312 ] p0310 VT6-~'.B97
HYBRID COHPOTEBS
Remote real-tile parallel acguisition and analysis
of noninvasive cardiac parameters using hybrid
computer system
p0327 476-47233
fledical applications of hybrid computer
controlled CRT display system
p0165 N76-21896
HYDR40LIC AH4LOSIES
Reduction of pulsatile hydraulic power in the





Effects of monomethylhydrazine on red blood cell
metabolism
[AD-4011548] p0015 N76-10717
The effects of 6-month chronic low level
inhalation exposures to hydrazine on animals
[4D-4011865] p0047 N76-12718




NT JET ENGINE FOELS
Cardiophysiological studies vith stressed animals[AD-A011858] p0040 N76-12662
HIDROC4RBON POISONING
Effects of Dtonomethylhydrazine on red blood cell
metabolism[4D-4011548] p0015 N76-10717
BIDBOC4RBONS
NT A L K 4 N E S
NT COLCHICINE
NT KEROGEN
Participation of microorganisms oxidizing gaseous
hydrocarbons in the biospheric carbon cycle
p0028 476-13545
HIDBOCIABIC 4CIO
Cyanogenic compounds in nature and their possible
significance concerning the origin of life
p0236 A76-36216
BTDRODIBABICS
Investigation on the hydrodynamic properties of




Toxicity of solid rocket motor exhaust - Effects
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A study of the primary processes of the
photo-induced evolution of hydrogen by Chlorella
under flash illumination
p0216 A76-34691
Electrochemical performance investigations on the
hydrogen depolarized C02 concentrator
[HASA-CB-147871] p0334 N76-32846
BIDBOGEI CHLOBIDES
Toxicity of solid rocket motor exhaust - Effects










Bed cell hemoglobin, hydrogen ion and electrolyte







Two techniques for eliminating luminol
interference material and flow system








Solar energy utilization in photosynthesis
' p0265 A76-38316
HTDBOGEIOflOBAS





Studies on human urinary arylamidases
p0118 A76-23799
On the substrate specificity of cathepsins B1 and




polyphosphoinositides in the brain
p0182 A76-30486





Signal transformation by the semicircular canals
of the vestibular apparatus
p0176 A76-29428
BTDBOSTATIC PBBSSOBE—
Assessment of tolerance limits in subjects tested
on human centrifuge
p0327 A76-I17333
Benote measurement of fluid volume by X-ray
fluorescence
CAD-A013057] p0052 N76-13729
Hydrostatic pressures within the eye
[NASA-TT-F-16697] p0053 N76-13734
The physiological bases for microbial barotolerance
[AD-A018892] p0219 N76-24876
BIDBOIICOBTICOSTEEOID
Effects of exercise on excretion rates of urinary
free cortisol
p0095 A76-21611
Effects of two transatlantic flights in rapid
segnence upon the 24-hour rhythm in the urinary









Spacecraft utensil/hand cleansing fixture for
space shuttles
[HASA-CB-147425] p0114 B76-17825
Zero liquid carryover whole-body shower vortex
liquid/gas separator
[NASA-CB-147500] p0133 H76-18790
Clothing and personal hygiene
p0249 N76-26833
HIGBOSCOPICITY




Beaction of erythrocytes and granulocytes in the
peripheral blood of rate to hyperbaric
oxygenation during oxygen deficiency in the
organism
p0003 A76-11238
Application of hyperbaric oxygen therapy in a case
of prolonged cerebral hypoxia following rapid
decompression
p0270 A76-39585
Decompression-induced decrease in nitrogen
elimination rate in awake dogs
p0317 A76-45101
Beport on computation of repetitive
hyperbaric-hypobaric decompression tables
[NASA-CB-144560] p0022 H76-11714
A hyperbaric, constant-tenperatnre growth system
suitable for cultivation of microorganisms in
gaseous environments pressurized to 1000 psig
[AD-A015627] p0136 N76-19784
Visual evoked responses and BEGS for divers
breathing hyperbaric air: An assessment of
individual differences
[AD-A020335] p0333 N76-32839
Bole of carbon dioxide in inert gas narcosis
[AD-A020984] p0333 N76-32843
HIPBBCAPNIi
Central ventilatory responses to O2 and C02 at
three levels of carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
p0067 A76-18712
Effects of bypercapnia on south pressure during
airway occlusion in conscious man
p0125 A76-25461
Effects of hypercapnia and flow-resistive loading
on tracheal pressure during airway occlusion
p0126 A76-25462
Vascular responses to short-term systemic hypoxia,
hypercapnia, and asphyxia in the cat
p0151 A76-27991
Blood flow and relative tissue P02 of brain and
muscle - Effect of various gas mixtures
p0151 A76-27995
Local regulation of collateral ventilation by
oxygen and carbon dioxide
p0207 A76-32510
Functional state of the pancreas under the joint
influence of hypoxy, hypercapnia, and cooling
p0238 476-36619
Threshold temperatures for shivering in acute and
chronic hypercapnia
p0277 476-40888
Pattern of breathing during hypoxia or hypercapnia
of the awake or anesthetized cat
p0294 A76-42519
Respiratory frequency control during hypercapnia
in vagotomized, anesthetized cats
p0327 A76-47248
Gas exchange during hypercapnia under conditions
of different oxygen content
p0099 N76-16735
Body fluid distribution in acute hypercapnia




The effect of 2-deoxy-D-glucose and D-glucose on
the efferent discharge rate of sympathetic nerves
p0096 A76-21788
BTPRBOIIA
Effects of 1OOX oxygen on cell division in lung




Hethod for estimating degree of hyperoxia in aa
experiment
p0066 476-18556
Bistopathological pulmonary changes occurring in
rats with prolonged exposure to 100 per cent
oxygen at one atmosphere. I
p0067 A76-1866I1
Effect of dietary 'antioxidant1 supplementation on
the susceptibility to oxygen toxicity in nice
p0093 A76-21«08
Associations between psychological factors and
pulmonary toxicity during intemittent oxygen
breathing at 2 ATA
p009<t A76-211H2
Effect of oxygen on lipid composition and
triglyceride-lipase activity in lung tissue
p0118 A76-23112
Oxygen influence on phospholipids and their fatty
acid composition in lung tissue hyperoxic
effects
p0118 A76-23143
Functional changes of hypothalamic nenrosecretory
centers after hyperbaric oxygenation
p0237 A76-36643
Ventilatory response to C02 at rest and during
positive and negative work in normoxia and
hyperoxia
p02«3 A76-37806
Selective toxicity of 1 atmosphere of oxygen
daring morphogenesis of two Lepidopterans
p0322 A76-46308
The influence of CSF calcium and magnesium on the
ventilatory response to carbon dioxide during
hyperoxia
p0329 A76-47737
Oxygen and traoaa: Studies on pulmonary oxygen
poisoning and the role of oxygen in repair
processes
[AD-A011H08] p0015 H76-10716
Effects of oxygen and reduced glntathione on the
oxygen consumption of mouse liver
[AD-A012172] p0023 H76-11717
Antidote effects of atropine, toxogonin, SAD 128
and isoprenalin in rats poisoned with paraoxon
[BBVG-FBWT-75-15] p0251 N76-26853
Effects of long term hyperbaric oxygen exposure on





Bole of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
hyperpnea of exercise in the cat
p0207 A76-32622
BYPBBTBHSIH
Beflex limb dilatation following norepinephrine





Arterial pressure contour analysis for estimating
human vascular properties
p0095 A76-21612
Sinus arrhythmia and heart rate in hypertonic
disease
p0235 A76-35925
A study of comparative blood pressure measures in
predicting risk of coronary heart disease
p0235 A76-36155
Structure of hemodynaaic shifts during hypolie
hypoxia in dogs with experimental arterial
hypertension
p0237 A76-36645
In vitro contractility of the hypertcophied right
ventricle of rats with pulmonary hypertension
due to confinement in 'hypoxic cages'
p02«0 A76-36897
Orthogonal electrocardiogram, apex cardiogram, and
atrial sound in normotensive and hypertensive
50-year-old men
p0268 A76-38930
Reurophysiology of the carotid sinus receptors in
normal and hypertensive animals and man
p0323 A76-46U65
Effects remaining after withdrawal of long-term
beta-receptor blockade - Reduced heart rate and
altered haemodynamic response to acute
propranolol administration
p0330 A76-47774
Ocular hypertension and chronic open-angle
glaucoma in OSAF pilots and navigators
[AD-A010588] p0016 N76-10720
Heurophysical mechanisms of arterial hypertension
in experimental emotional stress
pOOU6 H76-12709
The mechanism of selective lesions to the
cardiovascular system in psychoemotional stress
pOO«7 S76-12713
HYPBRTBEBHIA
Beat metabolism in man under various degrees of
body overheating
pOOSU A76-1966I1
Critical remarks on the theory of 'set-point1 in
thermoregulation
p0122 A76-21923
Head and neck cooling by air, water, or air plus
water in hyperthermia
p0123 A76-25265
Ion-osmotic hyperthermia during exercise in dogs
p01U9 A76-27909
The adipokinetic effect of hyperthermic stress in
man
p02«0 A76-36961
Cellular viability, metabolism and growth kinetics
during hyperthermia in the physiological range
[AD-A01118U] p0015 N76-1071U
Cellular viability, metabolism and growth kinetics







Some standard characteristics of
electroencephalographic response to
hyperventilation /from data on frequency and
correlation analysis/
p0122 A76-^i5171





Respiratory and other responses in subjects
immersed in cold water
p0267 A76-38802
Interface characteristics of oxjgeh regulators
p0295 A76-12629
HYPEBfOLEHIA
Suppression of plasma renin and plasma aldosterone
during water immersion in normal man
p0096 A76-21787
HYPNOSIS
Absorption, metabolism and excretion of hypnotic
drugs
p0261 H76-27869
Residual effects of hypnotics
p0261 H76-27870
BYPOBABIC ATBOSPBESES
Hematological alterations and response to acute
hypobaric stress
p0060 A76-16899
Depressed myocardial function in the goat at high
altitude
p0317 A76-15102
Incidence of decompression sickness in Navy
low-pressure chambers
p0323 A76-46316




Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented
with C02 at high altitude
p0090 A76-20320
Effects of hypocapnia and hypocapnic alkalosis on
cardiovascular function
p0125 A76-25H60
Local regulation of collateral ventilation by
oxygen and carbon dioxide
p0207 A76-32510
HYPODYHASIA





Mineral metabolic adaptation to simulated
hypogravies
P0205 A76-32421
Dynaaics of sleep patterns daring prolonged
simulated hypogravics
p0300 476-144167
Effect of long-term hypodynaiia and hypokinesia on
the functional state and nltrastructnre of
striated muscles
p0327 A76-47332
Adaptation to prolonged bedrest in Ban: A
compendium of research bibliographies on
clinical medicine and human pathology[HASA-TH-I-3307] pOISB H76-20807
Erythropoietic properties of plasma in hypodynaiia[BASA-TT-F-17019] p0197 H76-23836
HTPOKIIESIA
Ose of Sr-85 as an indicator of bone mineral
replacement in dogs after disuse demineralization
p0085 A76-19702
Effect of space flight factors on the mammal -
Experimental-morphological study
p0289 A76-41509
LDH isoenzymes of skeletal muscles of rats after
space flight and hypokinesia Lactate
DeBydrogenase
p0289 A76-41512
Betabolic and hormonal mechanisms of mineral
aetabolic adaptation to induced hypokinetics in
rats
p0289 A76-41514
Betabolic effects of prolonged restriction of
physical activity in rats
p0327 A76-47330
Effect of long-term hypodynaaia and hypokinesia on
the functional state and nltrastractnre of
striated nnscles
p0327 A76-47332
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 9,
no. 4, 1975 closed ecological systems,
hypokinesia, acceleration tolerance, radiation
protection
[JPRS-65988] p0037 H76-12636
Changes in the content of free amino acids in the
organs and tissues of rats under hypokinetic
conditions
p0038 H76-12643
Effect of hypokinesia on the ves'tibnlar function
under modified microclimate conditions
p0038 N76-12648
Change in hemoglobin mass during prolonged
hypokinesia
p0100 H76-16739
Body functions and metabolism during prolonged
hypokinesia in an integrated experiment
[KASA-TT-F-168B2] p0131 N76-18779
Physiologic responses to water immersion in man:
A compendium of research
[HASA-TH-X-3308] p0132 H76-18781
Program to study optimal protocol for
cardiovascular and muscular efficiency
[HASA-CR-1117556] p0189 H76-22889
BIPOTHALABOS
On the role of the hypothalamus in the mechanism
of positional nystagmus
p0009 A76-12213
Influence of the hypothalamus and reticnlar
formation on the brain cortex during cerebral
hypoxia
p0062 A76-17665
Lymph flow during~ stimulation of vasomotor
structures in the hypothalamns and the medulla
oblongata
p0085 A76-19699
The effect of 2-deoxy-D-glucose and D-glucose on
the efferent discharge rate of sympathetic nerves
p0096 A76-21788
Critical remarks on the theory of 'set-point' in
thermoregnlation
p0122 A76-24923
Circadian rhythm of the activity of the system
hypothalanus-hypophysis-adrenal cortex
p0150 A76-27946
Thermal responses to preoptic heating and ambient
temperature in unrestrained rabbits
p0179 A76-30237
Huclear histone content in neurons and neuroglias
of certain parts of the hypothalamus daring
cooling of animals
p0182 A76-30476
Heuronal organization of the thermosensory region
of the anterior hypothalamns
p0182 A76-30495
Sweating responses during changes of hypothalamic
temperature in the rhesus monkey
p0205 A76-32501
Changes in the temperature of the hypothalamns
during muscular contractions before and after
cold adaptation
p0215 A76-34228
Functional changes of hypothalamic nenrosecretory
centers after hyperbaric oxygenation
p0237 A76-36643
Bole of nenrohormonal system disturbances in the
change of immnnological reactivity of an
organism in the presence of hypothalamic
syndromes and means for its normalization
p0238 A76-36650
changes in glucose, insulin, and growth hormone
levels associated with bedrest
p0241 176-37062
Role of the hypothalamns-bypophysis region and the
sympathoadrenal system in the organism responses
in extremal /stress/ situations
p02»3 A76-37344
Effect of corticosteroids on
hypothalamoreticnlolimbic structures of the brain
p0243 A76-37346
Bypothalamic and thalamic blood flow during
somatic afferent stimnlation in dogs
p0274 A76-40200
Morphological manifestations of functional changes
in the hypothalamic-pitnitary nenrosecretory
system and kidneys of rats after space flight
p0290 A76-41515
The effect of rostromedial hypothalamns
coagulation on the 02 uptake, rectal
temperature, heat transfer, blood sugar, muscle
and liver glycogen as veil as on chemical
thermogenesis in juvenile albino rats
[NASA-TT-F-16685] pOOUO H76-12661




Subcutaneous temperatures and physical responses
of sheep torso cooled with dry ice
[PB-247366/8] p0188 H76-22882
HTPOTOHIA








DHA synthesis in the lymphoid organs of rats
during adaptation to high-altitude conditions
p0002 A76-10808
Reaction of erythrocytes and grannlocytes in the
peripheral blood of rate to hyperbaric
oxygenation during oxygen deficiency in the
organism
p0003 A76-11238
Bemodynamic indicators in air personnel of varying
ages
p0007 A76-11920
Effect of elastic loading on ventilatory response
to hypoxia in conscious man
p0008 A76-12097
Changes in the oxygen tension and bioelectrical
activity of the animal brain in acute hypoxy
pOOOS A76-12211
Hicroelectrode study of the distribution of oxygen
tension in the brain
pOOOS A76-12212
The condition of the vascular net and the
hemoencephalic barrier in the brain cortex of
.rats in the course of training for hypoxia
p0009 A76-12216
Changes in peripheral vessels tone during acute
hypoxia
p0009 A76-12301




SUBJECT IHDEI HTPOXI4 CORTD
Therial responses of unclothed men exposed to both
cold temperatures and high altitudes
p0028 476-13551
Effects of altering mohoamine metabolism on the
adrenocortical response to hypoxia
p0029 476-13583
Depression of ventilation daring hypoxia in Ban
p0059 176-16897
Release of adenosine by hypoxic canine lung tissue
and its possible role in pulmonary circulation
p0061 476-17120
Regulation of local tissue oxygen pressure in the
brain cortex of the cat
p0062 476-17664
Influence of the hypothalamus and reticnlar
formation on the brain cortex during cerebral
hypoxia
p0062 476-17665
Structural and functional changes in the kidneys
under hypoxic hypoxia
p0065 476-18552
On estimation of external respiration function
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[NASA-CASE-LAR-11649-1] p0052 H76-13725
Testing of steam and gas sterilizers
[NASA-TT-F-17005] p0187 H76-22875





The innervation of the vestibnlar labyrinth
p0173 A76-29278










An ecological study of certain bluegreen algae in
four Seattle-area lakes
p0069 H76-14715
Change in various chemical and physical properties





Reduction of the bacterial contamination by the






















NT ALL-HEATBEB LANDING SYSTEMS
Effect of color on pilot performance and transfer






















Laser exposures in the maculas of human volunteers
[AD-A017507] p0159 N76-20814
Monitoring spacecraft atmosphere contaminants by
laser absorption spectroscopy




Ocular effects of laser radiation: Cornea and
anterior chamber
p0018 H76-11310
Ocular effects of radiation: Betina
p0019 H76-11311
Opthalmological examination of laser workers and
investigation of laser accidents
p0019 N76-11315
Research on human skin laser damage thresholds
(AD-A012703] p005» H76-13740
The measurement of threshold temperatures in the
ocular fundas for laser induced, visible lesions
p0282 N76-28811
LASER ODTFDTS
The hazards of the radiation of semiconductor
laser diodes for the human eye
p0201 A76-32223
Bio-optical evaluation of specialized eyewear:
Laset safety and dark adaptation devices
[AD-A019787] p0254 N76-26873
LASERS





Temperature rise in fnndns exposed to laser
radiation
A-11H
SUBJECT IIDEI LIFE DETECTORS
[&D-A010819] p0111 H76-17803
LATBBAL COHTEOL
On optimality in human control tasks







HI CAPE K E N N E D Y LAONCH COMPLEX
LARS
NT W E B E E - F E C H N E B LAR
LEAD (HETAL)
Hethods for the detection of disturbances in the
living body clinical medicine and human
pathology, urine tests for nercucy (metal), lead
(natal) , and cadmium
[BLL-BTS-9632] p0196 N76-23828
LEADE8SBIP
Hierarchical level and leadership style: On the
resolution of a contradiction
[AD-A013353] p0057 N76-13766
The effects of similarity and dissimilarity on
group perfornance
[AD-A013468] p0058 N76-13768
A comparative analysis of leadership styles
existing in system program offices in different
phases of the weapon systei acquisition life cycle
[AD-A016265] p0139 N76-19810
LEABNIHG
NT A S T R O N A U T T R A I N I N G
NT CONDITIONING (LEARNING)
NT H A B I T U A T I O N ( L E A R N I N G )
NT T R A N S F E R OF T R A I N I N G





Serial pattern acquisition: A production system
approach
[AD-A013569] p0057 N76-13763
Learning strategy training program: Questions and
answers for effective learning
CAD-A014725] p0107 N76-16791
Learning strategy training program: Visual
imagery for effective learning
[AD-A014724] p0107 H76-16792
Learning strategy training program: Paraphrasing
strategy for effective learning
rAD-A014723] p0107 N76-16793
Effective learning strategy training program:
Development and assessment by using
information systems.
(AD-A014722] p0107 N76-16794
Learning strategy inventory development and
assessment
[AD-A014721] p0107 N76-16795
Dimensions of performance assessment and skill
development
[AD-A021100] p0262 N76-27874
Processes in acquiring knowledge
[AD-A020270] p0262 N76-27877
LEARNING THEORY
The effect of writing and reading habits and of
handedness on the asymmetry of visual perception
p0326 A76-46805
The theoretical and experimental analysis of
retroactive and ecphorical inhibition
p0326 i76-t6807
Effects on the information processing capacity




Biogenic ice nuclei. II - Bacterial sources
p0294 A76-42462
Circadian rhythm of leaf movement in Capsicum
annuum observed during centrifugation
CNASA-CR-145614] p0021 N76-11705
LED (DIODES)
0 LIGHT EHITTING DIODES
LEE (ANATOMY)
Homents at joints during human walking and the
problem of maintaining equilibrium
p0275 A76-40630
Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lower body
negative pressure during 59 days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 3
[NASA-CH-144515] p0014 N76-10707
Maximum forces exerted by nen in the zone of
movement of the arms and legs
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-1839] p0138 N76-19798
Maximum forces exerted by men in the zone of
movement of the arms and legs
[BLL-HAB-LIB-TRANS-1839-(5207)] p0198 N76-23847
An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy











Identification of beta carbolines isolated from
fluorescent human lens proteins
p0092 A76-21318
Functional dependence of optical parameters on






Ejection-seat related vertebral lesions -
Mechanism, diagnosis, consequences and means of
prevention. II
p0035 A76-15755
Nystagmus after unilateral lesion of the superior
colliculus in rabbits
p0182 A76-30496
Thermal homeostasis in rats after
intrahypothalanic injections of 6-hydroxydopamine
p0186 A76-31923
The mechanism of selective lesions to the
cardiovascular systen in psychoemotional stress
p0047 N76-12713
LETHABGT
Sopite syndrome - A sometimes sole manifestation





Beaction of erythrocytes and granulocytes in the
peripheral blood of rate to hyperbaric
oxygenation during oxygen deficiency in the
organism
p0003 A76-11238
Effect of physical loads on morphological and
biochemical blood indices
p0238 A76-36652
The effects of space flight on polymorphonnclear
leukocyte response experiment MA-032
p0194 N76-23092
Analysis and measurement of the effects of








NT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS






High pH, ammonia toxicity, and the search for life
on the Jovian planets
p0034 A76-15650
A versatile system for biological and soil
chemical tests on a planetary landing craft. I -
Scientific objectives
[AIAA PAPER 76-125] p0068 A76-18810
Unified Mars life detection system
p0127 A76-25495
A-115
LIFE SCIEICES SUBJECT IRDEX
Onified Bars detection system life detection
p0152 476-28080
The search for life on Mars
p0239 176-36751
Bicrobiology on Bars Viking Lander life
detection experiments
p0298 A76-42975
Studies related to the development of the Viking
1975 labeled release experiment
tBASA-TH-R-460] p0167 B76-21913
Foandations of space biology and Medicine. Voluie
1: space as a habitat
fBASA-SP-374-VOL-l] p0246 H76-26799






Life sciences Banned payloads for Shottle/Spacelab
tAAS PAPER 75-256] p0027 476-12823
Dtilisation of Spacelab for life-science experinents
p0097 176-22356
Utilization proposals related to the area of life
sciences - status of preparatory planning
p0292 176-42370
Evolution of the concepts of the origin of life,
1924-1974
p0325 176-16716
Integrated life sciences technology utilization
development prograB
[BASA-CB-144545] p0020 N76-11691
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shuttle/Spacelab. Volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA-CB-144121] p0078 H76-15765
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shottle/Spacelab. Volume 2: Life sciences
laboratory concept definition
[BASA-CR-144122] p0078 H76-15766
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shuttle/Spacelab. Volume 5: Life Sciences
laboratory system regnirements data book. Book
1: System regairenents. Book 2: Appendices
[N1S1-CR-144123] p0078 H76-15767
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shuttle/Spacelab. Volume 5: Life Sciences
laboratory system requirements data book. Book
3: Prelimary equipment item specification catalog
[BASA-CB-144124] p0079 N76-15768
LIFE SUPPORT SISTEBS
HT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL STSTEBS
HT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
NT PORTABLE LIFE SDPPOHT SYSTEMS
Biothermal simulation of scuba divers
p0092 A76-21148
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. I - Static characteristics
current-inventory DSAF egnipment
p0210 A76-33378
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. II - Dynamic characteristics
test on breathing machines and human subjects
p0210 A76-33379
Spacelab environmental control/life support
system-design safety
p0231 A76-35897
Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems
p0296 A76-42643
Electrochemical air revitalizatfon system
optimization investigation
(HASl-CR-114521] p0017 N76-10733
Microbiological aspects of operation of life
support systems aboard long-operating spaceships
p0037 N76-126UO
Sanitary hygienic investigation of the toxic
properties of regenerated water containing
methyl alcohol
p0037 B76-12641
Preliminary evaluation of the possibility of using
land mollusks as a component in closed
ecological systems
pOOtO B76-12660







Evaluation of potential spacecraft wash vater
pretreatment systems
[PB-242984/3] p0058 N76-13772
Portable Oxygen Subsystem (POS) for space
shuttles
CNASA-CR-147401] p0108 H76-16801
Trade study for vater and waste management
concepts. Task 7: Support special analysis
cost analysis of life support systems for waste
utilization during space missions
[NASA-CH-147432] p0114 B76-17824
Shuttle environmental and thermal control/life
support system computer program, supplement 1
CSAS1-CH-1H7434] p0132 H76-18787
A unique challenge: Emergency egress and life
support equipment at KSC
p0135 876-19193
High pressure space suit assembly
[H1S1-TH-X-62515] p0140 B76-19813
Plants aboard a spacecraft
[B1S1-TT-F-16980] p<)192 H76-22911
Basic data for planning life-support systems
p0249 H76-26830
Food and water supply
p0249 H76-26831
Air regenerating and conditioning
p0249 N76-26832
Individual life-support systems outside a
spacecraft cabin, space suits and capsules
p0249 H76-26836
Honregenerative life-support systems for flights
of short and moderate duration
p0249 N76-26837
Life-support systems for interplanetary spacecraft




Life support systems and research apparatus for
performing the Kosmos-782 satellite experiment
[SASA-TT-F-15491] p0253 N76-26866
Development of two new oxygen self-rescuers
[PB-250809/1] p0283 H76-28823
Flnidic Sensors for life support systems
[AD-A022016] p0287 N76-29919
Problems of space biology. Volume 28:
Experimental ecological systems including man
[HASA-TT-F-16993] p0307 N76-30812
Solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration system
[NASA-CB-137813] p0307 N76-30815






Ocular effects of radiation: Retina
p0019 H76-11311
Apollo light flash investigations
p0043 N76-12685
Visual performance under monochromatic
illumination and scotopic vision conditions
[1D-A016790] . p0132 N76-18786
1 study of the effect of light on the emission of
terpenes from certain woody plants
[BAS1-CB-148142] p0223 B76-25759
Ultraviolet, visible, and infrared rays
p0248 N76-26821






Pattern detection and the two-dimensional Fourier
transform - Flickering checkerboards and
chromatic mechanisms
p0087 176-19821
Plasticity of orientation specific chromatic
aftereffects in visual perception
p01«5 176-26770
The effects of spatial frequency adaptation on
human evoked potentials
p0146 176-26773
Inhibitory binocular interaction in human vision




SUBJECT IHDEX LOADING FOBCES
Threshold elevation folioKing adaptation to
coloured gratings
p0155 i76-28770
Visual adaptation - Betinal transduction,
brightness and sensitivity
p0185 A76-31721




Alcohol associated with fatal light aircraft













NT X BAT FLDORESCEHCE
LIGHT EHITTIIG DIODES
The hazards of the radiation of seiiconductor









The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit: A








HT LEG (AH i TOBY)
Investigation of causes of orthostatic instability
p0275 A76-40633
Torques exerted by rotations of the lover extremity
p0041 H76-12667
Development of an improved computer model of the
human body and extremity dynamics
[AD-A014816] p0115 N76-17832
Stability and limb dislodgement force measurements
with the F-105 and ACES-2 ejection seats
[AD-A015726] p0133 N76-18793
Bedical applications of hybrid computer




LIHEAR EIEEGI TBAHSFER (LET)
Primary production of oxygen from irradiated water
as an explanation for decreased radiobiological
oxygen enhancement at high LET
p0145 A76-26690


















Comparative examinations concerning the fatty
change in the liver cells of pilots
p0059 A76-16776
Factors affecting the palmitoyl-coenzyme A
desaturase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p0096 A76-21792
Effect of oxygen on lipid composition and
triglyceride-lipase activity in lung tissue
p0118 A76-23442
Oxygen influence on phospholipids and their fatty
acid conposition in lung tissue hyperoxic
effects
p0118 A76-23443
Effects of ingestion of a carbohydrate-fat meal on
the levels and synthesis of 5-hydroxyindoles in
. various regions of the rat central nervous systen
p0185 A76-31650
Functional state of the pancreas under the joint
influence of hypoxy, hypercapnia, and cooling
p0238 A76-36649
Altered phospholipid metabolism in a





Blood lipid responses to decompression sickness
[AD-A013313] pOOSS N76-13749
LIPIDS
Protective effect of brain cortex gangliosides on
the temporary loss of hearing induced by
high-intensity noise in man
p0036 A76-15763
Protective effects in men of brain cortex
gangliosides on the hearing loss induced by high
levels of noise lipids of the cerebral
cortex affecting noise threshold
p0110 H76-17789
LIQDBFACTION
Improved tissue macerating instruaent
ophthalmic liqnifaction pump




























Comparative examinations concerning the fatty
change in the liver cells of pilots
p0059 A76-16776
Enzyme activities in hepatic venous blood under
strenuous physical exercise
p0121 .A76-24245
Activation of BHA biosynthesis in the liver and
• spleen of irradiated rats
p0216 A76-34699
Change in the protein composition of rat brain and
liver chromatin during functional reconstruction
of cells - The effect of adaptation to hypoxia
p0299 A76-43841
Effects of oxygen and reduced glutathione on the
oxygen consumption of mouse liver
(AD-A012172] p0023 N76-11717
Reaction of the ATPase activity of the action of
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Baximu* forces exerted by »en in the zone of











Locking mechanism foe orthopedic braces
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12082-1] p0192 N76-2291U
LOCOHOTIOS
NT W A L K I N G
Control of legged locomotion robots
p0170 A76-28861
Boonts at joints daring haman walking and the
problem of maintaining equilibrium
p0275 A76-10630
Sanaation of human locoiotion and related studies
[PB-2Q579U/3] p0139 B76-19804
LOSIC DESIGN
Hodulatity in VCG/ECG-processing systems
p0233 A76-35913
LOGISTICS HABAGBHEBT
Bare base equipment description
rAD-i0122U2] p0051 B76-127U6
LOBG TEBH EFFECTS
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended
space flight - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28902
Effect of long-term hypodynaaia and hypokinesia on
the functional state and ultrastructure of
striated mascles
p0327 A76-17332
The effects of 6-ionth chronic low level
inhalation exposures to hydrazine on animals
[AD-A011865] pOOH7 H76-12718
Chronic toxicity of JP-4 jet fuel
[AD-A011860] pOO.»8 H76-12721
In Vivo measurement of human body composition
during continuous bed rest
[NASi-CB-1»6223] p0101 N76-16748
An investigation of aircraft voice communication
systems as sources of insidious long-term
acoustic hazards noise intensity in earphones
p0111 N76-17798
Body functions and metabolism during prolonged '
hypokinesia in an integrated experiment
[NASA-TT-F-16882] p0131 N76-18779
LOHG HAVE RADIATION
Long-rwavelength analysis of electromagnetic power




The perceptual basis of loudness ratio judgments
p0207 A76-32635
Selective attention and the auditory vertex








0 8EDOCED G R A V I T Y
LOR LATITUDES
0 TBOPICAL REGIONS '
LOR PASS FILTERS




Pre- and postflight systolic time intervals daring
LBNP - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28903
LOR TEHPERATOBE
Storage study of individual servings of
subsistence at various temperatures
[AD-A01U939] p0115 H76-17833
LOR TEMPERATURE EBVIBONHENTS
Huclear histone content in neurons and nenroglias
of certain parts of the hypothalamus during
cooling of animals
p0182 A76-30176
Biometeorology: Study of thermal changes of man in
the outdoors - Application to the case of a cold
environment
p0298 A76-M3372
The performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liguid environments. Performance of fungi in
exotic and harsh environments
[BASA-CB-1»5395] p0013 B76-10698
Operations in cold environments
p0260 N76-27861
LOR TBHPERATDBE TESTS
Light-induced fast conformational change in
all-trans-retinal at low temperature
p0092 A76-21319
LOB VISIBILITY
Low visibility landing pilot modeling experiment




LOREB BOOT NEGATIVE PRESSURE (LBBP)
U ACCELERATION STBESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
LOHBAR BBGIOB
Effect of prolonged flights on the course of
chronic sacrolnmbar radiculitis in flying
personnel
p0089 A76-20295
Alkaline shift in lumbar and intracranial CSF in
man after 5 days at high altitude
p0277 A76-U0890
Effect of combined action of vibration and lumbar
sympathectomy on changes in peripheral vascular






The function of contour in metacontrast visual
recognition of edge information
p0087 A76-19820
Luminance1 gradients and edge effects in human
visual perception
p0088 A76-20081
Effects of luminance and stimulus distance on
accommodation and visual resolution
p0091 A76-20853








NT X BAY FLUORESCEBCE
Two technigues for eliminating luminol
interference material and flow system









The effect of low light intensity on the
maintenance of circadian synchrony in human
subjects
p0293 A76-42381




Looking forward to the present ablogenesis
theory illuminated by lunar amino acids
p0179 A76-3023*
LOIAB 8IPLORATIOB








HI LUHA8 HO DOLE
IDH»B BODOLE
ABino acid precursors in lunar fines - Limits to
the contribution of jet exhaust
p0278 A76-41120






Looking forward to the present abiogenesis
theory illuninated by lunar anino acids
p0179 A76-30234
Amino acid precursors in lunar fines - Limits to






Development of a refrigeration systers for lunar
surface and spacecraft applications
[HASA-C8-147761 ] p0228 H76-25795
LOBS BOBPHOLOGI
Changes in the single-breath nitrogen washout
curve on exposure to 17,600 ft
pOOOS A76-12099
Effects of 100% oxygen on cell division in lung
alveoli of sguirrel monkeys
p0028 A76-13578
On estimation of external respiration function
efficiency under extensive affections of lung
tissue and hypoxia in people
p0066 A76-185S3
Transit tine analysis of the forced expiratory
spirogran in growth
p0125 A76-25459
The normal lung Russian book
p0182 A76-30691,




Effect of oxygen on lipid composition and
triglyceride-lipase activity in lung tissue
p0118 A76-23442
Oxygen influence on phospholipids and their fatty
.acid composition in lung tissue hyperoxic
effects
p0118 A76-23443
Convective and diffusive gas mixing in human lungs
- Experiments and model analysis
p0126 A76-25463
Closing volumes in man immersed to the neck in water
p0206 A76-32506
Beasnring the magnetic fields of the human heart,
brain, muscles, and lungs
p0271 A76-39710
Bole of the alveolar ventilation/perfusion line in
a periodically ventilated long model
p0276 A76-10637
Frequency dependence of regional lung clearance of
Te-133 in normal men
p0327 A76-47246"
Oxygen and trauma: studies on pulmonary oxygen
poisoning and the role of oxygen in repair
processes
[AD-A011408] p0015 N76-10716
Hitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting man.
Flying Personnel Research Committee
[AD-A015133] p0111 H76-17801
Influence of altered gaseous environments on lung
metabolism
[AD-A015914] p0140 H76-19818
Pulmonary function testing in military personnel:
A preliminary study
[AD-A018067] p0163 H76-21883
Effects of sulfur oxides on the lung: An analytic
base. Part 2: Appendix biological effects
and toxicology
CPB-249685/93 p0259 H76-27845
Effects of oxidant and snlfate interaction on
production of lung lesions
[PB-251729/0] p0285 H76-29902
Effects of long term hyperbaric oxygen exposure on






Lymph flow during stimulation of vasonotor
structures in the hypothalamns and the medulla
oblongata
pOOSS A76-19699




On the spontaneous frequency of the structural
chronosoie aberrations /anomalies/ in
lymphocytes from human blood
p0083 A76-19016
The influence of vibration on the human PBA
stimulated lymphocytes in vitro
p0328 A76-47335
Scanning electron microscopy of the lymphocyte
transformation in vitro by the phytohemagglntinin
[NASA-TT-F-16694] p0045 N76-12702


















On the origin of molecular 'handedness' in living











Relationship of the magnetoencephalogram to the














On the origin of molecular 'handedness1 in living




Beasuring the magnetic fields of the human heart,
brain, muscles, and lungs
p0271 A76-39710
On the detection of the magnetic heart vector - An
application of the reciprocity theorem
p0271 A76-U0111
HAGHETOBETEBS
Beasnring the magnetic fields of the human heart,







Some considerations concerning the use of




The compromise between visual field and







Criterion referenced measures of technical
proficiency in maintenance activities
p0204 176-32215
HALES

























Microwave induced acoustic effects in mammalian
auditory systems
p0021 N76-11699
Circadian rhythms in plants, insects and mammals
exposed to ELF magnetic and/or electric fields
and currents
[AD-A019958] p0223 B76-25760
Badiobiologic effects at low radiation levels
radiation effects on mammals
[CONF-750671-2] p0251 H76-26850
Badiosensitization of mammalian cells by diamide





Systems approach in the study of
nan-machine-environment systems
p0179 A76-30171
Biometeorology: study of therial changes of can in




Detection of a change in plant dynamics in a
man-nachine system
p0002 A76-11064
Analysis of human factors in aircraft accidents
pOOOS A76-11709
The man-computer interface problem in terminal
automation
p0033 A76-15050
The processing of acoustic signals in organic
systems
p0062 A76-17481
Hedico-technical provisions for the interaction of
nan with nilitary technology
p0062 A76-17673
Design of manipulator system movements
p0063 A76-17718
Plotting the movements of a manipulating systen in
a medium with obstacles
p0063 A76-17727
Engineering anthropometry methods Book
p0063 A76-18075
Stress in the case of air traffic control
personnel /taking into consideration future
systems/
[DGLB PAPER 75-026] p0064 A76-18291
Psychological conditions for the simultaneous
formation of groups of concepts and sensory images
p0083 A76-19418
Investigation of the operational structure of the
process of identifying graphical images
pOOen A76-19419
The problem of 'malfunctions' and errors of a
human operator
p0084 A76-19421
The structure of human control activity and its
conversion into an automatic control system
p008« A76-19422
A node! of the human observer in failure detection
tasks
p0089 A76-20122
Informational problems in flight ergonomy
p0090 A76-20615
Evaluating a CRT map predictor for airborne use
p0117 676-22608
Coordination between a digital computer and a
human operator
p0119 A76-21102
Simulation of human operator activity with
allowance for the characteristics of his
operational memory
p0119 A76-24105
Criteria for the collocation of instruments in the
cockpit
p0120 A76-24241
The human factor and the automation of ATC systems
p0121 A76-24279
Subsidiary signals in ergatic systems
p0121 476-24396
Bethods of engineering-psychological
investigations in aviation Russian book
p0128 A76-25567
Criteria on the minimum dynamical effects for the
operator's hand-tool system
p0128 A76-25641
Influence of stochastic excitations on the human
body
p0128 A76-25642
Measures of attention as predictors of flight
performance
p0128 A76-25645
Comparison of seven performance measures in a
time-delayed manipulation task with Rancho
arm using minicomputer-based data taker
p0146 A76-26845
Some topics in aviation ergonomy
p0152 A76-28527
Psychological aspects of the human role in an
aircraft in the light of the development of
aviation
p0152 A76-28528
Bodern psychological research techniques for
testing pilots under dynamic conditions
p0153 A76-28534
Anthropometric data for design
p0154 A76-28553
New control system with an advanced man/machine
interface for Commonwealth Edison Company's
system security
p0169 A76-28814
Considerations in modeling the human supervisory
controller
P0169 A76-28843
Dynamic behaviour of nan in case of difficult
controlled elements and deterministic disturbances
p0169 A76-28846
Laboratory investigation of 'biorhythms'
information processing reaction time in humans
p0172 A76-28915
Remote data processing in computer-aided design in
the regime of operative man-machine interaction
p0179 A76-30170
Systems approach in the study of
man-machine-environment systems
p0179 A76-30171
Choosing the optimum structure for a system of
operative graphical interaction between man and
the computer
p0179 A76-30172
A model of the human as a snboptimal smoother





Construction of notions of manipulable systems in
media containing obstructions algorithn
controlled robot devices
.';, p0181 A76-30129
Bnian factors in our expanding technology;
Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting,
Dallas, Tex., October 11-16, 1975
p0201 176-32226
Sioalator training reconsidered - Alternative
concepts of transfer
p0202 176-32228
Translating information requirements into training
device fidelity requirements
p0202 A76-32229
Methodology for the prediction of complex skill
performance
p0202 A76-32233
The function description inventory as a human
factors tool in evalnating system effectiveness
in operational environments for weapon systems
p0203 A76-32237
Behavioral data in the design of aircrew training
devices
p0203 A76-32239
SATT revisited - A critical post-examination of
the systems apprbach to training for B-1 crews
p0203 A76-32211
SAINT model of a choice reaction tine paradigm
Systems Analysis of Integrated Network of Tasks
p0203 A76-322U2
SAINT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility Systems
Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks
p0203 A76-32213
Development of a computer simulation model for
evaluating DAIS display concepts Digital
Avionics Information System
p0201 A76-32241
Criterion referenced measures of technical
proficiency in maintenance activities
p020U A76-322U5
An airplane performance control system - A flight
experiment banking angle and vertical speed
control
p0209 A76-33371
Continuous versus intermittent display of
information in Dan-machine systems
p0210 A76-33372
A study of handling quality assessment in manual
control system
p0271 A76-39850
Application of statistical modeling to the
investigation of the activity of the operator in
man-machine automatic control system complexes
p0271 A76-U0160
Interactive graphics in the analysis of neuronal
spike train data
p0276 A76-10712
Engineering psychology Russian book
p0291 A76-U2011
Elements of the theory of man-machine systems
Russian book
p0291 A76-12021
Simulation of a remotely piloted vehicle/drone
control facility using SAIHT
p0291 A76-12086
An inflight monitor for aircraft cockpit/cabin
environments
p0296 A76-126U1
The design-induced part of the human error problem
in aviation
p0297 A76-12906
Monitored approach as initial stage in training of
pilots for Category II landing
p0317 A76-41921
On optimality in human control tasks
[ICAS PAPER 76-51] p0329 A76-17398
An investigation of single-axis manual control
processes and comparative evaluation of human
operator models
CFB-21] p0018 N76-10736
Human force capabilities for operating aircraft
controls at 1, 3, and 5 GZ
CAD-A011515] p0018 N76-10739
Buaan factors in general aviation
p0037 N76-11999
Simultaneous processing of bisensory information
sensory perception and human performance man
machine systems
[AD-A0121U9] p0019 N76-12729
Observation methods for human dialogue
[ AD-A013212] p0057 N76-13767
Biocybernetic control in nan-machine interaction
[AD-A012967] pOOSS N76-13771
The man-machine task allocation problem with
sequencing considerations
p0077 876-14802
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A013619] p0078 N76-11811
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Technique for studying synaptic connections of
single motonenrones in man
p0319 476-45775
4 new method of interfacing pilot to aircraft









Effects of luminance and stimulus distance on









NT VIKING H4BS PROGRAM
Canadian remote manipulator system for N4S4 Space
Shuttle
•p0271 476-39714
4pplications of aerospace technology in biology
and medicine
[N4S4-CR-144919] p0053 N76-13736
Publications of the planetary biology program for
1975: A special bibliography on NASA








Training plan for the preliminary test and




Visual sensitivity of the eye to. infrared laser
radiation
p0175 476-29400
Ocular effects of radiation: Retina
p0019 N76-11311
NECK (4N4TOMI)
Cervicocranium and the aviator's protective helmet
hangman-noose-type fractures
pOOOS 476-11710
Head and neck cooling by air, water, or air plus
water in'hyperthermia
p0123 476-25265
Injury criteria and human tolerance for the neck
p0212 476-34141
Human head and neck dynamic response - Analytical
models and experimental data
p0213 A76-34144
Bioengineering study of basic physical
measurements related to susceptibility to
cervical hyperextension-hyperflexion injury
[PB-247763/6] p0190 N76-22900
4 comprehensive analysis of head and neck dynamics
arising from impact and inertia forces
p0196 N76-23827
4 mathematical model of the human spine and its







Investigation of the electrical activity of the
spinal cord with local depression of inhibitory
processes
p0030 476-13812
Cochlear tuning properties - Concurrent basilar
membrane and single nerve fiber measurements
p0033 476-15438




NT 4FFEBENT NEBVODS SYSTEMS















HP PERIPHERAL NERVOOS SISTER
HT SPIRAL CORD
HT SPIKE
MT SYSPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEH
NT SYNAPSES
NT THALABUS
Lymph flow daring stimulation of vasomotor
structures in the hypothalamns and the medulla
oblongata
p0085 A76-19699
Importance of the nervous system in the initiation
and treatment of cardiac arrhythmias;
Proceedings of the Symposium, University of
California, Davis, Calif., August 17-21, 1975
p0324 A76-U6686
The auditory neural network in man
CNASA-CB-1<»6357] p0106 N76-16783
The regenerative response of the sympathetic
nervous system to hypobaric hypozia in
cardiac tissue
p0188 R76-22884
An analysis of motor function and control in the
human nervous system
[AD-A020098] p0225 N76-25772
The effects of electromagnetic fields on the
nervous systen
p030U N76-30792










A technique for totally automated audiometry
p0117 A76-23173
IBUBAL BETS
Investigation of the propagation of a stimulus in
a neuron network modeling the cortex
p0030 A76-13912
Signal dispersion within a hippocampal neural
network
p0117 A76-22411
Coordination between a digital computer and a
human operator
p0119 A76-21102
Minimization of encoded synchronous and
asynchronous biopotentials of the brain. II
p0119 A76-24106
The development of the visual cortex
p0183 A76-31071
Cytochemical investigations of proteins and RNA in
spinal motoneurons and neurons of spinal ganglia
of the rat after space flight
p0269 A76-39577
BEDBOLOGI
Automatic recognition and analysis of synapses
in brain tissue
p01«9 A76-27621
Anatomical aspects of the functional organization




Nuclear histone content in neurons and neuroglias




polyphosphoinositides in the brain
p0182 A76-30086
Nystagmus after unilateral lesion of the superior
colliculos in rabbits
p0182 &76-30196
Effects of mevinphos /Phosdrin/ on unit discharge
patterns in avian hippocampus
organophosphate pesticide - atropine antidote
synergism
p02«1 A76-37066
Implantable electrode for recording nerve signals
in awake animals
p0277 A76-U0892
Compensatory adrenal growth - A neurally-mediated
reflex
p0301 A76-11U575
Neural control of the cardiovascular system and
orthostatic regulation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Basel, Switzerland,
April 21-26, 1975
p0323 A76-U6II63
The relationship between the electrographic
components of trace processes and the capacity
of the short-duration memory of children and
adults
p0327 A76-U698U
Vestnik of the USSR academy of medical sciences,
no. 8, 1975 a discussion of emotional
stress, the cardiovascular system, and neurology
[JPRS-65970] pOO«5 N76-12703
Preliminary results of an experiment on human
chronobiology and neurobiology in a subterranean
environment. 1: Life on a bicircadian rhythm
(P. Englender). 2: Life in continuous light
(J. Chabert). Longitudinal analysis and
computer correlation of neurologic,
psychological and physiologic data collected in
beyond-time cave experiments from 1968-1969
[HASA-TT-P-15U99] p0258 H76-27838
NEDBOHDSCOLAB TBAHSBISSIOB
Governing law of statistical biomechanics
p0011 A76-1255U
Effect of a sequence of activating pulses on the
contractile properties of muscle
p0011 A76-12556
Inhibition of cortical evoked potentials and
sensation by self-initiated movement in man
p0033 A76-15070
Voluntary control of the number of discharges of a
single spinal alpha neuron sensorimotor
performance under sensory feedback in man
p0061 A76-16911
Effect of fluorocarbons on acetylcholinesterase
activity and some counter measures
p0063 A76-17896
Beflex and mechanical circulatory effects of
graded Valsalva maneuvers in normal man
p0127 A76-J5171
Conditions of nonfatigue in skeletal muscles
p0150 A76-27922
The relevance of the so-called tremor for the
control of voluntary movement
p0169 A76-288t5
Vestibulo-spinal relationships anatomical and
functional relationships
p017<t A76-29281
Technique for studying synaptic connections of
single motoneurones in man
p0319 A76-45775
Localization of SH-gamma-aminobntyric acid in the
cochlea. Light and electron microscopic
autoradiography
[NASA-TT-F-16661] p0020 N76-11687
Neuromuscular blocking properties of lincomycin





Are solar neutrinos detected by living things
p0030 A76-13625
Hathematical models for representing certain types
of mechanical motion models of neuron
structures in visual system
p0030 A76-13915
Voluntary control of the number of discharges of a
single spinal alpha neuron sensoriaotor
performance under sensory feedback in man
p0061 A76-16911
Ganglionic neurons of the heart and their
interrelations with innervated tissue
p0065 i76-18»8U
Specific features of cortical neurons in response
to skin thermostimnlation
pOOBI A76-19661
Responses of neural units of the frog's lateral





Responses of reticular and ventral anterior
thalanic neurons of the visual cortex to
afferent stinuli of different sodalities in cats
p0096 176-22226
Transmission of excitation in the feline optic
system
p0096 476-22227
Distribution of carbon dioxide and oxygen tension
values in cerebral cortical neurons and
surrounding tissue
p0150 476-27921
The innervation of the vestibnlar labyrinth
p0173 476-29278
Physiology of the vestibular nuclei
p0171 476-29280
Electrical reactions of the auditory region of the
cortex of the vernis cerebelli during aural
stimulation
p0176 476-29*29
Reuronal organization of the thermosensory region
of the anterior hypothalaaus
p0182 476-30195
Effects of electrical stimulation of vagal nuclei
in anesthetized and unanesthetized cats
cardiac response
p0181 A76-31363
The effects of centrifugation on the morphology of
the lateral vestibular nucleus in the rat - 4
light and electron microscopic study
p0211 476-33173
Effects of high-LET particles /A-40/ on the brain
of Drosophila nelanogaster
p0215 476-31500
Investigation of cerebrospinal reflexes - 4 review
of the concept of bulbar vasonotor center
p0275 476-10632
Electromagnetic field effects in nerve tissue
p0277 476-10752





Technique for studying synaptic connections of
single ootoneurones in man
p0319 476-15775
HEOBOPBTSIOLOGT
Coaputer-aided analysis of the probability
characteristics of the brain biopotentials in
healthy man
p0003 476-11376
The processing of a colored signal by various
types of ganglionic cells in the frog retina
p0009 A76-12215
Relations between the posterior lateral nucleus of
the thalamus and the cortex of the suprasylvian
convolution in the cat
p0030 476-13811
The organization of voluntary notion:
Hearophysiological mechanisms Russian book
p0032 476-11998
Independence of 'ON' and 'OFF1 responses of
retinal ganglion cells
p0033 476-15137
Protective effect of brain cortex gangliosides on
the temporary loss of hearing induced by
high-intensity noise in man
_ p0036 A76-15763
4rtificial stable functional connections as a
means of forming long-term memory matrices in
man /Contribution to long-ten memory theory/
p0061 476-16912
Fluorescent angiography in the presence of
congested and pseudocongested discs of ocular
nerves
p0062 A76-17671
Limits concerning sensorial information processing
in man
CDGLS PAPER 75-025] pooei 476-18290
Horphof unctional characterization of the
intramural nervous system of the heart during
variations /stimulation and depression/ of the
sympathetic part of the autonoiic nervous system
p0065 A76-18183
Ganglionic neurons of the heart and their
interrelations with innervated tissue
p0065 A76-18181
The effect of 2-deoxy-D-glucose and D-glucose on
the efferent discharge rate of sympathetic nerves
p0096 476-21788
Neural activity of the hippocampus in certain
types of behavior
p0119 A76-23811
The. significance of efferent regulation of carotid
labyrinth chemoreceptors in maintaining their
stability
p0120 476-21217
Analysis of neural mechanisms for emotional
changes of the heart's activity
p0128 A76-25623
Nature of a choline receptor and the structure of
its active center Russian book
p0113 476-26095
Biochemical characteristics of choline receptor
p0113 476-26096
Investigation of choline receptors by the method
of chemical codification
p0113 476-26097
Study of correlations between the physiological
activity of the molecules of cholinomiietic
substances and their electronic structure
pOIII 476-26098
Effect of the lifetime of the
acetylcholine-choline receptor complex on the
eguilibriUB potential of end plate membrane
p0111 476-26100
The functional role of slow potential rhythms and
order impulse flows in brain
p0150 476-27918
The vestibular system Book
p0173 A76-29276
Some aspects of the structure of the vestibular
apparatus
p0173 A76-29277
Physiology of the vestibnlar nuclei
p017« 476-29280
Mechanisms of information processing in sensory
systems Russian book
p0175 476-29126
Temperature signalization and its processing in an
organism
p0175 A76-29127
Study of the spectral characteristics of complex
receptive fields of the visual cortex
p0176 A76-29130
Oscillation phenomena in the Hodgkin-Huxley
equations model of nerve conduction in squid
axon
p0179 476-29732
Neuronal organization of the thermosensory region
of the anterior hypothalamus
p0182 A76-30195
The development of the visual cortex
p0183 476-31071
Adaptation alters perceived direction of motion
psychophysical vision experiments
p0186 476-31725
Thermal homeostasis in rats after
intrahypothalamic injections of 6-hydroxydopamine
p0186 476-31923
Effect of carotid sinus nerve stimulation pattern
on cardiorespiratory responses
p0186 A76-31921
Electromechanical stimulator for presenting moving
cutaneous stimuli
p0207 A76-32511
Evidence for the presence of eye movement
potentials during paradoxical sleep in cats
p0212 A76-3397«
Psychoacoustical eguivalents to neurophysiological
'tuning curves' obtained by the method of
subsequent masking
p0231 476-35892
Effects of organophosphate pesticides and other
drugs on snbcortical mechanisms of visual
integration
p0211 476-37068
Effect's of low-intensity ultrasound on the central
nervous system of primates
p02«2 476-37070
Effect of electromagnetic pulse on avoidance
behavior and electroencephalogram of a rhesus
monkey
p0212 476-37071
Physiology of emotion Russian book
p0268 476-39207
Cytochemical investigations of proteins and RHA in
spinal notoneurons and neurons of spinal ganglia
4-136
SDBJECT IUDEI NITROGEN
of the rat after space flight
p0269 A76-39577
Interactive graphics in the analysis of neuronal
spike train data
p0276 A76-40712
Sensomotor coordination German handbook on
motion physiology
p0290 A76-42009
Neurophysiological approach to the analysis of
behavior in a species Russian book
p0294 A76-42541
The unresponsive regions of visual cortical
receptive fields
p0300 A76-44CW6
Short-term and long tern memory - Validity of
division and organization in time
p0300 A76-1U538
The vestibular system for eye movement control
p0313 A76-1U727
The nearophysiology of saccades
p0313 A76-UI4730
Functional and anatomical characteristics of the
nerve-brown adipose interaction in the rat
p0316 i76-ti48«it
The involvement of noradrenergic nerves in the
cardiovascular reflex responses to lover body
negative pressure in the anaesthetised rabbit
p0317 A76-448U5
Neurophysiology of the carotid sinus receptors in
normal and hypertensive animals and man
p0323 A76-46U65
Studies of orientational and postural mechanisms
in a aodel neural system
TAD-A012027] p0023 N76-11719
Portable apparatus for the telemetric registry of
some physiological functions during neuropsychic
stress
p0039 N76-12650
Heurochemical characteristics of specific
pathological syndromes occurring in the presence
of stress
pOO<!6 N76-12708
Neurophysical mechanisms of arterial hypertension
in experimental emotional stress
P0046 N76-12709
The influence of increased nitrogen tensions on
properties of identified neurons in Aplysia
Californica
[AD-A013272] p0055 R76-13750
Octopamine receptors on Aplysia neurons: Further
evidence for a function of octopamine as a
neurotransmitter
CAD-A013030] p0131 H76-18776
The organization of voluntary movement:
Neurophysiological mechanisms in human






Information neuroses and cardiovascular pathology
p0016 N76-12706
HEDBOTIC DEPRESSION
A test method for the rapid and early detection of
the most common psychological syndromes among
aviation personnel, directly and indirectly
associated with air navigation
p0035 476-15754
HEOTBiLIZEBS
wash water waste pretreatment system study
[NASA-CR-147588] p0191 N76-22909
BEDTBIHOS
Are solar neutrinos detected by living things
p0030 A76-13625
BBOTBOH ACTIVATION ANALYSIS














Average neutron energy measurement at an




Correlation of animal, crypt, and stem cell




Toxicology and metabolism of nickel compounds
[COO-3140-34] p0335 N76-33339
BICOTINE
Interaction of the chemoreflex and the pulmonary
inflation reflex in the regulation of coronary
circulation in conscious dogs
p0027 A76-12959
Cardiovascular effects of long-term cigarette
smoking and nicotine administration
p0065 A76-18382
NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIBCBAFT)




Laboratory assessment of the AH/PVS-5 night vision
goggle
p0029 A76-13587
Night vision systems for Army aviation
p0032 A76-14582
Visual space perception on a computer graphics
night visual attachment
p0177 A76-29488
Aviator performance during day and night terrain
flight
p0205 A76-32252
Laboratory assessment of the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggle for infrared reconnaissance
[AD-A011053] p0018 N76-107UO
Selection of individuals for specific duties
associated with night vision proficiency
[AD-A012588] p0049 N76-127.10
Helicopter flight performance with the AN/PVS-5,







Comment on Egami's concept of the evolution of
nitrate respiration
p0326 A76-46721
Effect of different concentrations of nitrate
nitrogen in media on the amino acid composition
of protein in chlorella cells
p0038 N76-12644
Bacterial nitrate reductases. 8: Preliminary






Bacterial nitrate reductases. 8: Preliminary




Changes in the single-breath nitrogen washout
curve on exposure to 17,600 ft
pOOOB A76-12099
Decompression-induced decrease in nitrogen
elimination rate in awake dogs
p0317 A76-45101
H-071 critical data analysis
[NASA-CR-115692] p0020 N76-11692
Total body nitrogen analysis neutron
activation analysis
[NASA-CH-144653] p0079 N76-15773
Oxygen exchange in the body accompanying
replacement of atmospheric nitrogen by helium
p0099 N76-16731
Nitrogen exchange across the lungs in resting Ban.
Flying Personnel Besearch Committee
[AD-A015133] p0111 N76-17801
An automated DHFB method for the determination of
urinary amino nitrogen
A-137

















Changes of free amino acids in plasma of healthy
subjects induced by physical exercise
p0147 A76-27096
nineral and nitrogen balance study observations -
The second Banned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28908
Characteristics of nitrogen metabolisa in the










Estimation of cardiac output by an N2O rebreathing
•ethod in adults and children
p0317 A76-45101
Nitrous oxide and trenor







NT JET AIBCRAFT NOISE
NT SONIC BOOMS
The incidence of temporary and permanent hearing
loss among aircrews exposed to long-duration
noise in naritime patrol aircraft (noise
hazards of reconnaissance aircraft)
[DCIEH-75-BP-1073] p0110 N76-17792
Psycho-physical performance of Air Force
technicians after long duration noise exposure
(noise hazards to flight crews)
p0110 N76-17793
Physiological effects of noise human reactions
of human body
p0111 N76-17797
An investigation of aircraft voice communication
systems as sources of insidious long-tern
acoustic hazards noise intensity in earphones
p0111 N76-17798
Passenger ride quality within a noise and
vibration environment
CNASA-TB-X-72811] p016« N76-21886
Effects of wideband auditory noise on manual
















Psyihophysical efficiency of specialist personnel
in military aviation following prolonged,
exposure to high-intensity noise
p0036 A76-15760
Protective effect of brain cortex gangliosides on
the temporary loss of hearing induced by
high-intensity noise in man
p0036 A76-15763
Noise and sleep' - A literature review and a
proposed criterion for assessing effect
p0064 A76-18378
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. I - Effects of stimulus delivery
rate. II - Effects of signal intensity and
masking noise
p0208 A76-32873
Individual differences in huaan annoyance response
to noise
[NASA-CB-11Q921] , p0075 N76-11793
Review of studies investigating human response to
commercial aircraft noise
[AD-A022356/0] p0198 N76-2384"!
Blood pressure measurement in a high noise
environment, select bibliography of books,
journal articles and documents, 1963 - 1975
[AD-A021203] p0332 H76-32S32
BOISE HEASOBEBE1I
Beview of measured vibration and noise
environments experienced by passengers in
aircraft and in ground transportation systems
p0102 N76-16758
Aircraft noise in residential areas: Heasnrement
and analysis human reactions near airports
p0219 N76-242U5
NOISE POLLUTION
Effects of noise exposure human tolerances and





Guidelines for developing a training program in
noise survey techniques
(AD-A016677] p0261 N76-27872






TTS in nan from a 21-hour exposure to an octave
band of noise centered at * kHz noise
thresholds, human tolerances to sound waves
[AHBL-TB-75-3] p0109 B76-17788
Protective effects in men of brain cortex
gangliosides on the hearing loss induced by high
levels of noise lipids of the cerebral
cortex affecting noise threshold
p0110 N76-17789
Studies of asymptotic TTS noise threshold -
hu^an tolerances to noise hazards (industrial
safety)
p0110 N76-17790
Asymptotic behavior of temporary threshold shift




A study of the subjective equivalence of noise and
whole-body vibration
p0030 A76-13603
An experiment concerning the relation between
sound intensity, situation cognition, and
performance
p0033 A76-15I462
Studies on the psychological and
psychophysiological effect of repeated four-hour
intermittent pink noise
p0034 A76-15463
Psychophysical efficiency of specialist personnel
in military aviation following prolonged
exposure to high-intensity noise
p0036 A76-15760
The effect of vibration and noise on the function
of endocrine glands in military technical crews
p0062 A76-17672
Effects of aircraft noise on the mental work of
pupils
p0083 A76-18950
On the question of the physiological interaction
on the vibrotactile and audio reception
p0091 A76-20875
An assessment on certain causal models used in




Hearing protectors for workers in energy plants
p0274 A76-U0345
Long-duration exposure to intermittent noises
p0322 A76-46313
Bearing conservation: Intense acoustic






Oscillation phenomena in the Rodgkin-Bnxley




Hatching of biological and engineering elements
and systems
p0030 A76-13911
Hanual control of high order systems by human
operators
p0165 H76-21893
Nonlinear diffusion models and spatial
interactions in biological systems
p0281 N76-28806
NOBPARAHBTRIC STATISTICS





Hechanisms of themogenic action of noradrenalin
in cold adaptation
p0084 A76-19665
Effect of noradrenalin on the central control of
thernoregulation associated with temperature
adaptation
p0084 A76-19666
The role of noradrenalin in the regulation of
muscular thermogenesis during cooling
p0085 A76-19697
Nonshivering thermogenesis induced by repetitive
cooling of spinal cord in the rat
p0151 A76-27994
The involvement of noradrenei /ic nerves in the
cardiovascular reflex responses to loner body
negative pressure in the anaesthetised rabbit
p0317 A76-U1845
Antidote effects of atropine, toxogonin, SAD 128
and isoprenalin in rats poisoned with paraoxon
,. [BS7G-FBHT-75-15] p0251 N76-26853
NOBEPINEPHBIBB
Beflex limb dilatation following norepinephrine
and angiotensin II in conscious dogs
p0150 A76-27989
Norepinephrine turnover in heart and spleen of 7-,
22-, and 31 C-acclimated hamsters
p0151 A76-27990
Tissue catecholaoine levels of the golden hamster
/Sesocricetus anratus/ acclimated to 7, 22 and
31 C
p0278 A76-40947
Catecholaaine, corticosteroid and ketone excretion











Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'
radiation exposures on Skylab missions 2, 3, and 4
[NASA-CR-147436] p0101 N76-16746
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'






Bealth and safety record of the nuclear industry
TAAEC/IP-8] p0190 B76-22895
NOCLEAB REACTIONS






















The prebiotic synthesis of deoxythymidine
oligonucleotides. II - Comparison of condensing
agents
p0272 A76-40134
Formation of nncleoside S'-polyphosphates from
nucleotides and trimetaphosphate
p0273 A76-40136
Aminoacyl transfer fron an adenylate anhydride to
polyribonucleotides
p0273 A76-40138

















NT FINITE ELEHENT HETBOD
Analysis of the thickness of shielding of a
radiation refuge during prolonged space flights
p0039 N76-12652
NDBEBICAL CONTROL
Concept of algorithmic control for one class of






Thermophysical properties of foodstuffs
[ASBE PAPER 76-BT-59] p0324 A76-46592
Starvation and refeeding of carp (Cyprinus Carpio L)
[NASA-TT-F-16649] p0013 N76-10696
Fasting and renourishment of carp (Cyprinus Carpio
L.). 3
[NASA-TT-F-16651] p0019 N76-11686
Multiple nutrient markers. Energy and nutrient
[NASA-CR-144635] p0077 N76-14806











Change in the reactivity of the vestibular
analyzer under conditions of hypoxia
p0147 A76-27S99
Braking saccade - A new fast eye movement
p0172 A76-28917
Nystagmus after unilateral lesion of the superior
colliculus in rabbits
p0182 A76-30496
Central nystagmus and its interaction with





Nystagmus, turning sensations, and illusory







High visibility air sea rescue panel
CNASA-CASE-HSC-1256<1-1] p0082 H76-15792
OCULAB CIHCOLATIOi
Fluorescent angiogcaphy in the presence of
congested and pseudocongested discs of ocular
nerves
p0062 A76-17671




Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
launchings. II
p0086 A76-19705
Eye movements, efference, and visual perception
p0315 A76-11739
Nystagmus, turning sensations, and illusory
movement in motion sickness susceptibility
p0321 A76-46303
OCDLOBETEBS
Algorithm for analyses of saccadic eye movements
using a digital computer
p0211 A76-3338U
The purkinje-image method of recording eye position
p031« A76-U4735
Hays of recording line of sight
p031<t A76-44736
OCDLOHOTOB NBBYES
Vestibular-ocular accommodation reflex in man
p0028 A76-13577
Extraretinal information in corrective saccades
ana inflow vs outflow theories of visual '
direction constancy
p0155 A76-28771
Thermal responses to preoptic heating and ambient
temperature in unrestrained rabbits
p0179 A76-30237
Functional dependence of optical parameters on
circumferential forces in the cat lens
p0300 A76-«40i»7
Saccadic suppression of image displacement
p0300 A76-UU048
The vestibular system for eye movement control
p0313 A76-44727
Extraretinal influences on the primate visual system
p0315 A76-4I1710
Voluntary saccades, eye position, and perceived
visual direction
p0315 A76-t47»1
Saccades to flashes visual inflow from retina
to oculomotor pathways
p0315 A76-itU7«2








Shunting of mixed venous blood into the arterial
bed at early stages of ontogenesis under
conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 A76-366M8




Portable medical status system potential
hazards in the use of the telecare system
rH4SA-CB-117558] p0189 N76-22893
OPEBATIOHAL PBOBLEHS








Detection of a change in plant dynamics in a
nan-machine system
p0002 A76-11061
Han in the state of operational stress
p0060 A76-16907
Differential adaptivity of the brain
individual typological characteristics
p0060 A76-16908
Stress in the case of air traffic control
personnel /taking into consideration future
systems/
[DSLB PAPEB 75-026] p006U A76-18291
Concurrent changes in some rheoencephalographic
and oxihemographic indices under the influence
of lental work in human operators at data
processing centers
p0066 A76-18555
Psychological conditions for the simultaneous
formation of groups of concepts and sensory images
p0083 A76-19118
Investigation of the operational structure of the
process of identifying graphical images
E0081 A76-19«19
Latency and duration of the manual movements of an
operator under two modes of observation
P008U 476-191420
The problem of 'malfunctions' and errors of a
human operator
p008« A76-19P21
The structure of human control activity and its
conversion into an automatic control system
p0081 A76-19U22
Evaluating the ability of aircrew personnel to
hear speech in their operational environments
p0093 A76-21409
Coordination between a digital computer and a
human operator
p0119 A76-21102
Simulation of human operator activity with
allowance for the characteristics of his
operational memory
p0119 A76-24105
Subsidiary signals in ergatic systems
p0121 A76-24396
Criteria on the minimum dynamical effects for the
operator's hand-tool system
p0128 A76-25611
Adaptation reactions of workers in ergonomic field
studies of information processing work potentials
p01«7 A76-2709"!
The effects of vibration on manual control
performance
p0155 A76-28750
Systems approach in the study of
man-machine-environment systems
p0179 A76-30171
SAINT model of a choice reaction time paradigm
Systems Analysis of Integrated Network of Tasks
p0203 A76-32242
Scanning patterns in real-time FIIB displays
target acquisition task using Forward Looking
Infrared Imagery
p020« A76-32219
Television systems for remote manipulation in
space
p0204 A76-32251
Human and nonhuman operators in manual control
systems
p02«1 A76-37067
Application of statistical modeling to the
investigation of the activity of the operator in
man-machine automatic control system complexes
p027t A76-UOU60
Engineering* psychology Bussian book
p0291 A76-H2011
Elements of the theory of man-machine systems
Bussian book
p0291 A76-02021
Organization of work - Psychophysiological
problems of monitoring and control Bussian
book
p0291 A76-«20U«
Stress in air traffic controllers - Effects of
ABTS-III Automated Badar Terminal Systems
A-1<tO
SUBJECT IHOBZ OPTICAL BEFLBCTIOB
p0321 A76-U6302
An investigation of single-axis manual control
processes and comparative evaluation of human
operator Bodels
CFB-21] p0018 N76-10736
The effect of a filtered control on operators'
hand tremor
C&P8C-72/CS-71 p002» N76-11723
The effect of a tracking task on speech
intelligibility in noise
CBAE-TB-750111] p0024 H76-11729
Developnent of a perforaance criterion for enroute
air traffic control personnel research through




Nathsmatical aodels for representing certain types
of mechanical motion nodels of neuron




NT PILOTS ( P E R S O N N E L )
NT TEST PILOTS
Considerations in modeling the human supervisory
controller
p0169 A76-28843
Dynamic characteristics of alcohol-impaired human
controllers
p0169 A76-2B8UU
Dynamic behaviour of man in case of difficult
controlled elements and deterministic disturbances
p0169 A76-28846
Training plan for the preliminary test and
evaluation detachment for LABPS UK 3 (Light
Airborne Hulti-Purpose System)
[AD-A01 25119] pOOSO N76-12736
The feasibility of generalized acoustic sensor
operator training
[AD-A011846] p0057 N76-13764
Computer-aided techniques for providing operator
performance measures
[AD-A01t330] pOOSI N76-15790
Visual dynamics when interrupting a control task
to search for a peripheral target
[AD-A016838] p0133 N76-1B79U
Quantitative modelling of the time-multiplexing
characteristics of human controllers
i;PB-2U6339/6] pOIUO H76-19812
An analysis of age and performance among
communications personnel
[AD-A017536] p0160 N76-20820
Manua l control of high order systems by human
operators
p0165 H76-21893
Suide to the HANHOD2SSB (nan-machine model.
Version 2: Steady state, batch version),
computer program
[AD-A017759] p0165 B76-21900
BANHOD 1975, human internal models and
scene-perception models
[AD-A017762] p0166 N76-21901
Flight operations payload training for crew and
support personnel. Task 3: Inflight operations




Evaluation of possible microwave-induced lens
changes in the Dnited States Air Force
p0029 A76-13589
Evoked potentials and visual acuity
p0271 A76-39687
Opthalmological examination of laser workers and
investigation of laser accidents
p0019 N76-11315







Life and chirality beyond the earth
p003Q A76-156U4
On the origin of molecular 'handedness1 in living
systems paleomagnetic effects in prebiotic
enantiomer synthesis
p0272 A76-U0130
Crystallization and solid-state reaction as a
route to asymmetric synthesis from achiral
starting materials
p0272 A76-U0131
Two techniques for eliminating Inminol
interference material and flow system








Effects of alteration of spatial frequency content
of complex scenes on human visual scan patterns









Optical systems for the study of the hemodynamics
in living capillaries
p0183 A76-31168







Besearch on the application of semiconducting




Double flashes from single pulses of light
p0066 A76-18622
Differential responding to the beta movement after
waking from BEfl and nonBEB sleep apparent
motion optical illusions
p0091 A76-20859
Antagonism between channels for pattern and
movement in human vision
* p0092 A76-21317
Perceptual illusion of rotation of
three-dimensional objects
p0097 A76-22372
The fusion illusion perception of vertically
disparate visual stimuli
p01»6 A76-26776
Brightness contrast in the Ehrenstein illusion
p0186 A76-31723
The significance of frequency gradients in
binocular grating perception
p0270 A76-39685
Ground-referenced visual orientation in flight
control tasks: Judgements of size and distance











Continuously variable amplitude contrast








Functional dependence of optical parameters on
circumferential forces in the cat lens
p0300 A76-4«Oa7
OPTICAL BEFLECTIOB
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit: A
A-141
OPTICAL SIGIiLS SUBJECT IBDEX





0 LIGHT (VISIBLE PADIATIOB)
OPTICAL TBiCKHG
Laboratory assessment of the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggle
P0029 A76-13587
Induced subject-relative movement - Persistence of
apparent moveaent of a stationary point after
removal of inducing stimulus
P0266 A76-38113
Temporal determinants of the fora of the spatial
contrast threshold HTP
P0299 A76-44011
Saccadic suppression of image displacement
P0300 A76-11048
The physiology of pursuit eye movements
P0313 A76-11728
Eye movements during afterimage tracking under
sinusoidal and randon vestibular stiaulation
P0313 A76-14729
Role of eye movements in maintaining a
phenomenally clear and stable world
p031<4 A76-11733
The Purkinje-image method of recording eye position
P0314 A76-41735
Eye movements ~ on-line measurement, analysis, and
control
p031H A76-UU737
Eye movements, efference, and visual perception
P0315 A76-14739
OPTIHAL CONTROL
An optimization concept of systolic elastance
p0169 A76-28847
On optimality in human control tasks
[ I C A S PAPER 76-51] p0329 A76-47398




The compromise between visual field and










NT SALYDT SPACE STATION
NT SKILAB 1
NT S K Y L A B 2
NT S K Y L A B 3
NT SKYLAB <1
Sixty two days on board Salyut 4. I
P0083 A76-19268
ORBITAL NOBKEBS
Sixty two days on board Salynt 1. I
P0083 A76-19268
OBBITAL WORKSHOPS




D R E A / a n m o n i u m ion removal system for the orbiting
frog otolith experiment ion exchange resins





The organic chemistry and biology of the




















Photosynthesis of organic compounds in the
atmosphere of Jupiter
p0059 A76-16181
Closed syste» Fischer-Tropsch synthesis over
meteoritic iron, iron ore and nickel-iron alloy
deuterium-carbon monoxide reaction catalysis
p0268 A76-39397
OBGABIC HiTERIALS
Effects of very high pressure on organic and
biological systems
p0037 S76-12635
Change in various chemical and physical properties
of natural waters on prolonged storage
[BLL-RTS-9254A] p0195 N76-23819
OBGABIC PHOSPHORUS COHPOOBDS
Effects of mevinphos /Phosdrln/ on unit discharge
patterns in avian hippocampus
organophosphate pesticide - atropine antidote
synergiso
p0241 A76-37066
Effects of organophosphate pesticides and other


















Horphological investigation of the organs and




Are the oldest 'fossils', fossils
p0325 A76-16718
OBIEHTATIOH
Studies of orientational and postural mechanisms
in a model neural system
[AD-A012027] p0023 N76-11719
ORiaOPEDICS
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[SASA-CASE-GSC-12082-1 ] p0192 H76-2291I)
OBTEOSTATIC TOLERANCE
Lower body negative pressure - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28901
Effect of altitude adaptation on human tolerance
to some disturbing factors acute hypoxia,
physical and orthostatic loads
p018t A76-31361
Investigation of causes of orthostatic instability
p0275 A76-10633
Neural control of the cardiovascular system and
orthostatic regulation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Basel, Switzerland,
April 2K-26, 1975
p0323 A76-II6I163




Alterations on orthostatic tolerance after
oyocardial infarction and in congestive heart
failure
p0324 A76-II6471
Relationships between training condition and
orthostatic tolerance • •
p032« A76-U6472
Effect of physical fitness on vanillylmandelic
acid excretion during immersion
A-112
SDBJECT INDEX OIIGEN CONSUMPTION
p0326 A76-46810
Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
ortbostatic tolerance in response to loner body
negative pressure daring 59 days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 3
[NASA-Cfi-1111515] p001« N76-10707
Study of the bioelectric activity of the






HI CATHODE EAT TOBES









The development of a portable cardiac altrasonoscope
p0290 A76-U1792
Transfer of training following computer-based
instruction in basic oscilloscope procedures
[AD-A012637] pOOSO B76-12737
OSHOSIS
lon-osnotic hyperthermia during exercise in dogs
p01«9 A76-27909
Research on reverse osmosis aenbranes for
purification of wash water at sterilization
temperature (165 degrees F)
[PB-2i»2521/3] p0025 H76-11730
Dse of reverse osnosis and nltrafiltration for
removing microorganisms from water




Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics
p0035 A76-15756
OIOLITB OBGAHS
Some aspects of the structure of the vestibular
apparatus
p0173 A76-29277
Apollo flight crew vestibular assessment
pOO»3 H76-12683
OTOLOGI
The vestibnlar system Book
p0173 A76-29276
Some aspects of the structure of the vestibular
apparatus
p0173 A76-29277
On the physiology and the examination of the
vestibular labyrinths
p017« A76-29281
Vestibular' ototoxicity streptomycin effects
p0175 A76-29287





The dependence of the content and concentration of
products of enzymatic oxidation on the size of
coacervate droplets abiogenesis
p0002 A76-10809
Participation of microorganisms oxidizing gaseous
hydrocarbons in the biospheric carbon cycle
p0028 A76-13515












Effects of oxidant and snlfate interaction on
production of lung lesions
[PB-251729/0] p0285 H76-29902
01IBETBI
On the procedure of aoninvasive evaluation of
blood flow rate
p01U« A76-26311
Development of an implantable oxygen sensor: In
vivo validation and refinement
[PB-249333/6] p0252 N76-26856
OIYGEH
HT HIGH PBESSUBE OXYGEN
NT OXYGEN IONS
NT OZONE
Hodel calculations for the terrestrial carbon
cycle - Carbon isotope geochemistry and
evolution of photosynthetic oxygen
p0032 A76-1ltUil6
Limiting role of stratification in alveolar
exchange of oxygen
p0207 A76-32623
Kinetics of oxygen release from single-cell algae
p0276 A76-40SU1
Effects of simulated altitude on 02 transport in
dogs
p0327 A76-47247
Effectiveness of a helium oxygen gas mixture
during transverse accelerations
p0038 H76-126Q7
Gas exchange during hypercapnia under conditions
of different oxygen content
p0099 N76-16735
The effect of hyperbaric oxygen and helium on
virus replication and host pathology
[AD-A01889*] p0219 H76-2U877
Development of two new oxygen self-rescuers
[PB-250809/1] p0283 B76-28823
OIYGEB BBEATHIBG
Histopathological pulmonary changes occurring in
rats with prolonged exposure to 100 per cent
oxygen at one atmosphere. I
p0067 A76-1866U
Effect of dietary 'antioxidant' supplementation on
the susceptibility to oxygen toxicity in mice
p0093 A76-21U08
Associations between psychological factors and
pulmonary toxicity during intermittent oxygen
breathing at 2 ATA
p009« A76-21H12
Single-breath oxygen tests for individual lungs in
awake man
p0125 A76-25157
Economical oxygen-delivery system for aircraft
p0172 A76-28921
Gas exchange in man during combined *G/z/
acceleration and exercise
p0180 A76-30368
Application of hyperbaric oxygen therapy in a case
of prolonged cerebral hypoxia following rapid
decompression
p0270 A76-39585
Breathing costs, lifejacket inflation and
parachute harnesses
p0296 A76-U2639
Portable oxygen-contaminant detector - Development
test and evaluation
p0296 A76-U26U2
Selective toxicity of 1 atmosphere of oxygen
during morphogenesis of two Lepidopterans
p0322 A76--';6308
Changes in acoustically induced cerebral
potentials when breathing oxygen at normal and
excess pressure
p0038 N76-12649
Nitrogen elimination in man during decompression
and the effect of air or oxygen breathing on
helium elimination during decompression
following helium dives
[AD-A012836] pOOSI R76-137U6
The effect of breathing 100 percent oxygen on




Depression of ventilation during hypoxia in man
p0059 A76-16897
Changes in thermal regulation during physical
loads of various intensity
p0061 476-16913
Concurrent changes in some rheoencephalographic
and oxihemographic indices under the influence





Effect of a reduction in arterial oxygen content
/carbon monoxide/ on coronary flow
p0093 A76-21<I07
Propranolol and pyrogen effects on shivering and
nonshivering thernogenesis in rats
p0151 A76-27993
Limiting factors to oxygen transport on Soont
Everest
p0205 A76-32502
Step increment versos constant load tests for
determination of maximal oxygen uptake
p02«0 A76-36960
Oxygen deficit and repayment in submaximal exercise
p02UO A76-36962
Ventilatory response to C02 at rest and during
positive and negative work in normoxia and
byperoxia
p0213 A76-37806
A comparison of maximum oxygen uptake
determination by bicycle ergometry at various
pedaling frequencies and by treadmill running at
various speeds
p0291 A76-12056
Energetics of isometric exercise in man
p0297 A76-U2799
Mechanisms of teaperatutre regulation in
heat-acclimated hamsters
p0317 A76-t5100
Estimation of cardiac output by an N2O rebreathing
method in adults and children
P0317 A76-U5101
Effects of oxygen and reduced glutathione on the
oxygen consumption of mouse liver
[AD-A012172] p0023 N76-11717
The effect of rostromedial hypothalanus
coagulation on the 02 uptake, rectal
temperature , heat transfer, blood sugar, muscle
and liver glycogen as well as on chemical
th'eraogenesis in juvenile albino rats
fNASA-TT-F-16685] pOOtO N76-12661






Retinal changes induced by heavy particles: A new




Anthropometric sizing progran for oral-nasal
oxygen masks based on 1967 O.S. Air Force survey
data
p0029 A76-13586
Bioaedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. II - Dynamic characteristics
test on breathing machines and human subjects
P0210 A76-33379
in advanced capability microphone for oxygen
breathing mask
P0295 A76-42630
Protection of airline flight attendants from
hypoxia following rapid decompression
P0321 A76-1I6305
Eespiratory resistance and the endurance of men
working under thermal stress
[AD-A011261] p0015 N76-10712
A proposed emergency passenger-oxygen system for
KC-135 aircraft: in evaluation
[ AD-A023U17] p0312 N76-31915
OXYGEH BETABOLISB
What is the mechanism of^carbon monoxide toxicity
p0006 A76-11717
Effect of oxygen on lipid composition and
triglyceride-lipase activity in lung tissue
p0118 A76-231U2
Oxygen influence on phospholipids and their fatty
acid conposition in lung tissue hyperoxic
effects
p0118 A76-234«3
Sone indices of the respiratory function of the
blood in glycolytic processes in tissues of
heterothermal and honoiothermal rodents undar
acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 A76-366U6
Effect of adrenalin and noradrenalin on heart
resistance to hypoxia
p0238 A76-366U7
Metabolism of catecholamines under physical load
in man and animals
p0243 A76-37315
Influence of altered gaseous environments on lung
metabolism
[AO-A015911] p01«0 B76-19818
The effects of prolonged acute hypozia on coronary




Primary production of oxygen from irradiated water
as an explanation for decreased radiobiological
oxygen enhancement at high LET
p01«5 A76-26690
Electrochemical air revitalization system
optimization investigation
[BASA-CH-1U1521] p0017 H76-10733
Model of an ecological system closed with respect
to gas exchange and with a periodically
operating autotrophic system. 1: Stationary
state conditions for system atmosphere
p0037 1176-12638
Electrochemical oxygen concentrator as an oxygen
compressor
[HASA-CB-137689] pOOSI H76-12700
Solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration syste»
[NASA-CH-137813] p0307 H76-30815
OXYGBB BEGD1ATOBS
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. I - Static characteristics
current-inventory (JSAP equipment
p0210 A76-33378
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. II - Dynaoic characteristics
test on breathing machines and human subjects
p0210 A76-33379
Interface characteristics of oxygen regulators
p0295 A76-12629
Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems
p0296 A76-126K3





Economical oxygen-delivery system for aircraft
p0172 A76-28921
Hypoxia - Acceptable limits and its prevention
p0295 A76-U2632
Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems
p0296 A76-12613
Portable Oxygen Subsystem (POS) for space
shuttles
[NASA-C8-1U7101] p O I O S N76-16801
Portable oxygen subsystem design analysis and
performance tests
[NASA-CR-1<t7i t28] p O I O S H76-16802
The C-1U1 therapeutic oxygen manifold distribution




[NASA-CASE-BSC-11733-1 ] p0222 H76-21900
Cabin pressurisation and oxygen systems-requirements
p0261 M76-27867
Seat mounted oxygen regulator systems in United
Kingdom aircraft
p0261 N76-27868
Chemically generated supplemental oxygen systems




U OXYGEN SUPPLY EQDIPBENT
OIIGE8 TEBSIOH
NT HYPOXEBIA
Analysis of gases and pH of blood at altitude
inflight equipment calibration techniques
p0006 A76-11718
Changes in the oxygen tension and bioelectrical
activity of the animal brain in acute bypoxy
pOOOB A76-12211
Bicroelectrode study of the distribution of oxygen
tension in the brain
p0008 A76-12212




SUBJECT IBOBX PABACHOTIHG INJDBY
Regulation of local tissue oxygen pressure in the
brain cortez of the cat
p0062 476-17661
Oxygen diffusion in living tissues
p0090 A76-20666
Effects of hypoxia on distribution of cardiac
output and organ blood flow in the rabbit -
Regional vascular response to hypoxia
p0096 176-21836
The problem of multiply related regulation of
respiratory indices /pH, p02, pCO2/ of the human
organisn
p0122 476-21922
Effects of increased pressures of oxygen and air
on short-term memory in mice
p0123 476-25263
Survivorship and gene frequencies of Drosophila
melanogaster populations in abnormal oxygen
atmospheres
p0121 476-25266
Central circulation during exercise after
venesection and reinfusion of red blood cells
P0126 476-25165
Oxygen electrode syringe as an instrument for
determining oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation curves
p0127 476-25172
Distribution of carbon dioxide and oxygen tension
values in cerebral cortical neurons and
surrounding tissue
p0150 476-27921
Blood flow and relative tissue P02 of brain and
muscle - Effect of various gas mixtures
p0151 476-27995





Amelioration of the symptoms of acute Mountain
sickness by staging and acetazolaiide
p0211 476-33382
Some indices of the respiratory function of the
blood in glycolytic processes in tissues of
heterotheraal and homoiotherial rodents under
acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 476-36616
Shunting of mixed venous blood into the arterial
becl at early stages of ontogenesis under
conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 476-36618
Effect of pressure and composition of gaseous
medium on P02 and pC02 gradients between mixed
alveolar air and arterial blood
p0276 476-10636
Relationships of femoral venous /K+/, /B>/» P sub
02, osmolality, and /orthophosphate/ with heart
rate, ventilation, and leg blood flow during
bicycle exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0291 476-12057
02 transport in the alpaca /Lama pacos/ at sea
level and at 3,300 m
p0291 476-12518
Renal hemodynamics and renal 02 uptake during
hypoxia in the anesthetized rabbit
p0329 476-17739
Tissue oxygen tension and the intracellular
oxidation-reduction state
[40-4012735] pOOSI N76-13711
Development of an implantable oxygen sensor: In





Functional changes of hypothalamic neurosecretory
centers after hyperbaric oxygenation
p0237 476-36613
OIYHEHOGLOBIB
Oxygen electrode syringe as an instrument for
determining oxygen-hemoglobin dissociation carves
p0127 A76-25172




Influence of ancient solar-proton events on the
evolution of life
p0086 476-19815
Interrelation of atmospheric ozone and
cholecalciferol /vitauin D3/ production in man
p0211 476-37069
Pulmonary changes induced by ambient levels of
ozone, a morphological study
[4D-4011873] p0017 N76-12717
Effects of low levels of ozone and temperature




Comparison of different algorithms for p-onset and
P-offset recognition in ECG programs
p0231 476-35917
P-wave abnormalities in right and left ventricular
overload - Electrocardiographic and heraodynamic
correlations
p0235 A76-3592U
The relation of left atrial electrical activity




International quarantine for control of





Learning in the case of aversion-related signal
concepts under conditions of avoidance and
nonavoidance of the aversive situation
p0268 476-39550
Backache in helicopter pilots. Analysis,
etiology, treatment and prevention
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1857] pOOIS N76-1^00
PALEONTOLOGY
Sporulation and ultrastructure in a late
Proterozoic cyanophyte - Soae ioplications for
taxonomy and plant phylogeny
p0185 476-31619
tiicrofossils in Conophyton from the Soviet Onion
and their bearing on Precambrian biostratigraphy
p0236 476-36232
4re the oldest 'fossils', fossils
p0325 476-16713
PALLADIDB




Functional state of the pancreas under the joint
influence of hypoxy, hypercapnia, and cooling
p0238 476-36619
P4BABOLIC FLI6BT




Prolactin, thyrotropin, and growth hormone release
during stress associated with parachute jumping
p0211 A76-33386
Operational stress and higher psychic functions -
Observations on flight crews and parachutists in
various phases of a parachute jump mission
p0267 476-38701
A study of parachute landing injuries and their
relationship to parachute performance and
landing conditions
p0296 476-12638
Some aspects of the problem of increasing space
flight safety psychoemotional astronaut
evaluation and training
CIAF PAPER 4-76-02] p0321 476-16153
Stress and psychic functions: Operations of










A study of parachute landing injuries and their
relationship to parachute performance and
A-105
PABALLEL FLOW SDBJECT IRDEX
landing conditions
p0296 A76-U2638














Effect of working environment conditions on the
X-ray pattern of paranasal sinuses in the





System development of the Screwwom Eradication
Data Systen (SEDS) algorithm
tNASA-CB-117552] p0187 N76-22876
PARASITIC DISEASES
The threat of tropical diseases and parasitoses
(some epidemiological and clinical aspects)
p0073 N76-11772
PARKINSON DISEASE
Investigation of the characteristics of »uscle





Oscillation phenomena in the Hodgkin-Bttxley







Radiation monitoring, August 1975
CORNL-5055] p0158 N76-20809
Average neutron energy aeasureoent at an






St ELECTSON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
PABTICLE FLOI DENSITY
NT BEOTBON FLOX DENS ITT
NT PROTON FLOX DENSITY
PABTICLE HOTIOI
An instrument for microscopical observation of the









HT PRIBAR? COSSIC RAYS
NT SOLAR PHOTONS
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT




Transportation of passengers with contagious
diseases on airliners
p0071 N76-14760
A parametric investigation of ride quality rating
scales
[NASA-TB-X-739H6 ] p0311 N76-31905
PASSENGERS
Buman factor and hardware design considerations
for passenger protection in high speed crashes
p0180 A76-30261
Transportation of passengers with contagious
diseases on airliners
P0071 N76-11760
Food poisoning observed vith airplane crew and
passengers depending on airplane operations
p0071 N76-1«761
Importation, diagnosis and treatment of smallpox,
cholera and leprosy
p0071 N76-1«762
Passenger comfort during terminal-area flight
maneuvers
[NASA-CB-1U6077] pOOSO N76-15781
The 1975 Ride Quality Symposium
[NASA-TB-X-3295] p0102 B76-167S«
Beview of ride quality technology needs of
industry and user groups
p0102 N76-16755
Bide quality criteria and the design process
standards for ride comfort
p0102 H.76-16756
Application of ride quality technology to predict
ride satisfaction for commuter-type aircraft
p0102 N76-16757
Review of measured vibration and noise
environments experienced by passengers in
aircraft and in ground transportation systems
p0102 N76-16758
Nonmotion factors which can affect ride quality
p0102 N76-16759
Vehicle for civil helicopter ride quality research
p0102 H76-16760
Computer analysis of railcar vibrations
p0103 H76-16761
Intercity rail-passenger car ride quality test
proqram
p0103 N76-16762
The pitch-heave dynamics of transportation vehicles
p0103 N76-16763
An approach to high speed ship ride quality
simulation
p0103 N76-16761
Evaluation of ride quality measurement procedures
by subjective experiments using simulators
P0103 H76-16765
Techniques for obtaining subjective response to
vertical vibration
P0103 N76-16766
Demographic and psychological variables affecting
test subject evaluations of ride quality
P0103 B76-16767
Buman comfort in relation to sinusoidal vibration
p0100 H76-16768
Effect of vibration in combined axes on subjective
evaluation of ride quality
p010« N76-16769
Passenqer ride quality response to an airborne
simulator environment
p010U N76-16770
Bide quality of terminal-area flight maneuvers
p010» N76-16771
Passenger ride quality determined from commercial
airline flights
pOIOil S76-16772
Beaction of passengers to public service vehicle
ride
p010n N76-16773
A review of ride comfort studies in the United
Kingdom
p010« N76-1677D
Bide quality and international standard ISO 2631
(Guide for the evaluation of human exposure to
whole-body vibration)
p010U N76-16775
Analysis of proposed criteria for human response
to vibration
P0105 B76-16776
The ISO standard: Guide for the evaluation of
human exposure to whole-body vibration
p0105 N76-16777
Automobile ride quality experiments correlated to
iso-weighted criteria
p0105 N76-16778
Vibration simulator studies for the development of
passenger ride comfort criteria
p0105 H76-16779
Simulator studies and psychophysical ride comfort
models
P0105 N76-16780
Cardiac paceiakers in air transportation
[DLR-IB-OOI-72/ll] p0163 H76-21881
A-116
SUBJECT IHDBX PATTERN BECOGHITIOB
Passenger ride quality within a noise and
vibration environment
[NASA-TH-X-728111 ] p016<t H76-21886
Psychophysical relationships characterizing human
response to whole-body sinusoidal vertical
vibration
[HASA-TN-D-8188] p0221 N76-21891
Evaluation of an advanced automotive restraint
system using Hunan subjects
r»D-4012M69] p0229 H76-25799
Air passenger comfort. A study about comfort in
general and for air passengers in particular
nodel for aircraft designers
[POK-K-66&] p0263 H76-27882







Reaction of erythrocytes and granulocytes in the
peripheral blood of rate to hyperbaric
oxygenation during oxygen deficiency in the
organism
p0003 476-11238
Heart pathology associated with exposure to high
sustained *Gz
, pOOOS A76-11706
what is the sechanism of carbon monoxide toxicity
p0006 A76-11717
Hyperbilirubinemia in air crews
p0063 A76-17675
Acceleration tolerance of man as limiting factor
in Banned aeronautics
[OGLB PAPER 75-027] p006t A76-18292




pathophysiological and diagnostical research;
Proceedings of the First International Congress,
Hiesbaden, Best Germany, October 11-17, 197(1
p0231 A76-35901
Acnte changes in aninal inner ears due to
simulated sonic boons
p0268 A76-38990
Psychical disturbances in cases of burns caused by
electric current
p0274 A76-103<4«
Effect of space flight factors on the mammal -
Experimental-morphological study
p0289 A76-U1509
Information neuroses and cardiovascular pathology
pOOI|6 H76-12706
Neurochemical characteristics of specific
pathological syndromes occurring in the presence
of stress
pOOU6 H76-12708
Some psychosomatic correlations in the presence of
myocardial infarction, and questions of
rehabilitation
pOO«6 H76-12710
Mode of cochlear damage by excessive noise, an
overview pathological effects
p0109 N76-17787
Stress, temperature, heart rate, and hibernating
factors in hamsters pathophysiological




A fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral vestibnlar
nucleus of the rat
p0118 476-23D26
Cardiac pathology associated with high sustained
+G/z/. I - Sabendocardial hemorrhage
p0269 A76-39578
Cardiac pathology associated with high sustained
+G/z/. II - Stress cardiomyopathy
p0269 A76-39579
PATIBHTS
Opthalmological examination of laser workers and
investigation of laser accidents
p0019 H76-11315
Transportation by air of a Lassa fever patient in
197*
p0071 N76-11763
Lassa fever: To air evacuate or not
p0071 H76-1U76U




Psychological conditions for the simultaneous
formation of groups of concepts and sensory images
p0083 A76-19U18
Investigation of the operational structure of the
process of identifying graphical images
p008« A76-19419
The function of contour in metacontrast visual
recognition of edge information
p0087 A76-19820
Pattern detection and the two-dimensional Fourier
transform - Flickering checkerboards and
chromatic mechanisms
p0087 A76-19821
The detection of coherence in moving random-dot
patterns
p0088 A76-20082
The spatial frequency effect on perceived velocity
p0088 A76-20083
Antagonism between channels for pattern and
movement in human vision
p0092 A76-21317
EKG signal analysis for automated heart
disease diagnostic detection
p0117 A76-23136
Automatic recognition and analysis of synapses
in brain tissue
p01<49 A76-2762U
Digital boundary detection, volumetric and wall
motion analysis of left ventricular cine
angiograms
p01»9 A76-27625
The detection of structure in visual displays
p01«9 A76-27825
Interference with line-orientation sensitivity
in human vision
p0175 A76-29399
Latent components in the electrocardiogram
p0183 A76-30818
A waveform analyzer applied to the human EEG
p0183 A76-308H9
A first look at the application of signal
extraction techniques to the analysis of body
surface potential maps
p0183 A76-30850
Scanning patterns in real-time FLIH displays
target acquisition task using Forward Looking
Infrared Imagery
p0204 A76-32249
Visual masking effects on duration, size, and form
discrimination
~ ~ ~ p0207 A76-32636
Comparison between conventional ECGs
simultaneously recorded and those reconstructed
from Frank lead system
p0232 A76-35906
Automated comparison of serial electrocardiograms
p0232 A76-35909
Further reflections on automated ECG interpretation
p0233 A76-35910
Diagnostic variability of different ECG programs
p0233 A76-35914
Comparison o'f different algorithms for P-onset and
P-offset recognition in ECG programs
p023t A76-35917
Computer analysis of vectorcardiograms with
special reference to segmental polar vector in
myocardial infarction
p0235 A76-35929
Similarity - Its definition and effect on the
visual analysis of complex displays
p0236 A76-36632
Simple method for computer-aided analysis of
echocardiograns
p0242 A76-37277
notion constancy dependent upon perceived distance
and the spatial frequency of the stimulus pattern
p0266 A76-3811H
Visual detection of patterns periodic in two
dimensions
p0271 A76-39686
Spatial pooling properties deduced from the
detectability of FH and gnasi-AB gratings - A
A-1U7
PAITEBB REGISTRATION SUBJECT IBDEI
reanalysis visual pattern detection
p0271 176-39688
Digital archiving of bionedical recordings for
off-line computer analysis
p0276 A76-40713
Antagonism between visual channels for pattern and
•oveient
p0319 A76-45774
Lines and gratings - Different interocnlar
after-effects
p0319 A76-45896
Response of the human eye to spatially sinusoidal
gratings at various exposure durations
p0319 176-45897
Perception of everyday visual environments during
saccadic eye movements
p0322 476-4631*
Research on the recognition and analysis of
complex and dynamic imagery
[AD-A018074] p0166 H76-21906
PATTERN REGISTRATION
The effect of listener confidence of reception,
and habituation-facilitation phenomena on brain
wave patterns during a test of auditory
discrimination
pOO«8 S76-12726




Study to determine Extravehicular Mobility Unit
(EHO) advanced technology requirements. Volume
1: Executive summary
[N1SA-CR-137840] p0222 N76-24901
Study to determine Extravehicular nobility Dnit
(END) advanced technology reguirements. Volume
2: Technical analysis
CNASA-CR-137841] p0223 H76-24902
Life sciences payloads analyses and technical
program planning studies project planning of
space missions of space shuttles in aerospace
medicine and space biology
[NASA-CR-147799] p0255 N76-27812
Flight operations payload training for crew and
support personnel. Task 3: Inflight operations
and training for payloads
[NASA-CB-147837] p0306 H76-30805
Payload/orbiter contamination control regnirement
study: Preliminary contamination mission
support plan a management analysis of
project planning of spacecraft sterilization
[NASA-CR-149983] p0307 H76-30814
PCS (HODOLATIOM)
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On the substrate specificity of cathepsins B1 and
B2 including a new flnorogenic substrate for
cathepsin B1
p0121 A76-24723
Prebiotic peptide-formation in the solid state. II




Prebiotic peptide-formation in the solid state.
III.- condensation reactions of glycine in solid
state mixtures containing inorganic polyphosphates
p0272 A76-40133 -
The synthesis of specifically denterated amino



















Correlation of characteristics or perceptive
activity in emotion-evoking situations of
different types and some personality traits
P0294 A76-42544
A comparative analysis of organizational climate
existing in system program offices in different
phases of the weapon system acquisition process
[AD-A016261] p0140 N76-19811
Biocybernetic factors in human perception and memory
[NASA-CB-146557] p0160 N76-20823
PERCEPTBONS
D SELF OBGABIZING SYSTEBS
PERCEPTUAL TIDE CONSTANT
Latency and duration of the manual movements of an
operator under two modes of observation
P0084 A76-19420
The induced asynchrony effect - Its role in visual
judgments of temporal order and its relation to
other dynamic perceptual phenomena
p0095 176-21745
Speed-accuracy tradeoff functions in choice
reaction time - Experimental designs and
computational procedures
p0096 A76-21747
Redundancy and compatibility in choice-reaction
situations with advance information German
book
P0124 A76-25453





NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Quantitative studies in retinex theory - A
comparison between theoretical predictions and
observer responses to the 'Color Hondrian"
experiments
p0145 A76-26769
A pilot model with visual and motion cues
s P0177 A76-29483
Methodology for the prediction of complex skill
performance
P0202 A76-32233
Combining evidence presented simultaneously to the
eye and the ear - A comparison of some
predictive models
p0265 176-38440
Anxiety and performance - A study concerning the
prediction of predictability
P0268 A76-39549
A comparison of predictions of graduate student
performance: Is it all worth the bother?
[AD-A013487] p0058 N76-13769
Hnltivariate extrapocation of training performance
[AD-A014172] p0081 N76-15789
Selicopter flight performance with the 1N/PVS-5,
night vision goggles used by aircraft pilots
p0137 N76-19794
Development and evaluation of an objective
technique to assess effort in training
[AD-A017864] p0166 N76-21903
Chemically generated supplemental oxygen systems
in DC-10 and L-1011 aircraft a performance
prediction and evaluation
[PB-252023/7] p0287 N76-29916




Quantitative respirator man-testing and
anthropometric survey
[BFP-2358] p0024 N76-11728
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system, volume 1 design analysis and
performance tests
[BASA-CB-144561] p0051 N76-12741
Compressed air demand-type firefighter's breathing
system. Volume 2: Appendices design
analysis and performance tests
[BAS1-CB-114562] p0051 N76-12742
A-148
SUBJECT IHDEX PEBSOHNEL DEVELOPHEHT
Real ear attenuation of personal ear protective
devices norn in industry
pOOT7 N76-14803
Portable oxygen subsystem design ana'lysis and
performance tests
[8ASA-CB-147428} p0108 N76-16802
Guidebook for developing criterion-referenced tests
[»D-i01»987] p0113 B76-17816
The C-141 therapeutic oxygen manifold distribution
system performance tests of breathing
apparatus
[iD-1015740] p0161 H76-20826
Modifications and testing of Hark 10 Hod 4 closed
circuit breathing apparatus
[AD-A017750] p0166 H76-21907
Sterilization tests with ethylene oxide
[NASA-TT-F-17007] p0187 B76-22874
Testing of steam and gas sterilizers
[NASA-TT-F-17005] . p0187 N76-22875
Design, fabrication and test of a trace
contaminant control systei
fHASA-CB-147860] p0311 N76-31908
Design, fabrication, and test of a trace
contaminant control systeB. Appendixes A and B
fNASA-CB-147861] p0311 N76-31909
Evaluation of the Draeger LAB V pure oxygen scuba










Reaction of erythrocytes and granulocytes in the
peripheral blood of rate to hyperbaric
oxygenation during oxygen deficiency in the
organise
p0003 176-11238
Vascular responses to short-term syste»ic hypoxia,
hypercapnia, and asphyxia in the cat
p0151 A76-27991
Effect of oxygen-vitamin complex on indices of
blood formation in an irradiated organism
p0238 A76-36653
Nocturnal lowering of thresholds for sweating and
vasodilation
p0277 A76-40885
Changes in the peripheral and intracranial blood








The involvement of noradrenergic nerves in the
cardiovascular reflex responses to lower body
negative pressure in the anaesthetised rabbit
p0317 A76-44845
Neurogenic influences on blood pressure and
vascular tone fro* peripheral receptors during
muscular contraction
p0324 A76-46467




Influence of foveal load on the functional visual
field
p0010 A76-12446
Effects of hypoxia on peripheral visual response
to dim stimuli
p0011 A76-12525
Perception of linear horizontal self-motion
induced by peripheral vision /linearvection/
Basic characteristics and visnal-vestibular
interactions
p0031 A76-14156
Telocity-time reciprocity in the perception of
motion - Foveal and peripheral determinations
p0088 A76-20084
Binocular summation and peripheral visual response
time
p0096 A76-2178I1
Peripheral detection and central task complexity
p0128 A76-25646
Lengthening of the reaction time in the presence
of short preperiods - The role of sensory
factors in its genesis
p0184 A76-31270
The constancy of the orientation of the visual field
p0266 A76-38UIJ2
The influence of selective attention in peripheral
and foveal vision
p0266 A76-38444
A study of the effect of peripheral vision notion
cues on roll axis tracking flight simulators




Kinetics and localization of IgE tetanus antibody
response in mice immunized by the intratracheal,
intraperitoneal and subcutaneous routes
[HBL-1976-2] p0309 N76-31890
PEBHEABILITY
Sorption and retention of substances in the





Correlation of characteristics or perceptive
activity in emotion-evoking situations of
different types and some personality traits
p0294 A76-42544
Factors in innovation, productivity, and




Notion Sickness questionnaire and field
independence scores as predictors of success in
naval aviation training
p0029 A76-13579
The dependence of the electroencephalogran on the
personality dimensions E and N sensu Eysenck and
on situations representing different levels of
activation
p0034 A76-15464
Differential adaptivity of the brain
individual typological characteristics
p0060 A76-16908
Alpha index and personality traits of pilots
p0093 A76-21406
Cross-validation study of the personality aspects
of involvement in pilot-error accidents
p0094 A76-21413
Hotivational problems in candidate pilots
p0267 A76-38706


















Cbmpensation formula for hearing loss
[AD-A014487] pOOSO N76-15777
Perceived exertion of absolute work during a
military physical training program
[AD-A019118] p0226 N76-25777
PBBSOHBEL DE7ELOPHEIT
On the problem of training aviational physicians
p0317 A76-45085
Dimensions of job satisfaction, initial
development of the Air Force occupational
attitude inventory
[AD-A014796] p0107 N76-16796
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notion sickness questionnaire and field
independence scores as predictors of success in
naval aviation training
p0029 A76-13579
Theoretical aspects of psychological selection
p0036 176-15762
Han in the state of operational stress
p0060 A76-16907
Differential adaptivity of the brain
individual typological characteristics
pOOSO A76-16908
Stress in the case of air traffic control
personnel /taking into consideration future
systems/
[D6LF PAPER 75-026] p006« A76-18291
Aircrew nedical standards and their application in
the Boyal Australian Air Force
p0086 A76-19711
Helical examination of ground-based specialists in
nilitary-transport aviation
p02<43 A76-37299
Selection of individuals for specific duties
associated with night vision proficiency
tAD-A012588] pOOU9 H76-12730
Neptune: Modifications and current applications
[AD-A016722] p011U H76-17819
The development of a RASORA selection test
auditive Doppler radar
[IZF-197U-18] p0139 H76-19807
Developnent of a performance criterion for enroute
air traffic control personnel research through
air traffic control simulation: Experiment 1:
Parallel form
fFAA-BD-75-186] p0253 N76-26863
An evaluation of computerized tests as predictors
of job performance. 2: Differential validity
for global and job element criteria
fAD-A020867] p0262 N76-27875
PERSPIBATIOH
Effect of isolated head heating and cooling on
sweating in man
p0029 A76-13580
Sveating responses during changes of hypothalamic
temperature in the rhesus monkey
p0205 A76-32501
. Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Energy exchange, body temperature, and sweating
p0206 A76-32507
Potassium losses in sweat under heat stress
p0210 A76-33380
The numerical thermal simulation of the human body
when undergoing exercise or nonionizing
electromagnetic irradiation
[ASME PAPER 76-HT-KK] p0212 A76-33530
Test of nodelization for sweating during muscular
exercise
[NASA-TT-F-16908] p0131 N76-18778
The effects of perspiration on adsorption dynamics
of protective clothing material '.
p0306 H76-30808
PESTICIDES '
Effects of mevinphos /Phosdrin/ on unit discharge
patterns in avian hippocampus
organophosphate pesticide -'atropine antidote
synergisn
p02i(1 A76-37066
Effects of organophosphate pesticides and other
Irugs on subcortical mechanisms of visual
integration
p02U1 A76-37068




Analysis of gases and pH of blood at altitude ,
inflight equipment calibration techniques
p0006 A76-11718
High pH, ammonia toxicity, and the search for life
on the Jovian planets
p003» A76-15650
PB FACTOR
Acid base chemistry and human bone
[PB-251395/01 p0305 H76-30803
PHABHACOLOGY
Interaction of the chemoreflex and the pulmonary
inflation reflex in the regulation of coronary
circulation in conscious dogs
p0027 A76-12959
Investigation of the electrical activity of the
, spinal cord with local depression of inhibitory
processes
p0030 A76-13812
Specific changes in the energetics of myocardial
contraction under the influence of thyroxin
p0120 A76-21207
Kinetics of the interaction of substances with
choline receptors
p01U1 A76-26099
Changes in the cardiac rhythm and
sleep-waltefulness cycle following isoproterenol
administration in white rats
p0182 A76-30198
Thermal homeostasis in rats after
intrahypothalamic injections of 6-hydroxydopamine
p0186 A76-31923
Amelioration of the symptoms of acute mountain
sickness by staging and acetazolamide
p0211 A76-33382
Aspirin therapy in angina pectoris - Effects on
platelet aggregation, exercise tolerance, and
electrocardiographic manifestations of ischemia
p0236 A76-36171
Neurophysiological approach to the analysis of
behavior in a species Russian book
p029« A76-«25«1
Postradiation modification of drug action due to
changes in distribution
p0328 A76-t7339
Effects remaining after withdrawal of long-term
beta-receptor blockade - Reduced heart rate and
altered haemodynamic response to acute
propranolol administration
p0330 A76-U777U
Psychopharmacological aspects of emotional stress
pOO«6 1176-12707




Drug/receptor interactions: The example of the












Thermophysical properties of foodstuffs
[ASBE PAPER 76-HT-59] p032t A76-16592
PHASED ABRAIS
Cardiac imaging using a phased array ultrasound





Binding of radiation-induced phenylalanine
radicals to DNA: Influence on the biological
activity of the DNA and on its sensitivity to
the induction of breaks by gamma rays
phenylalanine covalent bond to DNA
[HBL-1 975-27] p0308 N76-31888
PHILIPPINES
An epidemic of chiknngnnya in the Philippine
Islands: Possible role of aircraft dissemination
p0072 N76-1M766
PHOBIAS
















• Honiavasive stress testing - Methodology for
elimination of the pnonocardiograa
p0201 A76-319U1
Orthogonal electrocardiogram apex cardiogram, and











Prebiotic peptide-foraation in the solid state.
Ill - Condensation reactions of glycine in solid
state mixtures containing inorganic polyphosphates
p0272 A76-U0133
Formation of nacleoside S'-polyphosphates froa
nucleotides and triaetaphosphate
p0273 A76-40136
Belationships of fenoral venous /K-*-/, /H+/, P sub
O2, osaolality, and /orthophosphate/ with heart
rate, ventilation, and leg blood flow daring












Oxygen influence on phospholipids and their fatty




polyphosphoinositides in the brain
p0182 A76-30486
Altered phospholipid metabolism in a
temperature-sensitive mutant of a theraophilic
bacillus
p0298 A76-12972
Chlorpromazine, piracetan, and the metabolism of




polyphosphoinositides in the brain
p0182 A76-30486
PBOSPBOBYLATIOH






Light-induced glutanate transport in Halobacterium















Studies of the seiiconducting and photoelectric
properties of chlorophyll-a aggregates
p0052 H76-1372U
PBOTOELECTBOBASBETIC DETECTORS






Biostereoaetric analysis of body fora - The second









Determination of regional pulmonary mechanics
using a scintillation camera
p0123 A76-25260
A photo-computer technigue for design and analysis
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Some aspects of the structure of the vestibular
apparatus
p0173 A76-29277
Colonization of soil by Arthrobacter and
Pseudomonas under varying conditions of water
and nutrient availability as studied by plate
counts and transmission electron microscopy
p0297 A76-U2962
PHOTOS ABSOBPTIOH
D ELECTHOHAGHETIC ABSOBPTIOB ,
PHOTOOIIDATIOH
Kinetics of oxygen release from single-cell algae
p0276 A76-K06U1
PBOTOBECEPTOBS
Locus of short-term visual storage
p0059 &76-15991
The density of human rhodopsin in the rods
p0088 A76-20079




The unresponsive regions of visual cortical
receptive fields
p0300 A76-44046









Quantitative studies in retinex theory - A
coaparison between theoretical predictions and
observer responses to the "Color Mondrian1
experiaents
p01«5 A76-26769
Visual adaptation - Retinal transaction,
brightness and sensitivity
p0185 A76-31721
Linked changes in spatial integration, size
discrimination, and increaent threshold with
change in background diameter
p0239 A76-36811
Detection of qnantna flux nodulation by single
photopigaents in human observers
p0299 A76-4U040
Absolute sensitivity of rod bipolar cells in a -
dark-adapted retina
p0317 A76-t«992





U 8ADIATIOB HEASORIBG INSTBDMEMTS
PBOIOSTHTBESIS
Bodel calculations for the terrestrial carbon
cycle - Carbon isotope geochemistry and
evolution of photosynthetic oxygen
p0032 A76-14HII6
photosynthesis of organic compounds in the
atmosphere of Jupiter
p0059 A76-16U81
flaxiaum carbon isotope fractionation in
photosynthesis by blue-green algae and a green
alga
p0096 A76-22247
The purple meabrane of salt-loving bacteria
rhodopsin powered photosynthesis
p0209 476-33323
A study of the primary processes of the
photo-induced evolution of hydrogen by Chlorella
under flash illumination
p0216 A76-3U691
Solar energy utilization in photosynthesis
p0265 A76-38316
Q u a n t u m electronic approach to study the initial
stage of photosynthesis
p0276 A76-40638
Experimental investigation of the physical
characteristics of the initial stage of
photosynthesis
p0276 A76-40639
A cooperative model for the first stage of
photosynthesis
p0276 A76-I106I10
Kinetics of oxygen release from single-cell algae
p0276 A76-10611
Photosynthetic and respiratory activity in





Studies of the semiconducting and photoelectric







Preemployment and periodic physical examination of
airline pilots at the Hayo Clinic, 1939-19711
p0094 A76-21114
Hedical examination of ground-based specialists in
military-transport aviation
p02«3 A76-37299
Early signs of coronary arteriosclerosis in pilots
p02H3 A76-37300
A study on exaaination procedures for preventing
traumatic and nontraaaatic osteoarthropathies
related to flying activities
p0266 A76-38701
US Army medical in-flight evaluations, 1965-1975
of flight fitness of flying personnel
p0136 N76-19790
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Effects of age on responses to isometric exercise
- Isometric handgrip in noninvasive screening
for cardiovascular disease
- p0003 A7S-111t9
Change in the functional state of the central
nervous system and the motor apparatus of
athletes under different conditions of activity
. and rest
pOOIQ A76-12304
Study of the circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
sob maximal and maximal ergometer »ork
p0035 A76-15695
Changes in thermal regulation during physical
loads of various intensity
p0061 A76-16913
The role of physical preparation in the flight
training process
p0062 A76-17674
npslopinq S-T segments in exercise strass testing
- Six year follow-up study of 431 patients and
correlation iiith 218 angiograms
p0065 A76-18381
Treating the insomniac patient - General measures
and psychological and pharmacological treataent
p0083 A76-19339
Thyroid hormone-induced changes in body
temperature and metabolism during exercise in dogs
^ p008« A76-19589
Acclimation processes by daily exercise stints at
temperate conditions followed by short heat
exposures
p0085 A76-19703
Role of arterial baroreceptors in mediating
cardiovascular response to exercise
p0091 A76-210S4
Effects of exercise on excretion rates of urinary
free cortisol
p0095 A76-21611
Total and regional cerebral blood flow during
moderate and severe exercise in miniature swine
p0095 A76-2161U
Enzyme activities in hepatic venous blood under
strenuous physical exercise
p0121 A76-24245
Fibrinolytic and hemostatic changes during and
after maximal exercise in males
p012« A76-25454
Central circulation during exercise after
venesection and reinfusion of red blood cells
p0126 476-251)65
Beat storage regulation in exercise during thermal
transients
p0126 A76-25D66
Adaptive modifications in the thermoregnlatory
system of long-distance runners
p£>126 A76-25467
Changes in cold-induced vasodilation during Arctic
exercises
p0127 A76-25475
The localization of coronary artery stenoses by 12
lead ECS response to graded exercise test -
Support for intercoronary steal
p0145 A76-26668
Protein, iron, and copper changes in the serum of
swimmers before and after altitude training
p0146 A76-27093
Changes of free amino acids in plasma of healthy
subjects induced by physical exercise
!
 p0147 A76-27096
Pulmonary 02 diffusing capacity at exercise by a
modified rebreathing method
p0147 A76-27097
Physical effort and the metabolic and hormonal
effects of training
p0147 A76-27616
Ion-osmotic hyperthermia during exercise in dogs
p0149 A76-27909
Exercise cardiac output following Skylab missions
- The second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28905
vigorous exercise in leisure time, coronary
risk-factors, and resting electrocardiogram in
middle-aged male civil servants
p0179 A76-29828
Gas exchange in man during combined *G/z/
acceleration and exercise
p0180 A76-30368
An automated system for assessing metabolic and
respiratory function during exercise
pOISO A76-30372
Effect of altitude adaptation on human tolerance
to some disturbing factors acute hypoxia,
physical and orthostatic loads
p0184 A76-31361
Noninvasive stress testing - Hethodology for
elimination of the phonocardiogram
p0201 A76-31941
Limiting factors to oxygen transport on Hount
Everest
p0205 A76-32502
Antonbmic origin of heart rate fluctuations at the
onset of muscular exercise
p0206 A76-3250D
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Cardiovascular adjustments
p0206 A76-32508
Role of the carotid chemoreceptors in the
hyperpnea of exercise in the cat
p0207 A76-32622
The numerical thermal simulation of the human body
when undergoing exercise or nonionizing
1-152
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electromagnetic irradiation
CASSE PAPER 76-HT-KK] p0212 A76-33530
The diagnostic value of exercise electrocardiograms
p0235 A76-35932
Aspirin therapy in angina pectoris - Effects on
platelet aggregation, exercise tolerance, and
electrocardioycaphic manifestations of ischemia
p0236 A76-36171
Effect of physical loads on morphological and
biochemical blood indices
p0238 A76-36652
Changes in the synovial membrane and in the
articular cartilage after intense movement
p0240 A76-36889
Oxygen deficit and repayment in submaximal exercise
p0240 A76-36962
Slucagon and plasna catecholaaines daring
beta-receptor blockade in exercising nan
p0267 »76-38801
Respiratory and other responses in subjects
immersed in cold water
p0267 A76-38802
Effects of exercise-induced stress on platelet
aggregation
p0274 A76-40S75
nocturnal lowering of thresholds for sweating and
vasodilation
p0277 A76-40885
Plasma renin, angiotensin II, and plasma and
urinary aldosterone in running exercise
p0277 A76-40886
A comparison of maximum oxygen uptake
deteraination by bicycle ergometry at various
pedaling frequencies and by treadmill running at
various speeds
p0291 A76-42056
Relationships of femoral venous /K»/« /H+/» P sub
02, osmolality, and /orthophosphate/ with heart
rate, ventilation, and leg blood flow during
bicycle exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0291 A76-42057
Comparison of methods to calculate cardiac output
using the C02 rebreathing method
p0291 A76-42058
Effects of treadmill exercise on the timing of the
heart and arterial sounds, and the slope of the
brachial arterial pulse vave
•p0292 A76-4222U
Prediction of inhalation time/exhalation tiae
ratio during exercise
p0292 A76-42316
False positive diagnostic tests and coronary
angiographic findings in 105 presumably healthy
Bales
p0294 A76-42624
Energetics of isometric exercise in man
p0297 A76-42799
Humoral-hormonal mechanisms of adaptation of the
human organism to athletic activity
p0301 A76-44542
Automatic neural control of cardiac rhythm - The
role of autonomic imbalance in the genesis of
cardiac dysrhytnmia
p0325 A76-46688
Red cell hemoglobin, hydrogen ion and electrolyte
concentrations during exercise in trained and
untrained subjects
p0326 A76-46809
Effect of training on the resting heart rate of rats
p0326 A76-46811
Effect of long-term hv^odynamia and hypokinesia on
the functional state and ultrastrncture of
striated muscles
p0327 A76-47332
Ventilatory responses to CO2 rebreathing at rest
and during exercise in untrained subjects and
athletes
p0330 A76-47924










Influences of food and exercise on endocrine
functions
[RASA-TT-F-16886] p0136 H76-19787
Study of circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and maximal ergometer work
[SASA-TT-F-16997] p0188 H76-22885
Program to study optimal protocol for
cardiovascular and muscular efficiency
[HASA-CB-1 47556] p0189 H76-22889
Radiographic changes in cardiac dimensions during
exhaustive exercise in man
[AD-A019100] p0221 H76-24889
Perceived exertion of absolute work during a
military physical training program
[AD-A019118] p0226 H76-25777
Catecholamine, corticosteroid and ketone excretion
in exercise and hypoxia
[AD-A019293] p0252 H76-26860
PHYSICAL PACTOHS
Some metabolic and ionic responses during




A comparative analysis of four protocols for
maximal treadmill stress testing
p0236 A76-36172
Medical examination of ground-based specialists in
military-transport aviation
p0243 A76-37299
Relationships between training condition and
orthostatic tolerance
p0324 A76-46472
Effect of physical fitness on vanillylmandelic
acid excretion during immersion
p0326 A76-46810
Effect of training on the resting heart rate of rats
p0326 A76-46811
Increasing the heat tolerance of the human body by
muscle conditioning
pOlOO 876-16738
The effects of a muscle endurance training program
on cardiovascular function as measured on the
bicycle ergoneter
pQ131 H76-18777
Program to study optimal protocol for
cardiovascular and muscular efficiency
[HASA-CR-.1 47556] p0189 H76-22889
Role of physical condition in heat
acclimatization, decay, and reinduction
[AD-A019588] p0226 B76-25775
PHYSICAL IORK
The application of conductive cooling to human
operators
pOOOS A76-12164
Effect of exercise and thermal stress on plasma
volume
p0059 A76-16898
Effect of physical activity of airline flight
attendants on their tine of useful consciousness
in a rapid decompression
p0092 A76-21402
Evaluation of physical working capacity
p0122 A76-25172
(fork-induced potassium changes in skeletal muscle
and effluent venous blood assessed by liquid
ion-exchanger microelectrodes
p0145 A76-26686
Effect of active acclimation to Pamir Highlands on
endurance and physical loads
p0182 A76-30197
Effect of neck versus chest cooling on responses
to work in heat
p0206 A76-32503
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment -
Energy exchange, body temperature, and sweating
p0206 A76-32507
Acclimatization in a hot, humid environment - Body
fluid adjustments
p0207 A76-32509
Step increment versus constant load tests for
determination of maximal oxygen uptake
p0240 A76-36960
Hetabolism of catecholamines under physical load
in man and animals
p0243 A76-37345
Ventilatory response to CO2 at rest and during





effects of tiie zone changes on performance and
physiology of airline personnel
p0270 A76-39586
Energy costs of specific custodial work tasks
P0070 H76-14753
psrsiciABs
Sons particulars on the training of aviation
physicians
p0007 A76-11917
Observer agreement in evaluating coronary angiograms
P0031 A76-14072
On the problem of training aviational physicians
p0317 A76-45085
PHTSIOCBEMISTBT
Physical chemical state of vater in living cells
CAD-A014929] p0109 H76-17783
PBYSIOLOGICiL DEFEHSES






Biomedical cost of.low-level flight in a hot
environment
pOOOS A76-11703
Body composition of nice following exposure to
1300 and 6100 fleters
pOOOS A76-11704
Effect of altitude exposure on platelets
pOOOS A76-12098
Studies on the psychological and
psychophysiological effect of repeated four-hour
intermittent pink noise
p0034 &76-15463
Effects of supersonic flight on the human organiso
Experiences of an air force medical officer
P0035 A76-15758
The processing of acoustic signals in organic
systems
P0062 A76-17481
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Morphological manifestations of functional changes
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system and kidneys of rats after space flight
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extraterrestrial life and civilizations
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Besponse of selected microorganisms to
experimental planetary environments
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Life and the outer planets. II - Enzyme activity
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The organic chemistry and biology of the
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Scientific objectives
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Quantum electronic approach to study the initial
stage of photosynthesis
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Experimental investigation of the physical
characteristics of the initial stage of
photosynthesis
p0276 A76-U0639
A cooperative model for the first stage of
photosynthesis
p0276 A76-00640
Biogenic ice nuclei. II - Bacterial sources
p02914 A76-12U62
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Bodification of the colchicine method for
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higher plants during space flight
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Geotropic reaction of plants and biochemistry
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Plants aboard a spacecraft
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Circadian rhythms in plants, insects and mammals
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Biological effects of extreme environmental
conditions considering limits of biosphere
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Photosynthetic and respiratory activity in
germfree higher plant species
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Bole of aonovalent cations in the membrane
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Effect of altitude exposure on platelets
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Fibrinolytic and hemostatic changes during and
after maximal exercise in males
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The effect of vitamin E on platelet aggregation
p01«5 A76-26667
Aspirin therapy in angina pectoris - Effects on
platelet aggregation, exercise tolerance, and
electrocardiographic manifestations of ischemia
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Effects of exercise-induced stress on platelet
aggregation
p027» A76-U0575
The filtragometer: A new device for measuring
platelet aggregation in venous blood of man
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Identification of proteins interacting at blood or
plasma/biomaterial interfaces: Relation to
platelet and white cell adhesion, and to clotting
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Comparison of an impedance device to a
displacement plethysoograph for study of finger
blood flow
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Transthoracic admittance plethysoograph for
measuring cardiac output
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Measuring the magnetic fields of the hunan heart,
brain, muscles, and lungs
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A new method to determine frequency
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The normal lung Russian book
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Effect of rate of dosing with elemental mercury
vapor on brain uptake of mercury
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Interaction of two cross-polarized electromagnetic
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Polarographic measurement of local cerebral blood
flow in the conscious and anesthetized primate
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Rater system virus detection
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On the possible role of organic melanoidin
polymers as matrices for prebiotic activity
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The effect of changes in the OSF/NASA toxicity
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Relative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
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Belative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
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The effect of changes in the USF/NASA toxicity
screening test method on data from some cellular
polymers
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Belative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
cellular polyaers
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An investigation of potential inhalation toxicity
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The effects of perspiration on adsorption dynamics
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The development of a portable cardiac ultrasonoscope
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test and evaluation
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Individual life-support systeas outside a
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Processing of information about location in brief
visual displays
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Pursuit eye movements and visual localization
p0316 A76-UU7145
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Body position, electrode level, and respiration
effects on the Frank lead electrocardiogram
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Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
lannchings. II
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Effect of prolonged flights on the course of
chronic sacrolumbar radicnlitis in flying
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Food and water supply
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Intracellular ion concentration and electrical
activity in potassium-depleted mammalian soleus
muscle fibers
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Potassium induced potential changes in rat
diaphragm muscle
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and effluent venous blood assessed by liquid
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Biological balance of sodium and potassium - A
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some aspects of the problem of predicting Ban's
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Quantification and prediction of human
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reliability and ti»e
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subsistence at various temperatures
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Human lung aechanics during vater immersion
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Influence of diaphragmatic contraction on
ventilation distribution in horizontal Ban
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Effects of increased pressures of oxygen and air
on short-tern memory in mice
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Hearing under stress. Ill - The effect of external
auditory oeatal pressure on speech discrimination
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Hydrostatic pressures within the eye
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pressure measuring systems
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Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
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Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
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cerebral blood flow in the baboon - Influence of
the sympathetic nervous system
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Physiological and psychological preparation of
pilots'for function in the presence of high
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Hypoxia - Acceptable limits and its prevention
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Nitrogen elimination in Ban during decompression
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Development and tests of Heliox dives in excess of
100 m, part 1 reduction of decompression time
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Principle of measuring the air-free body volume
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YF-16 flight tests
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flow in the conscious and anesthetized primate
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Problems of the origin of life
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The use of mathematical logic and goal-oriented
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Apollo/Skylab suit program management systems
study. Volume 2: Cost analysis
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PROJECT PLAiBIIG
Life sciences payloads analyses and technical
program planning studies project planning of
space missions of space shuttles in aerospace
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Amelioration of the symptoms of acute mountain
sickness by staging and acetazolamide
p0211 A76-33382
The prophylaxis of the disruption of external
respiration in immersion
p0243 A76-37553
General regularities in the adaptation of man to
high-altitude climate
p0300 A76-1I4540
The attenuated live smallpox vaccine, strain MVA
results of experimental and clinical studies
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Perception of static orientation in a constant
gravitoinertial environment
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The effects of visual and proprioceptive feedback
on motor learning
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Sensomotor coordination German handbook on
motion physiology
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On optimality in human control tasks
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Prostaglandin control of renal circulation in the
unanesthetized dog and baboon
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The deformation properties of contractile polymer
structures Artificial muscles
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Development of a piezoelectric driver for a
ventricular assist device
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Biomaterials. Proceedings of a symposium held in
conjunction with the 9th annual meeting of the
Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation
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Fluid dynamics of heart assist device
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Development of a bone-fixation prosthetic attachment
with guick-disconnect coupling
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Total hip arthroplasty made of sintered alumina.
Experimental study and first clinical applications
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Bulletin of Prosthetics Research, Spring 1975
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An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticulation
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Protective effect of some pyridinium compounds
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A photo-computer technigue for design and analysis
of personal protective eguipment
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Effect of seguential anti-G suit inflation on
pulmonary capillary blood flow in man
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Identification of an apprehension effect on
physiological indices of thermal strain
flight protective clothing evaluation
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Laser protective devices
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Visor system materials for alnminized firemen's
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Prototype cold weather headwear
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Design of a personal dry-ice cooling garment: Its
physiological and heat transfer aspects
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Visor systea materials for alniinized firemen's
hoods. Report 2: Evaluation of gold coated
plastic substrates
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Design criteria for firefighters' turnout coats
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Exploratory development of coated fabric for
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Hechanics of head protection
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The effects of perspiration on adsorption dynanics
of protective clothing laterial
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Field trial of an experimental cold-weather head
protector
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An ice-cooling garment for mine rescue teams
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Mechanism of the inhibition of myocardial protein
synthesis during oxygen deprivation .
p0091 A76-21055
Studies on human urinary arylanidases
p0118 A76-23799
The relationship of vitamin A to protein synthesis
in animals under normal conditions and under the
influence of ionizing radiation
p0120 A76-21198
On the substrate specificity of cathepsins B1 and
B2 including a new flnorogenic substrate for
cathepsin B1
p0121 A76-21723
Investigation of choline receptors by the method
of chemical modification
p01<»3 A76-26097
Protein, iron, and copper changes in the serum of
swimmers before and after altitude training
p0116 A76-27093
Nuclear histone content in neurons and neuroglias
of certain parts of the hypothalaaus during
cooling of animals
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Light-induced glntamate transport in Ealobacterium




Individual features of reactions to blood letting
in rats of high and low resistance to acute
hypoxia
p0237 A76-36612
Change in the protein composition of rat brain and
liver chromatin during functional reconstruction
of cells - The effect of adaptation to hypoxia
p0299 A76-43811
Heasurements of lysosomal enzyme activities and
leucine incorporation rates in the brains of
young and old rats after applications of piracetam
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Regulation of protein and amino acid degradation
in skeletal muscle
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Changes in the content of free anino acids in the















Identification of beta carbolines isolated from
fluorescent human lens proteins
p0092 A76-21318
Compositional nonrandomness - A guantitatively
conserved evolutionary invariant of protein
amino acid sequences
p0272 A76-10128
Altered phospholipid metabolism in a
temperature-sensitive mutant of a theraophilic
bacillus
p0298 A76-12972
Effect of different concentrations of nitrate
nitrogen in media on the amino acid composition
of protein in chlorella cells
p0038 N76-126»«
Physical characterization of pnycobiliproteins
from bluegreen algae
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Identification of proteins interacting at blood or
plasma/biomaterial interfaces: Belation to
platelet and white cell adhesion, and to clotting
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Heasurement of the radiation dose absorbed in
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Development of a dosimeter for distributed body
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Design, development, and fabrication of a
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experiment physical phenomena experiment chest
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Colonization of soil by Arthrobacter and
Psendomonas under varying conditions of water
and nutrient availability as studied by plate
counts and transmission electron aicroscopy
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Increased concentration of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
and Staphylococcus sp. in small animals exposed
to aerospace environments
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Bole of monovalent cations in the membrane
organization of moderately halophilic bacteria




Medical and psychiatric aspects of accident
investigation aviation pathology
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Backward recognition masking human
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An experiment concerning the relation between
sound intensity, situation cognition, and
performance
p0033 A76-15462
Studies on the psychological and
psychophysiological effect of repeated four-hour
intermittent pink noise
p0034 A76-15463
Detectability of auditory signals presented
without defined observation intervals
p01«5 A76-26750
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Circadian periodicity involving physiological and
psychological variables in the case of seven
blind subjects with and without timer Geriian
book
p0032 A76-14649
Studies on the psychological and
psychophysiological effect of repeated foor-hoar
internittent pink noise
p0034 A76-15163
Review of the effects of infrasonnd on Ban
p0172 A76-28916
Notes on flight-related psychosyndromes, in
particular phobic syndromes
p0267 A76-38707
Anxiety and performance - A study concerning the
prediction of predictability
p0268 A76-39549
Organization of work - Psychophysiological
problems of monitoring and control Russian
book
p0291 A76-42044
A review and prelininary evaluation of
methodological factors in performance
assessments of time-varying aircraft noise effects
[NASA-CR-145925] p0075 N76-14788
Impact of computer based instruction on attitudes
of students and instructors: A review
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Aviator performance: Biomedical, physiological,




Effect of human psychoemotional stress and
physical activity on the age-related changes in
the mechanical properties of arterial walls
p0012 A76-12562
Psychological aspects of aeronautical flight
simulation
p0030 A76-13799
Psychological conditions for the simultaneous
formation of groups of concepts and sensory images
p0083 A76-19418
An assessment on certain causal models used in
surveys on aircraft noise annoyance
p0092 A76-21251
Associations between psychological factors and
pulmonary toxicity during intermittent oxygen
breathing at 2 ATA
p0094 A76-21412
Hethods of engineering-psychological
investigations in aviation Russian book
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Measures of attention as predictors of flight
performance
p0128 A76-256<!5
Psychological aspects of the human role in an
aircraft in the light of the development of
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Research on psychological stress experienced by
pilots while carrying out agricultural flight
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Psychological problems of interplanetary flight
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Attempt to understand abstraction
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Fourth Advanced Operational Aviation Hedicine Course
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Dimensions of performance assessment and skill
development
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Effects of shifts in the rate of repetitive
stimulation on sustained attention
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Perception of noise by the auditory analyzer in man
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An experiment concerning the relation between
sound intensity, situation cognition, and
performance
p0033 A76-15462
LEE effect and interference - A planned test
related to the connection between delayed
auditory feedback and interference
p0034 A76-15165
The psychophysiological behavior of pilot trainees
during their first flight missions and piloting
fitness
p0035 A76-1S751
A test method for the rapid and early detection of
the most common psychological syndromes among
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Psychophysical efficiency of specialist personnel
in military aviation following prolonged
exposure to high-intensity noise
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Intellectual and perceptual mental factors
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Theoretical aspects of psychological selection
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A reappraisal of artificial signals as an aid to a
visual monitoring task
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Han in the state of operational stress
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Speed-accuracy tradeoff functions in choice
reaction time - Experimental designs and
computational procedures
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Modern psychological research techniques for
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Methods and results of research on perceptual and
decision-making processes in pilots under
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Brightness contrast in the Ehrenstein illusion
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Signal complexity, response conplexity, and signal
specification in vigilance for auditory
monitoring task
p0209 A76-33370
Effect of information feedback upon intertrial
consistency of time judgment
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Elimination by aspects as a decision rule for
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p0279 A76-41323
Variation of animal-social interrelationships in
an animal group as an objective indicator of
electrostimulation-induced disorders in the
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Conditioned reflex as a technique for studying
complex forms of motivation in man
p0294 A76-02543
A computer implementation of constructive visual
imagery and perception
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Eye movement fixations and gating processes
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Emotional reactivity and activation in pilots
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Heptane: Modifications and corrent applications
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Development and evaluation of an objective
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t study of computer-administered stradaptive
ability testing
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Development of a perfornance criterion for enroute
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air traffic control simulation: Experiment 1:
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Variations in psychomotor efficiency during
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The organization of voluntary motion:
Naurophysiological mechanisms Bussian book
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Investigation of the operational structure of the
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Effects of graded doses of alcohol on
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physiological considerations
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Notion sickness susceptibility: Vestibular and
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The induced asynchrony effect - Its role in visual
judgments of temporal order and its relation to
other dynamic perceptual phenomena
p0095 A76-21745
4 perceptual channel for information transfer over
kilometer distances Historical perspective and
recent research extrasensory perception
p0122 476-25078
Quantitative studies in retinex theory - 4
comparison between theoretical predictions and
observer responses to the 'Color Bondrian"
experiments
p0145 476-26769
Human stereopsis: 4 psychophysical analysis Book
p0152 476-28500
Inhibitory binocular interaction in human vision
and a possible mechanism subserving stereoscopic
4-166
SUBJECT IBDBX POLHOHABI CIBCOLATIOI
fusion
p0154 A76-28745
Eitraretinal infer Bation in corrective saccades
and infloii vs outflow theories of visual
direction constancy
p0155 A76-28771
Hechanisms of information processing in sensory
systems Russian book
p0175 A76-29426
visual space perception on a coBputer graphics
night visual attachment
p0177 A76-29488
Lengthening of the reaction tine in the presence
of short preperiods - The role of sensory
factors in its genesis
p0184 A76-31270
adaptation alters perceived direction of action
psychophysical vision experiments
p0186 A76-31725
Confignrational effects in visual inforgation
processing
p0208 476-32637
Correlation of characteristics or perceptive
activity in emotion-evoking situations of




Change in brain blood circulation during mental
activity
p0009 A76-12302
Perception of noise by the auditory analyzer in man
p0030 A76-13916
The psychophysiological behavior of pilot trainees
daring their first flight missions and piloting
fitness
p0035 A76-15751
Excretion of catecholamine in pilot trainees
p0035 A76-15753
Psychophysical efficiency of specialist personnel
in military aviation following prolonged
exposure to high-intensity noise
p0036 A76-15760
Psychophysiological investigation of group
interaction
P0060 476-16906
Differential adaptivity of the brain
individual typological characteristics
pOOeO A76-16908
Bole of biological macrorhythms in the regulation
of sleep
p0060 A76-16909
Artificial stable functional connections as a
neans of forming long-term memory matrices in
man /Contribution to long-term memory theory/
p0061 A76-16912
Influence of subjective system of coordinates on
spatial-motor orientation of the hand
p0123 A76-25173
Analysis of neural mechanisms for emotional
changes of the heart's activity
p0128 A76-25623
The minute."volume of blood circulation and mental
activity
p0128 A76-25624
Psychophysiological research on pilots'
performance level when flooded by information of
different kinds in different forms
p0153 A76-28535
The psychophysiological preparation of air crews
p0178 A76-29622
Physiological and psychological preparation of
pilots for function in the presence of high
altitude cabin depressurization
p0216 A76-35175
Beasnring the duration of perception judgment
of transient visual stimuli
p0292 A76-42211
Eye movements and psychological processes;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Princeton, H.J.,
April 15-17, 1970
p0313 A76-44726
Voluntary saccades, eye position, and perceived
visual direction
p0315 A76-44741
A psychophysical model of visual-movement perception
p0315 A76-44743
The nature and role of extraretinal eye-position
information in visual localization
p0315 A76-447U4
Seven design methods for psychophysiological
variables
p0326 A76-46806
Physiological and psychological foundations of work
CNASA-TT-F-16647] p0056 H76-13760
Psychology and psychopathology of solitude
[AD-A007454] p0108 S76-16799
Psycho-physical performance of Air Force
technicians after long duration noise exposure
(noise hazards to flight crews)
p0110 N76-17793
Objective techniques for psychological assessment,
phase 2 techniques for measuring human
performance daring space flight stress
[HASA-CB-147512] p0160 N76-20817
Investigations into the reliability of
electrophotography
[AD-A018806] p0221 H76-24891
Psychophysical relationships characterizing human
response to whole-body sinusoidal vertical
vibration
[HASA-TH-D-8188] p0221 N76-24894
Temperature regulation training in a cooling
environment
[AD-A019591] p0225 N76-25769
Some practical considerations for performance
testing in exotic environments
p0227 H76-25786
Assessment of perceptual and mental performance in
civil aviation personnel
p0228 H76-25789
A conceptual model for operational stress
p0228 N76-25791
Hunan temperature regulation and the perception of
thermal comfort
p0246 H76-26796
Preliminary results of an experiment on haman
chronobiology and neurobiology in a subterranean
environment. 1: Life on a bicircadlan rhythm
(P. Englender) . 2: Life in continuous light
(J. Chabert). Longitudinal analysis and
computer correlation of neurologic,
psychological and physiologic data collected in




Variation of animal-social interrelationships in
an animal group as an objective indicator of




Some psychosomatic correlations in the presence of




Treating the insomniac patient - General measures
and psychological and pharmacological treatment
p0083 A76-19339
Psychotherapy and return to flying duties
p0270 A76-39587
PSYCHOTIC DEPRESSION




Health effects of sulfur dioxide and sulfnric acid
aerosols
p0143 A76-25913
The role of the laboratory in tracking down
tropical diseases - Its interest in the
surveillance of flight personnel
p0148 A76-27618
A framework for the control of toxic substances (a
compilation of speeches)
[PB-243459/5] pOOSS N76-13753
Public health applications of remote sensing of





Belease of adenosine by hypoxic canine lung tissue
and its possible role in pulmonary circulation
p0061 A76-17120
•-167
POLBOB1BT FOBCTIOHS SUBJECT ISDEI
Effects of water immersion to the neck on
pulmonary circulation and tissue volume in nan
p0125 176-25455
Pulmonary O2 diffusing capacity at exercise by a
modified rebreathing method
p0117 476-27097
Quantitative radionuclide angiocardiography -
Detection and qnantitation of left to right shunts
p0151 176-28039
Effect of substrate on hypoxic response of
palionary artery
p0180 A76-30369
Effect of carotid sinus nerve stimulation pattern
on cardiorespiratory responses
p0186 176-31924
Bole of diffusion in intrapulionary mixing of gases
p0275 A76-40635
Effect of pressure and composition of gaseous
medium on FO2 and pC02 gradients between mixed
alveolar air and arterial blood
p0276 176-10636
Effect of angiotensin on hypoiic pulmonary
vasoconstriction in isolated dog lung
p0277 176-40889
Estimation of cardiac output by an H20 rebreathing
•ethod in adults and children
p0317 176-15101
Reduction of pulsatile hydraulic power in the




Pulmonary function evaluation daring the Skylab
and Ipollo-Soynz missions
p0093 176-21111
Determination of regional pulmonary mechanics
using a scintillation camera
p0123 176-25260
Changes in pulmonary volumes with relocation to
1,600 m following acute translocation to 1,300 a
p0123 176-25261
Effects of water immersion to the neck on
pulmonary circulation and tissue volume in man
p0125 176-25155
Single-breath oxygen tests for individual lungs in
awake nan
p0125 176-25157
Hunan lung mechanics during water immersion
p0125 176-25158
Transit time analysis of the forced expiratory
spirograa in growth
p0125 A76-25459
Convective and diffusive gas nixing in human lungs
- Experiments and model analysis
p0126 A76-25163
Influence of bronchomotor tone on regional
ventilation distribution at residual volume
p0127 A76-25468
Influence of diaphragmatic contraction on
ventilation distribution in horizontal man
p0127 176-25169
The normal lung Russian book
p0182 176-30691
Closing volumes in man immersed to the neck in water
p0206 176-32506
Local regulation of collateral ventilation by
oxygen and carbon dioxide
p0207 176-32510
A comparative analysis of four protocols for
maximal treadmill stress testing
- p0236 176-36172
Role of the alveolar ventilation/perfusion line in
a periodically ventilated lung model
p0276 176-10637
Hex horizons for study of the cardiopulmonary and
circulatory systems image reconstruction
techniques
p0297 176-12971
Effect of seguential anti-G suit inflation on
pulmonary capillary blood flow in man
p0321 A76-46301
Frequency dependence of regional lung clearance of
Xe-133 in normal men
p0327 A76-17216




Changes in the single-breath nitrogen washout
curve on exoosnre to 17,600 ft
p0008 176-12099
Histopathological pulmonary changes occurring in
rats with prolonged exposure to 100 per cent
oxygen at one atmosphere. I
p0067 176-18664
Circulatory response to acute hypobaric hypoxia in
conscious dogs
p0093 176-21105
Associations between psychological factors and
pulmonary toxicity during intermittent oxygen
breathing at 2 ATA
p0091 A76-21412
Bechanism of lung damage in explosive decompression
p0211 A76-33383
Pulmonary changes induced by ambient levels of
ozone, a morphological study
[1D-A011873] p0047 H76-12717
Effects of oxidant and sulfate interaction on
production of lung lesions
[PB-251729/0] p0285 H76-29902
POLS ATI 16 FLO!
0 UNSTEADY FLOW
PDLSE CODE BOODLATIOI












HI POLSE CODE HODULATIOH
NT POLSE DERATION HODBLATIOH
PULSE TIBE BODOLATIOB




0 PDLSE DOBATION HODOLATION
POLSED B1DI1TIOB
HT ELECTROB1GNETIC PDLSES
Double flashes from single pulses of light
p0066 176-18622
Temporal summation and reaction time to
double-light pulses at snprathreshold levels
p0236 176-36631
Thermal effect in the soft tissue for the case of








Pupil size and stereoacnity
p0091 176-20856
The effect of common therapeutic drugs on vision
(1D-A020346) p0332 H76-32833
POPILS
Physical characteristics of the eye used in
eye-movement measurement
p0311 176-14734






Perceived visual motion as effective stimulus to
pursuit eye movement system
p0028 176-13400
The effects of vibration on manual control
performance
p0155 176-28750
The effect of visual-motion time delays on pilot
performance in a pursuit tracking task
p0177 176-29484
The physiology of pursuit eye movements
p0313 176-44728
Pursuit eye movements and visual localization
p0316 176-44745
PiB (BODDLATIOB)
0 PDLSE DORATIOH BODDL1TIOH
1-168
SUBJECT INDEX RADIATION DOSAGE
PI »I DIBIS
Protective effect of some pyridiniua compounds
against the inhibition of structure bound
acetylcholinesterase by soman in vitro
[BMVG-FB»T-75-16] p0251 N76-26854
Pharmacokinetics of the spasnolytic action of some
bispyridinium compounds on the muscle strip of





Propranolol and pyrogen effects on shivering and
nonshivering thermogenesis in rats
p0151 A76-27993
PYBOLYSIS
Evaluation of the NASA animal exposure chamber as
a potential chaiber for fire toxicity screening
tests
p0063 A76-17897
Relative toxicity of pyrolysis products of soae
foams and fabrics
p0181 A76-30396
Effect of species on relative toxicity of
pyrolysis products
p0242 A76-37294
A study of the toxicology of pyrolysis gases from
synthetic polymers
p0242 A76-37296
The sensitivity of relative toxicity rankings by
tha OSP/HASA test method to soae test variables
p0318 A76-45652
Relative toxicity of 'pyrolysis products of some
cellular polymers
p0318 A76-4565U
Relative toxicity of pyrolysis products of some
synthetic polymers
p0318 A76-45655




















Beal ear attenuation of personal ear protective
devices worn in industry
p0077 N76-14803
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Quantitative classification of T-wave
abnormalities in the VCG Vectorcardiography
p0234 A76-35919
The feasibility of using phytoplankton in a




Quail ton electronic approach to study the initial
stage of photosynthesis
P0276 A76-40638






Jackrabbit ears - Surface temperatures and
vascular responses
P0329 A76-47549
Effect of vibration, acceleration and acute
irradiation in a dose of 250 R on the
localization and activity of some liver enzymes
in sexually mature rabbits
p0039 N76-12655






Investigation of vork load in Arc services - An
experiment by using RAPCON radar simulator
p0067 A76-18665
Stress in air traffic controllers - Effects of
ARTS-III Automated Radar Terminal Systems
p0321 A76-46302
RADIAL TELOCITY
Changes in the peripheral and intracranial blood
circulation during prolonged low-magnitude
radial accelerations
p0317 A76-U5086





NT NEOTRON FLOX DENSITY
NT PROTON FLOX DENSITY
RADIATION ABSORPTIOI
NT ELECTHOHAGHETIC ABSOHPTION
NT GABBA RAY ABSORPTION
NT X RAY ABSORPTION
Comparison of theoretical and experimental







Light-induced fast conformational change in
all-trans-retinal at low temperature
p0092 A76-21319
Primary production of oxygen from irradiated water
as an explanation for decreased radiobiological
oxygen enhancement at high LET
p01«5 A76-26690
Effect of oxygen-vitamin complex on indices of
blood formation in an irradiated organism
p0238 A76-3C653
Survival of cultured mammalian cells irradiated at
various depths in the LABPF negative pion
therapy beam
[LA-6049-BS] p0188 N76-22880
Interactions of carcinogens with human cell DNA:
Damage and Repair
[COHF-7507H5-1 ] p0284 N76-29900
RADIATION DETECTORS
NT DOSIBETERS
Heasurements of the dosage resulting from




Absorption characteristics of multilayered sphere
models exposed to OHF/microwave radiation
head tissue dosimetry phantom
p0002 A76-10991
Measurement of the radiation dose absorbed in
outer space froa the solar flare on August <*, 1972
p0119 A76-24170
Interrelation of atmospheric ozone and
cholecalciferol /Vitamin D3/ production in man
p0241 A76-37069
Course on High Energy Radiation Dosimetry and
Protection, 1st, International School of
Radiation Damage and Protection, Erice, Italy,
October 1-10, 1975, Proceedings
p0265 A76-38343
Microdosiaetry and the effects of small doses of
radiation
p0265 A76-38348
Pathophysiologic aspects of exposure to licrowave
p0020 N76-11694
Method for computing the thickness of tissue in
determining deep doses in a phantom-dummy
p0039 N76-12653
A-169
BADIATIOH EFFECTS SUBJECT IHDEX
Beport on NRL measurements as a participant in the
IHDI
CAD-A012339] p0048 H76-12725
Gelations between radiation dose and somatic
radiation risk
[BLL-CE-TRANS-6697- (9022.09) ] p0070 N76-14755
Correlation of animal, crypt, and stem cell
survival in fission neutron irradiated mice: A
chemical protection study
[ AD-A014065] p0074 H76-14779
Unclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'
radiation exposures on Skylab missions 2, 3, and 4
CNASA-CB- ia7 i (36) p0101 H76-167116
Development of a dosimeter for distributed body
organs
[SASA-CR-146225] p0101 H76-16719
Measurements of the dosage resulting from
background radiation in buildings with a Ge(Li)
detector
[181-190-74-03] p0101 N76-16752
Gonad dosage in males resulting from X-ray
diagnostics genetically significant dosage
[IBl-190-75-05] p0138 H76-19801
Radiation monitoring, August 1975
[ O H N L - 5 0 5 5 ] pOISS H76-20809
Hedical S-ray Photo-Optical Systems Evacuation
Symposium
[PB-246946/8] p0159 N76-20812
Dose-rate effects of Co60 irradiation
CAD-A017505] p0159 H76-20815
Auditable program of compliance vith AL&P
[ONI-SA-15] p0224 H76-25764
Effects of electric fields on large animals. A
feasibility study
fPB-251632/6] p0304 N76-30791
Radiation exposure records management
[DPSPU-75-30-7] p0305 N76-30799
Dosimetric implications of the exposure to the
natural sources of irradiation
CCEA-COSF-3113] p0310 N76-31898
RADIATION EFFECTS
NT LASER D A H A G E
NT RADIATION DAHAGE
NT RADIATION INJURIES
Experimental models for the evaluation of
microwave biological effects
p0007 A76-11844
Evaluation of possible microwave-induced lens
changes in the United states Air Force
p0029 A76-13589
Influence of ancient solar-proton events on the
evolution of life
p0086 A76-19815
The numerical thermal simulation of the human body
when undergoing exercise or nonionizing
electromagnetic irradiation
[ASHE PAPER 76-HT-KK] p0212 A76-33530
Effects of high-LET particles /A-40/ on the brain
of Drosophila selanogaster
p0215 A76-34500
Activation of RNA biosynthesis in the liver and
spleen of irradiated rats
p0216 A76-34699
The biological effects of high-energy radiation
p0265 A76-38347
Determination of power absorption in man exposed
to high freguency electromagnetic fields by
theroographic measurements on scale models
p0292 A76-42314
Interaction of two cross-polarized electromagnetic
waves with mammalian cranial structures
_ p0292 A76-42315
Induced electromagnetic field and absorbed power
density inside a human torso
p0326 A76-46790
Optical effects with exposure of the eyes to
•cosmic rays
p003B N76-12646
Biostack: A study of the biological effects on
HZE galactic cosmic radiation
p0043 N76-12684
Apollo light flash investigations
p0043 N76-12685
The Apollo 17 pocket mouse experiment (Biocore)
p0043 N76-12687
Biological measurements in rodents exposed .
continuously throughout their adult life to
pulsed electromagnetic radiation
CAD-A013250] p0052 N76-13728
Research on human skin laser damage thresholds
IAD-A012703] p0054 N76-13740
Biological effects of non-ionizing radiation
considering mntagenic hazard
[AD-A013315] pOOSS H76-13748
Navy sponsored ELF biological and ecological
research summary
[AD-A015299] p0111 H76-17800
EHP effects on mankind
[AWBE-TBAHS-67;) p0162 N76-21877
Effects of ionizing radiation on man
[AAEC/IP-1] p0163 S76-21879
Effects of electromagnetic fields below 30 KHz on
animal biology
[UCBL-51880] p0198 H76-23842
Reaction of the ATPase activity of the action of
densely and sparsely ionizing radiations
[EBDA-TR-51] p0198 N76-23843
Radiation genetic effects of electron vacuum tubes
of a radar station
[ORNL-TR-4053] p0224 N76-25763
Badio-frequency and microwave energies, magnetic
and electric fields
p02»8 N76-26820




Radiobiologic effects at low radiation levels
radiation effects on mammals
[CONF-750671-2] p0251 N76-26850
Spacelab and its utilization for biomedical
experiments zero gravity and radiation effects
p0259 N76-27842
The biological significance of radio-frequency
radiation emission on cardiac pacemaker
performance
[AD-A022886] p0309 N76-31891
Retinal changes induced by heavy particles: A new
therapy modality (radiation effects from
oxygen ions)
[AD-A022449] p0310 N76-31903
Effects of electromagnetic fields on the nervous
system
[AD-A022462] p0333 1176-32837
Proposed revisions to ANSI standard C95.1 for
exposure to radio freguency and microwave
radiations
[AD-A020681] p0333 N76-32840
The calculation of absorbed dose and tissue
transmission factors
[AD-A012684] p0333 N76-32841
Corneal curvature changes due to exposure to a
carbon dioxide laser: A preliminary report
[AD-A020987] p0334 B76-32844
A review of biological effects and potential risks






Radiation safety in space flights: Radiobiological
aspects Russian book
p0001 A76-10303
Analysis of models, for the study of the
interaction between electromagnetic fields and
biological tissues in order to evaluate exposure
risks
p0172 A76-29033
The hazards of the radiation of semiconductor
laser diodes for the human eye
p0201 A76-32223
Dosinetry during space missions
p0265 A76-38346
Avoidance of radiation hazards from microwave
antennas
p0278 A76-1I1124
Comparison of the light flash phenomena observed




Biophysics - energy absorption and distribution
p0021 N76-11696
Relations between radiation dose and somatic
radiation risk
[BLL-CE-TBANS-6697-(9022.09) ] p0070 H76-14755
A-170
SUBJECT INDBI BADIOACTITE ELEHEHTS
Kadiation monitoring, August 1975
[ORNL-5055] p0158 N76-20809
Redical X-ray Photo-Optical Systems Evacuation
Symposium
tPB-2169«6/8] p0159 N76-20812
Health and safety record of the nuclear industry
[iAEC/IP-8] p0190 H76-22895
Biostack 3 experiment MA-107
p0193 N76-23088
Average neutron energy measurement at an
accelerator facility, a practical health physics
problem
[LA-UR-75-2235] p022<l H76-25765
Considerations in the assessment of plutoniun
deposition in Ban
[LA-OH-75-1887] p0251 N76-268H8




Comparison of theoretical and experimental
absorption of radio frequency power
[AD-A022890] p0333 N76-32836
RADIATION IBJDBIES
Microdosimetry and the effects of small doses of
radiation
p0265 A76-38318
Ocular effects of laser radiation: Cornea and
anterior chamber
p0018 H76-11310
Ocular effects of radiation: Betina
p0019 N76-11311
Determination of safe exposure levels: Energy
correlates of ocular damage
P0019 N76-11312
Temperature rise in fundus exposed to laser
radiation
[ AD-A014819] p0111 N76-17803
The measurement of threshold temperatures in the
ocular fundas for laser induced, visible lesions
p0282 N76-28811
RADIATIOH BEASOEEHEBT
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'








••Radiation protection and instrumentation
pOOII N76-12671
Precise microwave power density calibration method






A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation
applicator for use in the treatment of cervical
cancer
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12081-1] p0189 N76-22890
Internal radioactive contamination in selected
groups of CRNL employees
[AECL-5255] p0250 N76-268<t7
EADIATIOI METEBS






NT SOLAB BADIATION SHIELDING
Course on High Energy Badiation Dosimetry and
Protection, 1st, International School of
Radiation Damage and Protection, Erice, Italy,
October 1-10, 1975, Proceedings
p0265 A76-383U3
Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 9,
no. 1, 1975 closed ecological systems,
hypokinesia, acceleration tolerance, radiation
protection
CJPBS-65988] p0037 N76-12636
Badiation protection and instrumentation
p0041 N76-12671
Radiological protection: 3. Technical
recommendations for the use of
thermoluminescence for dosimetry in individual
monitoring for photons and electrons from
external sources radiation protection for
human beings
[EUR-5358E] p0162 N76-21878
Protection against radiation (biological,
pharmacological, chemical, physical)
p0250 N76-268tO





NT SOLAB RADIATION SHIELDING
Analysis of the thickness of shielding of a
radiation refuge during prolonged space flights
p0039 N76-12652
BADIATION SICKNESS
Morphogenesis of the early stages of the
restoration of hemopoiesis in the spleen of
irradiated mice following bone narrow transplant
p0120 476-24199
Electromagnetic compatibility /EMC/ as a
determining factor in biological effects caused
by electric and magnetic fields
p0277 A76-40757
Mechanisms of radio-protection by catecholamines





Dose-rate effects of Co60 irradiation
[AD-A017505] p0159 N76-20815
Enhancing effect of radioresistant spleen cells on
the primary immune response against sheep BBC by
aouse spleen cells in vitro
[MBL-1975-19] p0308 N76-31885
Badiosensitization of mammalian cells by diamide











Radio-frequency and microwave energies, magnetic
and electric fields
p02«8 N76-26820
Comparison of theoretical and experimental
absorption of radio frequency power
[AD-A022890] p0333 N76-32836
Proposed revisions to ANSI standaro C95.1 for




Computation of the electromagnetic fields and
induced temperatures within a model of the
microwave-irradiated human eye
p0002 A76-10997




The biological significance of radio-frequency




U BADIO FBEQDENCY INTERFERENCE
RADIO RATES




The feasibility of using phytoplankton in a
quantitative method of detecting low levels of
radionuclides
p0069 N76-1X7H1
Internal radioactive contamination in selected











Quantitative radionaclide angiocardiography -
Detection and guantitation of left to right shoots
p0151 A76-28039
Hyocardial imaging in the noninvasive evaluation
of patients with suspected ischemic heart disease
p0152 A76-280«3
The impact of nuclear medicine on the diagnosis
and management of cardiovascular disease
P0208 A76-32666
Badiopharmaceuticals for studying heart disease
p0208 A76-32667
Byocardial perfnsion imaging for the detection of
coronary heart disease
P0208 A76-32668
Analytical methods for quantitative evaluation of
the radiocardiagram
p0212 A76-33516
Serial measnrenents of left ventricular ejection
fraction by radiouuclide angiography early and
late after myocardial infarction
p0330 A76-47907
Artificial and natural radionnclides in marine life
[TT-75-50010] P0195 H76-23821
Body fluid distribution in acute hypercapnia
(body measurement (biology) using radioactive
isotopes)
CAD-A019922] P0252 H76-26857
Dosimetric implications of the exposure to the
natural sources of irradiation
[CEA-COHF-3113] p0310 N76-3189B
BADIOiCTIVE BATEBI1LS
Badioimmunoassays: Nev laboratory methods in
clinic and research
P0256 H76-27821






Radiation safety in space flights: 'Radiobiological
aspects Russian book
P0001 A76-10303
Application of radioimmunoassay techniques in
support of toxicologic investigations of
aircraft accidents
p0006 A76-11719
Are solar neutrinos detected by living things
P0030 A76-13625
On the spontaneous frequency of the structural
chromosome aberrations /anomalies/ in
lymphocytes from human blood
p0083 A76-19016
The relationship of vitamin A to protein synthesis
in animals under normal conditions and under the
influence of ionizing radiation
P0120 A76-21198
aorphogenesis of the early stages of the
restoration of hemopoiesis in the spleen of
irradiated mice following bone marrow transplant
p0120 A76-24199
Effect of ionizing electromagnetic radiation on
DNA in solution and on white blood cells
_ p0120 A76-21206
Primary production of oxygen fron irradiated water
as an explanation for decreased radiobiological
oxygen enhancement at high LET
P01U5 A76-26690
Analysis of models for the study of the
interaction between electromagnetic fields and
biological tissues in order to evaluate exposure
risks
P0172 A76-29033
Effects of high-LET particles /A-10/ on the brain
of Drosophila melanogaster
P0215 A76-3i»500
Activation of RHA biosynthesis in the liver and
spleen of irradiated rats
p0216 A76-31699
The biological effects of high-energy radiation
p0265 A76-38317
Hicrodosimetry and the effects of small doses of
radiation
P0265 A76-38348
Electromagnetic compatibility /ESC/ as a
determining factor in biological effects caused
by electric and magnetic fields
p0277 A76-»07S7
Avoidance of radiation hazards from microwave
antennas
p0278 A76-11121I
Interaction of two cross-polarized electromagnetic
waves with mammalian cranial structures
p0292 A76-42315
Utilization proposals related to the area of life
sciences - Status of preparatory planning
p0292 A76-U2370
Postradiation modification of drug action due to
changes in distribution
p0328 A76-47339
Hechanisms of radio-protection by catecholamines
in the hamster /Hesocricetus auratus/
p0329.A76-17721
Biological measurements in rodents exposed
continuously throughout their adult life to
pulsed electromagnetic radiation
[AD-A0132503 p0052 H76-13728
Some considerations concerning the use of
magnetron generators in microwave biological
research
CAD-A013329] pOOSS M76-13752
Compilation of Navy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 1
[AD-A015068] p0079 H76-15775
Compilation of Navy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 2
CAD-A015069] p0079 H76-15776
Navy sponsored ELF biological and ecological
research summary
[AD-A01S299] p0111 H76-17800
Badiation monitoring, August 1975
[OBHL-5055] p0158 N76-20809
EHP effects on mankind
[ A B B E - T R A N S - 6 7 ] p0162 H76-21877
Ionizing radiation
p02«8 H76-26822
Protection against radiation (biological,
pharmacological, chemical, physical)
p0250 B76-268IK)
Badiobiologic effects at low radiation levels
radiation effects on mammals
[CONF-750671-2] p0251 N76-26850
Becovery during radiation and chemical mutagenesis
p0281 H76-28809
The effects of electroaagnetic fields on the
nervous system
p030it H76-30792






Cs-131 myocardial scintigraphy - Application to
assessment of anterior myocardial infarction
p0001 A76-10650
Badiometric identification technique for
evaluating dynamic parameters of the heart and
vascular system
p0067 A76-18711
Acquisition of quantitative physiological data and
computerized image reconstruction using a single
scan TV system
p0330 A76-M771I1
Badiographic changes in cardiac dimensions during
exhaustive exercise in man
[AD-A019100] p0221 H76-24889
BADIOLOGT
Determination of cardiac size following space
missions of different durations - The second
manned skylab mission
p0170 A76-28904
Simultaneous measurement of cardiac output and its
distribution with aicrospheres in the rat
p0278 A76-411H3









SUBJECT IHDEX REACTION TIBE
BAIL TRANSPORTATION
Computer analysis of railcar vibrations
p0103 H76-16761












Influence of stochastic excitations on the human
body
p0128 A76-25612
Comparison of the subjective intensity of
sinusoidal, multifrequency, and random
whole-body vibration
p0290 A76-U1516
RAPID EIE BOYEBENT STATE
Dynamics of nap sleep dating a 40 hour period
p0033 A76-15325
Differential responding to the beta movement after
waking fron REH and nonREB sleep apparent
notion optical illusions
p0091 A76-20859
Detection of cyclic sleep phenomena using
instantaneous heart rate
p0118 A76-23500
Changes in the very slow potentials of the hunan
brain in daytime sleep with rapid eye novements
p0122 A76-25169
Sleep monitoring - The second tanned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28906
Central nystagmus and its interaction with
optokinetic and reversible postoptokinetic
nystagni
p0184 A76-31362
The stability of the sigma sleep spindle
p0209 A76-32875
BAPID TRANSIT SISTEBS
Hunan factor and hardware design considerations
for passenger protection in high speed crashes
p0180 A76-30261
fleasurements and observations of the tozicological




























NT BEOTROH FLOX DENSITY
















Chlorpromazine, piracetan, and the metabolism of
brain phospholipids in the rat
[NASA-TT-F-16652] p0020 K76-11688
Changes in the content of free amino acids in the
organs and'tissues of rats under hypokinetic
conditions
p0038 H76-12643
Body functions and metabolism during prolonged
hypokinesia in an integrated experiment
[NASA-TT-F-;16882] p0131 N76-18779
Animal exposure during burn tests
[NASA-CR-137802] p0157 N76-20800
Changes in the resistance of animals during
"Kosnos-605 and 782" biosatellite experiments
[NASA-TT-F-15489] p02Q5 N76-26786
Preliminary results of an experiment with mammals
on the "Kosnos-782" biological satellite
[NASA-TT-F-15492] p0245 N76-26787
Change in equilibrium function and static
resistance, in rats after a 20 day long flight in
the "KosBos-782" satellite
[NASA-TT-F-15193] p0245 N76-26788
Changes in the biochemical indicators of the blood
of rats following the flight of the "Kosmos-782"
biological satellite
[NASA-TT-F-15490] p0245 N76-26789
The effect of ACTH-analogues on motor behavior and
visual evoked response in rats
[HBL-1975-17] p0308 N76-31884
Piracetai and acquisition behavior in rats:
Electrophysiological and biochemical effects
[BBL-1975-2K] p0308 N76-31887
BBE
D RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (RBE)
BEACTIOH KINETICS
Kinetics of oxygen release from single-cell algae
p0276 A76-40641
High-pressure temperature-jump kinetic studies of




Visual reaction times during prolonged angular
acceleration parallel the subjective perception
of rotation
p0002 A76-10720
An experiment concerning the relation between
sound intensity, situation cognition, and
performance
p0033 A76-15H62
Effects of graded doses of alcohol on
speed-accuracy tradeoff in choice reaction time
p0096 A76-217U6
Speed-accuracy tradeoff functions in choice
reaction time - Experimental designs and
computational procedures
p0096 A76-21747
Binocular summation and peripheral visual response
tine
p0096 A76-21784
Brain wave components of the contingent negative
variation in humans
p0118 A76-23743
fleaning, nemory structure, and mental processes
p0128 A76-25614
peripheral detection and central task complexity
p0128 A76-25646
The spatial-teaporal characteristics of vision
when an observer is solving a search problem
p014« A76-26U10
Retention of perception and pilot's motor-visual
reaction tine during +62 accelerations
p0153 A76-28533
Laboratory investigation of 'biorhythms1
information processing reaction time in humans
p0172 A76-28915
Lengthening of the reaction time in the presence
of short preperiods - The role of sensory
factors in its genesis
p018« A76-31270
Luminance-duration relation in reaction time to .
spectral stimuli
p0186 A76-3172H
SAINT nodel of a choice reaction time paradigm




Temporal summation and reaction ti»e to
doable-light poises at soprathreshold levels
P0236 A76-36631
The effect of attention loading on the inhibition
of choice reaction tine to visual notion by
concurrent rotary lotion
p0292 A76-42212
Size specificity and interocular suppression -
Monocular evoked potentials and reaction times
P0299 A76-4401H
Seven design methods for psychophysiological
variables
p0326 A76-46806
Passenger comfort response tines as a function of
aircraft aotion
[NASA-CR-1lt5981] p0075 N76-14791




The effect of two-axis vibration on the legibility
of reading material
p0095 A76-21619
The effect of writing and reading habits and of
handedness on the asymmetry of visual perception
p0326 A76-46805
SEAL TIBE OPERATION
Cardiovascular diagnosis with real time ultrasound
imaging
P0090 A76-20752
Real-time Doppler imaging for unambiguous
measurement of blood volume flow
p0091 A76-20755
Simulation of a remotely piloted vehicle/drone
control facility using SAIHT
p0291 A76-42086
Beal-tiae observation of cardiac movement and




New progress in robotics real time artificial
intelligence research projects
p0323 A76-46457
Remote real-time parallel acquisition and analysis
of noninvasive cardiac parameters using hybrid
computer system
p0327 A76-47233
The PDP-15 electrocardiogram analysis system, a





SI PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
HBBRBATHING
Effect of elastic loading on ventilatory response
to hypoxia in conscious man
pOOOB A76-12097
pulmonary 02 diffusing capacity at exercise by a
modified rebreathing method
p0147 A76-27097
Economical oxygen-delivery system for aircraft
p0172 A76-28921
Comparison of methods to calculate cardiac output
using the C02 rebreathing method
p0291 A76-42058
Estimation of cardiac_output by an N20 rebreathing
method in adults and children
p0317 A76-1510U
Ventilatory responses to CO2 rebreathing at rest
and during exercise in untrained subjects and
athletes
p0330 A76-47924











Opticotelevision model for the receptive fields of
the visual analyzer
p0031 A76-13918
Nature of a choline receptor and the structure of
its active center Russian book
p01U3 A76-26095
Some aspects of the structure of the vestibular
apparatus
p0173 A76-29277
The innervation of the vestibular labyrinth
p0173 A76-29278
Mechanisms of information processing in sensory
systems Russian book
p0175 A76-29426
Nervous regulation of motor activity
p0176 A76-29432
Modeling the structural-functional organization of
muscle and its receptor apparatus
p0176 A76-29U33
Neural control of the cardiovascular system and
orthostatic regulation; Proceedings of the
International Symposium, Basel, Switzerland,
April 21-26, 1975
p0323 A76-II6463
Reflexes from receptors in the heart
p0323 A76-46464
Neurophysiology of the carotid sinus receptors in
normal and hypertensive animals and man
p0323 A76-I16465
Role of cardiovascular receptors in the control of










Recommendations for criticality accident dosimetry
safety factors for accident investigation of
a critical mass
[CEA-R-4669] p0251 N76-26851




The incidence of temporary and permanent hearing
loss among aircrews exposed to long-duration
noise in maritime patrol aircraft (noise


















Predicting the rectal temperature response to heat
stress
[ AD-A016451] p0163 N76-21885
A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a radiation




flicrobial cryptobiosis and recycling - A





Changes in the peripheral and intracranial blood
circulation during prolonged low-magnitude
radial accelerations
p0317 A76-45086
Spacelab and its utilization for biomedical
experiments zero gravity and radiation effects
p0259 N76-27842
REDUCTION (CHEBISTBI)
Bosch C02 reduction system development
A-174
SDBJECT IBDEI EEBOIELI PILOTED VEHICLES
[NASA-CR-1114282] p0192 N76-22910
REDUNDANCY
R e d u n d a n c y and compatibility in choice-reaction




N T M A N N E D R E E N T R Y
RBBNT8Y EFFECTS












NT CAROTID SINOS REFLEX
NT C O N D I T I O N E D REFLEXES
ST RESPIRATORY REFLEXES
NT VESTIBULAB NYSTAGBOS
Responses to load disturbances in human shoulder
muscles - The hypothesis that one component is a
pulse test information signal
p0001 A76-10480
Dynamics of the skin-galvanic reflex for different
stages and cycles of nighttime sleep
p0003 A76-11377
Vestibular-ocular accommodation reflex in man
p0028 A76-13577
Reflex limb dilatation following norepinephrine
and angiotensin II in conscious dogs
p0150 A76-27989
Beasurement of a single tendon reflex in
conjunction vith a myogtam - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28910
Vestibulo-spinal relationships anatomical and
functional relationships
p0174 A76-29281
Compensatory adrenal growth - A neurally mediated
reflex
p0301 A76-U4575
The vestibular system for eye movement control
p0313 A76-44727
The physiology of pursuit eye movements
p0313 A76-1H1728
Eye movements during afterimage tracking under
sinusoidal and random vestibular stimulation
p0313 A76-1lt729
Reflexes from receptors in the heart
p0323 A76-16160
Corrslation between the automonic components of
the orientation reaction and the nature of the
information received by an airman
p0099 N76-16733








Development of a refrigeration system for lunar
surface and spacecraft applications
[BASA-CR-1H7761] p0228 N76-25795
REGENERATION
Preliminary evaluation of the possibility of using




A fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral vestibular











Theoretical aspects of psychological selection
p0036 A76-15762
An investigation of correlation between pilot










Evaluation of the energy expended in a learning
situation (conditioning based on food
reinforcement) by goldfish (Carassius Auratus L.)
[NASi-TT-F-16650] p0019 H76-11685
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (RBE)
Effect of ionizing electromagnetic radiation on
DNA in solution and on white blood cells
p0120 A76-21206
RELAXATION (PHYSIOLOGY)
Sleep in the long-range aviation environment
p0201 A76-32197
RELEASING
Analysis of the preferential release of newly
synthesized ACh by cortical slices from rat
brain with the aid of two different labelled
precursors carbon-11 and deuterium
[BBL-1975-11] p0307 N76-31882
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS






Remote data processing in computer-aided design in
the regime of operative man-machine interaction
p0179 A76-30170
REMOTE CONTROL
Comparison of seven performance measures in a
time-delayed manipulation task with Rancho
arm using minicomputer-based data taker
p01«6 A76-2681.5
television systems for remote manipulation in
space
p0204 A76-32251
Canadian remote manipulator system for NASA Space
Shuttle
p0271 A76-39714
Design and fabrication of an end effector
[NASA-CR-1»!)008] p0018 N76-10735
REBOTE HANDLING
Plotting the movements of a manipulating system in
a medium with obstacles
p0063 A76-17727
Construction of motions of manipulable systems in
media containing obstructions algorithm
controlled robot devices
p0181 A76-30429






A versatile system for biological and soil
chemical tests on a planetary landing craft. I -
Scientific objectives
[AIAA PAPER 76-125] p0068 A76-18810
A perceptual channel for information transfer over
kilometer distances Historical perspective and
recent research extrasensory perception
p0122 A76-25078
Remote measurement of fluid volume by X-ray
fluorescence
[AD-A013057] p0052 S76-13729
Public health applications of remote sensing of
vector borne and parasitic diseases
[NASA-CR-147573] p0189 N76-22892
REBOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
SAINT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility Systems




Simulation of a remotely piloted vehicle/drone
control facility using SAINT
p0291 A76-42086
HESS
^ RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE
BEHAL FUNCTION
Prostaglandin control of renal circulation in the
unanesthetized dog and baboon
p0001 A76-10098
Penal effects of continuous negative pressure
breathing
p0029 A76-135B1
Structural and functional changes in the kidneys
under hypoxic hyporia
p0065 A76-18552
Biological balance of sodium and potassium - A
control system with oscillating correcting
variable
p0154 A76-28621
F.enal handling of citrate during heat-induced
hypocitricemia
p0273 A76-I10198
Plasma renin, angiotensin II, and plasma and
urinary aldosterone in running exercise
p0277 A76-10886
Eorpholoqical nanifestations of functional changes
in the hypothalamic-pituitary neurosecretory
system and kidneys of rats after space flight
p0290 A76-K1515
Renal hemodynamics and renal 02 uptake during
hypoxia in the anesthetized rabbit
p0329 A76-U7739
The role of depressed metabolism in increased
radio-resistanee
[NASA-CR-1U6512] p0157 N76-20798
Ultrasonic Doppler measurement of renal artery
blood flow
[8ASA-CR-1U8131 ] p0219 N76-21879






Statistical support for the ATL program-
oicrobial growth in zero gravity






High visibility air sea rescue panel
rNASA-CASE-HSC-1256»-1] p0082 N76-15792
A unique challenge: Emergency egress and life
support eguipaent at RSC
P0135 H76-19193





Review and analysis of color coding research for
visual displays in aircraft
p0083 A76-19173
Development of a refrigeration system for lunar
surface and spacecraft applications
rNASA-CR-117761] p0228 N76-25795
Health Physics Division progress in research
and development of dosioeters
rORNL-50«6] P0258 N76-27810
BESEARCB FACILITIES
The nan-rating associated with the AFFDL LAHABS
system Air Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory
Large Amplitude nultiaode Aerospace Research
Simulator
p0178 A76-29U92
Definition of performance specifications for




Factors in innovation, productivity, and
non-productivity in research: A review and
pilot study
rPB-2«2982/71 pOOSO N76-12739
Training research program and plans: Advanced
simulation in undergraduate pilot training
fAD-A016U86] p0191 N76-22906
An appraisal of future space biomedical research
P0250 1)76-26846
RESEARCH PBOJECTS
Application of Space Shuttle to fundaiental and
applied microbiological research
CAAS PAPEB 75-255] p0027 A76-12873
Physiologic responses to water immersion in man:
A compendia* of research
[KASA-TB-X-3308] p0132 H76-18781
Current research on natural membranes research
projects in molecular biology in Europe
[AD-A0175U8] p0159 H76-20816
Publications of the planetary biology program for
1975: A special bibliography oo NASA
programs and research projects on
extraterrestrial life
[NASA-TB-X-7U313] p0255 H76-2687K




Aircraft noise in residential areas: Measurement
and analysis human reactions near airports
p0219 N76-212U5
Notes on noise index numbers (taking into account
the results of the Munich Aircraft Noise











The effect of low intensity millimetric radiation
on the gamma resonance of the hemoglobin spectrum
p0120 A76-2U197
RESONANT FRBQOEiCIES
A new method to determine frequency
characteristics of the respiratory system
p0277 A76-10891
RESPIBATION
NT HISB ALTITBDE BREAT8IMG
NT PRESSDEE BREATHING
Body position, electrode level, and respiration
effects on the Frank lead electrocardiogram
p0061 A76-17123
Neasurement of Rrogh's diffusion constant of C02
in respiring muscle at various C02 levels -
Evidence for facilitated diffusion
p015"4 A76-28620
The prophylaxis of the disruption of external
respiration in immersion
p0243 A76-37553
Respiratory resistance and the endurance of men
working under thermal stress
[AD-A011261] p0015 N76-10712
Toxic hazards research unit annual technical
report, 1971
[AD-A011S59] p0015 N76-10718
Oxygen exchange in the body accompanying
replacement of atmospheric nitrogen by heliun
p0099 N76-16731
Gas exchange during hypercapnia under conditions
of different oxygen content
p0099 N76-16735
Interruption of denitrogenation by air-breathing
[AD-A0200I19] p0225 N76-25773
Photosynthetic and respiratory activity in
germfree higher plant species
[NASA-CB-117855] p0303 N76-3078U
RESPIRATION BATE
Frequency dependence of regional lung clearance of
Xe-133 in normal men
p0327 A76-172K6
Respiratory frequency control during hypercapnia
in vagotooized, anesthetized cats
p0327 A76-172U8
BESFIBATOBS
Toward a respirator control system
p0282 N76-28818






Effects of chronic, continuous exposure to
simulated urban air pollution on laboratory
animals with cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases
P0143 A76-25997
Effects of oxidant and sulfate interaction on
production of lung lesions
[PB-251729/0] p0285 N76-29902
RBSPIR4TORY IHPEDAHCE
Depression of ventilation during hypoxia in nan
P0059 &76-16897
Respiratory voluaie-ti»e relationships during
resistive loading in the cat
p0095 476-21613
Effects of hypercapnla on month pressure during
airway occlusion in conscious nan
p0125 476-25461
Effects of hypercapnia and flow-resistive loading
on tracheal pressure during airway occlusion
p0126 A76-25462
Effect of hypoxia on the pressure developed by
inspiratory muscles during airway occlusion
p0126 476-25464
Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator
performance. II - Dynamic characteristics
test on breathing machines and human subjects
p0210 476-33379
A new method to determine frequency
characteristics of the respiratory system
p0277 476-40891
Reduction of pulsatile hydraulic power in the
pulmonary circulation caused by moderate
vasoconstriction
p0319 476-45841
fiodifications and testing of Hark 10 Bod <l closed
circuit breathing apparatus
[ AD-A017750] p0166 N76-21907
Diagnostic application of microwave radiation
p0281 N76-28810
BSPIBAIOHY PHYSIOLOGY
Study of the circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
submaximal and naxiaal ergometer work
p0035 A76-15695
On estimation of external respiration function
efficiency under extensive affections of lung
tissue and hypoxia in people
p0066 A76-18553
Mechanisms of thermogenic action of noradrenalin
in cold adaptation
p0084 A76-19665
Convective and diffusive gas mixing in human lungs
- Experiments and model analysis
P0126 476-25463
Effect of carotid sinus nerve stimulation pattern
on cardiorespiratory responses
p0186 476-31924
Thoracic dynamics during blunt impact
p0213 476-34146
Some indices of the respiratory function of the
blood in glycolytic processes in tissues of
heterothermal and homoiothermal rodents under
acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 476-36646
Behavior of some respiratory parameters in student
pilots - A comparative study on two distinct
groups examined ten years apart
p0266 A76-38702
Effect of pressure and composition of gaseous
medium on P02 and pC02 gradients between mixed
alveolar air and arterial blood
p0276 476-40636
Bole of the alveolar ventilation/perfusion line in
a periodically ventilated lung model
p0276 476-40637
Prediction of inhalation time/exhalation time
ratio during exercise
p0292 476-42316
Respiratory, circulatory, and ECG changes during
acute exposure to high altitude
p0297 476-42800
Effects of simulated altitude on O2 transport in
dogs
p0327 476-47247
Respiratory freguency control during hypercapnia
in vagotoaized, anesthetized cats
p0327 476-47248
The influence of CSF calcium and magnesium on the




Effect of elastic loading on ventilatony response
to hypoxia in conscious man
pOOOS A76-12097
Ventilatory response to C02 at rest and during
positive and negative work in normoxia and
hyperoxia
p0243 A76-37806
Respiratory and other responses in subjects
immersed in cold water
p0267 A76-38802
Prediction of inhalation time/exhalation tine
ratio during exercise
p0292 A76-42316
Effects of breathing air with increased carbon
dioxide content on the human organism
p0328 476-47337
BESPIBATOBT BBFLEIES
Interaction of the chemoreflex and the pulmonary
inflation reflex in the regulation of coronary
circulation in conscious dogs
p0027 A76-12959
Effects of hypercapnia on mouth pressure during
airway occlusion in conscious man
p0125 A76-25461
Effects of hypercapnia and flow-resistive loading
on tracheal pressure during airway occlusion
p0126 476-25462
Effect of hypoxia on the pressure developed by
inspiratory muscles during airway occlusion
p0126 476-25464
Influence of bronchomotor tone on regional








The problem of multiply related regulation of
respiratory indices /pH, p02, pC02/ of the human
organism
p0122 A76-2U922
Pulmonary versus nasal deposition of water soluble
fine particulate
p0143 476-15998
Pulmonary 02 diffusing capacity at exercise by a
modified rebreathing method
p0147 476-27097
Closing volumes in man immersed to the neck in water
p0206 476-32506
Bechanism of lung damage in explosive decompression
p0211 A76-33383
Cardio-respiratory correlates of an experimental
model of anticipation stress
p0238 476-36651
Simulation of the respiratory control system
p0273 476-40195
Bole of diffusion in intrapulmonary mixing of gases
p0275 476-40635
A new method to determine freguency
characteristics of the respiratory system
p0277 A76-40891
Hathematical modeling of inhalation exposure
p031B 476-45651
Condensation of water on dry salt crystals.
Description of the computer program
[IBI-190-75-04] p0102 N76-16753
Hethods for studying effects of environmental
stresses on the respiratory system of man
[AD-A015889]
 P0138 N76-19802
Study of circadian variation of different
circulatory and respiratory functions at
snbmaximal and maximal ergometer work
[NASA-TT-P-16997] p01B8 N76-22835
Behavior of some respiratory parameters in
candidate pilots. A comparative study between
two different groups examined at ten years
interval
p0257 N76-27831
Heat and mass transfer in the human respiratory
tract at hyperbaric pressures
[40-4021146] p0333 N76-32842
BESPIROHETEES
an automated system for assessing metabolic and
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0 C O N S T R A I N T S
BBTABDAHTS
N T F L A M E R E T A R D A N T S
BETEITIOB (PSYCHOLOGY)
Meaning, memory structure, and cental processes
p0128 176-25611
Short-term and long tern memory - Validity of
division and organization in time
p0300 176-44538
The theoretical and experimental analysis of
retroactive and ecphorical inhibition
p0326 176-46807
Dynamics of the phase asymmetry of the fundamental
EEG rhythm under conditions of short-tern memory
of verbal information
p0330 A76-47900
Coding systems and the comprehension of
instructional materials
[AD-A012976] p0049 N76-12731
Serial pattern acquisition: A production system
approach
[1D-I013569] p0057 S76-13763
Neural integration in learning and memory: A
hypothesis
[AD-A0138511] p0076 N76-14798
A model of huaan cognitive behavior in writing
code for computer programs, volume 1
tAD-A013582] p0076 N76-14800
Learning strategy training program: Questions and
answers for effective learning
[AD-A01172S] pl)107 876-16791
Learning strategy training program: Visual
imagery for effective learning
[AD-A011721] p0107 S76-16792
Learning strategy training program: Paraphrasing
strategy for effective learning
CID-A0147233 p0107 N76-16793
Learning strategy inventory development and
assessment
riD-1014721] p0107 N76-16795






Two-point fluorophotooeter for the human ocular
fundns
p0003 176-11419
Independence of ' O N 1 and 'OFF' responses of
retinal ganglion cells
p0033 176-15437
Light-induced fast conforaational change in
all-trans-retinal at low temperature
p0092 A76-21319
Bicrowave photoconductivity of the native eye
retina in rabbits—
p0144 176-26310
Ihe behavior of the retina vessels under hypoxy
conditions
p0240 A76-36880





Physical characteristics of the eye used in
eye-aovement measurement
p0314 176-44734
Extraretinal influences on the primate visual system
p0315 A76-44740
Absolute senfa,.tivity of rod bipolar cells in a
dark-adapted retina
p0317 176-44992
Ocular effects of radiation: Betina
p0019 H76-11311
Temperature rise in fundus exposed to laser
radiation
[AD-A014819] p0111 N76-17803





Scotopic and photopic dark adaptation of the b
wave in isolated rat retina
p0027 176-13347
Double flashes from single pulses of light
p0066 A76-18622
The density of human rhodopsin in the rods
p0088 A76-20079
Psychophysical correlates of photoreceptor activity
p0088 A76-20080
Rod-cone independence in dark adaptation
p0155 A76-28769
Threshold elevation following adaptation to
coloured gratings
p0155 A76-28770
Stimulus alternation and the Purkinje shift
spectral sensitivity of human electroretinograa
and visual evoked potential
p0185 A76-31722
Adaptation alters perceived direction of motion
psychophysical vision experiments
p0186 A76-31725
Two kinds of adaptation in the constancy of visual
direction
p0237 A76-36633
The constancy of the orientation of the visual field
p0266 A76-38442
Effect of pre-adapting spectral stimuli on.visual
responses aircrew reactions to cockpit
display design
p0269 A76-39582
The effects of adaptation to stereoscopic depth
and to uniocular image magnification on the
duration of short-term visual storage
p0279 176-41324
The visual evoked response and color discrimination
p0319 476-45895
Lines and gratings - Different interocnlar
after-effects
p0319 S76-45896
Retinal changes induced by heavy particles: A new




The processing of a colored signal by various
types of ganglionic cells in the frog retina
p0009 A76-12215
orientational anisotropy in infant vision
p0028 A76-13399
Involuntary saccadic movements of the eye - A
biological modulator of information in the
visual process
p0030 A76-13914
The inbert-Fleischl phenomenon - A temporal
frequency effect on perceived velocity in
afferent motion perception
p0032 A76-14158
The non-visual in visual accommodation
p0063 A76-1787S
Stochastic properties of binocular-rivalry
alternations
p0066 A76-18624
Pupil size and stereoacuity
p0091 A76-20856
Quantitative studies in retinex theory - A
comparison between theoretical predictions and
observer responses to the 'Color Nondcian1
experiments
p0145 A76-26769
Plasticity of orientation specific chromatic
aftereffects in visual perception
p0145 A76-26770
The effect of micromoveaents of the eye and
exposure duration on contrast sensitivity
p0146 A76-2677U
Some characteristics of the visual masking by
moving contours
p0146 A76-2677S





Lengthening of the reaction time in the presence
of short preperiods - The role of sensory
factors in its genesis
p0184 476-31270
Visual adaptation - Retinal transduction,
brightness and sensitivity
p0185 A76-31721
Brightness contrast in the Ehrenstein illusion
p0186 476-31723
Design parameters for a stereoptic television
system based on direct vision depth perception
cues
p0204 476-32250
Theory of spatial-frequency filtering by the human
visual system. I - Performance limited by
quantum noise. II - Performance limited by video
noise
p0215 476-31585
Effects of visual imagery on the accommodation
response
p0237 476-36634
Functional dependence of optical parameters on
circumferential forces in the cat lens
p0300 476-11017
Saccadic suppression of image displacement
p0300 A76-44048
Saccadic suppression - 4 brief review
p0313 476-14731
Saccades and eztraretinal signal for visual
direction
p0315 476-44733
Saccades to flashes visual inflow from retina
to oculomotor pathways
p0315 476-44742
Stimulus density limits the useful field of view
p0316 476-44716
A computer implementation of constructive visual
imagery and perception
p0316 476-14747
The mechanism of animal color vision
[REPT-186] p025S H76-27817
8ETINB8E
The relationship of vitamin 4 to protein synthesis
in animals under normal conditions and under the











Electrical modeling of the blood circulation system
p0012 A76-12565
BBEOBHCBPBALOGBAPBV




Interdisciplinary approaches in science:
Bioelectrochemistry and biorheology as new
developments in physiology[4D-A013781 ] p0332 N76-32834
BBEOHEIEBS
Hultichannel rheograph with linear conversion
characteristic and demodulation of pulsed blood
filling at min imum probe current
p0010 A76-12305
RBTTHB (BIOLOGY)
NT CIRCADIAH R H T T R M S
Alpha index and personality traits of pilots
p0093 A76-21406
Detection of cyclic sleep phenomena using
instantaneous heart rate
p0118 A76-23500
The functional role of slowrj>otential rhythms and
order impulse flows in brain
pOISO 476-27943
Laboratory investigation of 'biorhythms1
information processing reaction time in humans
p0172 476-28915
Changes in the cardiac rhythm and
sleep-wakefulness cycle following isoproterenol
administration in white rats
p<M82 A76-30U96




Sympathetic neural control of indoleamine
metabolism in the rat pineal gland
p0293 476-12398
Some aspects of chronobiology and their
significance in aviation medicine
p0328 476-17338
Sustained performance and recovery during
continuous operations
[ A D - A 0 1 2 9 0 8 ] p O O S O N76-12735
The rhy thmic cycles in man
[4D-4013853] p0074 S76-14782
H u m a n performance physiological rhy thms , and
circadian time relations
p0074 N76-14785
Automated analysis of biological rhythms in the
human electroencephalogram
p0109 N76-17781
H u m a n performance of biorhythms
[40-4017537] p0160 N76-20821
RIBOBDCLEIC 4CIDS
Activation of RNA biosynthesis in the liver and
spleen of irradiated rats
p0216 476-31699
Cytochemical investigations of proteins and RNA in
spinal motoneurons and neurons of spinal ganglia
of the rat after space flight
p0269 A76-39577
Aminoacyl transfer f rom an adenylate anhydride to
polyribonucleotiies
p0273 A76-10138
Sequence characterization of 5S ribosomal RNA from
eight gram positive procaryotes
p0291 A76-12055
Fasting and renourishment of carp (Cyprinus Carpio
L.). 3
[NASA-TT-F-16651] p0019 N76-11686
Study of the action of human KB cell riboouclease
NO and Escherichia coli ribonuclease P
'p0196 N76-23830
The role of initiation factor-3 in the translation
of T7- and O80 trp messenger RNA
[HBL-1975-15] p0307 N76-31883
Enhancing effect of radioresistant spleen cells on
the primary immune response against sheep RBC by
mouse spleen cells in vitro[HBL-1975-19] p0308 N76-31885
BICE




U T E M P E R A T U R E EFFECTS
BIDING QUALITY
Integration of visual and motion cues for
simulator requirements and ride guality
investigation
[NASA-CH-118179] p0283 H76-28819




A s tudy of comparative blood pressure measures in
predicting risk of coronary heart disease
p0235 476-36155
4 general cardiovascular risk profile - The
Framingham Study
p0242 476-37278




Change in various chemical and physical properties





Algorithmic elements for the computerized analysis
of three-dimensional scenes robot television
system
p0065 A76-18466
The use of mathematical logic and goal-oriented
languages in the formation of robot plans
p0097 A76-22329
A-179
ROCKET EXHAUST SUBJECT IHDEX
Control of legged locomotion robots
p0170 176-28861
Plotting movements of manipulatory systems
p0181 A76-30428
Designing of prograaned movements and control of
robot manipulator taking into account its
kinematic redundancy and dynamics
p0183 176-31107
Development of assembly robots manipulator arm
design
p0212 176-33570
Hew progress in robotics —- real time artificial
intelligence research projects
p0323 176-46457
Design and fabrication of an end effector
[H1SA-CR-144008] p0018 H76-10735
Questionnaire theory: Bodelling of the pilot's
mental load
[ONEB1-NT-230] pOOBO N76-15782




Toxicity of solid rocket motor exhaust - Effects
of HC1, HF, and alumina on rodents
p0181 176-30397
BOCKET L1DICHEBS








Hicroorganisms in the stratosphere
p0031 176-14045
ROCKET-BORNE INSTBOBBNTS









Hibernation, stress, intestinal functions, and




Psychophysical correlates of photoreceptor activity
pOOSS 176-20080
BOLL
Comparison between a peripheral display and motion
information on human tracking about the roll axis
p0177 176-29485
Thresholds to roll motion in a flight simulator
p0178 176-29495






Measurements of the dosage resulting from







Perceived velocity and altitude judgments during











Vestibular problems in space flight
p0174 176-29283
Thresholds to roll motion in a flight simulator
p0178 A76-29495
A Z-axis recumbent rotating device for use in
parabolic flight
p0290 A76-41519
The effect of attention loading on the inhibition
of choice reaction time to visual motion by
concurrent rotary motion
p0292 176-42212

















Hodern mechanisms make manless Bartian mission
mobile: Spin-off spells stairclimbing
self-sufficiency for earthbound handicapped
p0135 N76-19190
BPV
0 REBOTELI PILOTED VEHICLES
BUNNIES
The effects of caloric density of the food on
running endurance and general condition of rats







Involuntary saccadic movements of the eye - 1
biological modulator of information in the
visual process
P0030 176-13914
Extraretinal information in corrective saccades
and inflow vs outflow theories of visual
direction constancy
p0155 176-28771
Braking saccade - A new fast eye movement
p0172 176-28917
Algorithm for analyses of saccadic eye movements
using a digital computer
P0211 A76-33384
Saccadic suppression of image displacement
p0300 A76-44048
The nenrophysiology of saccades
p0313 A76-44730
Saccadic suppression - 1 brief review
P0313 176-44731
Bole of eye movements in maintaining a
phenomenally clear and stable world
p0314 176-44733
Saccades and extraretinal signal for visual
direction
p0315 176-44738
Voluntary saccades, eye position, and perceived
visual direction
p0315 J76-44741
Saccades to flashes visual inflow from retina
to oculomotor pathways
P0315 A76-44742
Perception of everyday visual environments during
saccadic eye movements
P0322 176-46314
Influence of socially used drugs on vision and
vision performance
[1D-1022024] p0285 N76-29905
Studies of visual disorientation. 1: Perceived















Human factor and bardvare design considerations
for passenger protection in high speed crashes
p0180 A76-30261
Advanced restraint systems for Amy aircraft
p0214 A76-34153
Survival and Flight Equipment Association, Annual
Conference and Trade Exhibit, 13th, San Antonio,
Tei., September 21-26, 1975, Proceedings
p0295 A76-42626
The role of personal restraints in Navy ejecton
•ishaps
p0295 A76-42634
Portable oxygen-contaminant detector - Developnent
test and evaluation
P0296 A76-42642
Influence of various acceleration environments on
the ability to activate controls for emergency
devices
[AD-A014545] p0081 H76-15787
Investigation of the performance of personal
flotation devices
tAD-A017101] p0161 N76-20831
Impact testing of allied chemical inflataband with
dummies and human volunteers, volume 2
[PB-246652/2] p0193 N76-22919
Evaluation of an advanced automotive restraint
system using human subjects
[AD-A012469] p0229 N76-25799
SAFETY FACTORS
Spacelab environmental control/life support
system-design safety
p0231 A76-35897
Quarantine testing and biocharacterization of
lunar materials
p0043 H76-12689
Recommendations for criticality accident dosimetry
safety factors for accident investigation of
a critical mass
[CEA-R-U669] p0251 N76-26851
Bio-optical evaluation of specialized eyewear:
Laser safety and dark adaptation devices
(AD-A019787] p025<t H76-26873
SAFETY BAIAGBBENT
Avoidance of radiation hazards from microwave
antennas
p0278 A76-4112U
Determination of safe exposure levels: Energy
correlates of ocular damage
p0019 N76-1T312
A unique challenge: Emergency egress and life
support eguipment at KSC
P0135 N76-19193
Safety analysis of manned systems
p0254 B76-26872
SALIVARY GLAIDS
The effects of sonic booms on cardio-vascnlar




Sixty two days on board Salynt 4. I
p0083 A76-19268
Hedical-biological investigations carried out on
board the Salyut * orbital stations
P0087 A76-19826
Second expedition of the orbital station Salyut-4





NT BARS SURFACE SABPLES










Life support systems and research apparatus for















Determination of power absorption in man exposed
to high frequency electromagnetic fields by
theriographic measurements on scale models
p0292 A76-4231H
SCANBBBS













Television systems for remote manipulation in
space
p0204 A76-32251




NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Physiological index as an aid in developing
airline pilot scheduling patterns
p0123 A76-25261




Health Physics Division progress in research







Catalysts for a cesium bicarbonate membrane carbon
dioxide scrubber
[AD-A016471] p0192 N76-22916
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
C02 and moisture without special heat exchanger
equipment for spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[NASA-CASE-BSC-111770-1] p0254 N76-26868
Regenerable device for scrubbing breathable air of
C02 and moisture without special heat exchanger
equipment spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[NASA-CASE-BSC-14771-1] p0254 N76-26869
SCRUBBING





The spatial-temporal characteristics of vision
>when an observer is solving a search problem
p0144 A76-26410




Advanced restraint systems for Army aircraft
p0214 A76-34153
Dynamic tests of a yielding seat and seat belt









The seat as an interconnecting element between the
notor vehicle and man
CRAE-LIB-TRANS-1811 ] pOOSI S76-12713.







NT H O B H O N E S
KT HYDROXICOETICOSrEFOID
HI INSOLIN




0 LONG TERB EFFECTS
SEDATIVES
Chlorpromazine, piracetam, and the metabolism of





SELF DEPLOYING SPACE STATIOSS
0 SPACE STATIONS
SELF ORGANIZING STSTEBS






Physiology of emotion Russian book
p0268 A76-39207
SBBAHTICS
Meaning, memory structure, and mental processes
p0128 A76-2561"
The hierarchical ordering of preference for
relations in solving verbal analogy items
fAD-A012897] pOOSO S76-12733
SEBICIBCOLAR CABALS
Ernst Mach on the vestibular organ 100 years ago
p0010 A76-12130
Responses of neural units of the frog's lateral
semicircular canal to caloric stimuli of varying
amplitude
pOOSt A76-19663
Signal transformation by the semicircular canals
of the vestibular apparatus
p0176 A76-29«28
Response of the hydrodynamically interacting
semicircular canals to an adeguate stimulus
p0274 A76-I40628
Results of physical modeling of the system of
semicircular canals in man - Functioning of the
vestibular apparatus during oscillations of the
head
p0275 A76-U0629
Determination of the mechanical parameters of the
cupulo-endolymphatic system from its anatomic
characteristics
p0037 N76-12639
Eguivalence of the effect on receptors of the
semicircular canals from turning of the head in
a rotating system to some stop stimulus
p0039 N76-12656
Apollo flight crew vestibular assessment
_ pOOM3 N76-12683
SBBICORDDCTIBG FILHS
Research on the application of semiconducting








The hazards of the radiation of semiconductor
































Radiosensitization of mammalian cells by diamide





Vestibular-ocular accommodation reflex in man
p0028 A76-13577
Inhibition of cortical evoked potentials and
sensation by self-initiated movement in man
p0033 A76-15070
Voluntary control of the number of discharges of a
single spinal alpha neuron sensorimotor
performance under sensory feedback in nan
p0061 476-16911
Latency and duration of the manual movements of an
operator under two modes of. observation
p008» A76-19II20
Differential responding to the beta movement after
waking from REB and nonREB sleep apparent
motion optical illusions
p0091 A76-20859
Influence of subjective system of coordinates on
spatial-motor orientation of the hand
p0123 A76-25173
Effect of low-frequency electrical stimulation of
the caudate nucleus on the cortical electrical
activity and the wakefulness-sleep cycle
p01i(9 A76-27920
Sensomotor coordination German handbook on
motion physiology
p0290 A76-12009
Vestibular effects on the sensorimotor cortex in
the cat after lesion of medial lemnisci
p0301 A76-44716
New progress in robotics real time artificial
intelligence research projects
p0323 A76-»6<157
Seven design methods for psychophysiological
variables
p0326 A76-16806
Biological correlates of cognitive, sensory and
motor abilities
[AD-A013616] p0076 N76-11797
The organization of voluntary movement:
Neurophysiological mechanisms in human
beings and higher animals
[NASA-TT-F-16871J p0162 N76-21875
SBNSOBS







The perceptual basis of loudness ratio judgments
p0207 A76-32635
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. I - Effects of stimulus delivery




SUBJECT IHDBI SHOCK RIVE IHTEEACTIOS
Reasuring the duration of perception judgment
of transient visual stimuli
p0292 A76-a2211
SBHSORT FEEDBACK
LEE effect and interference - A planned test
related to the connection between delayed
aaditory feedback and interference
p0034 A76-15U6S
Voluntary control of the number of discharges of a
single spinal alpha neuron sensorimotor
perforaance under sensory feedback in nan
p0061 A76-16911
Eitraretinal inforaation in corrective saccades
and inflow vs outflow theories of visual
direction constancy
p0155 A76-28771
















Rotion sickness guestionnaire and field
independence scores as predictors of success in
naval aviation training
p0029 A76-13579
Limits concerning sensorial information processing
in man
[DGLR PAPER 75-025] p0064 A76-18290





Mechanisms of information processing in sensory
systems Russian book
p0175 A76-29U26
Combining evidence presented simultaneously to the
eye and the ear - A comparison of sore
predictive models
p0265 A76-38UtlO
Operational stress and higher psychic functions -
Observations on flight crews and parachutists in
various phases of a parachute jump mission
p0267 A76-38704
Simultaneous processing of bisensory information
sensory perception and human performance man
machine systems
CAD-A0121U9] p0019 H76-12729
Biological correlates of cognitive, sensory and
motor abilities
fAD-A013616] p0076 N76-1U797
Information processing for several sensory
channels and effectors, part 1 manual
compensatory control task
p0192 H76-22915
Ergonomic models of human performance: Source
materials for the analyst
[AD-A020086] p0227 H76-25781




Are solar neutrinos detected by living things
p0030 A76-13625
Responses of reticular and ventral anterior
thalamic neurons of the visual cortez to
afferent stimuli of different modalities in cats
p0096 A76-22226
Electromechanical stimulator for presenting Boving
cutaneous stimuli
p0207 A76-32511
Learning in the case of aversion-related signal
concepts under conditions of avoidance and









Determinants of ventricular septal motion -

















Hater hyacinths for upgrading sewage lagoons to
meet advanced wastewater treatment standards,
part 1 . . . . - •
[HASA-TH-X-72729] p0013 N76-10697
SEBiGE TRBATHBHT
Phase 2 report of shipboard sewage treatment












Subcutaneous temperatures and physical responses
of sheep torso cooled with dry ice
tPB-217366/8] p0188 H76-22882
Enhancing effect of radioresistant spleen cells on
the primary immune response against sheep BBC by
mouse spleen cells in vitro
[HBL-1975-19] p0308 H76-31885
SHELTERS
The effects of room size and group size on




NT SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING
HT SPACECRAFT SHIELDING
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit: A
trigonometerical and plane geometrical approach
[AD-A017366] p0161 H76-20828
The use of opaque louvres and shields to reduce
reflections within the cockpit, computer




Phase 2 report of shipboard sewage treatment
system development program for OS Navy Ships
System Command
[AD-A0129H6] p0051 N76-127I(5




Propranolol and pyrogen effects on shivering and
nonshivering thermogenesis in rats
p0151 A76-27993
Threshold temperatures for shivering in acute and
chronic hypercapnia
p0277 A76-10888
Comparison of shivering in man exposed to cold in
water and in air
p0329 A76-17710
SHOCK HAVE IHTEBACTIOI
Investigation of the cochlear and evoked
potentials of guinea pigs subjected to the
action of B-shaped waves simulating the sonic boom
p0186 A76-31829
A-183
SHOCK RATES SUBJECT IIDEX
SHOCK RATES
ST SOUIC BOOMS
Standardizing the dynamics of nan
[iD-10111919] p0112 N76-17809
SBOBT BATE RADIATION
NT B I C R O H A T E S
NT MILLIBETER SATES
SH00LDBBS
Responses to load disturbances in human shoaldec
nascles - The hypothesis that one component is a
pulse test information signal
pOOOl A76-10«80















Latent components in the electrocardiograa
p0183 A76-30818
A first look at the application of signal
extraction techniques to the analysis of body
surface potential laps
p0183 A76-30850
Conpacison between conventional ECGs
simultaneously recorded and those reconstructed
froD Frank lead systen
p0232 A76-35906
SIGNAL AHALTZESS
& waveform analyzer applied to the human EEG
p01B3 A76-308H9
SIGNAL DETECTION
A reappraisal of artificial signals as an aid to a
visual monitoring task
p0059 A76-16U23
Detectability of auditory signals presented
without defined observation intervals
p01U5 A76-26750
Coaparison of different algorithms for P-onset and
P-offset recognition in ECG programs
p023i» A76-35917




A Bultichannel EEG teleaetry system utilizing a
PCM subcarrier
pOISO A76-30238
Neural coding of high-freguency tones
[NASA-TB-X-337*] p0158 N76-20801
SIGNAL BEASOBEHEBT
The capability of fluoroscopic systems to
determine differential Roentgen-ray absorption
pOOOl A76-11Q75
SIGNAL PBOCESSI8G
The processing of acoustic signals in organic
systems
p0062 A76-17U81
EKG signal analysis for autonated heart
disease diagnostic detection
p0117 A76-23136
Subsidiary signals in ergatic systeas
p0121 A76-2U396
Modularity in TCG/ECG-processing systems
p0233 A76-35913
Application of digital filtering and data
compression to biomedical signal processing and
telemetry
p0271 A76-39727
Electrocardiogram via a liguid media:
Instrumentation and signal processing
pOOlO N76-12665
SIGNAL RECEPTION




Examination of norial and pathologic middle ears






Investigation of the propagation of a stimulus in





Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics
p0035 A76-15756
Investigation of the information content of
symptoms and systems approach in the evaluation
of indices for medical diagnosis
p0067 A76-18716
Sopite syndrome - A sometimes sole manifestation
of motion sickness drowsiness in rotating
environment
p0290 A76-H1518
General regularities in the adaptation of man to
high-altitude climate
p0300 A76-IIU5HO
Early detection of disease program: Evaluation of
the cellular immune response
[NASA-CB-1U7595] p0187 N76-22878
SILICON




Characteristics of nitrogen metabolism in the

























Equipment for testing human space perception
p0165 N76-21897
SINE BATES
Audiogran and exposure to infrasonic variations in
air pressure
p01*8 A76-27617
Cross-modality determination of the subjective






Total hip arthroplasty made of sintered alumina.







Determination of the degree of required human




The effects of room size and group size on
individual vs group task performance
[AD-A018028] p016U N76-21889
Radiographic changes in cardiac dimensions during




Visaal masking effects on duration, size, and fora
discrimination
p0207 A76-32636
Size specificity and interocalar suppression -








The differential sensitivity of skin resistance in
motor conflicts
p0147 A76-27119
Electromechanical stimulator for presenting moving
cutaneous stimuli
p0207 A76-32511
Interrelation of atmospheric ozone and
cholecalciferol /Vitamin D3/ production in man
p0211 A76-3706S
Mathematical model of nan's tolerance to cold
using morphological factors
p0322 A76-46309
Research on human skin laser damage thresholds
CAD-A012703] . p0054 N76-13740
Sorption and retention of substances in the
surface layers of the skin
[AD-A009792] p0159 H76-20810
The contribution of skin biopsy to the detection
of vascular senescence, relationship with
carotigram
p0258 H76-27836
Kinetics and localization of IgE tetanus antibody
response in mice immunized by the intratracheal,
intraperitoneal and subcutaneous routes
[BBL-1976-2] p0309 H76-31890
SKIN FBICTION
NT AERODYNill 1C DRAG
SKIR RESISTANCE




Specific features of cortical neurons in response
to skin thermostimulation
pOOBI A76-19661
Evaluation of skin blood flov and heat loss during
thermoregulatory response by means of a
mathematical model
pOOSS A76-19667
A shower spray facility for accurate control and
rapid changes of skin temperature
p0181 A76-30373
Sweating responses during changes of hypothalamic
temperature in the rhesus monkey
p0205 A76-32501
Threshold temperatures for shivering in acute and
chronic hypercapnia
P0277 A76-40888
Measurements of the temperature profiles in the
forearm skin of a nude resting subject exposed





Physiological and psychological stress limits for
astronautics Observations during the Skylab
I-III missions
[DGLR PAPEB 75-028] p0064 A76-18293
Pulmonary function evaluation during the Skylab
and Apollo-Soyuz missions
p0093 A76-21411





Space motion sickness medications - Interference
with biomedical parameters
[IAP PAPEB 76-036] p0320 A76-I46035









Apollo/Skylab suit program management systems
study. Volume 2: Cost analysis
[NASA-CB-147587] p0192 N76-22912
Report of 14-day bedrest simulation of Skylab
[NASA-CB-147758] p022» N76-25761
SKTLAB SPACE STATIOI (OIHANBED)
0 SKYLAB 1
SKTLAB 1




Spectral analysis of skeletal auscle changes
resulting from 59 days of weightlessness in
Skylab 2
[NASA-TM-X-58171] p0045 N76-12701
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'
radiation exposures on Skylab missions 2, 3, and 4
[NASA-CR-147436] p0101 N76-16746
SKYLAB 3
Lower body negative pressure - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28901
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended
space flight - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28902
Pre- and postflight systolic time intervals during
LBNP - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28903
Determination of cardiac size following space
missions of different durations - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28904
Exercise cardiac output following Skylab missions
- The second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28905
Sleep monitoring - The second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28906
Heuatology and immunology studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28907
Mineral and nitrogen balance study observations -
The second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-26908
Bone mineral changes - The second manned Skylab
mission
p0171 A76-28909
Measurement of a single tendon reflex in
conjunction with a myogram - The second manned
Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28910
Betabolic and endocrine studies - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28911
Biostereoffletric analysis of body form - The second
manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28912
Crew health status and monitoring summary - The
second manned Skylab mission
p0171 A76-28913
Analysis of changes in leg volume parameters, and
orthostatic tolerance in response to lower body
negative pressure during 59 days exposure to
zero gravity Skylab 3
[NASA-CB-144515] p0014 N76-10707
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'
radiation exposures on Skylab missions 2, 3, and 4
[NASA-CR-147436] p0101 N76-16746
SKYLAB 4
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'





















Dynamics of the skin-galvanic reflex for different
stages and cycles of nighttime sleep
p0003 476-11377
Dynamics of nap sleep daring a 10 hour period
P0033 476-15325
Changes of pulse* rate caased by sonic booms during
sleep
p0035 476-15696
Role of biological macrorhythms in the regulation
of sleep
p0060 476-16909
The waveform of diurnal rhythm body
temperature and heart rate chronograms
p0060 476-16910
Differential responding to the beta movement after
waking fro* BEH and nonBEH sleep apparent
motion optical illusions
p0091 476-20859
Detection of cyclic sleep phenonena using
instantaneous heart rate
p0118 476-23500
Relationship of the magnetoencephalograa to the
electroencephalogram - Noroal wake and sleep
activity
p0119 476-24150
New data on the circadian rhythmicity of
wakefulness and sleep in vertebrates
p0120 476-24216
Method of estinating motor activity during sleep
p0128 476-25625
Some comments on the effects of noise on sleep
p0148 476-27620
Sleep monitoring - The second Banned Skylab mission
p0171 476-28906
Changes in the cardiac rhythn and
sleep-wakefulness cycle following isoproterenol
administration in white rats
p0182 476-30498
The stability of the sigma sleep spindle
p0209 476-32875
Evidence for the presence of eye movement
potentials during paradoxical sleep in cats
p0212 476-33974
Sleep in the young adult as seen frori automatic
analysis of records
p0212 A76-33975
Physiology of enotlon Russian book
p0268 476-39207
Dynaaics of sleep patterns during prolonged
simulated hypogravics
p0300 476-141*167
Reflection of the characteristics of an awake
Ban's cerebral bioelectric activity in sleep EEC
p0300 476-445I41
Psychoaotor test performance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
p0322 476-46312
Sleep-wakefulness determinations from heart rate
data
(4D-4012275] p0023 N76-11716
Enotional stress and sleep
p0047 S76-12714
Behavioral enhancement
[4D-4016250] . p0139 N76-19809
New data on circadian. biorhythmicity of
wakefulness and sleep in vertebrates
[N4S4-TT-F-16986] _ p0246 N76-26793
Biological and physiological rhythms
p0248 H76-26823
Preliminary results of an experiaent on human
chronobiology and neurobiology in a subterranean
environment. 1: Life on a bicircadian rhytha
(P. Englender). 2: Life in continuous light
(J. Chabert) . Longitudinal analysis and
coaputer correlation of neurologic,
psychological and physiologic data collected in
beyond-time cave experiments fron 1968-1969
CNASA-TT-F-15499] p0258 N76-27838
Effects of abrupt time zone change on some
circadian rhythms in man
rS4S4-TT-F-17117] p0282 N76-28813
Psychomotor test perforaance and sleep patterns of
aircrew flying transmeridional routes
P0334 N76-33127
SLEEP DBPBIVATIOB
Noise and sleep - 4 literature review and a
proposed criterion for assessing effect
p0064 476-18378
Epideaiological, clinical and sleep laboratory
evaluations of insoania
p0083 476-19338
Treating the insoaniac patient - General measures
and psychological and pharaacological treatment
p0083 476-19339
Sleep in the long-range aviation environment
p0201 476-32197
The effects of dextroamphetaaine on physiological
responses and complex perforaance during sleep
loss
[4D-4021520/2] p0198 N76-23841
The effects of two stressors on traditional and
engineering analogues of cognitive functioning




The attenuated live smallpox vaccine, strain HVA
results of experimental and clinical studies
p0072 N76-14767
The induction of interferon and specific smallpox




4n investigation of potential inhalation toxicity
of smoke from rigid polyurethane foams and
polyester fabrics containing Antiblaze 19 flame
retardant additive
p0318 476-45657






The influence of increased nitrogen tensions on
properties of identified neurons in iplysia
Californica
[4D-4013272] pOOSS H76-13750
Octopamine receptors on iplysia neurons: Farther




Metabolic energy expenditure and terrain
coefficients for walking on snow
[4D-4019590] p0253 N76-26861
S04PS
Wash water waste pretreataent systea study
[N4S4-CB-147588] p0191 N76-22909
SOCIAL F4CTORS
Psychophysiological investigation of group
interaction
p0060 476-16906
4n assessment on certain causal models used in
surveys on aircraft noise annoyance
p0092 476-21251
Variation of aniaal-social interrelationships in
an aniaal group as an objective indicator of
electrostiaolation-indnced disorders in the
emotional-psychic sphere
p0294 476-42542
4 coaparative analysis of organizational cliaate
existing in systea prograa offices in different
phases of the weapon systea acquisition process
[40-4016261] p0140 N76-19811
SOCIAL ISOLATION
Psychology and psychopathology of solitude
[4D-4007454] p0108 N76-16799
SOCIAL PSICHI4TRI





Biological balance of sodium and potassium - 4




The performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseoas and
lignid environments. Performance of fungi in
exotic and harsh environments
[N4S4-CB-145395] p0013 N76-10698
A-186
SUBJECT IHDEI SOOHO WIVES
SODIOH COBPOOHDS
NT SODIUM CHLORIDES
Coapartmentalization of amino acids in surfactant
aggregates - Partitioning between water and
. aqueous micellar sodiun dodecanoate and between









A versatile system for biological and soil
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Borphogenesis of the early stages of the
restoration of hemopoiesis in the spleen of
irradiated nice following bone marrow transplant
p0120 A76-2U199
Norepinephrine turnover in heart and spleen of 7-,
22-, and 34 C-acclimated hamsters
A-192
SUBJECT ISDBI STBEEOSCOPIC VISION
p0151 176-27990
activation of RBA biosynthesis in the liver and
spleen of irradiated rats
p0216 A76-34699






A shower spray facility for accurate control and







Ion beam spatter eodification of the surface
•orphology of biological implants
[NASA-TB-X-73468] p030» N76-30797
SQDARE IATES
A square-pulse flow nethod for aeasuring




NT BOTIOH STABILITY '
HI SYSTEMS STABILITY
STABLE OSCILLATIONS
Oscillation phenomena in the Hodgkin-Huxley




Automated single-slide staining device in
clinical bacteriology
p0096 A76-21781
Automated single-slide staining device
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11649-1] p0052 N76-13725




Report of the working party on standardization of




Ride quality criteria and the design process
standards for ride comfort
p0102 N76-16756
Beasurement of man's exposure to external radiation
(CONF-750738-1] p0190 876-22896
Criteria for a reconnended standard. Occupational
exposure to carbon tetrachloride
CPB-25012V9] p0282 B76-28817
STAPHYLOCOCCOS
Increased concentration of Pseudomonas aeruginosa






Static propensity of Air Force utility garments





Biomedical aspects of oxygen regulator





HT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
BT OBBITAL WORKSHOPS
BT SALYDT SPACE STATION
BT SPACE STATIOBS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT ANALYSIS OF VAHIABCE
NT FACTOR ANALYSIS
HT BULTIVABIATB STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT BONPARABETRIC STATISTICS
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION
ST STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY
Computer-aided analysis of the probability
characteristics of the brain biopotentials in
healthy man
p0003 A76-11376
Analysis of human factors in aircraft accidents
pOOOS A76-11709
Hethodological aspects of estimating group norms
of arterial pressure
p0066 A76-1855M
Prediction of body density in young and
middle-aged men
p0125 A76-25456
Some statistical patterns in the control of
vascular thermoregulatory responses
p0216 A76-3U716
Accuracy and beat-to-beat variation in ECG
computer measurements
p0233 A76-35912
Compositional nonrandonness - A quantitatively
conserved evolutionary invariant of protein
amino acid sequences
p0272 A76-10128
Application of statistical modeling to the
investigation of the activity of the operator in
man-machine automatic control system complexes
p027U A76-UOU60
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[NASA-CB-1U6429] p0131 N76-18775
Human performance of biorhythns
[AD-A017537] p0160 H76-20821
Statistical analysis of cardiac rhythm by means of
higher-order moments
[NASA-TT-F-16995] p0162 N76-21876
Statistical support for the ATL program
•icrobial growth in zero gravity




An assessment on certain causal models used in
surveys on aircraft noise annoyance
p0092 A76-21251
Some standard characteristics of
electroencephalographic response to
hyperventilation /from data on frequency and
correlation analysis/
p0122 A76-25171








NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Incidence of infectious tropical diseases





The germicidal effectiveness of ethylene





D E X T R A T E R R E S T R I A L RADIATION
STEREOCHEMISTRY
On the origin of molecular "handedness1 in living












Pupil size and stereoacnity
p0091 A76-20856
The fusion illusion perception of vertically
disparate visual stimuli
A-193
STEBEOSCOPY SUBJECT IB DEI
p01l(6 A76-26776
Bnman stereopsis: A psycbophysical analysis Book
p0152 A76-28500
Inhibitory binocular interaction in huian vision
and a possible nechanisa subserving stereoscopic
fusion
p015U A76-287H5
Design parameters for a stereoptic television
system based on direct vision depth perception
cues
p0201 A76-32250
The effects of adaptation to stereoscopic depth
and to uniocular image magnification on the












Intrusion of the sternum into the thoracic cavity








The effects of sonic booms on cardio-vascular





















•Stochastic properties of binocular-rivalry
alternations
p0066 A76-18624
Influence of stochastic excitations on the human
body
p0128 A76-256U2
Stochastic stability and instability of model
ecosystems
p0170 A76-28854
Compositional nonrandonness - A quantitatively






Evaluation of potability of vater collected/stored
:





Strategies of adaptive ability measurement
[AD-A001270] p0076 H76-1t796
Effective learning strategy training program:
Development and assessment by using
information systems.
[ AD-A011722] p0107 N76-16791I
STRATOSPHERE
Microorganisms in the stratosphere
p0031 A76-1<I045









.The physiological bases for microbial barotolerance
[AD-A018892] p0219 H76-21876
STBBPTOBYCIH
restibular ototoricity streptomycin effects
p0175 A76-29287
STBESS (PBYSIOLOGY)
HT ACCELEBATION STBESSES (PBYSIOLOGY)
NT CEHTBIFDGIHG STBESS
Increased rate of response of the
pituitary-adrenal system in rats adapted to
chronic stress
p0003 A76-11138
The application of conductive cooling to human
operators
pOOOS A76-12161
Stress modification of the toxicity of antimotion
sickness drugs and Aspirin
p0012 A76-12635
Effect of exercise and thermal stress on plasma
volume
p0059 A76-16898
Physiological and psychological stress limits for
astronautics Observations during the Skylab
I-III missions
(DGLB PAPER 75-028] p0064 A76-18293
Opsloping S-T segments in exercise stress testing
- Six year follow-up study of 138 patients and
correlation with 248 angiograas
p0065 A76-18381
Construction, simulation, clinical application and
sensitivity analyses of a human left ventricular
control system model
p0096 A76-21776
Hearing under stress. Ill - The effect of external
auditory meatal pressure on speech discrimination
p0124 A76-25269
Circadian rhythm of the activity of the system
hypothalanus-hypophysis-adrenal cortex
p0150 A76-279U6
Pre- and postflight systolic time intervals during
LBHP - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28903
Noninvasive stress testing - Methodology for
elimination of the phonocardiogram
p0201 A76-31911
Aerospace Bedical Association, Annual Scientific
Heeting, U7th, Bal Harbour, Fla., Hay 10-13,
1976, Preprints
p0201 A76-32166
Prolactin, thyrotropin, and growth hormone release
during stress associated with parachute jumping
p0211 A76-33386
Heat and simulated high altitude - Effects on
biochemical indices of stress and performance
p0211 A76-33387
A comparative analysis of four protocols for
maximal treadmill stress testing
p0236 A76-36172
The adipokinetic effect of hypertheroic stress in
•an'
p02UO A76-36961
Bole of the hypothalamus-hypophysis region and the
sympathoadrenal system in the organism responses
in extremal /stress/ situations
p02»3 A76-373«it
Effects of exercise-induced stress on platelet
aggregation
p027a-A76-»0575
Identification of an apprehension effect on
physiological indices of thermal strain
flight protective clothing evaluation
p0321 A76-46307
Respiratory resistance and the endurance of men
working under thermal stress
[AD-A011261] p0015 N76-10712
Portable apparatus for the telemetric registry of
some physiological functions during neuropsychic
stress
p0039 H76-12650
Biochemical indices of stress
[AD-A012I190] pOOSI N76-13742
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SUBJECT IIDEI STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Nitrogen elimination in man daring decompression
and the effect of air or oxygen breathing on
helium elimination daring decompression
following helium dives
[AD-A012836] pOOStt N76-137U6
The influence of increased nitrogen tensions on
properties of identified neurons in Aplysia
Californica
C&D-&013272] p0055 H76-13750
Effects of long duration noise exposure on hearing
and health proceedings on stress
(physiology) of flight crews exposed to aircraft
noise
rAG1RD-CP-171] p0109 S76-17786
The effects of ear protectors on sone antoaatic
responses to aircraft and impulsive noise
stress (physiology)
p0110 N76-1779U
The effect of exercise and therial stress on
plasma volume
[AD-A015132] p0111 N76-17802
nan-water-pressure. Voluae 2: Publications in
underwater physiology, 1967 - 1974
FAD-A016593] p0113 H76-17B10
Stability and limb dislodgement force measurements
with the F-105 and 4CES-2 ejection seats
[AD-A015726] p0133 H76-18793
S hyperbaric, constant-temperature growth system
suitable for cultivation of microorganisms in
gaseous environments pressurized to 1000 psig
[AD-A015627] p0136 N76-1978U
Methods for studying effects of environmental
stresses on the respiratory system of man
[AD-A015889] p0138 N76-19802
Modeling biodynanic effects of vibration
[AD-A015901] p O I U O N76-19817
Hibernation, stress, intestinal functions, and
catecholoamine turnover rate in hamsters and
gerbils
[HASA-CB-146662] p0158 N76-20803
Predicting the rectal temperature response to heat
stress
[AD-A016451] p0163 N76-21885





Stress in air traffic controllers: Comparison of
tiio air route traffic control centers on
different shift rotation patterns
[AD-A020679/7] p0197 H76-23839
The effect of hyperbaric oxygen and helium on
virus replication and host pathology
rAD-A018894] p0219 N76-21877
05 Srmy medical research and development technical
report
[AD-A018435] p0220 N76-24882
6 sguirrel monkey behavioral model for human acute
mountain sickness
[AD-A019177] p0220 N76-24887
Proceedings of the Ondersea Hedical Society
Workshop (7th) on Medical Aspects of Small
Submersible Operations
[AD-A018474] p0221 N76-2U890
Role of physical condition in heat
acclimatization, decay, and reinduction
[AD-4019588] p0226 N76-25775
A computer program to predict energy cost, rectal
temperature, and heart rate response to work,
clothing, and environment
[AD-A020112] p0226 N76-25778
Comparison of biochemical responses betveen single
and repeated exposures to air at 6.7 ATA
human reactions and stress (physiology) during
diving (underwater)
[ AD-A0200K1] p0252 N76-26858
Application of flight stress simulation techniques
for the medical evaluation of aircrew personnel
p0256 N76-27826
The field artillery fire direction center as a
laboratory and field stress-performance. Model
1: Position paper. 2: Progress towards an
experimental model
p0257 H76-27829
Psychological and physiological correlates of
stress: Performance on a cooperative task
[HASA-CR-147819] p0261 N76-27871
dental and perceptual performance in heat
[PB-25U39/6] p0287 H76-29915
Effects of electric fields on large animals. A
feasibility study
[PB-251632/6] p0304 N76-30791
Effects of low levels of ozone and temperature
stress on the cardiovascular system
[PB-252309/0] p0305 N76-30802
Biochemical changes in naval aircrewmen caused by
stress in flight performance
[AD-A020277] p0332 N76-32829




Effect of human psychoemotional stress and
physical activity on the age-related changes in
the mechanical properties of arterial walls
p0012 A76-12562
The dependence of the electroencephalogram on the .
personality dimensions E and N sensu Eysenck and
on situations representing different levels of
activation
p0034 A76-15U6U
Psychophysiological investigation of group
interaction
p0060 A76-16906
Ian in the state of operational stress
p0060 A76-16907
Bole of biological macrorhythms in the regulation
of sleep
p0060 A76-16909
Stress in the case of air traffic control
personnel /taking into consideration future
systems/
[DGLB PAPER 75-026] p0064 A76-18291
Physiological and psychological stress limits for
astronautics observations during the Skylab
I-III missions
[DGLR PAPER 75-028] p006ft A76-18293
Emotional stress and brain limbic system
p0065 A76-18551
Evaluation of the load on a pilot's organism
during agrotechnical flights, on the basis of.
physiological studies
p0090 A76-206U
Ethnic variations in psychological performance
under altitude stress
p0123 A76-25262
Prolactin, thyrotropin, and growth hormone release
during stress associated with parachute jumping
p0211 A76-33386
Cardio-respiratory correlates of an experimental
model of anticipation stress
p0238 A76-36651
Operational stress and higher psychic functions -
Observations on flight crevs and parachutists in
various phases of a parachute jump mission
p0267 A76-38704
Notes on flight-related psychosyndromes, in
particular phobic syndromes
p0267 A76-38707
Anxiety and performance - A study concerning the
prediction of predictability
p0268 A76-39549
Some aspects of the problem of increasing space
flight safety psychoemotional astronaut
evaluation and training
[IAP PAPEB A-76-02] p0321 476-16153
Stress in air traffic controllers - Effects of
AETS-III Automated Radar Terminal Systems
p0321 A76-U6302
Vestnik of the OSSR academy of medical sciences,
no. 8, 1975 a discussion of emotional
stress, the cardiovascular system, and neurology
[JPRS-65970] pOOUS H76-12703
Emotional stress and cardiovascular disease
p0016 N76-1270K
Psychopharmacological aspects of emotional stress
pOO<46 N76-12707
Neurochemical characteristics of specific
pathological syndromes occurring in the presence
of stress
p0046 N76-12708
Heurophysical mechanisms of arterial hypertension
in experimental emotional stress
p0046 K76-12709
Some psychosomatic correlations in the presence of
myocardial infarction, and questions of
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STBESS COBCEHTBAtlON SUBJECT IBDEI
rehabilitation
P0016 N76-12710
The liable system of the brain, emotional stress
and its endocrine and vegetative manifestations
p0016 N76-12711
Dynamics of cortical and snbcortical correlations
in formation of nociceptive stress
p0017 N76-12712
The mechanism of selective lesions to the
cardiovascular system in psychoemotional stress
p0017 N76-12713
Emotional stress and sleep
pOO<!7 N76-12711
General characteristics and significance of stress
reactions
p0017 H76-12715
The effect of adrenergic beta-receptor blockade on
the metabolic response to centrifngation stress
motion sickness drags and adrenal metabolism
[AD-A013126] p0056 H76-13757
Stress and psychic functions: Operations of
flight crews and paratroops daring parachute
operations military psychology
p0137 N76-19792
OS Army medical research and development technical
report
[AD-A018135] p0220 N76-21882
The crew and new systems aviation safety in
terms of human performance under stress
[AD-A018253] p0222 N76-21896
Emotional stress and flying efficiency
p0228 H76-25790
Application of flight stress simulation techniques
for the medical evaluation of aircrew personnel
p0256 N76-27826
The field artillery fire direction center as a
laboratory and field stress-performance. Rodel
1: Position paper. 2: Progress towards an
experimental model
p0257 N76-27829
Psychological and physiological correlates of
stress: Performance on a cooperative task
[NASA-CB-117819] p0261 B76-27871
Effects of ground trainer use on the psychological




Differences between the deformation and strength
characteristics of large blood vessels depending
on their localization, load direction and age of
the human subject
p0012 A76-12563
Bone strength and in-flight mechanical stresses




Some practical considerations for performance
testing in exotic environments
p0227 H76-25786
STBESS-STBAIH DISTRIBUTION
0 STBESS C O N C E N T R A T I O N
STBESSES
NT T H E R H A L STBESSES
NT V I B R A T I O N A L STRESS
STBOHTIDH
NT STBOHTIDH ISOTOPES
NT S T R O N T I O B 85
STBOHTIOH ISOTOPES
HI STBONTItTH 85
Metabolism of Sr-90 and_of other elements in man,
July 1, 1971 - June 30, 1975
[COO-1231-1011 p0251 N76-26852
STBOHTIOB 85
Use of Sr-85 as an indicator of bone mineral
replacement in dogs after disuse demineralization
p0085 A76-19702
STBOCTDBAL ANALYSIS
NT D Y N A M I C STBOCTnFAL ANALYSIS
In vivo analysis of compact bone structure
p0070 N76-11751
STBOCTOBAL DTHAHICS




NT M E H B B A N E STRIJCTORES
STODBBTS
Effects of aircraft noise on the mental work of
pupils
p0083 A76-18950
An evaluation of computer-managed instruction in
Navy technical training
[AD-A012638] pOOSO N76-12738
A comparison of predictions of graduate student





The longitudinal health study, visual




Biothermal simulation of scuba divers
p0092 A76-21118
SOBHBBGIHG
Suppression of plasma renin and plasma aldosterone
during water immersion in normal man
p0096 A76-21787
Effects of water immersion to the neck on
pulmonary circulation and tissue volume in man
p0125 A76-25155
Human lung mechanics during water immersion
p0125 A76-25158
Closing volumes in man immersed to the neck in water
p0206 A76-32506
The prophylaxis of the disruption of external
respiration in immersion
p0213 A76-37553
Respiratory and other responses in subjects
immersed in cold water
p0267 A76-38802
Relationships between training condition and
orthostatic tolerance
p0321 A76-16172
Effect of physical fitness on vanillylmandelic
acid excretion during immersion
p0326 A76-16810
Comparison of shivering in man exposed to cold in
water and in air
p0329 A76-17710
Physiologic responses to water immersion in man:
















Effects of oxidant and sulfate interaction on








Health effects of sulfur dioxide and sulfuric acid
aerosols
p0113 A76-25913
Effects of sulfur oxides on the lung: An analytic















Effects of supersonic flight on the human organisa
Experiences of an air force medical officer
p0035 A76-15758
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS




Effects of water immersion to the neck on
pnlEonary circulation and tissue volume in man
p0125 A76-25<155
Influence of diaphragmatic contraction on
ventilation distribntion in horizontal Ban
p0127 A76-25469
SDPPO6T SISTERS
HT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEBS
HI EBERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
NT GROUND SDPPOHT SYSTBHS
NT LIFE SOPPORT SYSTEBS









The performance and capabilities of terrestrial
organisms in extreme and unusual gaseous and
liguid environments. Performance of fungi in
exotic and harsh environments
[NASA-CR-1t5395] p0013 N76-10698
SURFACE BOOGHIBSS
Ion beam sputter modification of the surface
norphology of biological implants
rNASA-TS-X-73«68] p03<W N76-30797
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
Simulated helo ground target acguisition under










Change in various chemical and physical properties
of natural waters on prolonged storage
rBLL-RTS-9251A] p0195 N76-23819
SURFACTANTS
Conpartmentalization of amino acids in surfactant
aggregates - Partitioning between water and
agneous micellar sodiun dodecanoate and between




A fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral vestibular
nucleus of the rat
p0118 A76-23426
Laser exposures in the macnlas of human volunteers
[AD-A017507] p0159 N76-20811
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS




Toward a methodology for man-machine function
allocation in the automation of surveillance





Air-Force-prepared frozen meals evaluated for
inflight service surveys
[ AD-A016«25] p0166 H76-21905
SURVIVAL
Survivorship and gene fregnencies of Drosophila




Environmental testing of commercial automatic
inflators
p0296 A76-t26«0
Evaluation of potability of water collected/stored
in sea survival eguipment
[AD-A008188] p0167 H76-21910




The pitch-heave dynamics of transportation vehicles
p0103 N76-16763
SiBAT










. Biventricnlar dynamics during guantitated





Batheaatical model of an experimental ecological





Short-term memory for symmetry
p0239 A76-36812
SYHPATHBTIC NERVOUS SISTER
Effects of decreasing arterial blood pressure on
cerebral blood flow in the baboon - Influence of
the sympathetic nervous system
p0027 A76-12957
Horphofunctional characterization of the
intramural nervous system of the heart during
variations /stimulation and depression/ of the
sympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system
p0065 A76-18183
The effect of 2-deoxy-D-glucose and D-glucose on
the efferent discharge rate of sympathetic neives
p0096 A76-21788
Norepinephrine turnover in heart and spleen of 7-,
22-, and 34 C-acclinated hamsters
p0151 A76-27990
Investigation of cerebrospinal reflexes - A review
of the concept of bulbar vasomotor center
p0275 A76-U0632
Implantable electrode for recording nerve signals
in awake animals
p0277 A76-U0892
Sympathetic neural control of indoleamine
metabolism in the rat pineal gland
p0293 A76-12398
Functional and anatomical characteristics of the
nerve-brown adipose interaction in the rat
p0316 A76-«<181U
Central and peripheral catecholamine mechanisms in
circulatory control
p0321 A76-16470
Automatic neural control of cardiac rhythm - The
role of antonomic imbalance in the genesis of
cardiac dysrhythmia
p0325 A76-U6688
Effect of combined action of vibration and lumbar
sympathectomy on changes in peripheral vascular





To see or not to see: Visual acuity of pilots
involved in midair collisions
[AD-A016277/6] p0074 N76-11I778
SYBPTOBS
U SIGNS AND SYBPTOBS
SYNAPSES





Nature of a choline receptor and the structure of
its active center -— Russian book
p01«3 A76-26095
Automatic recognition and analysis of synapses
in brain tissue
p01Q9 A76-27624
Technique for studying synaptic connections of
single motoneurones in man
p0319 A76-U5775
SIHCHBOBISH








D SISNS &HD SYMPTOMS
SYBTAX
ST WORDS ( L A N G U A G E )
SYBTBBfIC EBSIHS
A study of the toxicology of pyrolysis gases from
synthetic polymers
p02<42 A76-37296




Training devices - Physical versus psychological
simulation departures from fidelity with
real world
p0201 A76-32227
Translating information requirements into training
device fidelity requirements
p0202 A76-32229
The function description inventory as a human
factors tool in evaluating system effectiveness
in operational environments for weapon systems
p0203 A76-32237
SYSTEM FAILURES




Hatching of biological and engineering elements
and systems
p0030 A76-13911
Systems approach in the study of
man-machine-environment systems
p0179 A76-30171
SATT revisited - A critical post-examination of
the systems approach to training for B-1 crews
p0203 A76-322K1
SAINT model of a choice reaction time paradigm
Systems Analysis of Integrated Network of Tasks
p0203 A76-32212
SAINT simulation of a remotely piloted
vehicle/drone control facility Systems
Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks
p0203 A76-32243
Development of a computer simulation model for
evaluating DAIS display concepts Digital
Avionics Information System
p020U A76-322tH
.Evaluation of technology for spacecraft
water-waste processing systens




NT COMPOTES SYSTEMS DSSIGS
Design of manipulator system movements
p0063 A76-17718
The structure of human control activity and its
conversion into an automatic control system
pOOBI A76-19U22
Cardiac imaging using a phased array ultrasound
svsten. I - System design
p0087 476-20069
Plotting movements of manipulatory systems
p0181 A76-30128
Spacelab environmental control/life support
system-design safety
p0231 476-35897
Design, fabrication and test of a trace
contaminant control system
[SASA-CR-1117860] p0311 H76-31908
Design, fabrication, and test of a trace
contaminant control system. Appendixes A and B
[HASA-CS-1H7861J p0311 H76-31909
SYSTEHS STABILITY




Left ventricular performance in coronary artery
disease evaluated with systolic time intervals
and echocardiography
p0151 476-28037
Pre- and postflight systolic time intervals during
LBNP - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 A76-28903
Studies on left anterior hemiblock - Correlations
between systolic time intervals and orthogonal VCG
p0235 A76-35931
SYSTOLIC PRESSURE
Comparative evaluation of pressure and time
factors in estimating left ventricular performance
p0095 476-21615
An optimization concept of systolic elastance
p0169 A76-28817
Noninvasive stress testing - Methodology for
elimination of the phonocardiogram
p0201 A76-31911
Systolic time intervals daring +Gz acceleration
p0277 A76-U0887
T-37 AIBCRAFT
• Candidate T-37 pilot performance measures for five
contact maneuvers
[AD-A014331] p0082 N76-15791
Advanced simulation in undergraduate pilot
training: Computer image generation
[AD-A022251] p0306 N76-30807
TABLES (D4T4)
Beport on computation of repetitive
hyperbaric-hypobaric decompression tables
[NASA-CR-1II1I560] p0022 N76-1171M




ECG monitoring of heart failure and pilot
load/overload by the Vesla Seat Pad
p0172 A76-28919
Computer characterization of sinus rhythm
p0172 A76-29180
TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
On the question of the physiological interaction
on the vibrotactile and audio reception
p0091 A76-20875






Disorienting effects of aircraft catapult
launchings. II
p0086 A76-19705
The effect of simulator fidelity on engine failure







An automated medical history-taking project with






Visual accommodation variations during
Trans-Atlantic cockpit duties
p0172 A76-28918
Scanning patterns in real-time FLIR displays
target acquisition task using Forward Looking
Infrared Imagery
p020U A76-322U9
Simulated helo ground target acquisition under-
different sun angles and ground textures
4-198
SUBJECT ISDBI TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
airborne visual tasks
p0205 176-32253
Hathematical modeling of air-to-ground target
acquisition
p0209 V76-33369
SEEKVAL project IA1: Effects of target nunber ana
clutter on static target acquisition
rAD-A011546] p0016 N76-10723
SEEKViL project IA1: Effects of color and
brightness contrast on target acquisition
[AD-A011547] p0016 N76-10724
Effects of colored lenses on visual perfornance
[AD-A011572] p0017 N76-10728
visual target acquisition and search performance
p0253 B76-26862
SEEKViL Project 161: Effects of target number and
clutter on dynamic target acquisition visual




Laboratory assessment of the AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggle'
p0029 A76-13587
Effect of target separation on selective attention
p0086 A76-19724
The spatial-temporal characteristics of vision
when an observer is solving a search problem
p0144 A76-26IHO
Stimulus density limits the useful field of view
p0316 A76-44746
Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of
color
tNASA-TN-D-7960] pOO<l9 H76-12727
Effects of prior hypoxia exposure on visual target
detection during later more severe hypozia, and
note on the relationship between
introversion-extraversion,




Studies on the psychological and
psychophysiological effect of repeated four-hour
intermittent pink noise
p0034 A76-15463
Interaction between marihuana and altitude on a
complex behavioral task in baboons'
p0093 A76-21403
Heasnres of attention as predictors of flight
performance
p0128 A76-25645
Peripheral detection and central task complexity
p0128 A76-25646
The detection of structure in visual displays
p01it9 A76-27825
Research on the load on the pilot's organism under
various jet aircraft flight conditions
p0153 A76-28529
Research on psychological stress experienced by
pilots while carrying out agricultural flight
missions
p0153 A76-28531
Psychophysiological research on pilots'
performance level when flooded by information of
different kinds in different forms
p0153 A76-28535
Bethodology for the prediction of complex skill
performance
p0202 A76-32233
Criterion referenced measures of technical
proficiency in maintenance activities
p0204 A76-32245
Effects of the menstrual cycle on the performance
of complex perceptual psychomotor tasks
p0204 A76-32218
Signal complexity, response complexity, and signal.
specification in vigilance for auditory
monitoring task
p0209 A76-33370
Similarity - Its definition and effect on the
visual analysis of complex displays
p0236 A76-36632
The effect of attention loading on the inhibition
of choice reaction time to visual motion by.
concurrent rotary motion
p0292 A76-42212
Quantification and prediction of human






The effect of a tracking task on speech
intelligibility in noise
[8AE-TR-7S014] p0024 H76-11729
The man-machine task allocation problem with
sequencing considerations
p0077 N76-14802
Fully procednralized job performance aids:
Guidance for performing behavioral analyses of
tasks education to improve human performance
in aircraft maintenance
[AD-A015059] p0113 H76-17815
Secondary task for full flight simulation




Sporulation and nltrastrncture in a late
Proterozoic cyanophyte - Some implications for
tazonomy and plant phylogeny
p0185 A76-31649
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report, 1971
[AD-A011559] p0015 B76-10718
A review of the toxicology of halogenated fire
extinguishing agents
[AD-A011538] p0023 (176-11715
Cardiophysiological studies with stressed animals
[AD-A011858] pOOlO N76-12662
The role of toxicology in the Apollo space program
p0012 N76-12675
Recent advanced in the toxicology of N-nitroso and
hydrazine compounds
[AD-A01186I4 ] p0017 N76-12719
Chronic toxicity of JP-U jet fuel
[AD-A011860] pOO«8 H76-12721
A framework for the control of toxic substances (a
compilation of speeches)
[PB-213159/S] p0055 N76-13753
Toxicity of the pyrolysis products of spacecraft
materials
[NASA-CR-117563] p0189 N76-22887
Study of toxicological evaluation of fire
suppressants and extinguishers
[BASA-CR-1U7658] p0190 N76-22891
E n z y m e alarm characterization studies
(AD-A018761] p0196 B76-23826
Effects of sulfur oxides on the lung: An analytic
base. Part 2: Appendix biological effects
A-20 5
TOIIHS AND ANTITOXINS SUBJECT IHDEI
and toxicology
[PB-2U9685/9] p0259 N76-27815
Current awareness service for toxic substances
(C&TS) . emulative report no. 1, Part 1
TPB-25007U/2] p0282 N76-28815
Current awareness service for toxic substances
(CATS) . emulative report no. 1, Part 2
fPB-250075/9] p0282 N76-28816
Toxicology and metabolism of nickel compounds
fCOO-31UO-3U ] p0335 N76-33839
TOIIBS iHD ANTITOXINS
NT ENDOTOXINS
Kinetics and localization of IgE tetanus antibody
response in nice immunized by the intratracheal,
intraperitoneal and subcutaneous routes
[HBL-1976-2] p0309 H76-31890
TRACE CONTAHINA1TS
The problem of habitability in spaceships
p0231 A76-35715
Study of volatile contaminants in reclaimed water
by distillation from urine
rNASA-CR-1UU636] p0077 N76-14805
Design, fabrication and test of a trace
contaminant control system
[BASA-CS-1117860] p0311 N76-31908
Design, fabrication, and test of a trace
contaminant control system. Appendixes A and B
[BASA-CR-1U7861] p0311 N76-31909
TRACHEA
Effects of hypercapnia and flow-resistive loading
on tracheal pressure during airway occlusion
p0126 A76-25162
HechanisD of lung damage in explosive deconpression
p0211 A76-33383
Kinetics and localization of IgE tetanus antibody
response in mice immunized by the intratracheal,






Comparison between a peripheral display and motion
information on human tracking about the roll axis
p0177 A76-29U85
Determinants of performance improvement, in
training under time-sharing conditions
p0202 A76-32236
New progress in robotics real time artificial
intelligence research projects
p0323 A76-U6U57
Time-sharing effects on pilot tracking performance
C AD-A016378] p016» N76-21890
A study of the effect of peripheral vision motion
cues on roll axis tracking flight simulators
for evaluating pilot performance in controlling
aircraft
TAD-A019852] p0229 N76-25798
An analysis of the closed-loop performance and
tracking stability of a direct side force






Trade study for water and waste management
concepts. Task 7: Support special analysis
cost analysis of life support systems for waste















Translating information reguirements into training
device fidelity requirements
p0202 A76-32229
Behavioral data in the design of aircrew training
devices
p0203 A76-32239
SATT revisited - A critical post-examination of
the systems approach to training for B-1 crews
p0203 A76-322U1
Visual elements in flight simulation
p0321 A76-16301
The feasibility of generalized acoustic sensor
operator training
[AD-A0118H6] p0057 N76-1376U
A comparison of adaptive and nonadaptive training






The continuing case for simulator training
p0118 A76-23252
Visual and notion Simulation Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, April 26-28, 1976, Proceedings
p0176 A76-29476
A systematic approach to visual system
requirements and developments
p0176 A76-29477
Notion perception and terrain visual cues in air
combat simulation
p0177 A76-29182
Air combat maneuvering training in a simulator
p0177 A76-29186
The effect of simulator fidelity on engine failure
training in the KC-135 aircraft
p0177 A76-29487
Future trends and plans in motion and force
simulation development in the Air Force
p0178 A76-29U93
Training devices - Physical versus psychological
simulation departures from fidelity with
real world
p0201 A76-32227
Simulator training reconsidered - Alternative
concepts of transfer
p0202 A76-32228
The Air Force takes to the ground aircraft
training simulator technology
p0297 A76-<12879
Airborne electro-optical sensor simulation
[AD-A016725] p0113 H76-17818
Evaluation of the EC II programmable maintenance
simulator in T-2C organizational maintenance
training
[AD-A012336] p0222 N76-2I4898
Effects of ground trainer use on the psychological






Dynamics of biped walk. II
p0003 A76-11U51
Dynamics of two-legged walking. II
p0205 A76-32«7«
TRANSCONTINENTAL SISTERS
Effects of two transatlantic flights in rapid
sequence upon the 2*-hour rhythm in the urinary








NT ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS




NT MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
Transfer functions for arterial oxygen saturation
during +Gz stress
p0028 A76-13576
Effect of color on pilot performance and transfer
functions using a full-spectrum, calligraphic,
color display system
p0178 A76-29197
The correlational structure of traditional task
measures and engineering analogues of
performance in the cognitive domain
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SUBJECT IHDEX TURBULENT BAKES
p0227 H76-2578U
The human as an adaptive controller
p0227 N76-25788
TRANSFER OF TBilSISG
Training transfer of a forBation flight trainer
to aircraft formation flying
pOOOS A76-12165
Intermodal transfer in temporal discrimination
of visual and acoustic stimuli duration
p0010 A76-12447
Simulator training reconsidered - Alternative
concepts of transfer
p0202 876-32228




NT FAST FOOBIER TBANSFORBATIONS
TRANSFUSION
Changes in hemodynamic indices under conditions of
hemodilution induced by transfusion of blood
substitute geossen after acute hemorrhage
p0237 A76-36639





Measuring the duration of perception judgment
of transient visual stimuli
p0292 A76-42211
The transient response of encapsulated enzynes
p0187 N76-22872
IBAHSIT TIBE

















NT TIBB DIVISION HOLTIPLEIING
TRAHSPIBATIOB. • "
Measurement of transpiration in Pinus taeda L. and
Liguidambar styraciflna L. in an environmental
chamber using tritiated water
[NASA-CB-117924] p0195 N76-23822
TRANSPONDERS
Status report on electronic identification
fLA-UR-75-2312] p0310 N76r31897
TBANSPOBT AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 707 AIBCBAFT




81 DC 10 AIBCBAFT
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
»T YS-11 AIECBAFT
Stud? of the microbiological environment within
long- and medium-range Canadian Forces aircraft
p0210 A76-33376
Nonmotion factors which can affect ride quality
p0102 N76-16759
Hinimum flight crew of transport aircraft.











NT RAPID TRASSIT SYSTEBS
NT SPACE TRANSPORTATION
The 1975 Hide Quality Symposium
[NASA-TB-X-3295] p0102 N76-16754
Beview of ride quality technology needs of
industry and user groups
p0102 N76-1S755
Bide quality criteria and the design process
standards for ride comfort
p0102 N76-16756
Beview of measured vibration and noise
environments experienced by passengers in
aircraft and in ground transportation systems
p0102 N76-16758






A comparative analysis of four protocols for
maximal treadmill stress testing
p0236 A76-36172
TBB8S (HATHEBATICS)




fleasurement of transpiration in Pinus taeda L. and
Liquidaabar styraciflua L. in an environmental
chamber using tritiated water
[NASA-CR-147924] p0195 N76-23822
A study of the effect of light on the emission of
terpenes from certain woody plants
[NASA-CB-148142] p0223 N76-25759
TBEBOBS
The relevance of the so-called treoor for the
control of voluntary movement
p0169 A76-28845
The effect of a filtered control on operators'
hand tremor
[APRC-72/CS-7] p0024 N76-11723
Nitrons oxide and tremor
[AD-A017748] p0163 N76-21884
TRITIOB




The role of the laboratory in tracking down
tropical diseases - Its interest in the
surveillance of flight personnel
p0148 A76-2761d
Incidence of infectious tropical diseases
diagnosed on flying personnel
p0072 N76-14770
Diagnostic methods in tropical medicine
p0073 N76-14771
The threat of tropical diseases and parasitoses
(some epidemiological and clinical aspects)
p0073 N76-14772
Air traffic and the problem of importation of









The role of initiation factor-3 in the translation
of 17- and 080 trp messenger SNA
[BBL-1975-15] p0307 N76-31883
TOBOBS
NT C A N C E R
TONING
Cochlear tuning properties - Concurrent basilar
. membrane and single nerve fiber measurements
p0033 A76-15438
TORBOFAB AIRCBAFT









A model for h u m a n pilot behavior during wake
i-207





D M A N O M E T E R S
O.S.S.E. SPACE PHOGBiB
Space-earth forecasts environmental aonitoring




aelicopter flight perforuance with the AN/PVS-5,
night vision goggles used by aircraft pilots
P0137 N76-1979U
ULCEBS




Absorption characteristics of BQltilayered sphere
nodels exposed to OHF/microwave radiation
head tissue dosimetry phantom
p0002 A76-10991
ULTBALOB FREQUENCIES
0 EXTREHELY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES
ULTRASONIC AGITATION
&n instruaent for nicroscopical observation of the
biophysical effects of ultrasound
P0197 N76-23835
DLTRASOHIC FLAW DETECTIOH




Effects of low-intensity ultrasound on the central
nervous system of primates
p02»2 A76-37070
A 5-year research and development agendnn for
ultrasonic inaging diagnostic instruoentation.
An assessment of selected medical instrunentation
[PB-215680/1] p0116 N76-17834
Thermal effect in the soft tissue for the case of





Cardiovascular diagnosis with real tine ultrasound
imaging
p0090 A76-20752
Real-tine Ooppler imaging for unambiguous
measurement of blood volume flow
p0091 A76-20755
The accuracy of cardiac function indices derived
from ultrasonic time-position scans
p0094 A76-21604
Resonance ultrasonic measurements of microscopic
gas bubbles in living tissue
p0270 A76-39588
The development of a portable cardiac ultrasonoscope
p0290 476-1*1792
Characteristics of ultrasonic scattered signals
from emboli in blood
p0323 A76-Q6317




Cardiac iaaging using a phased array ultrasound
system. I - Systea design
p0087 A76-20069
Cardiac imaging using a phased array ultrasound
system. II - Clinical technigue and application
p0087 A76-20070
Cardiovascular diagnosis with real time ultrasound
imaging
p0090 A76-20752
Digital computer simulation study of a real-time






Determination of the intensity in a focused
ultrasonic beam by an electrodynaiic and
capacitance aethod as applied to automatic
visualization of the structure of the eye
p0231 A76-35893
Biological effects of ultrasound on human beings
p0021 N76-11700
Advanced recording and preprocessing of
physiological signals data processing






Interrelation of ataospheric ozone and
cholecalciferol /Vitamin D3/ production in can
p02U1 A76-37069
Ultraviolet, visible, and infrared rays
p0248 N76-26821
A review of biological effects and potential risks







Evaluation of the Draeger LAR V pure oxygen scuba




Principle of measuring the air-free body volume
with the aid of a pressure-difference diving probe
p01«7 A76-27095





Evaluation of materials for manned vessels to
assure habitable atmospheres-
[AD-AOia«10] p0082 N76-15794
Proceeding of the International Workshop on escape
and survival froa submersibles
[AD-A014871 ] p0115 N76-17831
International review of manned submersibles and
habitats
[PB-2it6428/7] p0165 N76-21899
Proceedings of the Undersea Medical Society
Workshop (7th) on Medical Aspects of Small
Submersible Operations
[AD-A018U7I! ] p0221 N76-21890
UHITED KINGDOM






Effect of external impact on entrance region fluid
flow blood flow in arteries
p0117 A76-22596
Fluid dynamics of heart assist device
p013<» H76-19121
DfiBAN BESBABCB
Effects of chronic, continuous exposure to
simulated urban air pollution on laboratory




UBEA/anmonium ion removal system for the orbiting
frog otolith experiment —- ion exchange resins
for water treatment during space missions
[NASA-CR-137833] p0157 N76-20797
URINALISIS
Excretion of catecholaaine in pilot trainees
p0035 A76-15753
Plight-induced changes in human amino acid excretion
p0085 A76-19701
Studies on human urinary arylamidases
p0118 A76-23799
Plasma renin, angiotensin II, and plasma and
urinary aldosterone in running exercise
p0277 A76-10886
Effect of physical fitness on vanillylmandelic
acid excretion during immersion
p0326 A76-46810
Effects of two transatlantic flights in rapid
seguence upon the 21-hour rhythm in the urinary
A-208
SUBJECT IHDBI VASODILATIOB
excretion of 17 hydroxycorticosteroids and
catecholamines
[DLR-FB-7M-36] p0053 B76-13737
Methods for the detection of disturbances in the
living body clinical ledicine and human
pathology, urine tests for mercury (metal), lead
(metal) , and cadmium
[BLL-RTS-9632] p0196 N76-23828
OEI8E
Study of volatile contaninants in reclaimed water
by distillation fro» urine
rNASA-CR-1UM636] p0077 H76-1I1805




Acid base chemistry and human bone










BT ROTARY KING AIECEAFT
NT DH-1 HELICOPTEE
VACCINES
The attenuated live siallpoz vaccine, strain MVA
results of experimental and clinical studies
p0072 B76-1U767
The induction of interferon and specific smallpox




NT CATHODE HAY TUBES
NT HAGNETRONS
VACUUM IOBES
NT CATHODE BAY TOBES
NT HAGNETBONS
Radiation genetic effects of electron vacuum tubes
of a radar station
[ORNL-TR-14053] p0221 N76-25763
VALSALVA EXERCISE
Reflex and mechanical circulatory effects of




















BT ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE









Pathological-anatomical studies involving vascular
stenoses
p0007 A76-1187«
Model of vascular tonas blood vessel mechanics
p0011 A76-12553
Effects of hypoxia on distribution of cardiac
output and organ blood flow in the rabbit -
Regional vascular response to hypoxia
p0096 &76-21836
Vascular responses to short-tern systemic hypoxia,
hypercapnia, and asphyxia in the cat
p0151 A76-27991
Study of the branchings of a vascular bed
glass tube blood vessel model
p0155 A76-28766
On the biomechanics of the vascular wall
p0185 A76-31552
Shunting of mixed venous blood into the arterial
bed at early stages of ontogenesis under
conditions of acute hypoxic hypoxia
p0238 A76-366H8
Plasma vasopressin and renin activity in women
exposed to bed rest and *G/z/ acceleration
p0267 A76-38803
Neurogenic influences on blood pressure and
vascular tone from peripheral receptors during
muscular contraction
P0324 A76-16167
Effect of combined action of vibration and lumbar
sympathectomy on changes in peripheral vascular
bed of rat hindpaws
p0328 A76-U7336




Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented
with C02 at high altitude
p0090 A76-2032U
Circulatory effects of prolonged hypoxia before
and during antihistamine
p0130 A76-30370
Some statistical patterns in the control of
vascular thermoregulatory responses
p0216 A76-3U716
Investigation of causes of orthostatic instability
p0275 A76-10633
Effect of angiotensin on hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction in isolated dog lung
p0277 A76-H0889
The involvement of noradrenergic nerves in the
cardiovascular reflex responses to lower body
negative pressure in the anaesthetised rabbit
p0317 476-4181(5
Reduction of pulsatile hydraulic power in the
pulmonary circulation caused by goderate
vasoconstriction
p0319 A76-it5841
Sustained venoconstriction in man supplemented




Prostaglandin control of renal circulation in the
unanesthetized dog and baboon
p0001 A76-10098
Interaction between pressor and depressor
mechanisms in the self-regulation of arterial
pressure
p0009 A76-12217
Effects of drugs on the negative /backflow/
component of velocity patterns in the dog aorta
hemodynamic responses to vasoactive agents
p009t A76-21606
TASODILATION
Interaction between pressor and depressor
mechanisms in the self-regulation of arterial
pressure
p0009 A76-12217
Effects of drugs on the negative /backflow/
component of velocity patterns in the dog aorta
hemodynamic responses to vasoactive agents
p009U A76-21606
Changes in cold-indnced vasodilation during Arctic
exercises
p0127 A76-25175
Heat content of the body as a principal parameter
of thermoregulation
pOISO A76-27923
Reflex limb dilatation following norepinephrine
and angiotensin II in conscious dogs
p0150 A76-27989
Nocturnal lowering of thresholds for sweating and
vasodilation
p0277 A76-U0885
Hydrostatic pressures within the eye
[NASA-TT-F-16697] p0053 N76-1373U
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V4SOHOTOB iBBfons STSTEH SUBJECT ISDEI
Investigations of the blood vessels elastic
expansion, heart output, and heart rhythm, based










Modular software for computer-assisted ECG/VCG
interpretation
p0034 476-15469
Body position, electrode level, and respiration
effects on the Frank lead electrocardiogram
p0061 476-17123
Vectorcardiographic criteria for the diagnosis of
anterior myocardial infarction
p0087 476-20067
Evaluation of vectorcardiographic criteria for the
diagnosis of myocardial infarction in the
presence of left ventricular hypertrophy
p0087 176-20068
Iritraatrial conduction disturbances -
Vectorcardiographic patterns
p0152 476-2801(1
Quantitative electrocardiography during extended
space flight - The second manned Skylab mission
p0170 476-28902
angular velocity of the QBS loop of the
vectorcardiogram in the normal heart
p0173 476-29181
Incidence and significance of left anterior
hemiblock complicating acute inferior wall
myocardial infarction
p0173 476-29197
Device for recognition of polytopic extrasystoles
for electrocardiogram monitor control systems
p0179 476-30171
Possibilities of electrocardiography in the future
p0232 476-35903
4ge differences in the spatial vectors and
vectorcardiogram utilizing various octhogonal
electrocardiographic lead systems
p0232 476-35907
Computers in clinical electrocardiology - Is
vectorcardiography becoming obsolete
p0232 476-35908
Estimation of variance components in the automated
analysis of vectorcardiograms
p0233 476-35911
4ccuracy and beat-to-beat variation in ECG
computer oeasarements
p0233 476-35912
Hodularity in VCG/ECG-processing systems
p0233 476-35913
Computer interpretation of electrocardiograms and
vectorcardiograms
p0233 476-35915
Comparison of different algorithms for P-onset and
P-offset recognition in ECG programs
p0231 476-35917
Computer analysis of normal and abnormal P loops
of the Frank vectorcardiogram
p0231 476-35918
Quantitative classification of T-wave
abnormalities in the VCG Vectorcardiography
p023<l 476-35919
Computer analysis of the Frank electrocardiogram
and vectorcardiogram in patients with segmental
areas of akinesia or dyskinesia on left
ventricular angiogram
p0234 476-35921
4 new rhythm classification program applied to
routine electro- and vector-cardiograms
p0231 476-35922
Classification of myocardial infarction according
to the vector maps of the 'Electric Heart
Portrait1 and the pathological signs in ECG
p0235 476-35923
Computer analysis of vectorcardiograms with
special reference to segmental polar vector in
myocardial infarction
p0235 476-35929
Studies on left anterior hemiblock - Correlations
between systolic time intervals and orthogonal VCS
p0235 476-35931
On the detection of the magnetic heart vector - 4n
application of the reciprocity theorem
p0271 476-40111
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure measuring systems
[H4SA-CB-141555] pOOQI H76-12696
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure measuring systems, appendix 2
[B4S4-CB-111557] pOOII H76-12697
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood
pressure measuring systems, appendix 3
[HAS4-CB-141558] pOOIS B76-12698
Engineering studies of vectorcardiographs in blood












On the relation between time and space in the
visual discrimination of velocity
p0001 476-10718
VEHTILATIOS
Effect of elastic loading on ventilatory response
to hypoxia in conscious man
p0008 476-12097
Depression of ventilation during hypoxia in man
p0059 476-16897
Central ventilatory responses to 02 and C02 at
three levels of carotid chemoreceptor stimulation
p0067 476-18712
Bespiratory volume-time relationships during
resistive loading in the cat
p0095 476-21613
Influence of diaphragmatic contraction on
ventilation distribution in horizontal man
p0127 476-25169
Closing volumes in man immersed to the neck in water
p0206 476-32506
Local regulation of collateral ventilation by
oxygen and carbon dioxide
p0207 476-32510
Bole of the carotid chenoreceptors in the
hyperpnea of exercise in the cat
p0207 476-32622
Ventilatory response to C02 at rest and during
positive and negative work in normoxia and
hyperoxia
p0213 476-37806
Belationships of femoral venous /K+/, /H+/, P sub
O2, osnolality, and /orthophosphate/ with heart
rate, ventilation, and leg blood flow during
bicycle exercise in athletes and non-athletes
p0291 476-12057
The influence of CSF calcium and magnesium on the
ventilatory response to carbon dioxide during
hyperoxia
p0329 476-17737
Ventilatory responses to C02 rebreathing at rest




Evaluating the ability of aircrew personnel to
hear speech in their operational environments
p0093 476-21109
Dynamics of the phase asymmetry of the fundamental




Ejection-seat related vertebral lesions -
Hecha^ism, diagnosis, consequences and means of
prevention. II
p0035 476-15755
numerical analysis of the dynamic behaviour for
the human spine
p0299 476-43881
Fractures of the spine in helicopter accidents
(examination of 25 cases)
[B4E-LIB-TB4HS-1848] p0013 B76-10703





Spinal injury after ejection
[AGARD-AR-72(FH) ] p0138 N76-19799
A mathematical model of the human spine and its






















New data on the circadian rhythmicity of
wakefnlness and sleep in vertebrates
p0120 A76-2U216
New data on circadian biorhythmicity of
wakefulness and sleep in vertebrates
[NASA-TT-F-16986] p02U6 N76-26793
VERTICAL HOTIOH
Cross-modality determination of the subjective
growth function for whole-body vertical,
sinusoidal, vibration
p0209 A76-33368
Experimental studies for determining human




Perception of static orientation in a constant
gravitoinertial environment
p0093 A76-21<HO
Influence of subjective system of coordinates on
spatial-motor orientation of the hand
p0123 A76-25173
VESTIBOLAR NYSTAGBOS
On the role of the hypothalanns in the mechanism
of positional nystagmus
p0009 A76-12213
Rotatory and vertical components of the eye
nystagmus induced by rotation in a horizontal
plane
p0009 A76-12214
Perceived visual motion as effective stimulus to
pursuit eye movement system
p0028 A76-13100
Otorhinolaryngological syndromes in aeronautics
p0035 A76-15756
Vestibular habituation in flightcrew
P0124 A76-25268
Review of the effects of infrasound on man
P0172 A76-28916
The vestitular system Book
p0173 A76-29276
Vestibular problems in space flight
p017« A76-29283
On the physiology and the examination of the
vestibnlar labyrinths
p017it A76-29281
Testing the vestibular system - Value of the
caloric test
p017l| A76-29285
Positional nystagmus clinical tests using
electronystagmography
p0175 A76-29286
Botion sickness and other vestibulo-gastric
illnesses
p0175 A76-29288
Effect of hypokinesia on the vestibular function
under modified microclimate conditions
p0038 H76-126U8




Visual reaction tines during prolonged angnlar
acceleration parallel the subjective perception
of rotation
p0002 A76-10720
Bays of further perfecting methods of vestibular
selection cumulative effects of Coriolis and
centripetal accelerations
p0007 A76-11918
Vestibular-ocular accommodation reflex in man
p0028 A76-13577
Perception of linear horizontal self-aotion
induced by peripheral vision /linearvection/ -
Basic characteristics and visual-vestibular
interactions
p0031 A76-11156
Vestibular habituation in flightcrew
p012U A76-25268
Change in the reactivity of the vestibular
analyzer under conditions of hypoxia
p01!!7 A76-27599
The vestibnlar system Book
p0173 A76-29276
Testing the vestibular system - Value of the
caloric test
p017« A76-29285
Positional nystagmus clinical tests using
electronystagmography
p0175 A76-29286
Response of the hydrodynamically interacting
semicircular canals to an adeguate stimulus
p0274 A76-10628
Results of physical modeling of the system of
semicircular canals in man - Functioning of the
vestibular apparatus during oscillations of the
head
p0275 A76-10629
The effect of attention loading on the inhibition
of choice reaction time to visual motion by
concurrent rotary motion
p0292 A 7 6 - U 2 2 I 2
Vestibular effects on the sensorimotor cortex in
the cat after lesion of medial lemnisci
p0301 A76-1U716
The use of vestibular tests in civil aviation
medical examinations: survey of practices and
proposals by aviation medical examiners
[AD-A015087/0] p0073 N76-1I4777
Sensitivity of auditory and vestibular systems to
stimuli other than sound and motion[ AD-A013617] p007t N76-11721
In-flight linear acceleration as a mean of
vestibular crew evaluation and habituation
motion sickness in flying personnel
p0137 N76-19795
Studies of human dynamic space orientation using
techniques of control theory[NASA-CR-146858] p016« N76-21892
Sensory perception role of h u m a n vestibular
system in dynamic space perception and manual
vehicle control
p0165 N76-21895
Equipment for testing h u m a n space perception
p0165 N76-21897
Chair for studying vestibular analyzer
[AD-A018251] p0220 N76-21881
The influence of alcohol on some vestibular tests
p0258 N76-27835
Space sled facility, phase A for vestibnlar
tests onboard Spacelab[ESA-CR(P)-802] p0258 N76-278H1
VESTIBULES
Ernst Bach on the vestibular organ 100 years ago
p0010 A76-12U30
A fine structural study of
degenerative-regenerative pathology in the
surgically deafferentated lateral vestibnlar
nucleus of the rat
p0118 A76-23126
The vestibular system Book
p0173 A76-29276
Some aspects of the structure of the vestibular
apparatus
p0173 A76-29277
The innervation of the vestibular labyrinth
p0173 A76-29278
Anatomical aspects of the functional organization
of the vestibulospinal pathways
p017» A76-29279









On the physiology and the examination of the
vestibular labyrinths
p0174 476-29281
Vestibular ototoxicity streptomycin effects
p0175 A76-29287
Pathology of the peripheral vestibnlar system in
the human
p0175 476-29289
Signal transformation by .the semicircular canals
of the vestibular apparatus
p0176 476-29428
The effects of centrifugation on the norpbology of
the lateral vestibnlar nucleus in the rat - 4
light and electron microscopic study
p0211 476-33*73
The vestibular systei for eye movement control
p0313 A76-44727
Eye movements daring afteriaage tracking under
sinusoidal and random vestibnlar stinulation
p0313 476-44729
Studies of orientational and postural nechanisas
in a node! neural system
[&D-4012027] p0023 N76-11719
Research on habitnation to novel visual-vestibular
environments with particular reference to space
flight
[N4SA-CR-146280] p0132 H76-18783
The vestibular apparatus under water and in
COB pressed gas environments: Abstracts of
translated studies
[AD-A015626] p0139 H76-19805






Effect of vibration, acceleration and acute
irradiation in a dose of 250 R on the
localization and activity of some'liver enzymes
in sexually mature rabbits
p0039 N76-12655
Hunan comfort in relation to sinusoidal vibration
p0104 H76-16768
Modeling biodynamic effects of vibration
tAD-A015901] p0140 N76-19817








Determination of the elastic and danping




Study of the propagation of vibrations along the
human hip bone
p0012 A76-12560
effects of mechanical vibration on rat plasma
calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and xanthine
oxidase
p0029 476-13582
A. study of the subjective equivalence of noise and
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Guide to the HAHBOD23SB (man-machine model,
version 2: Steady state, batch version),
computer program
[AD-A017759] p0165 876-21900
HABBOD 1975, human internal models and
scene-perception models
[AD-A017762] p0166 B76-21904
Processes in acguiring knowledge
[AD-A020270] p0262 876-27877
Higher order adaptive training systems
[AD-A023594] p0311 H76-31906
BBADDOCK, DOBB ASD BCDOIALD, IBC., EL PASO, TEI.
SEEKVAL Project IAI: Effects of target number
and clutter on dynamic target acquisition
[AD-A024166] p0336 B76-33849
BBITISB LIBBABT LEBDIIG DIT., BOSTOB SPA (BBGLABD).
Relations between radiation dose and somatic
radiation risk
C-1
COEPOB4TE SODBCE IIDEI CBITEE FBIHCIPAL D'EIPHBTISES BEDICALBS DD
[BLL-CE-TBABS-6697-(9022.09) ] p0070 B76-14755
Change in vacioas chemical and physical
properties of natural waters on prolonged
storage
[ B L I S T S - 9 2 5 4 A ] p0195 B76-23819
On tt ip.i.,'ijlujp-nce of dissolved carbon dioxide on
bios^'^ Jet'ic' processes
[BLL-TVl-TBABS-0876- (9056. 525) ] p0195 B76-23820
Hetbods for the detection of disturbances in the
living body
[BLL-BTS-9632] p0196 H76-23828
Baximnm forces exerted by men in the zone of
loveient of the ares and legs
[BLL-BAB-LIB-TBABS-1839-(5207) ] p0198 N76-23817
8DBEAO OF HIRES, PITTSBOBGB, PA.
Development of two new oxygen self-rescaers
[PB-250809/1] p0283 B76-28823
An ice-cooling garment for Bine rescae teals
CPB-254487/2] p0336 F.76-33850
B D B E A D OF BADIOLOGICAL HEALTH, BOCKVILLB, BD.
Precise microwave power density calibration
•ethod using the power equation techniques
[PB-242883/7] p0056 B76-13754
Bedical X-ray Photo-Optical Systems Evacuation
Symposium
[PB-246946/8] p0159 876-20812
A comparison of instrnnent performance in
measuring X-ray tube current and mAs
[PB-246751/2] p0191 B76-22902
A review of biological effects and potential
risks associated with ultraviolet radiation as
used in dentistry
fPB-254273/6] p0335 B76-33842




In Vivo Measurement of human body composition
[NASA-CB-146223) p0101 B76-16748
Physiological responses to environmental factors




Basic data for planning life-support systems
p0249 B76-26830
Enzymes in heterogeneous systems
p0281 876-28804
Results from the BPL monkey-pod experiment
conducted as part of the 1974 BASA/Ames
shuttle CVT-2
[NASA-Cfi-148730] p0303 B76-30787
Besnlts from the EPL monkey-pod experiment
conducted as part of the 1974 BASA-Ames
CVT/GPL 3
CHiSA-CB-148736] p0303 B76-30788
Results from the EPL monkey-pod flight
experiments conducted aboard the NASA/Anes
CV-990, Bay 1976
[SASA-CR-1118737] p0303 B76-30789
Secondary task for full flight simulation
incorporating tasks that commonly cause pilot
error: Time estimation
[BASA-TH-I-74153] p0336 B76-33846
CALIFOBBIA OHIV., BERKELEY.. LAIBEBCB BERKELEY LAB.




Pulmonary changes induced by ambient levels of
ozone, a morphological study
[AD-A011873] p0047 B76-12717
Principles of gravitational biology
p0247 B76-26813
CALIFOBBIA DBIV., IBVIBB.
Toxic hazards research unit annual technical
report, 1974
[AD-A011559] p0015 B76-10718
The effects of 6-month chronic low level
inhalation exposures to hydrazine on animals
[AD-A011865] p0047 H76-12718
Becent advanced in the toxicology of B-nitroso
and hydrazine compounds
[AD-A011864] p0047 B76-12719
Chronic toxicity of JP-4 Jet fuel
[AD-A011860] pOOaS B76-12721
CALIFOBBIA OBIV., LA JOLLA.
The auditory neural network in man
[BASA-CB-146357] p0106 H76-16783
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. 1: Effects of stimulus delivery
rate
CBASA-CB-146390] p0106 876-16784
Electrophysiological measurement of human
auditory function
[SASA-CB-146387] p0106 B76-16785
Selective attention and the auditory vertex
potential. 2: Effects of signal intensity
and masking noise
[HASA-CB-116389] p0106 B76-16786
Brainstem auditory evoked responses in man. 1:
Effect of stimulus rise-fall time and duration
[SASA-CB-146391] p0106 N76-16787
CALIFOBBIA UBIV.. LITEBBOBB. LAIBEHCE LIVEBHOBB LAB.





CALIFOBBIA ORIT., LOS AIGELES.
Effects of very high pressure on organic and
biological systems
p0037 B76-12635
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A012967J p0058 B76-13771
A study of the electrical properties of the
transverse tubular system in skeletal muscle
p0070 B76-11751
In vivo analysis of compact bone structure
p0070 B76-1«75«
Biocybernetic control in man-machine interaction
[AD-A013649] p0078 B76-11811
CALIFOBBIA OBIV., SAB DIEGO.
Ultraviolet, visible, and infrared rays
p0248 B76-26821
CALIFOBBIA OBI?., SAB FBABCISCO.
Summation of human locomotion and related studies
[ PB-245794/3 ] p0139 B76-1980<!
CALIFOBBIA OBIV., S&BTi BABBABA.
The effects of prolonged acute hypozia on
coronary blood flow, myocardial metabolism and
cardiovascular dynamics
p0196 B76-23832
Effects of low levels of ozone and temperature
stress
[PB-252309/0] p0305 B76-30802
CALSPAB COBP., BOFFALO, I.I.
Development of an improved computer model of the
human body and extremity dynamics
[AD-A014816] p0115 B76-17832
CABADA IBST. FOB SCIENTIFIC ABO'TECHBICAL
IBFOBHATIOB, OTTAIA (OBTABIO).
The excretion of glycolate by Chlorogonium
elongatun Dangeard
[BBC/CHB-TT-1831] p0069 B76-147H8
Animal behaviour and circadiau rhythms
[ BBC/CBB-TT-1829] p0070 B76-14749
Beuromnscnlar blocking properties of lincomycin
and Kanendomycin in man
[SBC/CBB-TT-1833] p0073 B76-14775
Cytocrome 553 of the alga Bumilleriopsis
filiformis
[BBC/CBB-TT-181*4] p0131 B76-18773
The silicon component in living cells and
organisms
CBBC/CBB-TT-1879] p0331 B76-32823
CABBEGIE-BBLLOB DBIV., PITTSBOBGH, PA.
Adaptive production systems
[AD-A013570] p0057 B76-13762
Serial pattern acquisition: A production system
approach
[AD-A013569] p0057 B76-13763
A new time-domain analysis of human speech and
other complex waveforms
CAD-A013583] p0076 B76-14799
A model of human cognitive behavior in writing
code for computer programs, volume 1
[AD-A0135B2] p0076 B76-14800
CATHOLIC OBIV. OF ABEBICA. RASHIBGTOB, D.C.
Structural components in the perception of
sixteen complex sounds
[AD-A014133] p0081 B76-15788
CBBIRB PBIBCIPAL D«EXPERTISES BEDICALBS DO
PBBSOBIBL BAVIGABT, PABIS (FBABCB).
Incidence of infections tropical diseases
C-5
CBBTBO DI STODI E BICEBCHE DI BBDICIHA ABBOBADTICA COBPOBATB SOOBCE ISDEI
diagnosed on flying personnel
p0072 H76-14770
CEBTBO DI STODI B BICBBCHE DI BEDICIBi AEBOHAOTICA
B SPAZIALE, BOHE (ITALY) .
Psycho-physical perforiance of Air Force
technicians after long duration noise exposure
p0110 876-17793
Influence of the noise on catecholamine excretion
P0110 876-17795
Behavior of some respiratory parameters in
candidate pilots. A comparative study between
two different groups examined at ten years
interval
p0257 B76-27831
Control of hemostatic disorders in lir Force
personnel
P0257 B76-27833
CHSrSLEB COBP., HER OBLE4HS, It.
Phase 2 report of shipboard sevage treatment




Research on human skin laser damage thresholds
[AD-A012703] p005l» H76-13740
CITIL AEBOHBDICAL IHST. , OKLAHOHA CITI, OKLA.
The use of vestibular tests in civil aviation
medical examinations: Survey of practices and
proposals by aviation medical examiners
[AD-A015087/0] p0073 876-14777
Accident experience of civilian pilots with
static physical defects
p0137 B76-19791
Interaction between Barijuana and altitude on a
complex behavioral task in baboons
[AD-A020680/5] p0195 B76-23823
Pilot performance and heart rate during
in-flight use of a compact instrument display
fAD-A021519/4] p0197 876-23838
Stress in air traffic controllers: Comparison
of two air route traffic control centers on
different shift rotation patterns
[AD-A020679/7] p0197 K76-23830
Functional strength of commercial airline
stewardesses
[AD-A021836/2] p0197 N76-238HO
The effects of dextroamphetanine on
physiological responses and complex
performance during sleep loss
CAD-A021520/2] P0198 H76-23841
Assessment of perceptual and nental performance
in civil aviation personnel
p0228 N76-25789
Studies on stress in aviation personnel,
analysis and presentation of data derived from
a battery of measurements
p0257 H76-27828
Earplug rankings based on the
Protector-Attenuation Rating (P-AR)
[AD-A024756/9] p0283 H76-28821
Effects of ground trainer use on the
psychological and physiological states of
students in private pilot training
[AD-A021704/9] p0285 876-29906
Physiologicalr subjective, and performance
correlates of reported boredom and monotony
while performing a simulated radar control task
CAD-A025426/8] p0286 S76-29911
CLEHSOB OBIT., S.C.
Increased concentrertion of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa and Staphylococcus sp. in small
animals exposed to aerospace environments
[HASA-CH-147570] p0188 B76-22879
COLOBADO STATE OBIT., FOB! COLLIHS.
Transmnral quantitative measurement of blood flow
[PB-246822/1] p0159 B76-20B11
COLOBADO OBIT., BODLDEB.
A mathematical aodel of the human spine and its
application to the cervical spine
p0197 B76-23833
COLUMBIA OBIT., FBABKLIB SQO&BE, B.I.
Special analysis of community annoyance with
aircraft noise reported by residents in the
vicinity of JPK Airport, 1972
[BASA-CS-132678] p0106 B76-16788
COHBISSABIAT A L'EHEBGIB ATOBIQDE, CADABACBE
(FBAHCE) .
Becommendations for criticality accident dosimetry
[CBA-H-4669] p0251 B76-26851
COBBISSI01 OF IBB EOBOPEAH COBHOBITIES, IOIBBBOOBS.
Badiological protection: 3. Technical
recommendations for the use of
thermolnminescence for dosimetry in individual
monitoring for photons and electrons from
external sources
CEOB-5358E] p0162 876-21878
COBPDTBB SCIEBCES COBP., ilLLOPS ISLAHD, TA.
Aircraft cockpit vision: Bath model
[ BASA-CB-141406] pOOSO B76-15778
COBHECTICDT OHIT., FABHIIGTOI.
Toxicology and metabolism of nickel compounds
[COO-3140-34] p0335 H76-33839
COBTBOL DATA COBP.., ST. PAOL, BIBB.
Besults of the visual detection simulation
experiment for the evaluation of Aircraft
Pilot Rarning Instruments (iPil)
[ AD-A017023/3] pOOSO 876-15780
COHBELL OBIT., ITHACA, I.I.
Studies of the semiconducting and photoelectric
properties of chlorophyll-a aggregates
p0052 B76-1372I1
A computer prograe package for aquatic ecologists
[PB-244508/8J p0079 H76-15771
Exobiology and the origin of life
[ HASA-CB-148177] p0229 B76-25800
COBBELL OBIT., IBB TOBK.
Central neural mechanisms governing postural
cardiovascular mechanisms[HASA-CB-1II8603] p0284 H76-29898
DAITOB OBIT. BESEABCH IBS!., OBIO.
Bone strength and in-flight mechanical stresses
[AD-A020531] p0332 B76-32831
DEBBLL ABD BICHABDSOB, IBC., EHFIELD, COHH.
• Rash water waste pretreatment system study
[BASA-CH-147588] p0191 B76-22909
DEFBHCB ABD CIVIL IBST. OF BKVIBOHSBHTAL HBDICIBB,
DORNSTIEB (OSTABIO).
the incidence of temporary and permanent hearing
loss among aircrews exposed to long-duration
noise in maritime patrol aircraft
[DCIEB-75-BP-1073] p0110 H76-17792
A conceptual model for operational stress
p0228 B76-25791
DEFBHCB BESBABCB BSTABLISBBEIT OTTABA (OSIABIO).
The amounts of moisture emitted from the eyes
and periorbital areas
[AD-A014923] p0112 B76-17807
Field trial of an experimental cold-weather head
protector
[AD-A020376] p0334 B76-32648
DBFBHSB DOCOBBBTATIOB CEITBB, ALEIAHDBIA, TA.
Aerospace Medicine
[AD-A012900] p0079 H76-15774
DBSBATICS, IBC., STATE COLLEGE, PA.
Research on construction of a statistical model
for predicting impact acceleration injury
[AD-A021669] p0285 876-29904
OBOrSCHB FOBSCHffSGS- OHD VEBSDCHSASSHLT FOBB LOFT-
OBD BAOBFABBT, BAD GODBSBBBG (REST GEBBABI).
Effects of two transatlantic flights in rapid
sequence upon the 24-hour rhythm in the
urinary excretion of 17 hydroxycorticosteroids
and catecholamines
tDtB-FB-74-36] p0053 876-13737
Desynchronization of circadian rhythm of
exercise pulse rate following transmeridian
flights
[DLB-FB-74-39] p0053 B76-13738
Development and tests of Beliox dives in excess
of 100 «, part 1
[DLB-FB-75-48-PT-1] pOOBO B76-15783
Cardiac pacemakers in air transportation
CDLB-IB-004-72/4] p0163 B76-21881
Air operations and circadian performance rhythms
p0227 B76-25787
Ontogehetic development of artemia salina in low
and high pressures
[ DLB-FB-76-19] p0255 876-27818
DEOTSCBE FOBSCHOHGS- OID TEBSOCHSAMSTILT POBB LOFT-
DID BAOBFAHBT, HABBOBG (BEST GEBBABI).
Binimui flight crew of transport aircraft.
Bethods for measuring workload of flight crews
[ DLB-IB-355-74/3] p0164 B76-21887
DEOISCBB FOBSCBOBGS- OBD VBBSOCBSAHSTALT FOEB LOFT-
OBD BAOBFABBT, POBZ (BEST SEBBASI).
C-6
CORPORATE SOUBCB I8DBI FOOD AHD DBOG ADHIHISTBATIOH,
Evaluation of flight fitness in latent diabetes:
Effects and qualitative determination of oral
antidiabetic drags
[DLB-IB-355-73/2] p0163 H76-21880




DB0TSCBB LDFTBAHSA AKTIBBGBSELLSCHAFT, FBABKFOBT AH
HilB (WEST GEBHAHT) .
Transportation by air of a Lassa fever patient
in 1971
p0071 B76-14763
Some problems in the coupling of visibility
simulation equipment to flight simulators
p0113 H76-17812
Trainable crew behavior in the flight simulator
for pilot incapacitation
p0113 H76-17813
The economy of flight simulators for crew
training exemplified for a Boeing 707 simulator
p0113 B76-1781U
DOOBLAS AIBCBAFT CO., ISC., LOB6 BEACH, CALIF.
Animal exposure during burn tests
[BASA-CB-137802] p0157 R76-20800
DOS CHEMICAL CO., GOLDEB, COLO.
Quantitative respirator man-testing and
anthropometric survey
[BFP-2358] p002« H76-11728
DO POUT DE IEBOOBS (E. I.) ABD CO., AIKEB, S.C.
Badiation exposure records management
[DPSPD-75-30-7] p0305 H76-30799
DOKE OBIV., DOBHAB, B.C.
Laser exposures in the macnlas of human volunteers
[AD-A017507] p0159 H76-2081B
Beat and mass transfer in the human respiratory
tract at hyperbaric pressures
[AD-A021146] p0333 H76-32842
EAStEBH VIBGIBIA BEDICAL SCBOOL, BOBFOLK.
Hodnlation of evoked responses during behavioral
motor inhibition in the cat
[AD-A011457] p0016 H76-10727
EDSEiOOD ABSBBAL, ABBBDBEB PBOTIBG GROOID, HD.
Effects of eserine upon light sensitivity and
dark adaptation
[AD-A019268] p0225 H76-25771
A computer program to predict energy cost,
rectal temperature, and heart rate response to
work, clothing, and environment
[AD-A020112] p0226 H76-25778
ELECTBOTECBBICAL LAB., TORTO (JAPAB).
The mechanism of animal color vision
[BEPT-186] p0255 H76-27817
EHTIBOHBEHTAL BEALTB LAB., KELLT iFB, IEI.
Evaluation of potability of water
collected/stored in sea survival equipment
[AD-A008188] p0167 H76-21910
EH'IBOHHEITAL HEALTH LAB., HCCLELLAH AFB, CALIF.
Health hazard potential of HIPOL (trademark)
polynrethane prepolymers
IAD-A011997} p0023 H76-11721
ESVIBOHHEBTAL PROTECTION AGBHCI, CIHCIBBATI, OHIO.
Plankton analysis training manual
[PB-242008/1] p0013 H76-10700
BBVIBOBHEHTAL PBOTECTIOB AGEHCI, BASHIHGTOI, D.C.
A framework for the control of toxic substances
(a compilation of speeches)
[PB-243459/5] p0055 H76-13753
EB7IBOIBEHTAL BBSBARCB ASSOCIATES, CABOGA PABK,
CALIF.
EVA space suit Evaporative Cooling/Beating Glove
System (ECHGS)
[HASA-CB-147527] p016a H76-21891
EBRD BAOHFAHETTBCHBIK G.H.B.B., BBBHEB (BEST
GEBBAHI) .
Space sled facility, phase A
[ESA-CB(P)-802] p0258 876-278*1
EDBOPEAB SPACE AGEICT, PARIS (FBAHCE).
The effect of mechanical vibrations on man
p0052 H76-12980
Aircraft noise in residential areas:
Beasnrement and analysis
p0219 H76-24215
Notes on noise index numbers (taking into
account the results of the Bnnich Aircraft
Boise Investigation carried out by the German
Besearch Association)
p0219 N76-24246
Safety analysis of Manned systems
p0254 1176-26872
Spacelab and its utilization for biomedical
experiments
p0259 N76-27842
FABRIC BESEABCH LABS., IBC., OEDBAB, HASS.
Exploratory development of coated fabric for
firefighters' protective clothing
[ AD-A016525] p0161 H76-20829
FAIBCHILD REPUBLIC CO., FABHIHGOALE, B.T.
Space shuttle galley water system test program
[ HASA-CR-144531] p0024 H76-11726
FEDERAL ATIATIOH ADBIHISTBATIOB, OKLAHOHA CITT, OKLA.
Anthropometry of airline stewardesses
[ AD-A012965/0] p0053 H76-13733
Attitudes on en route air traffic control
training and work: A comparison of recruits
initially trained at the FAA academy and
recruits initially trained at assigned centers
[AD-A013343/9] p0056 H76-13759
An evaluation of the effectiveness of the FAA
management training school
tAD-A025254/4] p0286 H76-29908
FBOEBAL ATIATIOH ADHIBISTBATIOH, BASHIHGTOH, D.C.
To see or not to see: visual acuity of pilots
involved in midair collisions
CAD-A016277/6] p007l| H76-14778
Definition and measurement of perceptual and
mental workload in aircrews and operators of




FEDERAL BAILBOAD ADHIBISTBATIOH, BASBIHGTOH, D.C.
Intercity rail-passenger car ride quality test
program
p0103 H76-16762
FEDEBATIOI OF ABEBICAB SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIBEHTAL
BIOLOGI, BETBESDA, BD.
Computer applications in the biological sciences
[ iD-4012589] p0040 B76-12664
Selection of individuals for specific duties
associated with night vision proficiency
[AD-A012588] pOO«9 H76-12730
Sensitivity of auditory and vestibnlar systems
to stimuli other than sound and motion
[AD-A013617] p0074 H76-14781
The rhythmic cycles in man
[AD-A013853] p0074 H76-14782
Biological correlates of cognitive, sensory and
motor abilities
[AD-A013616] p0076 B76-14797
Heural integration in learning and memory: A
hypothesis
[AD-A013854] p0076 H76-14798
FLOBIDA STATE OBIT., TALLAHASSEE.
The effects of a muscle endurance training
program on cardiovascular function as measured
on the bicycle ergometer
p0131 H76-18777
FLORIDA OBIT., GAIIESTILLB.
Automated analysis of biological rhythms in the
human electroencephalogram
p0109 H76-17784
FLYIHG PERSOBBEL BESEARCB COHHITTEE, LOHDOB
(BHGLAID).
The effect of adrenergic beta-receptor blockade
on the metabolic response to centrifngation
stress
CAD-A013426] p0056 H76-13757
The retention of protective adaptation to motion
sickness induced by cross-coupled angular
accelerations
[AD-A019294] p0252 H76-26859
Catecholamine, corticosteroid and ketone
excretion in exercise and hypoxia
[AD-A019293J p0252 B76-26860
FOOD ABD DRDG ADHIBISTRATIOB, CIBCIBHATI, OHIO.
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[ BASA-CB-145480] p0013 H76-10695
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[SASA-CH-146401] pOI09 H76-17782
C-7
FOBSCBUBGSIBSTITDT ?OEB ABTBBOPOTBCHBIK, COEPOB4TE SODBCE IBDgl
Ecology and ther«al inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[BASA-CB-146429] p0131 H76-18775
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[BASA-CB-146549] p0162 B76-21869
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
(HASA-CB-KI7198] p0192 F76-22913
Ecology and thermal inactivation of microbes in
and on interplanetary space vehicle components
[BASA-CB-148004] p0307 H76-30813
FOBSCBDBGSIBSTITOT POEB ABTHBOPOTBCBBIK, HECKEBHEIH
(BEST GEBHASI) .
la investigation of single-axis manual control
processes and comparative evaluation of human
operator models
[FB-21] p0018 S76-10736
FBABKLIB HCLEAB HEHOBIAL BESEABCH IHST., CHICAGO,
ILL.
Progress in evaluation of human observer visual
detection performance using the BOC curve
approach
CCOHF-750750-1 ] p0253 H76-26861
FBADBHOFEB-GESELLSCHAFT ZOB FOBBDEBOBG DEB
ASGEiiBDTEH FOBSCBOHG B. ?., GBAFSCBAFT (VEST
GBBHABT) .
Antidote effects of atropine, toxogonin, SAD 128
and isoprenalin in rats poisoned with paraoxon
[BBVG-FBWT-75-15] p0251 B76-26853
Protective effect of some pyridinina compounds
against the inhibition of structure bound
acetylcholinesterase by Soman in vitro
[BBVG-FBWT-75-16] p02S1 B76-26854
Pharmacokinetics of the spasmolytic action of
some bispyridininm compounds on the muscle
strip of the guinea pig ileum
[BBVG-FBWT-75-17] p0252 H76-26855
FBBIB OBIV., BEBLIH (BEST GBBHABI) .
Volume conditioned stimuli affecting salt and
water excretion
[AD-A012690] p0054 S76-13741
GEBBBAL DTBAHICS/COBVAIB, SAB DIEGO, CALIF.
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shnttle/Spacelab. Volume It Executive summary
[BASA-CB-144121] p0078 N76-15765
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
sbuttle/Spacelab. Volume 2: Life sciences
laboratory concept definition
[BASA-CB-1IJ4122] p0078 B76-15766
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shnttle/Spacelab. Volume 5: Life Sciences
laboratory system requirements data book.
Book 1: System requirements. Book 2:
Appendices
[SASA-CR-141H23] p0078 N76-1S767
Definition of Life Sciences laboratories for
shnttle/Spacelab. Volume 5: Life Sciences
laboratory system requirements data book.
Book 3: Prelimary equipment item
specification catalog
[NASA-CB-1U4124] p0079 H76-15768
Bosch C02 reduction system development
[BASA-CB-144282] p0192 B76-22910
GBBEBAL ELECTBIC CO., DATTOBA BBACB, FLA.
Airborne electro-optical sensor simulation
[AD-A016725] - p0113 N76-17818
Advanced sianlation in undergraduate pilot
training: Computer image generation
[AD-A022251] p0306 B76-30807
GEHEBAL ELECTBIC CO., LTBH, BASS.
Besearch on reverse osmosis membranes for
purification of wash water at sterilization
temperature (165 degrees F)
[PB-242521/3] P0025 B76-11730
GBBEBAL ELECTBIC CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Automatic biowaste sampling
[HASA-CASB-BSC-14640-1] p0077 1176-14804
Hodnlar biowaste monitoring system
[HASA-CB-147483] p0133 N76-18789
Bodnlar biowaste monitoring system conceptual
design
[HASA-CB-147867] p0306 1176-30810
GESEBAL ELECTBIC CO., RILBTBGTOB, BASS.
Electrochemical oxygen concentrator as an oxygen
compressor
[BASA-CB-137689] p0051 B76-12740
GBOBGE RASBIBGTOH DBIV., SiSBIHGTOB, D.C.
Passenger comfort during terminal-area flight
maneuvers
[BASA-CB-146077] pOOBO B76-15781
Scientific publications and presentations
relating to planetary quarantine. Volume 5:
The 1975 supplement
[HASA-CB-146562] p0157 S76-20795
GEOBGIA IBST. OF TECB., ATLABTA.
The man-machine task allocation problem with
sequencing considerations
p0077 H76-14802
Ouantitative modelling of the time-multiplexing
characteristics of human controllers
[PB-246339/6J p0140 B76-19812
An experimental investigation of steady and
pulsatile flow through partial occlusions in a
rigid tube
p0246 B76-26794
GBD, IBC., (ABBIBSTEB, PA.
Training plan for the preliminary test and




BAHILTOH STAHDABD, IIHDSOB LOCKS, COBS.
Portable oxygen subsystem
[BASA-CB-147028] p0108 H76-16802
Design, development, and fabrication of a
prototype ice pack heat sink subsystem.
Flight experiment physical phenomena
experiment chest
tHASA-CB-137768] p0108 B76-16803
Fusible heat sink for EVA thermal control
[ HASA-CB-137769] p0115 B76-17826
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air
of C02 and moisture without special heat
exchanger equipment
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reguirement study: Preliminary contamination
mission support plan
[HASA-CH-119983] p0307 H76-30811
BABTII BABIETTA CORP., DES7EH, COLO.
Spacecraft utensil/hand cleansing fixture
[HASA-CB-147125] p0111 H76-17825
Zero liquid carryover whole-body shower vortex
liguid/gas separator
[HASA-CR-147500] p0133 N76-18790
& manipulator arm for zero-g simulations
p0131 B76-19171
OBEA/anmonium ion removal systea for the
orbiting frog otolith experiment
[HASA-CB^137833] p0157 H76-20797
Plight operations payload training for crew and
support personnel. Task 3: Inflight
operations and training for payloads
[ NASA-CR-117837] p0306 H76-30805




CORPORATE SOOBCB IHDEI HILITAEBPSYKOLOGISKA IBSTITOTET,
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., HODSTOH, TEX.
Integrated life sciences technology utilization
development program
[HASA-CR-144545] p0020 N76-11691
BABTLAND ONIV., COLLEGE PARK.
Cellular viability, metabolism and growth
kinetics during hyperthermia in the
physiological range
[AD-A011484] pOOIS N76-10714
Cellular viability, metabolism and growth
kinetics during hyperthermia in the
physiological range
t AD-A011U82:) p0015 H76-10715
The regenerative response of the sympathetic
nervous system to hypobaric hypoxia
p0188 N76-22884
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTOH.
Sorption and retention of substances in the
surface layers of the skin
[AD-A009792] p0159 N76-20810
MASSACHUSETTS IHST. OF TECH., CAHBBIDGE.
On the purpose of low-level vision
[AD-A012392] p0023 N76-11720
The analysis of the pilot's cognitive and
decision processes
[HASA-CR-145739] p0024 H76-11722
Integration of visual and motion cues for
simulator requirements and ride quality
investigation
[HASA-CR-145978] p0075 B76-14790
The low-level symbolic representation of
intensity changes in an image
[AD-A013669] p0077 N76-14801
Research on habituation to novel
visual-vestibular environments with particular
reference to space flight
[NASA-CH-146280] p0132 N76-18783
Studies of human dynamic space orientation using












Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrients
[NASA-CR-147780] p0229 H76-25797
Integration of visual and motion cues for
simulator requirements and ride quality
investigation
[NASA-CR-148479] p0283 N76-28819




Design and fabrication of an end effector
[NASA-CH-144008] pOOIS B76-10735
The determination of mass transfer limitations
in an immobilized enzyme plug flow reactor
[PB-246123/4] p0158 N76-20804
MAX-PLAMCK-IBSTITDT POEB BIOCHEHIE, MABTIHSBIED BEI
BOEHCHEN (REST GEBBAHI).
Electrophoresis experiment, experiment MA-014
p019« 1176-23095
HCDOSHELL-DOOGLAS ASTROHAOTICS CO., HOOSTOB, TEI.
Continuation of advanced crew procedures
development techniques
[NASA-CR-147843] p0286 N76-29909
HCDOBBELL-DOUGLAS ASTROHAOTICS CO., HOHTIIGTOH
BEACH, CALIF.
Evaluation of early recognition of viral
infections in man
[HASA-CR-144559] p0022 H76-11712
Trade study for water and waste management
concepts. Task 7: support special analysis
[HASA-CR-1471132] p0114 H76-17824
Combination of an electrolytic pretreatment unit
with secondary water reclamation processes
[HASA-CR-147418] p0115 B76-17828
MCDOHBELL-DODGLAS ASTBOHAOTICS CO., ST. LODIS, HO.





MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS TECBBICAL SERVICES CO., INC.,
BODSTOH, TEX.
Advanced crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures and performance program training plan
[NASA-CR-144526] p0016 N76-10721
Advanced crew procedures development techniques:
Procedures and performance program description
[ NASA-CR-144517] p0018 B76-10734




MEDICAL BIOLOGICAL LAB. BVO-THO, BIJSBIJK
(NETHERLANDS).
The use of tritium gas in light sources
[ HBL-1975-18] p0263 N76-27883
Analysis of the preferential release of newly
synthesized ACh by cortical slices from rat
brain with the aid of two different labelled
precursors
[ MBL-1975-1U] p0307 N76-31882
The role of initiation factor-3 in the
translation of T7- and 080 trp messenger RHA ,
[ MBL-1975-15] p0307 N76-31883
The effect of ACTH-analogues on motor behavior
and visual evoked response in rats
[ BBL-1975-17] p0308 N76-31884
Enhancing effect of radioresistant spleen cells
on the primary immune response against sheep
RBC by mouse spleen cells in vitro
[MBL-1975-19] p0308 N76-31885
Investigation on the hydrodynamic properties of
DMA in formamide-water mixtures with various
ionic strengths
[MBL-1975-20] p0308 N76-31886
Piracetam and acquisition behavior in rats:
Electrophysiological and biochemical effects
[BBL-1975-24] p0308 U76-31887
Binding of radiation-induced phenylalanine
radicals to DNA: Influence on the biological
activity of the DMA and on its sensitivity to
the induction of breaks by gamma rays
[MBL-1975-27 ] p0308 H76-31888
Radiosensitization of mammalian cells by diamide
[HBL-1976-1 ] p0308 H76-31889
Kinetics and localization of IgE tetanus




METHODIST HOSPITAL, BODSTOH, TEX.
Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
[HASA-CASE-MSC-14623-1] p0053 N76-13735
Automated electroencephalography system and
electroencephalographic coordinates of space
motion sickness, part 1
[HASA-CR-1U7554] p0189 S76-22888
Report of 11-day bedrest simulation of Skylab
[ NASA-CR-147758] p022l( N76-25761
BIAMI DBIV., OXFORD, OHIO.
Research on the recognition and analysis of
complex and dynamic imagery
[AD-A018074] p0166 N76-21906
HICaiGAH UNIV., ABH ARBOB.
The effect of time sharing on the performance of
information processing tasks: A feedback
control analysis
[AD-A012023] p0024 H76-1172*
The use of adaptive modeling for the clinical
determination and evaluation of cardiovascular
system parameters
p0052 H76-13731
Group types and interventions effects in
organizational development
CAD-A004638] p0076 N76-14794
Bioenqineering study of basic physical
measurements related to susceptibility to
cervical hyperextension-hyperflexion injury
[ PB-247763/6] p0190 H76-22900
Simulation of human body response to crash loads
p0331 B76-32362
BILAH OBT7. (ITALY).
A study of behaviour daring a trial of vigilance
in non-piloting personnel
p0227 H76-25785
BILITAEBPSTKOLOGISKA IBSTITOTET, STOCKHOLM (SBEDED).
Reconnaissance and visual contrast
C-13
SILITABY HBDICAL ACADEBT. (DSSB), LBBIBGBAD. COBPOBATE SOOBCE ISDEI
[BPI-23] p0073 876-14776
Auditory perception, a literature review
[BPI-A-22] p0075 876-14786
HILIT&BY BEDICAL ACADEBI (DSSB) , LENIHSBiD.
Food and water supply
p0249 876-26831
Protection of crews of spacecraft and space
stations
p0250 876-26843
BIBISTBY OF HEALTH OP THE DSSB, BOSCOI.
Barometric pressure and gas composition
p0247 H76-26810
Prolonged linear and radial accelerations
p0247 876-26814
Physiology of the sensory sphere under
spaceflight conditions
p0248 H76-26824
Bethods of investigation in space biology and
oedicine, transmission of bioiedical data
p0248 H76-26827
Biologic guidelines for future space research
p0249 B76-26828
Air regenerating and conditioning
p0249 B76-26832
Clothing and personal hygiene
p0219 H76-26833




Bonregenerative life-support systems foe flights




Protection against radiation (biological,
pharmacological, chemical, physical)
p02SO 876-26840
Selection of astronauts and cosmonauts
p0250 B76-26844
Training of cosmonauts and astronauts
P0250 B76-26845
BIBBESOTA OBIV., AOSTIS.
Biochemical indices of stress
(AD-A0124903 p0054 B76-13742
BIBHESOTA OIIV., BIHHEAPOLIS.
The hierarchical ordering of preference for
relations in solving verbal analogy items
CAD-A012897] pOOSO B76-12733
Strategies of adaptive ability leasnrement
t AD-A004270] p0076 876-14796
Studies of asymptotic TTS
P0110 876-17790
& study of computer-administered stradaptive
ability testing
C4D-A018758] p0198 S76-23845
Circadian rhythms in plants, insects and mammals
exposed to ELF magnetic and/or electric fields
and currents
[ AD-A019958] p0223 1176-25760
Dynamic characteristics of human motor
performance in control systems
[AD-A020662] p0259 876-27843
A simulation study of stradaptive ability testing
CAD-A020961] P0262 S76-27876
BISSODBI OBIT., COLOBBIA,
Bultiple nutrient markers. Energy and nutrient
CSASA-CR-141635] p0077 B76-14806
The role of depressed metabolisi in increased
radio-resistance
[BASA-CR-146512] p0157 B76-20798
Stress, temperature, heart rate, and hibernating
factors in hamsters
CBASA-CR-146665J p0158 N76-20802
Hibernation, stress, intestinal functions, and
catecholoamine turnover rate in hamsters and
gerbils
[BASA-CR-146662] p0158 H76-20803
Batheuatical model of one-man air revitalization
system
[BASA-CB-147580J p0191 N76-22908
BISSODBI OBIV.. KAISAS CITY.
Application of cabin atmosphere monitors to
rapid screening of breath saiples for the
early detection of disease states
JSASA-CB-144548] p0022 H76-11713
BITBB CORP., BBDFOBD, BASS.
Ride quality criteria and the design process
p0102 B76-16756
BITBB COBP., HCLEAI, TA.
Benefits and problems of seven exploratory
telemedicine projects
[ PB-247840/2] p0191 H76-22903
BOSCOI STATE OBIV. (DSSB).




•AIIOHAL ACADEMY OF SCIB8CES - SATIOHAL BBSB4BCH
CODHCIL, •ASBIBGIOI, D.C.
Compensation formula for hearing loss
[AD-A014487] p0080 S76-15777
Toxicology of the air in closed spaces
p0247 876-26811
Guidelines for developing a training program in
noise survey technigues
[AD-A016677] p0261 876-27872
HArlOSAL AEBOJADTICAL LAB., BiSGALOBE (IBDIA).
On simulation and evaluation of aircraft
handling qualities
[SAl-TH-49] p0336 876-33844
HATIOHAL ABBOBAOTICS A8D SPACE ADBIBISIBATIOH,
WASBIBGTOB, D.C.
Foundations of space biology and medicine.
Volume 1: Space as a habitat
[BASA-SP-374-VOL-1] p0246 B76-26799
Planetary quarantine: Principles, methods, and
problems
p0246 876-26808
Foundations of space biology and medicine.
Volume 2, book 1: Ecological and
physiological bases of space biology and
medicine
[BASA-SP-374-VOL-2-BK-1] p0247 H76-26809
Foundations of space biology and medicine.
Volume 2, book 2: Ecological and
physiological bases of space biology and
medicine
[BASA-SP-374-VOL-2-BK-2] p0248 876-26819
Foundations of space biology and medicine.
Volume 3: Space medicine and biotechnology
[BASA-SP-374-VOL-3] p0249 876-26829
Individual life-support systems outside a
spacecraft cabin, space suits and capsules
p0249 876-26836
Life^support systems for interplanetary
spacecraft and space stations for long-term use
p0249 876-26838
An appraisal of future space biomedical research
p0250 B76-26846
Publications of the planetary biology program
for 1975: A special bibliography
[BASA-TB-I-74313] p0255 876-26874
BATIOBAL ABBOHAOIICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB. ABES
BESBABCB CEBTEB, BOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
The Apollo 17 pocket mouse experiment (Biocore)
p0043 876-12687
Conspicuity of target lights: The influence of
color
tBASA-TB-D-7960] p0049 876-12727
The physiology and biochemistry of total body
immobilization in animals: A compendium of
research
[ BASA-TB-X-3306] p0131 B76-18780
Physiologic responses to rater immersion in man:
A compendium of research
[ BASA-TB-X-3308] p0132 876-18781
Fluid dynamics of heart assist device
p0134 B76-19121
High pressure space suit assembly
[BASA-TB-I-62515] p0140 S76-19813
Adaptation to prolonged bedrest in man: A
compendium of research
[BASA-TB-X-3307] p0158 876-20807
Studies related to the development of the Viking
1975 labeled release experiment
[BASA-TR-B-460] p0167 B76-21913
The effects .of a 12-hour shift in the Hake-sleep
cycle on psysiological and biochemical
responses and on multiple task performance
[ BASA-TB-I-74115] p0219 B76-24880
An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticnlation
[BASA-CASE-ASC-10916-1] p0254 B76-26871
Beal-time detection and data acguisition system
for the left ventricular outline
C-14
COBPOBATB SODECB IBDEI HiflOBiL ABBOBADTICS ABD SPACE ADHIHISTBATI08. COBTD
[BASA-TB-B-461] p0262 H76-27880




. CB»SA-CASB-BE-ABC-10329-2] p030« H76-30793
Biomedical altrasonoscope
tBASA-CASE-ABC-1099«-1] p033» H76-33835
NASA aviation safety reporting system
[HASA-TH-X-34H5J p0336 H76-33815
BATIOIAL IBBOBADIICS AHD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB.
FLIGHT BESBABCH CEBTEB, BDWABDS, CALIF.
Passenger ride quality response to an airborne
simulator environment
p0101 H76-16770
BATIOBAL ABBOBADTICS AID SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB.
SODDABD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GBEEIBELT, BD.
A cervir-to-rectuo measuring device in a
radiation applicator for use in the treatment
of cervical cancer
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12081-1] p0189 N76-22890
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
CHASA-CASE-GSC-12082-1] p0192 876-22914
Bethod of detecting and counting bacteria
CBASA-CASE-GSC-I1917-2] p0283 H76-29891
Applications of luiinescent systems to
infectious disease Methodology
[BASA-TB-X-71190] p0310 H76-31896
BATIOHAL JEBOSADTICS iSD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB.
LYBDOi B. JOHBSOH SPACE CEBCEB, BOOSTOB, TEX.
Skylab experiment B487 habitability/crew quarters
[BASA-TH-X-58163] p002U H76-11727
Biomedical results of Apollo
(BASA-SP-368] p0041 H76-12668




Badiation protection and instrumentation
P0041 B76-12671





Flight crew health stabilization program
p0041 876-12674
The role of toxicology in the Apollo space program
p0042 N76-12675
Endocrine, electrolyte, and fluid voluie changes




Hematology and immunology studies
pOO«2 N76-12678








Apollo flight crew vestibular assessment
pOO«3 H76-12683
Apollo light flash investigations
pOOP3 H76-12685
The Apollo 16 licrobial response to space
environment experiment
pOO«3 N76-12686
The lunar quarantine program
p0043 B76-12688











Apollo command and service module and lunar




Spectral analysis of skeletal muscle changes
resulting from 59 days of weightlessness iu
Skylab 2
[HASA-TB-X-58171] p O O U S B76-12701
Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
[BASA-CASB-BSC-1 <t623-1] p0053 B76-13735
fledical subject monitoring systems
[ HASA-CASE-BSC-14180-1] p0070 H76-11757
Antogatic biowaste sampling
[ BASA-CASE-BSC-146HO-1] p0077 N76-1H801
High visibility air sea rescue panel
[ BASA-CASE-HSC-12561-1] p0082 N76-15792
Skylab food system
tNASA-TB-I-58139] p0133 B76-18791
Zone-forming fungi experiment Bi-147
p0193 B76-23089
Bicrobial exchange experiment AB-002
p0193 B76-23090
Killifish Hatching and Orientation experiment
BA-161
p0194 B76-23093
Bedical microbiological analysis of Apollo-Soynz
test project crewmembers
[ BASA-TB-X-58180] p0219 B76-21878
Self-contained breathing apparatus
[ SASA-CASE-BSC-1U733-1] p0222 B76-24900
Electromyographic analysis of skeletal muscle
changes arising from 9 days of weightlessness
in the Apollo-Soyuz space nission
[ BASA-TN-X-58177] p022H B76-25762
Astronaut activity
p0248 S76-26825
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air
of CO2 and moisture without special heat
exchanger equipment
[ BASA-CASE-BSC-11(770-1 ] p025« H76-26868
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air
of C02 and moisture without special heat
exchanger equipment
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1»771-1] p0254 876-26869
A logic-controlled occlusive cuff system
[ HASA-CASE-BSC-14836-1] p0258 B76-27839
HATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICS ABD SPACE 4DHIJISTBATION. JOBB
F. KBHNEDI SPACE CEBTEB, COCOA BEACB, PLi.
Development of a bone-fixation prosthetic
attachment
p0135 H76-19192
SAtlOBAL AEBOHiOTICS AID SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOH.
LABGLET BBSBABCH CEBTEB, LAIGLEI STATIOB, VA.
Experimental studies for determining human
discomfort response to vertical sinusoidal
vibration
[ 8ASA-TB-D-80U1] p0049 B76-12728
Automated single-slide staining device
[ BASA-CASE-LAB-11649-1 ] p0052 B76-13725
Review of subjective eeasures of human response
to aircraft noise
[ BASA-TB-X-72807] pOOBO B76-15779
The 1975 Bide Quality Symposium
[BASA-TB-X-3295] p0102 N76-16754
Beview of measured vibration and noise
environments experienced by passengers in
aircraft and in ground transportation systems
p0102 B76-16758
Bonmotion factors which can affect ride guality
p0102 H76-16759
Vehicle for civil helicopter ride quality research
p0102 876-16760
An approach to high speed ship ride guality
simulation
P0103 H76-16764
Evaluation of ride quality measurement
procedures by subjective experiments using
simulators
p0103 B76-16765
Bide guality of terminal-area flight maneuvers
p0104 S76-16771
Vibration simulator studies for the development




An investigation of correlation between pilot
scanning behavior and workload using stepwise
regression analysis
t HASA-TB-X-33ICI] p0161 B76-20824




BATIOB4L UBOHDTICS ABD SP1CB ADUHS1BATI01. COBPOBATE SODBCB IIDEI




human response to whole-body sinusoidal
vertical vibration
fBASA-TH-D-8188] p0221 B76-24894
Prediction of passenger ride quality in a
nultifactor environment
[BASA-TH-X-73945] p0305 -B76-30804
A parametric investigation of ride quality
rating scales
[BASA-TH-X-73946] p0311 B76-31905
SATI08AL AEBOBAOTICS AID SPACE ADBISISTBATIOI.
LEBIS BESBABCH CBITEB, CLEVELAND, OBZO.




Improved tissue macerating instrument
CBASA-CASB-LEW-12668-1] p0197 H76-23837
Ion bean sputter Modification of the surface
morphology of biological ioplants
[BASA-TH-X-73468] p0304 H76-30797
HATIOBAL AEBOB&OTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISfBiTIOH.
HARSHALL SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, BOBTSVIU.E, ALA.
Eaergency descent device
[HAS4-CASE-BFS-23074-1] p0058 H76-13770
Electrophoresis technology experiaent HA-011
p0194 876-23094
BATIOBAL 4ERORAOTICS ABO SPACE ADHIKISTBATIOS.
BATIOIAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABS., BAI SAIBT LOUIS,
HISS.
Hater hyacinths for upgrading sewage lagoons to
•eet advanced wastewater treatnent standards,
part 1
[BASA-TH-X-72729] p0013 N76-10697
BATIOBAL AEBOBADTICS ABD SPACE ADHIBISTBATIOB.
PASADBBA, OFFICE, CALIF.
Hyocardiua wall thickness transducer and
measuring nethod
[BASA-CiSE-HPO-13644-1] p0284 H76-29895
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
CHASA-CASB-8PO-13643-1] p0284 S76-29896
HAIIOBAL .AVIATIOB FACILITIES EXPBBIBEBTAL CEHTBE,
ATLANTIC CITY. B.J.
Development of a performance criterion for
enronte air traffic control personnel research
through air traffic control simulation:
Experiment 1: Parallel fora
[FAA-BD-75-186] p0253 B76-26863
Investigation of pilot self-briefing techniques.
Voluiie 1: Methodology, results, and
recommendations
CAD-A024645/4} p0285 H76-29907
Visual attention of private pilots, the
proportion of time devoted to outside the
cockpit
[AD-A025168/0] p0286 B76-29912
BATIOBAL BOBEAD OF STAHDABDS, RASBIBGTOB, D.C.
Biomaterials. Proceedings of a symposia! held
in conjunction with the 9th annual meeting of
the Association for the Advancement of Hedical
Instrumentation
[COB-75-10916/5] p0058 B76-13773
Design criteria for firefighters' turnout coats
[COH-75-11133/0] p0161 H76-20827
& multiple chamber humidity apparatus
[PB-247 655/4) p0192 B76-22917
Heasurenents and observations of the
toxicological hazard of fire in a Betrorail
interior mock-up
[PB-250768/9] p0335 876-33841
A new look at the research basis for lighting
level recommendations
[PB-253112/7] p0335 N76-33843
BATIOBAL IIST. FOB COHHOBITY DBVELOPBEBT, IBC.,
8ASBIBGTOB, D.C.
Bealth service technology bibliographic service.
Volume 4: An assessment of potential impact
of the miniature centrifugal fast analyzer
upon the laboratory services field
CPB-247748/7) p0188 B76-22883
BATIOBAL IHST. FOB OCCOPATIOBAL SAFETY ABD HEALTH,
BOBGAHTOSH, I.VA.
Exhalation valve leakage test
CPB-252692/9] _ p0312 B76-31916
BATIOBAL IBST. FOB OCCDPAIIOIU SAFETY KID HEALTH,
BOCKVILLE, BD.
Registry of toxic effects of chemical
substances, 1975 edition
[ PB-246557/3] p0139 B76-19806
Criteria for a recommended standard.
Occupational exposure to carbon tetrachloride
[PB-250424/9] p0282 B76-28817
BATIOBAL OCEABIC ABD ATHOSPHEBIC ADBIBISTBATIOB,
BOCKVILLE, BD.
International review of Banned snbmersibles and
habitats
[PB-246428/7] p0165 B76-21899
BATIOBAL PHYSICAL LAB., TBDDISSTOB (EBSLA8D).
An automated medical history-taking project with
videotape interviewing of immigrant
psychiatric patients
CBPL-COB-79] p0106 B76-16789
BATIOBAL BESEABCB COOBCIL OF CABADA. OTTAWA
(OBTABIO) .
Psychomotor test performance and sleep patterns
of aircrew flying transmeridional routes
p033» B76-33127
BATIOBAL SIEDISB IBST. FOB BOILDIBG BBSEABCH,
STOCKBOLB.
dental and perceptual performance in heat
[PB-251439/6] p0287 B76-29915
A system for the description and classification
of movement behaviour
[PB-251337/2] p0306 B76-30806
BATIOBAL TBiHSPOBTiXIOM SAFETT BOABD, WASHIHSTOB,
D.C.
Chemically generated supplemental oxygen systems
in DC-10 and L-1011 aircraft
[PB-252023/7] p0287 B76-29916
BAVAL AEROSPACE BEDICAL IIST., PEBSACOLA, FLA.
Angular velocities, angular accelerations, and
coriolis accelerations
p0247 H76-26816
BAVAL AEBOSPACE HEDICAL BBSEABCH LAB., PEBSACOLA,
FLA.
Some considerations concerning the use of
magnetron generators in microwave biological
research
[AD-A013329] p0055 B76-13752
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'
radiation exposures on Skylab missions 2, 3,
and 4
[ BASA-CR-147436] p0101 B76-16746
Pulmonary function testing in military
personnel: A preliminary study
[AD-A018067] p0163 B76-21883
Nuclear emulsion measurements of the astronauts'
radiation exposure on the Apollo-soynz mission
[BASA-CB-150916] p0309 N76-31895
BAVAL AIB.DEVBLOPBBBT CEITBB, fABBIBSTEB, PA.
Laboratory assessment of the AN/FVS-5 night
vision goggle
[AD-A011053J p0018 S76-10740
Influence of various acceleration environments
on the ability to activate controls for
emergency devices
[AD-A014545] p0081 B76-15787
Evaluation of the EC II programmable maintenance
simulator in T-2C organizational maintenance
training
[AD-A012336] p0222 B76-24898
Evaluation of an advanced automotive restraint
system using human subjects
[AD-&012469] p0229 B76-25799
NAVAL ELECTBOBIC STSTEBS COH8ABD, IASBIBSTOH, D.C.
Bavy sponsored ELF biological and ecological
research summary
[AD-A015299] p0111 876-17800
NAVAL HEDICAL FIELD BESEABCB LAB. , CABP LBJBOBE, B.C.
Predicting the rectal terperature response to
heat stress
[AD-A016451] p0163 B76-21885
SiVlt HBDICAL BESEABCB ABD DBVELOPHEBT COHH1BD,
BETBBSDA, BD.
Compilation of Bavy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 1
[AD-A015068] p0079 B76-15775
Compilation of Bavy sponsored ELF biomedical and
ecological research reports, volume 2
[AD-A015069] p0079 B76-15776
BAVAL BEDICAL BESEABCH IIST., BETBBSDA, BD.
Buman engineering considerations in the
evaluation of diving equipment
C-16
CORPORATE SODBCE ISDEX OAK BIDGE BATI08AL LIB.,
[AD-A011660] pOOia H76-10709
A hyperbaric, constant-temperature growth system
suitable for cultivation of microorganisms in
gaseous environments pressurized to 1000 psig
[AD-A015627] p0136 B76-19784
The vestibnlar apparatus under water and in
compressed gas environients: Abstracts of
translated studies
CAD-A015626] p0139 H76-19805
BATAL POSTGBADOATE SCHOOL, HOBTBRBY, CALIF.
A new method of interfacing pilot to aircraft
[AD-A012U53] p0051 876-12744
The effects of similarity and dissimilarity on
group performance
tAD-A013468] pOOSS B76-13768
A comparison of predictions of graduate student
performance: Is it all worth the bother?
[AD-A013487] p0058 B76-13769
tn analysis of age and performance among
communications personnel
fAD-A017536] p0160 876-20820
Human performance of biorhythms
CAD-A017537] p0160 1176-20821
Time-sharing effects on pilot tracking performance[AD-A016378] p0164 H76-21890
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